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  ABSTRACT	  
Studies	  of	  the	  Unusually	  Extended	  DNA	  Inside	  the	  Pf1	  Bacteriophage	  by	  
	  Solid-­‐State	  NMR	  and	  Computational	  Methods	  
Ivan	  V.	  Sergeyev	  
	  The	  internal	  DNA	  of	  the	  Pf1	  bacteriophage	  is	  known	  from	  its	  dimensions	  to	  be	  the	  most	  extended	  naturally	  occurring	  DNA.	  Understanding	  its	  conformation	  is	  critical	  to	  further	  insights	  about	  DNA	  stability	  and	  packing	  processes	  in	  Pf1	  and	  similar	  filamentous	  phages,	  and	  is	  of	  broader	  interest	  to	  biophysical	  studies	  of	  DNA.	  Structural	  studies	  of	  the	  intact	  36	  MDa	  Pf1	  bacteriophage	  by	  solid-­‐state	  NMR	  have,	  from	  their	  inception,	  been	  remarkably	  ambitious	  undertakings	  due	  to	  the	  size	  of	  the	  system	  and	  its	  structural	  complexity.	  Assignment	  and	  structural	  characterization	  of	  the	  major	  coat	  protein	  have	  been	  aided	  by	  symmetry	  and	  abundance	  of	  signal,	  and	  have	  been	  remarkably	  successful.	  However,	  it	  is	  only	  with	  the	  advent	  of	  improvements	  in	  methodology	  that	  the	  DNA	  of	  Pf1	  can	  be	  studied.	  Recent	  rapid	  advances	  in	  techniques	  such	  as	  dynamic	  nuclear	  polarization	  have	  greatly	  improved	  sensitivity	  and	  made	  solid-­‐state	  NMR	  studies	  applicable	  to	  a	  broader	  range	  of	  biopolymers	  and	  biological	  assemblies.	  	  
The	  first	  high-­‐resolution	  NMR	  study	  of	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  is	  presented	  herein.	  Assignment	  of	  the	  13C	  and	  15N	  resonances	  of	  the	  DNA	  at	  the	  level	  of	  nucleotide	  type	  has	  revealed	  a	  number	  of	  unusual	  chemical	  shifts,	  at	  or	  beyond	  the	  edges	  of	  their	  respective	  ranges	  in	  available	  databases.	  These	  database	  comparisons,	  especially	  at	  key	  conformational	  reporter	  sites	  such	  as	  sugar	  C3’	  and	  C5’,	  confirm	  important	  details	  of	  existing	  structural	  
	  models,	  such	  as	  a	  C2'-­‐endo/gauche	  sugar	  pucker,	  anti	  glycosidic	  angle,	  an	  overall	  lack	  of	  base	  pairing,	  and	  the	  presence	  of	  aromatic	  stacking.	  Specific	  protein-­‐DNA	  contacts	  consistent	  with	  those	  predicted	  by	  models	  are	  also	  observed.	  	  
Fragment-­‐based	  ab	  initio	  chemical	  shift	  prediction	  methods	  are	  employed	  in	  efforts	  to	  derive	  additional	  information	  from	  the	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts.	  The	  Pf1	  DNA	  is	  found	  to	  be	  most	  consistent	  with	  models	  of	  highly	  stretched	  P-­‐DNA	  derived	  from	  DNA	  stretching	  experiments,	  in	  contrast	  to	  more	  conventional	  forms	  like	  A-­‐	  or	  Z-­‐DNA.	  Further,	  the	  goodness-­‐of-­‐fit	  of	  existing	  structural	  models	  as	  well	  as	  several	  novel	  models	  is	  assessed;	  it	  is	  found	  that	  one	  of	  the	  new	  models,	  “Hybrid/2XKM”,	  created	  by	  combining	  recent	  highly	  refined	  DNA	  and	  coat	  protein	  models,	  best	  reproduces	  experimental	  chemical	  shift	  patterns,	  and	  should	  likely	  be	  used	  as	  a	  starting	  point	  for	  subsequent	  refinements.	  Similar	  methodology	  is	  applied	  to	  the	  selectivity	  filter	  of	  the	  S.	  
lividans	  potassium	  ion	  channel	  KcsA,	  finding	  that	  changes	  in	  ion	  occupancy	  alone	  are	  insufficient	  to	  reproduce	  experimental	  chemical	  shift	  perturbations.	  	  
Hydration	  is	  important	  to	  the	  environment	  of	  the	  Pf1	  DNA,	  and	  to	  our	  ability	  to	  detect	  it.	  NMR	  investigation	  of	  water	  populations	  in	  Pf1	  samples	  reveals	  that	  water	  is	  in	  contact	  with	  a	  number	  of	  buried	  protein	  residues	  and	  the	  internal	  DNA,	  making	  a	  strong	  case	  for	  the	  existence	  of	  a	  pool	  of	  “internal	  hydration	  water.”	  Such	  a	  water	  population	  has	  great	  potential	  to	  further	  benefit	  solid-­‐state	  NMR	  studies	  of	  the	  Pf1	  bacteriophage.	  Also,	  a	  new	  tool	  to	  study,	  analyze,	  and	  predict	  the	  effects	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  on	  solid-­‐state	  NMR	  spectra	  is	  presented,	  along	  with	  a	  discussion	  of	  isotopic	  labeling	  strategies	  to	  reduce	  spectral	  congestion	  and	  aid	  in	  the	  collection	  of	  structural	  restraints	  for	  complex	  biomolecular	  assemblies.	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Solid-­‐State	  NMR	  Studies	  of	  the	  Pf1	  Bacteriophage:	  	  




This	  work	  presents	  the	  first	  high-­‐resolution	  NMR	  study	  of	   the	  DNA	  comprising	  the	   core	   of	   the	   Pf1	   bacteriophage.	   This	   undertaking	   is	   notable	   for	   a	   number	   of	  reasons:	  1. From	   the	   overall	   dimensions	   of	   the	   Pf1	   bacteriophage,	   the	   DNA	   of	   Pf1	   is	  known	   to	   be	   the	   most	   extended	   naturally	   occurring	   DNA.	   Its	   structure	   is	  therefore	   of	   fundamental	   interest	   to	   our	   understanding	   of	   DNA	  conformation.	  2. As	  a	   filamentous	  bacteriophage,	  Pf1	   is	   closely	   related	   to	  a	  number	  of	  other	  bacteriophages,	   which	   play	   a	   major	   role	   in	   gene	   transfer	   in	   the	   microbial	  world.	  Similar	  bacteriophages	  have	  been	  known	  to	  transfer	  genes	  involved	  in	  bacterial	  toxicity,	  and	  thus	  have	  been	  implicated	  in	  human	  disease.1-­‐5	  3. Much	  of	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  has	  not	  been	  previously	  observable	  and	  analyzable	  by	  conventional	   SSNMR	  methods.	   The	  methods	   used	   to	   observe	   and	   assign	   it	  here	   (Chapter	   2)	   are	   applicable	   to	   numerous	   other	   biological	   systems	   of	  interest	  that	  suffer	  from	  similar	  problems	  of	  low	  signal-­‐to-­‐noise.	  4. Chemical	   shift	   analysis	   techniques	   are	   critical	   to	   extracting	   structural	  information	  from	  chemical	  shifts	  in	  complex	  systems	  where	  true	  site-­‐specific	  assignment	  is	  impossible,	  as	  is	  the	  case	  for	  the	  Pf1	  DNA.	  5. Computational	   tools	   used	   to	   aid	   in	   the	   analysis	   of	   experimental	   data	  (Chapters	   3	   and	   5)	   have	   broad	   applicability	   to	   similar	   problems	   in	   the	  broader	  fields	  of	  biophysics	  and	  biomolecular	  structure	  determination.	  6. The	   internal	   hydration	   water	   of	   the	   Pf1	   bacteriophage	   (Chapter	   4)	  represents	  an	  opportunity	  to	  study	  a	  unique	  water	  population	  and	  its	  effects	  on	  protein-­‐DNA	  interactions	  and	  biomolecular	  structure.	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The	  ability	  of	  dynamic	  nuclear	  polarization	  (DNP)-­‐enhanced	  solid-­‐state	  nuclear	  magnetic	   resonance	   spectroscopy	   (SSNMR)	   to	   observe	   the	   Pf1	   DNA	   is	   especially	  significant	  –	  the	  DNA	  of	  Pf1	  represents	  only	  approximately	  6%	  of	  the	  overall	  mass	  of	  the	   virion,	   and,	   in	   a	   fully	   isotopically	   labeled	   sample,	   therefore	   contributes	   only	  about	   6%	   of	   the	   signal.	   If	   the	   enhancement	   provided	   by	   DNP	   allows	   for	   the	   full	  assignment	   (at	   the	   level	   of	   nucleotide	   type)	   and	   characterization	   of	   such	   a	   dilute	  spin	  population,	  it	  also	  holds	  great	  promise	  for	  other	  systems	  with	  dilute	  spins	  –	  for	  instance,	   studies	   of	   membrane	   proteins	   in	   lipid	   bilayers,	   or	   studies	   of	   individual	  components	   of	   very	   large	   biological	   assemblies	   (i.e.	   ribosomes).	   Alongside	   DNP,	  other	   technical	   advances	   in	   SSNMR,	   from	  new	  probe	   designs	   to	   consoles	   that	   are	  able	   to	   generate	   pulses	   with	   incredible	   time	   and	   phase	   accuracy,	   have	   made	   the	  technique	  more	  broadly	  applicable	  to	  studies	  of	  biomolecules	  than	  ever	  before.	  




1.2 Why	  Solid-­‐State	  NMR?	  
Solid-­‐state	  Nuclear	  Magnetic	  Resonance	  Spectroscopy	  (SSNMR)	  has	  emerged	  in	  recent	  years	  as	  a	  powerful	  and	  useful	  tool	  for	  the	  study	  of	  biopolymer	  structure,	  dynamics,	  ligand	  binding,	  and	  assembly.	  While	  most	  SSNMR	  studies	  continue	  to	  be	  centered	  around	  proteins6,	  7,	  the	  technique	  has	  to	  a	  lesser	  extent	  also	  been	  applied	  to	  other	  biomolecular	  systems	  and	  assemblies,	  including	  but	  not	  limited	  to	  nucleic	  acids8,	  porphyrins/reaction	  centers9,	  and	  protein-­‐nucleic	  acid	  complexes10,	  11.	  SSNMR	  has	  been	  particularly	  useful	  in	  cases	  where	  X-­‐ray	  crystallography	  and	  solution	  NMR,	  long	  the	  workhorses	  of	  structural	  determination,	  cannot	  be	  applied.	  An	  increasing	  number	  of	  biological	  systems	  of	  interest	  fail	  to	  form	  crystals	  of	  the	  required	  size	  for	  X-­‐ray	  studies,	  and	  are	  simply	  too	  large	  for	  solution	  NMR	  (though	  no	  strict	  molecular	  weight	  limit	  exists,	  molecules	  that	  are	  unable	  to	  tumble	  effectively	  in	  solution	  do	  not	  average	  out	  anisotropic	  interactions,	  leading	  to	  a	  loss	  of	  resolution).	  SSNMR	  is	  far	  less	  restrictive	  in	  terms	  of	  sample;	  nanocrystalline,	  frozen,	  and	  aggregated	  systems	  are	  routinely	  studied,	  and	  useful	  data	  has	  been	  collected	  even	  for	  very	  large	  assemblies.12-­‐15	  A	  further	  advantage	  of	  SSNMR,	  especially	  in	  comparison	  to	  X-­‐ray	  crystallography,	  is	  its	  ability	  to	  probe	  dynamics	  on	  multiple	  timescales,	  which	  has	  been	  exploited	  extensively	  in	  studies	  of	  enzymes	  (reviewed	  in	  16-­‐19).	  	  
High-­‐field	  magnets	  and	  methodological	  advances	  have	  greatly	  improved	  the	  ease	  of	  spectral	  assignment	  and	  the	  determination	  of	  structural	  constraints	  in	  the	  solid	  state.	  Nearly	  complete	  atomic	  level	  assignments	  of	  protein	  resonances	  have	  been	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accomplished	  for	  over	  a	  dozen	  systems	  in	  the	  solid	  state	  using	  multidimensional	  heteronuclear	  (13C,	  15N)	  MAS-­‐SSNMR,	  and	  have	  provided	  valuable	  insight	  into	  structure	  and	  dynamics.6,	  13,	  20	  A	  number	  of	  proteins	  have	  been	  assigned	  in	  this	  manner,	  including	  ubiquitin,21,	  22	  GB1,23	  SH3,24	  LH2,25	  kaliotoxin,26	  Crh,27	  thioredoxin,28	  BPTI,29	  and	  others.	  Such	  assignments	  have	  led	  to	  numerous	  complete	  tertiary	  structures,	  and	  an	  even	  greater	  number	  of	  partial	  structures,26,	  30-­‐33	  many	  of	  which	  would	  not	  have	  been	  possible	  by	  other	  methods.	  As	  one	  marker	  of	  progress	  in	  the	  field,	  a	  recent	  search	  of	  the	  Biological	  Magnetic	  Resonance	  Databank	  (BMRB)34	  shows	  56	  partial	  or	  complete	  sets	  of	  assignments	  or	  structures	  derived	  from	  SSNMR	  studies,	  up	  from	  only	  14	  four	  years	  earlier.	  Recent	  advances	  in	  methodology	  have	  made	  structural	  studies	  faster	  and	  simpler,	  allowing	  for	  the	  determination	  of	  global	  structure	  using	  as	  little	  as	  a	  single	  spectrum	  in	  the	  case	  of	  some	  small	  proteins.7,	  35	  
Nucleic	  acids	  have	  also	  been	  studied	  by	  SSNMR,	  albeit	  to	  a	  lesser	  degree.	  These	  studies	  have	  included	  a	  number	  of	  small	  (mononucleotide,	  nucleoside)	  nucleic	  acid	  constructs,	  in	  addition	  to	  poly(dAdT),	  and	  a	  variety	  of	  dodecamers.8,	  36-­‐41	  Little	  in	  the	  way	  of	  detailed	  structural	  work	  has	  been	  published	  on	  longer	  nucleic	  acid	  sequences.	  Significant	  difficulty	  in	  probing	  nucleic	  acid	  structure	  by	  SSNMR	  stems	  from	  two	  basic	  problems:	  most	  nucleotides	  have	  very	  similar	  chemical	  shifts,	  leading	  to	  spectral	  congestion,	  and	  it	  is	  rather	  difficult	  to	  transfer	  magnetization	  between	  neighboring	  nucleotides	  due	  to	  their	  phosphate	  linkage	  and	  the	  distances	  involved.	  These	  problems	  are	  not	  insurmountable;	  a	  notable	  recent	  high-­‐resolution	  study	  of	  a	  14-­‐mer	  13C,15N-­‐labeled	  RNA	  tetraloop	  in	  frozen	  solution	  by	  Cherepanov	  and	  coworkers	  yielded	  a	  high-­‐resolution	  structure	  (RMSD	  =	  0.3Å)	  using	  SSNMR	  data	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supported	  by	  computational	  methodology.42	  Chemical	  shift	  analysis	  of	  experimental	  
13C	  assigned	  shifts,	  using	  so-­‐called	  canonical	  coordinates	  for	  RNA38,	  were	  used	  to	  predict	  sugar	  puckers	  and	  backbone	  torsion	  angles,	  which	  were	  then	  used	  as	  structural	  restraints	  in	  subsequent	  modeling.	  Though	  such	  techniques	  are	  not	  as	  well	  established	  for	  DNA,	  valuable	  structural	  information	  can	  still	  be	  extracted	  using	  chemical	  shift	  analysis	  in	  conjunction	  with	  computational	  modeling	  for	  use	  in	  structural	  refinement.	  	  
For	  the	  Pf1	  bacteriophage,	  which	  is	  the	  major	  focus	  of	  the	  work	  presented	  herein,	  SSNMR	  provides	  a	  unique	  opportunity	  for	  structural	  study.	  Pf1	  does	  not	  crystallize	  per	  se	  and	  is	  far	  too	  large	  for	  solution	  NMR,	  though	  it	  does	  form	  fibers	  under	  dehydrating	  conditions,	  which	  have	  been	  studied	  by	  X-­‐ray	  fiber	  diffraction.	  Fitting	  of	  the	  fiber	  diffraction	  data	  has	  yielded	  several	  high-­‐resolution	  models	  of	  the	  virion’s	  major	  coat	  protein.43,	  44	  The	  coat	  protein	  has	  also	  been	  extensively	  studied	  by	  SSNMR,	  and	  several	  published	  coat	  protein	  models	  have	  improved	  upon	  the	  earlier	  fiber	  diffraction	  models	  using	  SSNMR	  data.14,	  45-­‐47	  These	  studies	  also	  report	  on	  the	  dynamics	  of	  the	  coat	  protein.	  The	  structure	  of	  the	  virion’s	  central	  DNA	  however	  remains	  underdetermined.	  In	  most	  cases,	  the	  fiber	  diffraction	  data	  was	  refined	  in	  such	  a	  way	  as	  to	  ignore	  the	  contribution	  of	  the	  DNA48,	  and,	  with	  the	  exception	  of	  a	  
31P-­‐SSNMR	  study49,	  the	  DNA	  has	  not	  been	  accessible	  to	  SSNMR	  due	  to	  a	  lack	  of	  signal.	  Only	  two	  structural	  models	  exist	  that	  include	  the	  DNA:	  the	  Liu	  and	  Day	  model	  is	  based	  solely	  on	  interpretation	  of	  the	  electron	  density	  map	  from	  fiber	  diffraction50,	  while	  the	  model	  by	  Tsuboi	  and	  coworkers	  constitutes	  a	  refinement	  of	  the	  Liu	  and	  Day	  model	  using	  angles	  measured	  by	  Raman	  spectroscopy51.	  	  Advances	  in	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technology	  and	  methodology	  have	  enabled	  us	  to	  conduct	  a	  detailed	  high-­‐resolution	  
13C	  and	  15N	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	  study	  of	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  for	  the	  first	  time,	  the	  detailed	  results	  of	  which	  are	  reported	  in	  Chapter	  2.	  	  




1.3 Solid-­‐State	  NMR:	  Technical	  and	  Theoretical	  Underpinnings	  
1.3.1 Magic	  Angle	  Spinning	  (MAS)	  

















'(3cos2θ −1)IzSz 	  (1)	  
where	  μ0	  is	  the	  permittivity	  of	  free	  space,	  rIS	  is	  the	  distance	  between	  the	  nuclei,	  γI	  and	  γS	  are	  the	  gyromagnetic	  ratios	  of	  the	  two	  nuclei,	  Iz	  and	  Sz	  are	  the	  z	  components	  of	  the	  nuclear	  spin	  angular	  momentum	  operators	  I	  and	  S	  respectively,	  and	  θ	  represents	  the	  angle	  between	  the	  internuclear	  vector	  and	  the	  external	  magnetic	  field.	  In	  solution,	  this	  term	  is	  effectively	  averaged	  to	  zero	  by	  the	  rapid	  tumbling/reorientation	  of	  molecules	  (the	  tumbling	  time	  is	  faster	  than	  the	  time	  the	  dipolar	  coupling	  would	  need	  to	  evolve).	  While	  the	  dipolar	  coupling	  contains	  abundant	  useful	  information,	  it	  also	  degrades	  spectral	  quality	  tremendously	  by	  broadening	  linewidths	  as	  shown	  in	  Figure	  1.1b.	  To	  overcome	  this	  limitation,	  magic	  angle	  spinning	  SSNMR	  (MAS-­‐SSNMR)52,	  introduced	  by	  Andrew	  and	  coworkers	  in	  1958	  and	  first	  applied	  to	  polymers	  by	  Schaefer	  and	  coworkers	  in	  197753,	  is	  used	  to	  eliminate	  the	  dipolar	  term	  of	  the	  Hamiltonian	  by	  spinning	  the	  rotor	  and	  sample	  (a	  typical	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	  stator	  assembly	  is	  shown	  in	  Figure	  1.1a)	  at	  an	  angle	  that	  represents	  the	  diagonal	  of	  a	  cube	  relative	  to	  the	  external	  magnetic	  field,	  otherwise	  known	  as	  the	  magic	  angle	  –	  54.74°.	  At	  this	  angle,	  the	  dipolar	  term	  is	  effectively	  cancelled,	  since	  3cos2(54.74°)	  –	  1	  =	  0.	  The	  same	  holds	  true	  for	  the	  average	  chemical	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shift	  anisotropy	  (CSA),	  which	  also	  includes	  a	  3cos2θ-­‐1	  term	  and	  similarly	  contributes	  to	  line	  broadening	  of	  static	  samples.	  Averaging	  of	  the	  dipolar	  interaction	  to	  zero	  only	  works	  when	  the	  spinning	  rate	  is	  fast	  compared	  to	  the	  dipolar	  coupling	  linewidth	  however.	  MAS	  fails	  to	  give	  well-­‐resolved	  isotropic	  spectra	  when	  this	  condition	  is	  not	  met,	  and	  must	  be	  supplemented	  with	  other	  techniques	  to	  yield	  enhanced	  resolution.54	  For	  the	  same	  reason,	  homonuclear	  decoupling	  by	  MAS	  is	  only	  effective	  at	  extremely	  high	  spinning	  speeds.	  
	  
	  	  
Figure	   1.1:	   (a)	   Schematic	   representation	   of	   an	   MAS-­‐SSNMR	   stator	   based	   on	   the	  
Chemagnetics	   (now	   Agilent)	   Pencil®	   design.	   (b)	   500	   MHz	   1H	   SSNMR	   spectra	   of	  
powdered	   glycine,	   without	   MAS	   (top),	   and	   with	   10kHz	   MAS	   (bottom),	   showing	  











1.3.2 Cross-­‐Polarization	  (CP)	  and	  Rotational	  Resonance	  (RR)	  
Polarization	  transfer	  between	  different	  nuclei	  in	  SSNMR	  is	  often	  accomplished	  by	  the	  cross-­‐polarization	  (CP)	  technique56	  at	  the	  rotational	  resonance	  (RR)	  condition57	  under	  MAS53.	  These	  three	  techniques	  form	  the	  foundation	  of	  modern	  high-­‐resolution	  NMR.	  In	  simplistic	  thermodynamic	  terms,	  magnetization	  tends	  to	  flow	  from	  highly	  polarized	  (that	  is,	  not	  at	  a	  state	  of	  thermal	  equilibrium)	  nuclei	  to	  those	  with	  lower	  polarization	  via	  mutual	  spin	  flips	  when	  the	  populations,	  or	  spin	  “baths,”	  are	  in	  contact,	  much	  as	  heat	  might	  flow	  from	  a	  hot	  reservoir	  to	  a	  cold	  reservoir	  when	  touching.	  As	  heteronuclear	  spin	  flips	  are	  not	  energy-­‐conserving	  and	  therefore	  not	  spontaneous,	  creating	  such	  contact	  between	  spin	  populations	  is	  typically	  accomplished	  by	  CP.	  As	  pioneered	  by	  Hartmann	  and	  Hahn	  in	  196258,	  CP	  between	  any	  two	  nuclei	  I	  and	  S	  involves	  the	  continuous	  application	  of	  radiofrequency	  (RF)	  fields	  the	  resonance	  frequencies	  of	  both	  the	  I	  and	  S	  spins,	  such	  that	  the	  nutation	  frequencies	  (ω1)	  of	  I	  and	  S	  are	  equal:	  
ω1I = γ IB1I = γSB1S =ω1S 	  (2)	  where	  γI	  and	  γS	  are	  the	  gyromagnetic	  ratios	  of	  nuclei	  I	  and	  S,	  respectively.	  This	  may	  be	  understood	  by	  examining	  the	  Hamiltonian	  of	  the	  system	  in	  the	  doubly	  rotating	  frame,	  
HR =ω1I Iˆ y +ω1SSˆy +βIS IˆzSˆz =ω1(Iˆ y + Sˆy )+βIS IˆzSˆz 	  (3)	  where	  βIS	  is	  a	  constant	  and	  other	  elements	  of	  the	  Hamiltonian	  such	  as	  the	  chemical	  shift	  have	  been	  omitted.	  The	  second	  equality	  in	  Equation	  3	  only	  holds	  only	  when	  the	  Hartmann-­‐Hahn	  condition	  in	  Equation	  2	  is	  matched.	  A	  series	  of	  frame	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transformation,	  first	  to	  the	  frame	  of	  the	  interaction,	  ω1(Iˆ y + Sˆy ) ,	  and	  then	  such	  that	  Iz	  and	  Sz	  are	  parallel	  with	  the	  applied	  fields	  (i.e.	  pointing	  along	  Iy	  and	  Sy	  respectively),	  yields	  
HR =
1
2 βIS (Iˆ xSˆx + Iˆ ySˆy ) =
1
4 βIS (Iˆ+Sˆ− + Iˆ−Sˆ+ ) 	  (4)	  where	  only	  time-­‐independent	  terms	  have	  been	  retained,	  and	   Iˆ+/− 	  and	   Sˆ+/− represent	  the	  corresponding	  I	  and	  S	  raising	  and	  lowering	  operators.	  Under	  these	  conditions,	  mutual	  energy-­‐conserving	  spin	  flips	  between	  I	  and	  S	  nuclei	  can	  occur	  when	  magnetization	  is	  aligned	  along	  the	  y-­‐axis	  in	  the	  I	  and	  S	  spin	  reference	  frames	  (i.e.	  in	  the	  xy-­‐plane).	  As	  Equation	  2	  implies	  equivalent	  π/2	  pulse	  lengths	  on	  nuclei	  I	  and	  S,	  simultaneous	  irradiation	  on	  both	  nuclei	  during	  CP,	  typically	  for	  several	  milliseconds,	  repeatedly	  shifts	  I	  and	  S	  magnetization	  to	  the	  xy-­‐plane	  and	  allows	  for	  mutual	  spin	  flips,	  and	  therefore	  magnetization	  transfer	  from	  I	  to	  S.59	  At	  the	  end	  of	  the	  CP	  period,	  when	  irradiation	  on	  both	  channels	  has	  been	  turned	  off,	  S-­‐spin	  magnetization	  has	  been	  created	  in	  the	  xy-­‐plane,	  and	  can	  be	  detected	  or	  further	  modified	  via	  the	  pulse	  sequence.	  	  
At	  the	  moderate-­‐to-­‐high	  MAS	  frequencies	  commonly	  employed	  in	  modern	  SSNMR,	  the	  Hartmann-­‐Hahn	  CP	  (HH-­‐CP)	  condition	  of	  Equation	  2	  often	  becomes	  narrow	  and	  inefficient,	  but	  additional	  “match”	  conditions	  for	  CP	  appear,	  spaced	  at	  integer	  multiples	  of	  the	  spinning	  frequency,	  known	  as	  rotational	  resonance	  (RR).60	  That	  is,	  cross-­‐polarization	  is	  possible	  when	  ω1I	  and	  ω1S	  are	  mismatched	  by	  nωr.	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nωr = (ω I −ωS ) 	  	  (5)	  These	  conditions	  remain	  relatively	  efficient	  even	  at	  fast	  MAS,	  and	  are	  therefore	  more	  commonly	  used	  to	  allow	  I-­‐S	  magnetization	  transfer	  in	  modern	  SSNMR	  pulse	  sequences.59	  	  
In	  contrast	  to	  solution	  NMR,	  detection	  in	  SSNMR	  is	  typically	  performed	  on	  13C	  or	  
15N	  (or	  other	  nuclei	  such	  as	  31P)	  as	  opposed	  to	  1H,	  due	  to	  the	  narrow	  spectral	  window	  of	  1H	  and	  the	  broader	  1H	  linewidths	  typical	  of	  SSNMR	  data,	  leading	  to	  a	  lack	  of	  resolution.	  However,	  nuclei	  with	  higher	  gyromagnetic	  ratios	  (γ)	  such	  as	  1H	  can	  achieve	  a	  greater	  degree	  of	  polarization	  than	  low-­‐γ	  nuclei	  such	  as	  13C	  and	  15N.	  This	  use	  of	  low-­‐γ	  nuclei	  for	  detection	  creates	  a	  lack	  of	  sensitivity	  in	  SSNMR.	  However,	  using	  CP,	  much	  of	  the	  polarization	  initially	  created	  on	  1H	  is	  transferred	  to	  the	  lower-­‐γ	  nuclei,	  and	  much	  of	  the	  sensitivity	  of	  1H	  can	  be	  recovered.56	  The	  maximum	  enhancement	  from	  CP	  is	  simply	  the	  ratio	  of	  the	  gyromagnetic	  ratios	  of	  the	  nuclei,	  γI/γS,	  under	  ideal	  conditions	  where	  magnetization	  is	  transferred	  fully.	  13C	  and	  15N	  also	  tend	  to	  have	  considerably	  longer	  relaxation	  times	  than	  1H.	  A	  resulting	  benefit	  of	  CP-­‐based	  pulse	  sequences	  is	  that	  only	  1H,	  as	  the	  magnetization	  source,	  must	  relax	  before	  the	  next	  scan,	  which	  allows	  delays	  between	  scans	  to	  be	  set	  considerably	  shorter	  than	  if	  pulsing	  on	  lower-­‐γ	  nuclei.	  The	  result	  is	  dramatically	  shorter	  experiment	  times.	  
Notable	  improvements	  to	  the	  CP	  technique	  since	  its	  inception	  have	  included	  pulse	  shape	  optimizations	  to	  maximize	  polarization	  transfer	  and	  improve	  the	  robustness	  of	  the	  technique	  with	  regard	  to	  chemical	  shift	  offsets,	  time	  fluctuations,	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and	  field	  inhomogeneity.	  Both	  ramped-­‐amplitude	  CP	  (RAMP-­‐CP)	  and	  adiabatic	  passage	  CP	  (AP-­‐CP)	  replace	  one	  of	  the	  I/S	  “flat”	  pulses	  of	  HH-­‐CP	  with	  a	  shaped	  pulse	  whose	  amplitude	  at	  any	  point	  is	  a	  time-­‐dependent	  function,	  while	  leaving	  the	  other	  pulse	  “flat.”	  RAMP-­‐CP	  and	  AP-­‐CP	  have	  been	  shown	  to	  increase	  S-­‐nucleus	  signal	  intensity	  by	  30-­‐50%	  over	  HH-­‐CP.61,	  62	  These	  three	  CP	  variants	  are	  diagrammed	  in	  


















Figure	  1.2:	  Comparison	  between	  Hartmann-­‐Hahn	  CP	  (HH-­‐CP),	   ramped	  amplitude	  CP	  
(RAMP-­‐CP),	   and	   adiabatic	   passage	   CP	   (AP-­‐CP).	   Here,	   the	   S-­‐nucleus	   CP	   pulses	   are	  
shown	   as	   shaped,	   though	   in	   principle	   the	   shaped	   pulses	   could	   be	   placed	   on	   either	  
nucleus.	  The	  amplitude	  of	  the	  S-­‐nucleus	  pulse	  (As)	  as	  a	  function	  of	  time	  (t)	  is	  shown	  at	  
bottom,	   where	   c	   is	   a	   constant	   and	   m	   is	   a	   linear	   slope.	   For	   AP-­‐CP,	   f(t)	   =	  
(2/T)arctan(Δ/β)*(½t-­‐T),	   where	   β	   and	   Δ	   are	   empirically	   optimized	   user-­‐defined	  
tangential	   shape	   parameters.	   Shaped	   CP	   pulses	   generally	   improve	   polarization	  
transfer	  efficiency	  and	  the	  transfer	  profile	  by	  making	  the	  CP	  less	  sensitive	  to	  chemical	  




1.3.3 Dipolar-­‐Assisted	  Rotational	  Resonance	  (DARR)	  
The	  dipolar	  assisted	  rotational	  resonance	  pulse	  sequence63,	  introduced	  by	  Takegoshi	  and	  coworkers	  in	  2001	  and	  diagrammed	  in	  Figure	  1.3,	  is	  used	  extensively	  in	  this	  work	  for	  the	  purposes	  of	  homonuclear	  13C-­‐13C	  correlation	  spectroscopy.	  After	  a	  tangential	  CP	  element,	  a	  chemical	  shift	  encoding	  period	  (t1)	  under	  1H	  decoupling	  allows	  encoding	  of	  the	  indirect	  13C	  dimension,	  after	  which	  13C	  magnetization	  is	  flipped	  to	  the	  z	  axis	  via	  an	  π/2x	  (store)	  pulse,	  and	  a	  continuous	  1H	  RF	  field	  is	  applied	  such	  that	  the	  nutation	  frequency	  matches	  the	  MAS	  frequency,	  ωH	  =	  ωMAS,	  for	  a	  period	  of	  10-­‐500ms.	  The	  latter	  causes	  homonuclear	  magnetization	  transfer	  (and	  broadens	  the	  13C	  spectrum	  dramatically)	  via	  a	  spin	  diffusion	  mechanism,	  otherwise	  known	  as	  Rotary	  Resonance	  Recoupling	  Proton-­‐Driven	  Spin	  Diffusion	  (R3-­‐PDSD).	  The	  current	  theoretical	  understanding	  of	  the	  mechanism	  of	  DARR/R3-­‐PDSD	  is	  too	  complex	  to	  be	  discussed	  here,	  but	  is	  derived	  in	  detail	  by	  Veshtort	  and	  Griffin.64	  The	  length	  of	  the	  DARR	  mixing	  period	  loosely	  determines	  the	  extent	  of	  13C-­‐13C	  magnetization	  transfer,	  with	  20ms	  roughly	  corresponding	  to	  1-­‐2	  bond	  transfers,	  and	  150-­‐200ms	  corresponding	  to	  4	  bond	  transfers.	  Factors	  such	  as	  temperature	  and	  molecular	  structure	  will	  play	  a	  role	  in	  determining	  the	  extent	  of	  transfer	  observed	  experimentally.	  The	  DARR	  mixing	  time	  may	  be	  optimized	  empirically	  under	  experimental	  conditions	  for	  optimal	  results.	  At	  the	  end	  of	  the	  DARR	  mixing	  period,	  another	  π/2x	  (readout)	  pulse	  returns	  13C	  magnetization	  to	  the	  x-­‐y	  plane	  for	  acquisition.	  The	  store	  and	  readout	  pulses,	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  receiver	  phase,	  are	  phase	  cycled	  (store:	  xx ,	  readout:	   xxxxxxxxyyyyyyyy ,	  receiver:	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xxxxxxxxyyyyyyyy )	  in	  a	  typical	  CYCLically	  Ordered	  Phase	  Sequence	  (CYCLOPS)	  scheme	  to	  eliminate	  undesired	  coherence	  transfer	  pathways.65	  In	  sum,	  DARR	  spectra	  contain	  homonuclear	  13C-­‐13C	  crosspeaks	  at	  distance	  scales	  defined	  by	  the	  length	  of	  the	  DARR	  mixing	  period.	  As	  it	  relies	  on	  protons	  both	  to	  initially	  generate	  
13C	  magnetization	  and	  for	  proton-­‐driven	  spin	  diffusion	  during	  the	  mixing	  period,	  DARR	  can	  suffer	  from	  poor	  signal	  intensity	  in	  proton-­‐poor	  environments,	  as	  will	  be	  discussed	  in	  additional	  detail	  in	  Chapter	  2.	  	  
	  	  	  
	  	  
Figure	   1.3:	   Schematic	   of	   the	   Dipolar-­‐Assisted	   Rotational	   Resonance	   (DARR)	   pulse	  
sequence.63	   After	   a	   1H-­‐13C	   CP,	   a	   t1	   period	   allows	   for	   encoding	   of	   13C	  magnetization,	  
followed	  by	  a	  π/2	  pulse	  to	  shift	  magnetization	  to	  the	  z-­‐axis.	  A	  low-­‐power	  (ωH	  =	  ωMAS)	  
1H	  pulse	  applied	  for	  the	  duration	  of	  the	  DARR	  mixing	  period	  allows	  for	  proton-­‐driven	  
13C-­‐13C	  magnetization	  transfer.	  A	  final	  π/2	  readout	  pulse	  moves	  magnetization	  to	  the	  
xy-­‐plane	  for	  detection	  in	  t2.	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1.3.4 Rotational	  Echo	  Double	  Resonance	  (REDOR)	  
Rotational	  Echo	  DOuble	  Resonance	  (REDOR)	  spectroscopy	  is	  a	  common	  technique	  in	  SSNMR	  for	  recovery	  of	  the	  heteronuclear	  dipolar	  coupling	  between	  I	  and	  S	  spins	  via	  rotor-­‐synchronized	  application	  of	  π	  pulses	  to	  both	  nuclei.	  The	  general	  REDOR	  pulse	  sequence	  was	  developed	  by	  Gullion	  and	  Schaefer	  in	  1989,	  and	  is	  shown	  in	  Figure	  1.4.	  I-­‐spin	  signal	  enhancement	  is	  typically	  achieved	  via	  CP	  from	  












∫ τ rDsinθ RFF cosθ RFF sinφ RFF )dφ RFF sinθ RFFdθ RFF 	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (6)	  
where	  RFF	  stands	  for	  the	  rotor	  fixed	  frame	  and	  (r,θRFF,ϕRFF)	  represent	  the	  crystallite’s	  orientation	  in	  the	  frame	  of	  the	  rotor.	  An	  analytical	  simplification	  of	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=1−[J0 ( 2nτ rD)]2 + 2
1
16k2 −1[Jk ( 2nk=1
∞
∑ τ rD)]2 	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (7)	  
where	  D = − µ04π γ IγS2πr3 	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (8)	  The	  buildup	  of	  St	  is	  therefore	  modulated	  by	  the	  magnitude	  of	  the	  I-­‐S	  dipolar	  coupling.	  As	  r	  is	  the	  only	  true	  unknown,	  the	  ratio	  of	  the	  signal	  loss	  to	  the	  initial	  signal	  intensity	  is	  dependent	  only	  on	  the	  distance	  between	  the	  I	  and	  S	  spins	  in	  the	  case	  where	  the	  spins	  are	  isolated.	  As	  such,	  REDOR	  is	  especially	  useful	  for	  measuring	  distances	  between	  isolated	  spin	  pairs	  in	  the	  solid	  state,	  and	  analysis	  of	  the	  rate	  of	  dipolar	  dephasing	  rate	  in	  such	  cases	  can	  yield	  very	  accurate	  distances.	  	  
Distance	  determination	  is	  made	  more	  complicated	  in	  the	  situation	  where	  multiple	  I	  and	  S	  spins	  interact	  simultaneously,	  but	  elaborations	  on	  the	  REDOR	  technique	  such	  as	  3D-­‐REDOR66,	  frequency-­‐selective	  REDOR67,	  J-­‐decoupled	  REDOR68,	  RDX69,	  and	  θ-­‐REDOR70	  have	  been	  developed	  to	  overcome	  such	  difficulties.	  For	  instance,	  θ-­‐REDOR,	  which	  replaces	  the	  central	  S	  π	  pulse	  with	  a	  pulse	  of	  variable	  angle,	  is	  able	  to	  recover	  multiple	  dipolar	  couplings	  while	  eliminating	  the	  complicating	  orientational	  dependence	  between	  dipolar	  tensors.70	  REDOR	  has	  been	  applied	  to	  innumerable	  problems	  in	  structural	  biology,	  including	  the	  measurement	  of	  distances	  in	  numerous	  proteins,	  RNA	  oligonucleotides,	  and	  carbohydrates,	  as	  well	  as	  specialized	  applications	  such	  as	  19F-­‐31P	  distance	  measurements71	  (in	  modified	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Figure	  1.4:	  Schematic	  of	  a	  typical	  13C-­‐15N	  Rotational	  Echo	  DOuble	  Resonance	  (REDOR)	  
pulse	   sequence.73	   After	   1H-­‐13C	   CP,	   a	   train	   of	   π	   pulses	   spaced	   at	   half-­‐rotor-­‐cycle	  
intervals	   on	   15N	   help	   refocus	   13C-­‐15N	   dipolar	   couplings.	   The	   central	   π	   pulse	   on	   13C	  
serves	  to	  refocus	  unwanted	  1H-­‐13C	  J-­‐couplings.	  15N	  π	  pulses	  are	  typically	  phase	  cycled	  
in	  the	  XY-­‐8	  configuration74	  to	  compensate	  for	  π	  pulse	  imperfections.	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1.3.5 Transferred	  Echo	  Double	  Resonance	  (TEDOR)	  












Figure	  1.5:	  13C-­‐15N	  Transferred	  Echo	  Double	  Resonance	  (TEDOR)	  pulse	  sequence.	  After	  
1H-­‐13C	  CP,	   the	  TEDOR	  mixing	   time	   is	   divided	   into	  2	  REDOR	  mixing	  blocks.	  Double	   z-­‐
filters	  (Δ)	  eliminate	  undesired	  antiphase	  and	  multiple-­‐quantum	  coherences;	  during	  the	  
z-­‐filter	  periods,	  weak	  1H	  irradiation	  is	  applied	  (ωH≈ωr)	  to	  facilitate	  rapid	  dephasing	  of	  
transverse	   13C	   coherences	   via	   contact	   with	   the	   1H	   bath.	   The	   delay	   τ	   allows	   for	   an	  
integer	   number	   of	   rotor	   periods	   between	   REDOR	   blocks.	   Unlike	   REDOR,	   TEDOR	  
encodes	   15N	   chemical	   shift	   information	   during	   the	   t1	   period,	   thus	   yielding	  
heteronuclear	  contacts	  and	  distances.77	  
	   As	  with	  REDOR,	  analysis	  of	  a	  series	  of	  TEDOR	  spectra	  with	  differing	  mixing	  times	  yields	  a	  buildup	  curve	  for	  each	  crosspeak,	  which	  can	  then	  be	  analyzed	  (usually	  with	  the	  aid	  of	  simulations)	  to	  gauge	  the	  magnitude	  of	  the	  dipolar	  coupling	  between	  the	  nuclei	  and	  thus	  a	  distance.76,	  77	  A	  single	  TEDOR	  spectrum	  with	  a	  short	  mixing	  time	  can	  also	  be	  used	  for	  the	  purposes	  of	  assignment,	  in	  that	  its	  crosspeaks	  report	  on	  close	  15N-­‐13C	  contacts.	  In	  proton-­‐poor	  environments,	  such	  as	  the	  aromatic	  rings	  of	  nucleobases,	  TEDOR	  can	  provide	  an	  excellent	  alternative	  to	  pulse	  sequences	  such	  as	  DARR	  that	  rely	  upon	  proton-­‐driven	  spin	  diffusion	  for	  magnetization	  transfer,	  providing	  a	  complementary	  assignment	  strategy.	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1.4 Dynamic	  Nuclear	  Polarization	  for	  Signal	  Enhancement	  	  
While	  CP-­‐based	  pulse	  programs	  enhance	  the	  polarization	  of	  lower-­‐γ	  nuclei,	  the	  enhancement	  factor	  (ε)	  provided	  (i.e.	  γH/γC	  =	  4	  for	  1H-­‐13C	  CP)	  is	  oftentimes	  insufficient	  for	  structural	  studies,	  especially	  in	  systems	  that	  are	  either	  present	  in	  low	  concentrations	  in	  the	  rotor	  (i.e.	  components	  of	  large	  biological	  assemblies	  or	  some	  membrane	  proteins)	  or	  have	  dilute	  isotopic	  labels.	  As	  a	  result,	  additional	  enhancement	  schemes	  are	  necessary,	  and	  have	  been	  the	  subject	  of	  ongoing	  work	  in	  the	  field.76,	  78-­‐82	  One	  especially	  promising	  solution	  to	  this	  problem	  has	  been	  that	  of	  dynamic	  nuclear	  polarization	  (DNP)	  enhancement,	  as	  first	  proposed	  by	  Abraham	  and	  coworkers	  in	  1959.	  The	  basic	  principle	  here	  is	  that	  polarization	  can	  first	  be	  transferred	  from	  electrons	  to	  protons	  via	  the	  electron-­‐nuclear	  (hyperfine)	  coupling,	  resulting	  in	  a	  maximum	  theoretical	  enhancement	  factor	  (ε)	  of	  γe/γH	  ≈	  657.	  Even	  higher	  enhancements	  may	  theoretically	  be	  possible	  after	  successive	  polarization	  transfers	  to	  lower-­‐γ	  nuclei	  (typically	  via	  CP).	  While	  real-­‐world	  samples	  may	  never	  achieve	  these	  maximum	  theoretical	  enhancements,	  even	  an	  ε	  of	  10-­‐100	  can	  be	  immensely	  useful	  for	  biomolecular	  structure	  determination	  in	  systems	  with	  borderline	  signal-­‐to-­‐noise	  ratio	  (SNR).	  As	  will	  be	  shown	  in	  Chapter	  2,	  the	  DNA	  of	  Pf1	  is	  a	  prime	  example	  of	  such	  a	  system.	  	  	  
To	  create	  electron	  polarization,	  a	  population	  of	  unpaired	  electrons	  must	  be	  present	  in	  the	  sample.	  This	  is	  done	  by	  doping	  of	  samples	  with	  stable	  radicals	  such	  as	  (2,2,6,6-­‐tetramethylpiperidin-­‐1-­‐yl)oxyl	  (TEMPO)83	  or,	  more	  recently,	  with	  stable	  biradicals	  such	  as	  1-­‐(TEMPO-­‐4-­‐oxy)-­‐3-­‐(TEMPO-­‐4-­‐amino)propan-­‐2-­‐ol	  (TOTAPOL)79.	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The	  spacing	  and	  orientations	  of	  the	  g-­‐tensors	  of	  the	  radicals,	  which	  are	  critical	  to	  the	  extent	  of	  electron	  coupling	  and	  therefore	  DNP	  efficiency,	  can	  be	  optimized	  by	  changing	  the	  molecular	  structure;	  in	  biradicals,	  a	  tether	  between	  radicals	  avoids	  the	  need	  to	  rely	  on	  random	  interactions	  such	  as	  molecular	  diffusion	  and	  tumbling	  to	  create	  the	  optimal	  electron	  paramagnetic	  resonance	  (EPR)	  frequency	  separation	  for	  maximal	  DNP	  efficiency.	  TOTAPOL	  has	  been	  shown	  to	  yield	  large	  ε	  values,	  as	  high	  as	  240	  on	  uniformly	  labeled	  13C,15N-­‐proline.79	  A	  gyrotron	  connected	  via	  waveguide	  to	  the	  SSNMR	  probe	  is	  used	  to	  create	  the	  RF	  frequencies	  necessary	  to	  excite	  the	  paramagnetic	  electrons,	  typically	  in	  the	  200-­‐400GHz	  range,	  though	  the	  exact	  frequency	  depends	  on	  the	  magnetic	  field	  of	  the	  NMR	  spectrometer.	  Continuous	  wave	  (CW)	  irradiation	  of	  the	  EPR	  spectrum	  of	  the	  radical	  or	  biradical	  creates	  the	  necessary	  electron	  spin	  polarization.	  In	  essence,	  DNP-­‐SSNMR	  represents	  the	  marriage	  of	  an	  EPR	  spectrometer	  with	  an	  NMR	  spectrometer,	  with	  the	  EPR	  serving	  strictly	  as	  the	  electron	  magnetization	  source	  and	  the	  NMR	  used	  for	  all	  subsequent	  magnetization	  transfer	  and	  as	  the	  detector.	  A	  typical	  DNP-­‐SSNMR	  setup	  is	  shown	  in	  





Figure	   1.6:	   A	   typical	   DNP-­‐SSNMR	   setup,	   with	   NMR	   spectrometer	   not	   shown.	   The	  
gyrotron	  (red)	  transmits	  microwaves	  along	  the	  transmission	  line	  (purple)	  directly	  into	  
a	  custom-­‐built	  DNP-­‐SSNMR	  probe	  (blue)	  in	  an	  otherwise	  standard	  NMR	  spectrometer	  
(though	  modified	  for	  cryogenic	  temperatures).84,	  85	  	  
	  	   Once	  electron	  polarization	  has	  been	  created,	  it	  must	  be	  transferred	  to	  the	  nuclei,	  starting	  with	  the	  protons	  to	  take	  advantage	  of	  their	  favorable	  relaxation	  properties	  and	  relative	  abundance.	  This	  happens	  via	  a	  variety	  of	  mechanisms	  depending	  on	  the	  type	  of	  sample	  –	  a	  thorough	  review	  of	  these	  mechanisms	  by	  Wind	  et	  al.	  is	  available	  in	  ref.	  82.	  Though	  enhanced	  1H	  polarization	  is	  initially	  created	  around	  the	  doped	  radicals	  or	  biradicals,	  proton	  spin	  diffusion	  distributes	  it	  throughout	  the	  sample	  in	  a	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1.5 Isotopic	  Labeling	  and	  Sample	  Preparation	  
The	  introduction	  of	  stable	  isotopes,	  predominantly	  13C,	  15N,	  and	  2H,	  but	  also	  including	  rarer	  isotopes	  such	  as	  19F,	  at	  levels	  well	  above	  natural	  abundance	  has	  been	  critical	  to	  SSNMR	  studies.	  As	  it	  is	  prohibitively	  expensive	  and	  inefficient	  to	  synthesize	  proteins,	  nucleic	  acids,	  and	  other	  biological	  systems	  from	  their	  isotopically-­‐enriched	  constituent	  residues,	  isotopic	  labeling	  for	  SSNMR	  is	  typically	  accomplished	  by	  overexpression	  of	  the	  biomolecule	  of	  interest	  in	  bacteria	  grown	  in	  minimal	  medium.	  Common	  13C	  sources	  include	  U-­‐13C6	  glucose,	  1,3-­‐13C2	  glycerol,	  and	  2-­‐13C	  glycerol	  depending	  on	  desired	  labeling	  pattern;	  15N	  is	  commonly	  introduced	  via	  15NH4Cl.104,	  105	  Methods	  have	  been	  developed	  to	  optimize	  the	  expression	  of	  proteins	  and	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36 
2.1 The	  Pf1	  Bacteriophage	  
Pf1,	  a	  36	  MDa	  filamentous	  circular	  single-­‐stranded	  DNA	  bacteriophage	  specific	  to	  strain	  K	  of	  Pseudomonas	  aeruginosa	  (PAK)13,	  is	  one	  of	  the	  innumerable	  filamentous	  phages	   comprising	   the	  genus	   Inovirus,	  many	  of	  which	  are	   integrative	  and	  some	  of	  which	  carry	  virulence	  factors	  that	  convert	  their	  bacterial	  hosts	  from	  non-­‐pathogens	  into	  pathogens.14-­‐18	  Although	  Pf1	   itself	   is	   non-­‐integrative	   and	   carries	   no	   virulence	  factors,	  phages	  with	  Pf1-­‐like	  structural	  genes	  are	  present	  as	  integrated	  prophages	  in	  other	   Ps.	   aeruginosa	   strains,	   some	   found	   in	   clinical	   isolates	   from	   cystic	   fibrosis	  patients.19-­‐21	   Pf1	   and	   Pf1-­‐like	   virions	   are	   7	   nm	   in	   diameter,	   like	   virions	   of	   all	  inoviruses,	  but	  they	  are	  much	  longer	  than	  others	  of	  similar	  genome	  size	  due	  to	  the	  unusual,	  stretched	  conformation	  of	  the	  packaged	  circular	  single-­‐stranded	  DNA.	  For	  example,	   the	   Pf1	   genome	   of	   7.3	   kb22	   is	   packed	   in	   a	   virion	   about	   2	  microns	   long,	  whereas	  the	  well	  known	  phages	  of	  the	  Ff	  group	  (f1,	  fd,	  M13)	  have	  6.4	  kb	  genomes	  packed	   in	   0.9	  micron	   long	   virions.23,	  24	   The	   circular	   genomes	   in	   such	   virions	   have	  two	   non-­‐complementary	  DNA	   strands	   running	   in	   opposite	   directions	   from	   end	   to	  end,	   with	   the	   nature	   of	   strand-­‐strand	   and	   strand–capsid	   interactions	   varying	  markedly	   among	   the	   different	   species.	   Thus,	   the	   structures	   of	   Pf1	   and	   of	   other	  filamentous	  phages	  are	  of	  biomedical	  and	  fundamental	  biophysical	  interest.	  Pf1	  structure	  has	  become	  one	  of	  the	  paradigms	  for	  filamentous	  phages	  in	  that	  its	  capsid	   symmetry	   of	   approximately	   27	   protein	   subunits	   in	   five	   helical	   turns	   is	  common	   to	   many	   inoviruses,	   as	   is	   the	   small	   size	   and	   high	   α-­‐helicity	   of	   these	  subunits.25	   However,	   Pf1	   has	   an	   unusual	   1:1	   ratio	   of	   nucleotides	   to	  major	   capsid	  subunits,	  rather	  than	  a	  ratio	  between	  2.0	  and	  2.5	  as	  in	  most	  other	  inoviruses.	  Of	  its	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7349	  nucleotides,	  ~7300	   interact	  with	  an	  equal	  number	  of	  gene	  8	  product	   (major	  coat	   protein)	   subunits.23,	   26-­‐29	   Based	   on	   this	   1:1	   stoichiometry,	   and	   an	   electron	  density	  map	  of	  a	  low	  temperature	  form	  of	  Pf130,	  as	  well	  as	  extensive	  spectroscopic	  data,	   a	   model	   has	   been	   developed	   in	   which	   the	   helical	   symmetries	   of	   DNA	   and	  capsid	  were	  matched	   (PDB:	  1PFI).24,	  31-­‐33	  The	  positions	  of	  OPO	  groups	  of	   the	  DNA	  (phosphorus	  plus	  non-­‐diester	  oxygens)	  for	  the	  model	  as	  deduced	  by	  Liu	  and	  Day24	  from	   the	   electron	   density	   map30	   corresponded	   perfectly	   with	   prior	   electrostatic	  calculations,32	   and	   placed	   anti-­‐parallel	   sugar-­‐phosphate	   chains	   at	   the	   center,	  with	  the	  phosphorus	  atoms	  at	  2.5	  Å	  radius	  and	  phosphorus-­‐phosphorus	  distances	  of	  7.5	  Å	  within	   strands	   and	   5.2	   Å	   between	   strands.	   Also,	   the	  model	   has	   the	   non-­‐diester	  OPO	  planes	  uniformly	  oriented,	  the	  deoxyribose	  puckers	  uniformly	  C2’-­‐endo/gg,	  the	  base-­‐sugar	  orientations	  anti,	  and	  the	  base	  planes	  approximately	  parallel	  to	  the	  axis.	  Subsequently,	   M.	   Tsuboi	   and	   coworkers33-­‐35	   confirmed	   these	   features	   and	  contributed	   significant	   additions	   and	   refinements,	   especially	   with	   respect	   to	   the	  average	  orientations	  of	  all	  four	  individual	  bases.	  DNA	  structures	  closely	  resembling	  that	   of	   highly	   stretched	   and	   twisted	   Pf1	   DNA	   have	   been	   generated	   by	   single-­‐molecule	   techniques	   applied	   to	   double-­‐	   and	   single-­‐stranded	   DNA	   in	   solution.36,	  37	  Nevertheless,	  the	  complete	  structure	  of	  the	  Pf1	  virion	  has	  been	  controversial,	  and	  is	  still	   puzzling	   with	   respect	   to	   its	   dynamics38	   and	   an	   inherent	   polymorphism	  stemming	   from	   the	   fact	   that	   its	   capsid	   subunits	   are	   all	   oriented	   in	   one	   direction	  while	   the	   two	   DNA	   strands	   run	   in	   opposite	   directions.	   The	   unresolved	   problems	  require	  an	  atomic	  level	  high-­‐resolution	  study.	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Previous	   studies	   of	   Pf1	   by	   SSNMR	   have	   focused	   primarily	   on	   the	   major	   coat	  protein,	   generally	   considered	   to	   have	   a	   single	   structure	   shared	   by	   all	   ~7300	  subunits.	  Opella	  et	  al.	  reported	  a	  distinct	  kink	  at	  residue	  29	  and	  an	  unusual	  “double	  hook”	   for	   the	   6	   N-­‐terminal	   residues39,	   along	   with	   a	   few	   small	   changes	   in	   the	  backbone	   between	   low-­‐	   and	   high-­‐temperature	   forms	   of	   Pf1,	   despite	   significant	  changes	  in	  the	  spectra.40	  Goldbourt	  et	  al.41	  have	  reported	  an	  assignment	  of	  the	  coat	  protein	  that	  was	  close	  to	  complete,	  defining	  additional	  constraints	   for	   the	  subunit,	  including	  the	  presence	  of	  more	  than	  one	  resonance	  from	  a	  few	  atoms,	  and	  Lorieau	  et	  al.	  have	   reported	  on	  remarkable	  protein	  conformational	  dynamics.38	  Previous	   31P-­‐NMR42-­‐44	   studies	   have	   examined	   the	  DNA	  of	   Pf1	   and	   Ff	   (fd	   and	  M13)	   filamentous	  phages	  to	  reveal	  notable	  differences.	  However,	  there	  have	  been	  no	  previous	  studies	  of	   the	   13C	   and	   15N	   chemical	   shifts	   of	   the	   Pf1	   DNA.	   This	   chapter	   presents	   the	   first	  high-­‐resolution	  NMR	  study	  of	  the	  DNA	  of	  the	  Pf1	  bacteriophage.	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2.2 Assignment	  of	  Chemical	  Shifts	  
Dynamic	   nuclear	   polarization	   (DNP)	   SSNMR	   spectra,	   acquired	   with	   sample	  temperatures	  of	  approximately	  100K,	  have,	  for	  the	  first	  time,	  allowed	  us	  to	  resolve	  and	  assign	  the	  DNA	  of	  Pf1	  in	  high-­‐resolution	  spectra.	  These	  are	  compared	  to	  other	  high-­‐resolution	   spectra	   of	   Pf1	   acquired	   at	   a	   variety	   of	   field	   strengths	  without	   the	  benefit	  of	  DNP.	  Figure	  2.1	  shows	  the	  numbering	  scheme	  used	  for	  nucleotide	  bases	  as	  well	   as	   the	   current	   completeness	  of	   assignment.	  Assignments	   of	   the	  DNA	  were	  initially	  made	   based	   on	   available	   chemical	   shift	   data45,	  46,	   followed	   by	   ‘sequential	  walks’	   between	   assigned	   peaks	   via	   their	   mutual	   crosspeaks	   to	   map	   out	   the	  nucleotide	  spin	  systems.	  Figures	  2.2a	  and	  2.2b	  show	  the	  assignments	  of	  the	  dC/dT	  and	  dA/dG	  spin	  systems	  respectively,	  while	  Figure	  2.2c	  shows	  the	  assignments	  of	  the	   sugar	   resonances.	   The	   full	   spectrum	   (Dipolar	   Assisted	   Rotational	   Resonance	  (DARR)	  with	  22ms	  mixing	  time)	  may	  be	  seen	  in	  Figure	  2.3.	  15N	  assignments	  were	  similarly	   carried	   out	   using	   DNP-­‐enhanced	   2-­‐dimensional	   15N-­‐13C	   TEDOR	   spectra	  with	   a	   500μs	   mixing	   period,	   as	   shown	   in	   Figure	   2.4.	   These	   short	   mixing	   time	  TEDOR	  spectra,	  unlike	  spectra	  acquired	  with	  CP-­‐based	  pulse	  sequences,	  contained	  considerable	   signal	   from	   the	   DNA	   nucleobases	   and	   allowed	   all	   expected	   15N	  resonances	  with	  the	  exception	  of	  GN3	  to	  be	  assigned;	  it	  is	  presumed	  that	  CP-­‐based	  sequences	   are	   inefficient	   for	   magnetization	   transfer	   in	   nucleic	   acids	   due	   to	   the	  proton-­‐poor	   environment.	  Notably,	   nucleotide-­‐specific	   assignments	   of	   some	   sugar	  
13C	  resonances	  that	  were	  not	  resolvable	  in	  homonuclear	  spectra	  (i.e.	  C1’)	  were	  made	  possible	   using	   sequential	  walks	   from	   the	   15N	   resonances	   in	   TEDOR	  data.	   Further,	  the	   increased	  dispersion	  of	   the	  15N	  chemical	  shifts	  (as	  compared	  to	  13C)	   in	  TEDOR	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spectra	  allowed	  for	  the	  unambiguous	  assignment	  of	  the	  closely	  spaced	  AC2	  and	  AC6.	  
Table	  2.1	  provides	  a	  table	  of	  the	  measured	  13C	  and	  15N	  chemical	  shifts	  compared	  to	  Biological	  Magnetic	   Resonance	   Data	   Bank	   (BMRB)	   averages.	   Current	   assignments	  are	  at	  the	  level	  of	  nucleotide	  type.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	   2.1:	   The	   numbering	   scheme	   for	   nucleotide	   sugars	   and	   bases	   to	   be	   used	  
throughout	   this	   paper,	   as	   well	   as	   the	   common	   nomenclature	   of	   the	   sugar	   torsion	  
angles.	  Colored	  circles	  in	  the	  top	  pane,	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  bottom	  graphic,	  illustrate	  the	  
current	  extent	  of	  assignment	  for	  Pf1	  DNA.	  For	  some	  sugar	  positions,	  only	  an	  average	  
chemical	   shift	   could	  be	  assigned;	   these	  positions	   could	  not	  be	   resolved	  by	  nucleotide	  




Figure	  2.2:	  DNP-­‐enhanced	  SSNMR	  spectra	  of	  Pf1	  showing	  (a)	   the	  assignments	  of	   the	  
dC/dT	  base	  resonances,	  (b)	  the	  dA/dG	  base	  resonances,	  and	  (c)	  the	  sugar	  spin	  systems.	  
An	   example	   of	   a	   sequential	   walk	   through	   the	   dT	   spin	   system,	   starting	   at	   the	   well-­‐
resolved	  TC7	   resonance,	   is	   shown	  using	   red	   lines	   in	   (a).	  Data	  were	   collected	  using	  a	  
400MHz	  wide-­‐bore	  AVANCE	  III	  spectrometer	  at	  cryogenic	  temperatures	  (100K),	  with	  a	  






Figure	   2.3:	   400MHz	   DNP-­‐enhanced	   DARR	   spectrum	   of	   Pf1	   bacteriophage	   (22ms	  
mixing	   time,	   100K),	   shown	   truncated	   from	   0-­‐185	   ppm.	   Acquisition	   and	   processing	  
parameters	  may	  be	  found	  in	  Table	  2.2.	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Figure	  2.4:	  400MHz	  DNP-­‐enhanced	  15N-­‐13C	  2D	  TEDOR	  (500μs	  mixing	  time)	  spectrum	  
of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1,	  with	  DNA	  and	  some	  coat	  protein	  crosspeaks	  assigned.	  DNA	  crosspeaks	  
are	   shown	   in	   black	   while	   coat	   protein	   crosspeaks	   are	   shown	   in	   green.	   Assignments	  
were	  made	  via	  sequential	  walk	  as	  with	  homonuclear	  13C-­‐13C	  spectra.	  Acquisition	  and	  
processing	  parameters	  for	  all	  spectra	  are	  summarized	  in	  Table	  2.2.	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   BMRB	  DNAa	   B-­‐DNA	  (C2'-­‐endo)	  b	   small	  mol.	  c	   Experimental	  
	  	   Min	   Max	   Avg	  
Std	  
Dev	   Min	   Max	   Avg	  
Std	  







750	  	  	  	  	  	  
-­‐30°C	  
900	  	  	  	  	  
-­‐40°C	  
400	  	  	  	  	  	  
-­‐35°C	  
DNA-­‐lab.	  
750,	  	  	  	  
-­‐30°C	  
C1'	   82.9	   88.5	   86.5	   1.5	   81.7	   88.4	   84.3	   1.6	   83	   89	   84.8	   	  	   86.0	   84.8	   85.9	   85.6-­‐89.9	  
C2'	   36.2	   44.4	   41.1	   1.4	   36.0	   42.7	   40.2	   1.2	   35	   38	   41.1	   	  	   41.0	   40.4	   40.4	   38.6-­‐42.3	  
C3'	   71.9	   81.7	   77.9	   2.1	   69.7	   80.7	   76.9	   2.2	   70	   78	   79.9	   	  	   79.9	   79.9	   80.0	   77.0-­‐81.7	  
C4'	   83.9	   89.4	   86.7	   2.3	   83.1	   89.8	   86.3	   1.6	   82	   86	   86.8	   	  	   87.2	   86.5	   87.0	   85.6-­‐89.9	  
C5'	   63.3	   69.7	   66.9	   3.2	   64.0	   68.6	   67.2	   1.3	   63	   68	   67.9	   	  	   68.7	   67.6	   68.7	   67.0-­‐69.1	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
AC1'	   82.9	   86.3	   85.5	   0.6	   81.7	   85.7	   83.5	   1.1	   83	   89	   	  	   85.0	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  AC2'	   36.2	   42.9	   40.5	   0.9	   40.1	   41.0	   40.5	   0.3	   35	   38	   	  	   40.8	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  AN1	   225.2	   227.0	   226.1	   1.3	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   214	   216	   	  	   226.9	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  AC2	   153.1	   155.7	   155.1	   0.7	   150.5	   155.4	   153.7	   1.3	   152	   156	   155.6	  d	   154.5	   	  	   	  	   156.5	  d	   	  AN3	   216.3	   216.4	   216.4	   0.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   220	   226	   	  	   216.2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  AC4	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   146.9	   151.1	   149.7	   2.4	   149	   151	   152.4	   150.8	   	  	   	  	   153.1	   	  AC5	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   116.4	   120.8	   118.6	   3.1	   119	   121	   120.3	   119.1	   	  	   121.1	   121.5	   	  AC6	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   154.1	   158.0	   156.7	   2.2	   157	   158	   155.6	  d	   155.9	   	  	   	  	   156.5	  d	   	  AN6	   77.4	   81.7	   80.2	   1.4	   79.5	   81.4	   80.4	   0.7	   82	   84	   82.4	   81.8	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  AN7	   233.5	   233.5	   233.5	   0.0	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   224	   232	   	  	   234.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  AC8	   139.0	   142.7	   141.7	   0.6	   138.3	   142.5	   140.7	   1.3	   137	   142	   140.0	   140.8	   139.7	   140.3	   140.5	   	  AN9	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   166	   172	   	  	   171.2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  CC1'	   85.1	   88.5	   87.7	   0.9	   84.0	   88.4	   85.9	   1.4	   83	   89	   	  	   87.2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  CN1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   150	   156	   	  	   153.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  CC2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   159.3	   159.8	   159.5	   0.4	   159	   159	   158.5	   159.1	   159.5	   	  	   159.1	   	  CN3	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   210	   210	   	  	   200.6	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  CC4	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   168.3	   168.6	   168.5	   0.2	   166	   168	   167.2	   167.6	   167.9	   166.9	   168.2	   	  CN4	   95.1	   98.6	   97.4	   1.1	   95.1	   98.5	   97.2	   1.1	   94	   98	   97.5	   97.5	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  CC5	   97.4	   99.2	   98.7	   0.4	   96.7	   99.6	   98.4	   0.8	   94	   99	   99.4	   99.7	   98.7	   98.8	   98.8	   	  CC6	   141.6	   144.7	   143.4	   0.6	   141.7	   144.0	   142.9	   0.8	   136	   144	   142.0	   142.8	   141.4	   142.0	   141.3	   	  	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  GC1'	   83.7	   87.5	   85.5	   0.8	   81.9	   86.5	   83.5	   1.4	   83	   89	   	  	   85.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  GN1	   146.7	   147.7	   147.0	   0.3	   146.5	   147.1	   146.9	   0.3	   146	   149	   146.8	   148.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  GC2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   156.3	   156.5	   156.4	   0.2	   156	   156	   155.9	   156.2	   155.8	   	  	   	  	   	  GN2	   75.1	   75.6	   75.4	   0.2	   74.8	   75.1	   74.9	   0.2	   72	   76	   74.4	   74.8	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  GN3	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   167	   167	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  GC4	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   153.5	   153.7	   153.6	   0.1	   152	   154	   153.0	   151.9	   153.1	   	  	   153.0	   	  GC5	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   118.3	   119.0	   118.6	   0.5	   117	   119	   117.9	   119.1	   	  	   	  	   119.0	   	  GC6	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   161.0	   161.4	   161.2	   0.2	   161	   161	   161.6	   160.8	   161.4	   	  	   	  	   	  GN7	   236.9	   237.0	   236.9	   0.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   228	   238	   	  	   237.4	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  GC8	   136.1	   139.9	   138.9	   0.9	   135.8	   139.8	   138.0	   1.2	   131	   138	   136.6	   138.8	   	  	   136.1	   135.9	   	  GN9	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   166	   172	   	  	   174.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  TC1'	   84.8	   87.9	   87.2	   0.7	   83.1	   86.3	   84.5	   1.1	   83	   89	   	  	   86.4	   	  	   	  	   86.0	   	  TC3'	   73.4	   79.9	   77.5	   1.5	   73.5	   79.4	   76.7	   1.8	   70	   78	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   80.7	   	  TC4'	   84.6	   88.5	   86.2	   0.9	   83.2	   86.7	   85.0	   1.5	   82	   86	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   87.2	   	  TN1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   144	   144	   	  	   144.0	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  TC2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   148.5	   153.2	   151.6	   2.7	   154	   154	   153.5	   153.5	   	  	   153.2	   153.8	   	  TN3	   158.4	   160.5	   159.3	   0.8	   158.2	   159.6	   159.0	   0.5	   156	   156	   158.7	   158.1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  TC4	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   164.9	   168.1	   166.8	   1.6	   169	   169	   	  	   167.8	   167.5	   	  	   166.4	   	  TC5	   e	   e	   e	   e	   109.2	   113.6	   112.1	   2.5	   95	   112	   114.4	   115.0	   114.4	   113.1	   	  	   	  TC6	   137.2	   140.1	   139.4	   0.5	   134.9	   139.8	   138.2	   1.4	   137	   142	   138.9	   138.8	   138.5	   138.5	   140.2	   	  TC7	   13.5	   14.8	   14.3	   0.4	   10.4	   14.6	   13.7	   1.3	   15	   20	   13.7	   	  	   14.2	   14.1	   15.2	   	  	  
Table	  2.1:	  Comparison	  of	  experimental	  Pf1	  chemical	  shift	  values	  to	  the	  minimum,	  maximum,	  
and	   average	   DNA	   chemical	   shift	   values	   obtained	   from	   three	   data	   sources:	   the	   BMRB	  
(diamagnetic	  only),	  averages	  for	  small	  molecules,	  and	  averages	  for	  B-­‐form	  oligomers.	  
	  
	   	  
a	  ref.	  56	  
b	  refs.	  1-­‐12	  
c	  ref.	  57	  
d	  Ambiguous	  assignment	  	  	  
e	   TC7	   is	   occasionally	   termed	   the	  C5-­‐methyl,	   leading	   to	  erroneous	   chemical	   shift	   entries	   in	   the	  BMRB	   for	   both	  TC5	  and	  TC7	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The	   current	   13C	   assignment	   of	   the	   DNA	   bases	   (19/19	   assigned),	   and	   the	   DNA	  sugars	   (5/5	   assigned)	   is	   complete,	   however,	   due	   to	   a	   lack	   of	   strong	   sugar-­‐base	  crosspeaks,	   many	   (13/20,	   65.0%)	   of	   the	   sugar	   resonances	   are	   not	   resolved	   by	  nucleotide	   type	   in	   current	   data,	   and	   have	   been	   assigned	   as	   the	   average	   chemical	  shift	  for	  all	  nucleotide	  types.	  Exceptions	  to	  this	  are	  TC1’,	  TC3’,	  and	  TC4’,	  which	  have	  been	  assigned	  based	  on	  their	  crosspeaks	  with	  TC7,	  as	  well	  as	  AC1’,	  AC2’,	  CC1’,	  and	  GC1’,	  which	  were	  assigned	  based	  on	  crosspeaks	  to	  15N.	  Due	  to	  the	  predominant	  use	  of	   cross	   polarization	   from	   protons	   as	   the	   source	   of	  magnetization,	   in	   conjunction	  with	  the	  mechanism	  of	  polarization	  enhancement	  in	  DNP	  (the	  cross	  effect	  or	  three-­‐spin	  thermal	  mixing,	  both	  of	  which	  typically	  involve	  protons47),	   it	   is	  not	  surprising	  that	   nuclei	   in	   proton-­‐poor	   environments	   receive	   little	   magnetization	   and	   are	  difficult	   to	  observe.44	  The	  current	  15N	  assignment	  of	   the	  DNA	  is	  complete	  with	  the	  sole	  exception	  of	  GN3	  (14/15,	  93.3%).	  




Figure	  2.5:	  Zoomed	  view	  of	  2D	  DARR	  (200ms	  mixing	  time)	  spectrum	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1,	  
acquired	  at	  400MHz	  and	  -­‐35°C.	  Nucleotide-­‐specific	  sugar	  assignments	  for	  dT	  are	  made	  
possible	   by	   crosspeaks	   to	   TC7,	   shown	   at	   upper	   right.	   DNA-­‐protein	   crosspeaks,	  




	  	  	  
	  
Figure	  2.6:	  Full	  400MHz	  2D	  DARR	  spectrum	  (200ms	  mixing	  time,	   -­‐35°C)	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  
Pf1,	  with	  all	  DNA	  assignments	  shown.	  Acquisition	  and	  processing	  parameters	  may	  be	  




Figure	  2.7:	  900MHz	  Pf1	  DARR	  spectrum	  (20ms	  mixing	  time,	  -­‐40°C),	  with	  DNA	  regions	  
and	  assignments	  shown.	  The	  presence	  of	  the	  Y40CE-­‐AC5	  and	  SC1’-­‐Y40CZ	  protein-­‐DNA	  
crosspeaks	  at	  such	  short	  mixing	  time	  indicates	  short	  distances	  between	  these	  positions.	  





Figure	  2.8:	  750MHz	  Pf1	  DARR	  spectrum	  (50ms	  mixing	  time,	  -­‐30°C),	  with	  DNA	  regions	  





A	   sparsely-­‐labeled	   sample	   was	   also	   prepared	   by	   providing	   natural	   abundance	  amino	   acids	   to	   P.	   aeruginosa	   during	   the	   inoculation	   stage	   (see	   Materials	   and	  Methods)	  so	  as	  to	  suppress	  isotopic	  labeling	  of	  the	  coat	  protein	  as	  much	  as	  possible,	  while	  retaining	  isotopic	  labeling	  of	  the	  DNA	  by	  including	  U-­‐13C	  glucose.	  Under	  these	  conditions	  the	  DNA	  bases	  appear	  to	  be	  largely	  natural	  abundance	  (mainly	  12C),	  and	  the	   signals	   that	   were	   observed	   were	   primarily	   due	   to	   DNA	   deoxyriboses,	   which	  allowed	  us	  to	  confirm	  their	  assignments.	  Analysis	  of	  the	  observed	  splitting	  patterns	  also	   provided	   additional	   evidence	   of	   local	  microheterogeneity	   in	   the	   DNA	   sugars.	  The	   13C-­‐13C	  DARR	   spectrum	  of	   this	   sparsely	   labeled	   sample	   is	   available	   in	  Figure	  
2.9.	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Figure	  2.9:	  Full	  750MHz	  2D	  DARR	   (50ms	  mixing	   time)	   spectrum	  of	  DNA-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1.	  
Using	  this	   labeling	  scheme,	  protein	  peak	  intensity	   is	  greatly	  suppressed;	  the	   intensity	  
of	  the	  DNA	  sugar	  peaks	  relative	  to	  protein	  peaks	  is	  greatly	  enhanced.	  Acquisition	  and	  
processing	  parameters	  may	  be	  found	  in	  Table	  2.2.	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2.3 Chemical	  Shift	  Analysis	  
The	   NMR	   data	   on	   DNA	   in	   Pf1	   exhibit	   unusual	   chemical	   shift	   patterns.	   Ribose	  chemical	  shifts	  have	  been	  reported	  to	  be	  excellent	  reporters	  of	  conformation,	  those	  of	   C3’	   shifting	   as	  much	   as	   10	   ppm	   between	   C2’-­‐endo	   and	   C3’-­‐endo	   conformers.45	  Lankhorst	  and	  coworkers	  (1983)	  found	  that	  a	  transition	  from	  S-­‐type	  (C2’-­‐endo,	  C3’-­‐exo)	  to	  N-­‐type	  (C3’-­‐endo,	  C2’-­‐exo)	  pucker	  would	  result	  in	  downfield	  shifts	  of	  C1’	  and	  C2’,	   while	   C3’	   and	   C4’	   would	   shift	   upfield.48	   Santos	   and	   coworkers	   (1989)	   found	  large	   (averages	  of	  7.4	  and	  4.7	  ppm	  respectively)	  upfield	  shifts	  at	  both	   the	  C3’	  and	  C5’	  positions	   in	  going	   from	  C2’-­‐endo	   to	  C3’-­‐endo	  sugar	  pucker.49	  Au-­‐Yeung	  et	  al.50	  subsequently	   identified	   three	   distinct	   regions	   of	   conformational	   space,	   primarily	  dictated	   by	   the	   sugar	   pucker	   backbone	   torsion	   angle	   γ,	   with	   3’-­‐endo/gauche	  conformations	  having	  C3’	  chemical	  shifts	  <70	  ppm,	  3’-­‐endo/trans	  and	  2’-­‐endo/trans	  conformers	   falling	  between	  70-­‐74	  ppm,	  and	  2’-­‐endo/gauche	   conformers	  >74	  ppm.	  Further,	  a	  change	  in	  the	  backbone	  torsion	  angle	  γ	  from	  gauche	  to	  trans	  results	  in	  a	  downfield	   shift	   of	   the	   C5’	   resonance	   by	   4-­‐5	   ppm.	   C2’	   and	   C4’	   chemical	   shifts	   are	  useful	   in	   distinguishing	   between	   the	   relatively	   similar	   C2’-­‐endo	   and	   C3’-­‐exo	  conformations,	  with	   higher	   chemical	   shifts	   observed	   in	   the	   C2’-­‐endo	   case	   at	   both	  positions.49	  The	  sugar	   chemical	   shifts	   can	  also	   serve	  as	   reporters	  of	   the	  glycosidic	  angle	  (χ),	  with	  Greene	  and	  coworkers	  (1995)	  reporting	  modest	  downfield	  shifts	  for	  C1’,	  C3’,	  and	  C4’	  and	  dramatic	  upfield	  shifts	  at	  the	  C2’	  position	  in	  going	  from	  anti	  to	  
syn	  orientations.51	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Chemical	   shifts	   of	   the	   DNA	   bases,	   though	   not	   known	   to	   be	   strong	   reporters	   of	  conformation,	  can	  still	  provide	  some	  valuable	  insight.	  Ghose	  and	  coworkers	  (1994)	  predict	  C8	   chemical	   shifts	   to	  be	  good	   reporters	  of	   conformation	   for	   the	  glycosidic	  torsion,	   with	   syn	   conformations	   being	   shifted	   significantly	   downfield	   of	   anti	  conformations.52	   This	  was	   corroborated	   by	   the	   experimental	   shifts	   of	   Greene	   and	  coworkers	  (1995),	  who	  also	  observed	  a	  modest	  downfield	  shift	  of	  C4	  and	  C5,	  with	  a	  larger	  effect	  on	  C5	  (averaging	  0.65	  and	  1.15	  ppm	  respectively)	   for	  all	  bases	   in	  syn	  conformations.51	  Lam	  and	  Chi	  (2010)	  note	  that	  guanosine	  C4	  and	  C5	  chemical	  shifts	  are	   especially	   prone	   to	   downfield	   shifts	   in	   syn	   conformations.53	   Perhaps	   more	  importantly,	  13C	  chemical	  shifts	  are	  sensitive	  both	  to	  base-­‐pairing	  (H-­‐bonding)	  and	  base-­‐stacking.	   Borer	   et	   al.	   (1988),	   using	   a	   series	   of	   oligonucleotide	   duplexes,	  showed	  that	  six	  13C	  nuclei,	  those	  of	  GC2,	  GC6,	  TC4,	  TC7,	  CC5,	  and	  AC6,	  drift	  toward	  higher	  chemical	  shifts	  in	  response	  to	  Watson-­‐Crick	  base-­‐pair	  formation,	  presumably	  due	   to	   additional	   shielding	   from	   increased	   ring	   currents	   and	   steric	   compression	  effects,	  while	  the	  remaining	  DNA	  base	  resonances,	  especially	  those	  of	  GC5,	  GC8,	  CC6,	  AC2,	  AC5,	  and	  TC2,	  are	  shifted	  upfield.54	  The	  predicted	  downfield	  shifts	  of	  GC2,	  GC6,	  and	  TC4	  upon	  H-­‐bond	  formation	  are	  borne	  out	  by	  the	  melting	  data	  of	  LaPlante	  and	  coworkers	  (1988).55	  Farès	  et	  al.	  (2007)	  observed	  a	  slightly	  different	  pattern	  in	  RNA,	  noting	   that	  AC2,	   AC4,	   AC8,	   GC4,	   GC8,	   CC5,	   CC6,	  UC2,	  UC5,	   and	  UC6	   are	   all	   shifted	  downfield	  by	  disruption	  of	  base-­‐pairing	  and	  base-­‐stacking,	  while	  only	  UC4	  is	  shifted	  upfield.	  Many	  of	  these	  findings	  are	  corroborated	  by	  contrasting	  the	  BMRB	  chemical	  shift	   trends	  of	  nucleotides	   in	  disordered	  and	  ordered	  regions.	  Further,	   it	  has	  been	  found	  that	  the	  disruption	  of	  base-­‐pairing	  and	  base-­‐stacking	  often	  have	  cooperative	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effects	  upon	  chemical	  shift.56	  Finally,	  Malináková	  and	  coworkers	  (2010),	  in	  a	  recent	  detailed	   density	   functional	   theory	   (DFT)	   study	   of	   the	   chemical	   shift	   tensors	   of	  purine	  bases,	   find	  that	  the	  C4,	  C5,	  and	  C6	  carbons	  are	  somewhat	  insensitive	  to	  the	  effects	   of	   base-­‐pairing	   while	   C2	   and	   C8	   shift	   downfield	   dramatically	   with	   the	  addition	  of	  hydrogen	  bonds.	  C5	  and	  C6	  are	  however	  quite	  sensitive	  to	  base-­‐stacking,	  shifting	  downfield	  by	  as	  much	  as	  3	  ppm	  when	  stacked	  bases	  are	  present,	  while	  C2,	  C4,	  and	  C8	  are	  insensitive	  to	  this	  effect.57	  
Based	  on	  the	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts,	  we	  conclude	  that	  Pf1	  DNA	  exhibits	  a	  2’-­‐endo/gauche	  conformation	  because	  of	  its	  high	  C3’	  chemical	  shift	  (79.9	  ppm)	  and	  its	  above-­‐average	  C5’	  chemical	  shift	  (67.9	  ppm).	  We	  have	  compared	  these	  values	  to	  B-­‐DNA	   averages	   (76.9	   ±	   2.2	   ppm	   for	   C3’	   and	   67.2	   ±	   1.3	   ppm	   for	   C5’)1-­‐12	   and	   the	  averages	  for	  all	  DNA	  from	  the	  BMRB	  (77.9	  for	  C3’	  and	  66.9	  for	  C5’).	  The	  average	  Pf1	  DNA	  chemical	  shifts	   for	  C2’	  (41.1	  ppm)	  and	  for	  C4’	  (86.8	  ppm)	  also	  point	  to	  a	  C2’-­‐endo	  conformation,	  and	  are	  not	  consistent	  with	  C3’-­‐exo.	  In	  addition,	  below-­‐average	  A/GC8	  and	  GC4	  shifts	  along	  with	  a	  low	  GC5	  shift	  all	  suggest	  an	  anti	  conformation	  for	  the	  glycosidic	  torsion,	  consistent	  with	  previous	  reports.33,	  35	  
As	  can	  be	  seen	  in	  Table	  2.1,	  several	  of	  the	  resonances	  assigned	  to	  the	  DNA	  bases	  of	   Pf1	   lie	   outside	   of	   the	   ‘normal’	   ranges	   found	   in	   the	   BMRB,	   and	  more	   than	   one	  standard	  deviation	   from	   their	   respective	  mean	   in	  a	  database	  derived	   from	  B-­‐form	  oligonucleotide	   data,	   consistent	   with	   an	   unusual	   structure.	   Both	   BMRB	   data	   and	  oligonucleotide	  data	  is	  either	  unavailable	  or	  very	  sparse	  for	  some	  of	  the	  DNA	  base	  resonances	  due	  to	  a	  lack	  of	  data	  –	  in	  these	  cases	  chemical	  shift	  ranges	  derived	  from	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Figure	  2.10:	  Histograms	  of	  all	  DNA	  13C	  chemical	  shifts	  for	  (a)	  C3’,	  (b)	  TC7,	  and	  (c)	  CC5	  
available	   in	   the	  BMRB	  are	   shown	   in	   grey.	   Gaussian	   curve	   fits	   of	   the	   histograms	   are	  
shown	  as	  dashed	   lines,	   and	  are	  provided	   solely	   to	   illustrate	  approximate	  means	  and	  
standard	   deviations.	   It	   should	   be	   noted	   that	   the	   populations	   are	   not	   normally	  
distributed.	   The	   unusual	   chemical	   shifts	   observed	   in	   Pf1	   DNA	   are	   denoted	   by	   solid	  
vertical	  arrows	  at	  79.9	  ppm,	  13.7	  ppm,	  and	  99.4	  ppm	  respectively.	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Unusually	  high	  chemical	  shift	  values	  for	  AC2,	  AC5,	  and	  TC2,	  together	  with	  below-­‐average	  shifts	  for	  GC2	  and	  TC7	  (despite	  the	  outlier	  of	  15.2	  ppm	  as	  previously	  noted)	  are	   consistent	  with	   the	   absence	   of	   hydrogen	  bonding	   as	   seen	   in	   the	   experimental	  data	  of	  Borer	  et	  al.	  (1988)	  and	  LaPlante	  et	  al.	  (1988).54,	  55	  Further,	  the	  high	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  AC4,	  CC5,	  TC2,	  and	  TC5	  are	  all	   consistent	  with	   the	   findings	  of	  Farès	  et	  al.	  (2007)	  for	  the	  disruption	  of	  base-­‐pairing/base-­‐stacking	  interactions.56	  Finally,	  when	  overlaid	   with	   the	   purine	   DFT	   results	   of	   Malináková	   et	   al.	   (2010),	   our	   observed	  above	  average	  AC5	  chemical	   shifts	  are	  consistent	  with	  some	  sort	  of	  base-­‐stacking,	  while	  below	  average	  A/GC8	  chemical	  shifts	  are	  indicative	  of	  decreased	  or	  disrupted	  base-­‐pairing.57	  These	  findings	  are	  also	  reinforced	  by	  15N	  chemical	  shifts;	  Jones	  et	  al.	  (1998)	  report	  a	  4	  ppm	  upfield	  shift	  for	  guanine	  amino	  groups	  (GN2)	  upon	  melting.58	  While	  not	  as	  dramatic	  as	  4	  ppm,	  GN2	  in	  Pf1	  is	  0.7	  ppm	  below	  the	  BMRB	  minimum.	  Taken	  together,	  these	  analyses	  of	  the	  DNA	  base	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  Pf1	  are	  consistent	  with	   a	   highly	   unusual	   structure,	   namely	   one	   with	   little	   or	   no	   base-­‐pairing,	   as	  concluded	   by	   previous	   studies23,	  26,	  59,	   but	  with	   some	   sort	   of	   base-­‐stacking.	   If	   it	   is	  considered	  that	  the	  effects	  of	  DNA	  base-­‐stacking	  on	  chemical	  shifts	  could	  be	  closely	  mimicked	  by	  π-­‐π	   interactions	  between	  a	  DNA	  base	  and	  an	  adjacent	   tyrosine	  (as	   is	  consistent	   with	   UV	   and	   CD	   spectra,	   as	   well	   as	   observed	   Tyr40	   fluorescence	  quenching	   and	   an	   undefined	   pKa	   for	   Tyr40),	   this	   is	   exactly	   as	  would	   be	   expected	  from	  the	  model	  put	  forth	  by	  Liu	  &	  Day	  (1994).24	  Further,	  cation-­‐π	   interactions	  are	  expected	   between	   the	   DNA	   bases	   and	   residues	   R44	   and	   K45	   of	   the	   coat	   protein,	  though	  their	  effects	  on	  the	  13C	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  the	  DNA	  are	  difficult	  to	  predict.60	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2.4 DNP	  Enhancement	  and	  Pulse	  Sequence	  




Figure	   2.11:	   Overlay	   of	   DNP-­‐enhanced	   (blue)	   and	   non-­‐DNP-­‐enhanced	   (red)	   13C	   1-­‐
dimensional	  cross-­‐polarization	  spectra	  acquired	  at	  100K,	  showing	  ratios	  of	  signal-­‐to-­‐
noise	  ratios	  (S/N)	  and	  intensities	  (Int)	  of	  the	  highest-­‐intensity	  peaks	  in	  several	  regions:	  
(a)	  the	  carbonyl	  region	  of	  the	  coat	  protein;	  (b)	  the	  Cα	  region	  of	  the	  coat	  protein;	  (c)	  
the	  deoxyribose	  C1’/C4’	  peaks;	  (d)	  the	  region	  containing	  the	  A/GC8	  and	  CC6	  peaks.	  No	  
significant	   differences	   in	   linewidth	  were	   observed	   between	   the	   two	   spectra	   taken	   at	  
100K.	  The	  overall	  DNP	  enhancement	   is	  estimated	  at	  16.6-­‐fold.	  Some	  DNA	  base	  peaks	  
show	   lower	   enhancement	   factors,	   though	   this	   could	   be	   due	   to	   higher	   relative	   errors	  
due	  to	  their	  low	  signal-­‐to-­‐noise	  ratio.	  Each	  spectrum	  was	  acquired	  with	  16	  transients	  
and	   2048	   time-­‐domain	   points,	   then	   zero-­‐filled	   to	   4096	   points	   during	   processing.	  No	  
window	  functions	  or	  linear	  prediction	  were	  applied.	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   It	   has	   also	  been	  noted	   that	   the	   intensities	   of	   some	  DNA	   13C	  homonuclear	   cross-­‐peaks	   can	   be	   heavily	   dependent	   on	   the	   choice	   of	   pulse	   sequence.	   This	   can	   be	  attributed	   to	   proton-­‐poor	   chemical	   environments,	   which	   may	   preclude	   efficient	  magnetization	   transfer	   to	   certain	   nuclei	   in	   generic	   cross-­‐polarization	   (CP)	   based	  pulse	   sequences	   such	  as	  DARR.62	  Spectra	  were	  acquired	  using	   the	   standard	  DARR	  (with	  CP	  element)	  pulse	  sequence	  as	  well	  as	  a	  variant	  where	  the	  90H	  pulse	  and	  CP	  elements	   were	   replaced	   with	   a	   simple	   90X	   pulse	   (1pulse-­‐DARR).	   Comparative	  spectra	   taken	   with	   the	   former	   and	   latter	   pulse	   sequences	   can	   be	   seen	   in	   Figure	  





Figure	  2.12:	  Comparison	  (a)	  CP-­‐DARR	  spectrum	  (50	  ms	  mixing	  time)	  and	  (b)	  1pulse-­‐
DARR	  spectrum	  (50	  ms	  mixing	  time)	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  with	  pulse	  sequences	  shown.	  All	  
acquisition,	   processing,	   and	   visualization	   parameters	   are	   identical	   between	   the	  
spectra.	   The	   signal	   intensity	   the	   TC5	   peak	   is	   clearly	   enhanced	   in	   the	   1pulse-­‐DARR	  
spectrum,	   while	   the	   intensity	   of	   most	   other	   peaks	   (i.e.	   TC6	   and	   CC6	   as	   shown)	   is	  
diminished	   as	   compared	   to	   the	   CP-­‐DARR	   spectrum.	   This	   is	   likely	   due	   to	   TC5	   being	  
proton	   poor,	   and	   thus	   receiving	  more	  magnetization	   via	   direct	   pulse	   in	   the	   1pulse-­‐
DARR	   sequence	   than	   through	   cross-­‐polarization	   in	   the	   CP-­‐DARR	   sequence.	   Further	  
acquisition	  and	  processing	  parameters	  may	  be	  found	  in	  Table	  2.2.	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2.5 Peak	  Splitting	  and	  Evidence	  of	  Protein-­‐DNA	  Interactions	  
Linewidths	  and	  substructure	   in	   individual	  crosspeaks	  can	  sometimes	  be	  a	  useful	  reporter	   of	   structural	   heterogeneity,	   particularly	   at	   low	   temperatures	   when	  conformational	   heterogeneity	   may	   be	   present	   (an	   ensemble	   of	   different	   static	  conformers).63	  Our	  DNP	  data	  were	  collected	  on	  a	  400MHz	  Bruker	  spectrometer	  at	  cryogenic	  temperatures	  of	  approximately	  100K.	  Different	  linewidths	  were	  observed.	  While	  certain	  peaks	  had	  linewidths	  below	  2ppm	  (i.e.	  Ile26	  Cα-­‐Cδ,	  full	  width	  at	  half-­‐height	  (FWHH)	  =	  1.8	  ppm),	  most	  others	  were	  broader.	  Diagonal	  peaks	  had	  typical	  linewidths	   of	   3ppm,	   and	  off-­‐diagonal	   peaks	  had	   average	  FWHH	  of	   4.5ppm,	  with	   a	  maximum	   of	   6	   ppm.	   These	   differences	   in	   the	   crosspeak	   linewidths	   would	   be	  consistent	  with	   static	   heterogeneity	   in	   the	   local	   environment,	   a	   finding	   that	   holds	  true	   for	  both	  the	  DNA	  and	  some	  coat	  protein	  sites.	  Despite	   the	  broad	  peaks,	  some	  peaks	   look	  distinctly	  doublet-­‐like,	  such	  as	  the	  C4-­‐C5	  crosspeak	  of	  deoxycytidine	   in	  




Figure	  2.13:	  Peak	  splitting	  in	  Pf1	  2D	  13C-­‐13C	  spectra	  as	  illustrated	  by	  (a)	  the	  CC4-­‐CC5	  
crosspeak	  in	  the	  DNP-­‐DARR	  (100K,	  22ms	  mixing	  time)	  spectrum	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  and	  
(b)	  the	  SC3’	  peak	  in	  the	  DARR	  spectrum	  (240K,	  50ms	  mixing	  time)	  of	  DNA-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1.	  
All	  sugar	  peaks	   in	  the	   latter	  are	  multiply	  split,	  with	  4-­‐6	  distinct	  chemical	  shifts	  each.	  
Horizontal	   slices	   of	   interest	   are	   displayed	   above	   each	   spectrum;	   red	   lines	   show	   the	  
position	  of	  the	  horizontal	  slices.	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Several	   residues	   in	   the	   coat	   protein	   also	   exhibit	  multiple	   peaks,	   as	   observed	   in	  high-­‐resolution	  13C-­‐13C	  homonuclear	  DARR	  spectra	  at	  240K	  and	  273K.	  These	  include	  Y40	   (more	   specifically	   its	   ring	   atoms),	   M42,	   and	   R44,	   all	   in	   the	   DNA-­‐binding	   C-­‐terminal	  domain	  of	  the	  subunit.	  T5	  in	  the	  N-­‐terminal	  region	  has	  also	  been	  observed	  to	   exhibit	   multiple	   resonances.	   For	   all	   other	   coat	   protein	   residues,	   however,	   we	  observe	   one	   peak	   per	   atom	   at	   resolutions	   well	   below	   1	   ppm,	   indicating	   that	   all	  copies	   of	   the	   coat	   protein	   share	   the	   same	   overall	   conformation.41,38	   Surprisingly,	  order	   parameters	   observed	   for	   the	   sidechains	   of	   residues	   R44	   and	   K45	   in	   the	   C-­‐terminal	   DNA-­‐binding	   region	   were	   low,	   on	   par	   with	   those	   of	   residues	   in	   the	   N-­‐terminal	  region	  exposed	  to	  solvent,	  and	  in	  distinct	  contrast	  to	  high	  values	  of	  order	  parameters	   for	   other	   parts	   of	   the	   coat	   protein,	   suggesting	   that	   the	   DNA-­‐protein	  interface	  is	  inherently	  dynamic	  on	  a	  sub-­‐microsecond	  timescale,38	  and	  that	  this	  may	  play	  a	   role	   in	   the	  observed	  peak	  splitting.	  Qualitative	  dynamics	  observations	   from	  
1H-­‐15N	   polarization	   inversion	   spin	   exchange	   at	   the	   magic	   angle	   (PISEMA)	  experiments	  also	   suggest	   that	   the	   coat	  protein	  backbone	   is	  mostly	   static,	  with	   the	  notable	  exceptions	  of	   residues	  at	   the	  C-­‐	  and	  N-­‐termini	  and	  a	   “hinge	  region”	  which	  was	   not	   observed	   in	   subsequent	   work.38-­‐40	   In	   summary,	   it	   seems	   clear	   from	   our	  present	  work	  and	  previous	  studies	  that	  the	  overall	  heterogeneity	  in	  the	  structure	  is	  low,	   but	   that	   in	   the	   DNA-­‐protein	   interface	   a	   significant	   degree	   of	   static	  heterogeneity	  or	  dynamic	  disorder	  is	  present.	  	  
The	  above	  observations	  are	  relevant	  to	  an	  important	  feature	  of	  the	  1PFI	  model	  of	  the	   virion	   -­‐-­‐	   the	   everted	   conformation	   of	   the	   DNA.24,	  33	   In	   this	  model,	   nucleotides	  from	  the	  up-­‐strand	  are	  positioned	  quite	  differently	  with	  respect	  to	  their	  coat	  protein	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subunits	  than	  those	  from	  the	  down-­‐strand,	  and	  therefore	  have	  distinct	  sets	  of	  first	  shell	   contacts	   as	  well	   as	  different	  magnetic	   environments,	   as	   illustrated	   in	  Figure	  















Figure	  2.14:	  Graphic	   showing	   interactions	  between	   representative	  nucleotides	   in	  up-­‐	  
and	   down-­‐strands	   of	   Pf1	   DNA	   and	   their	   nearest	   coat	   protein	   subunits,	   based	   on	  
coordinates	   from	   Liu	   &	   Day	   (1994)	   [PDB:	   1PFI]24	   (left	   panel)	   and	   Tsuboi	   et	   al.	  
(2010)33	  (right	  panel).	  Each	  image	  is	  aligned	  looking	  up	  the	  central	  axis	  of	  the	  virion,	  
shown	  as	  a	  projection	  of	  a	  red	  cylinder.	  Different	  colors	  are	  for	  different	  subunits,	  and	  
closest	   contacts	   are	   denoted	   with	   dashed	   lines.	   The	   lists	   of	   contacts,	   restricted	   to	  
heavy-­‐atom	   contacts	   within	   5	   Å,	   demonstrate	   that	   up-­‐strand	   and	   down-­‐strand	  
nucleotides	   have	   very	   different	   sets	   of	   first-­‐shell	   neighbors,	   and	   that	   contacts	   are	  
similar	  for	  the	  different	  nucleotide	  types.	  Note	  that	  the	  overlapping	  and	  interdigitation	  
of	  subunits	  in	  the	  capsid	  lattice	  place	  the	  side-­‐chains	  of	  at	  least	  three	  different	  protein	  
subunits	  (i,	  i+5,	  and	  i+6)	  in	  contact	  with	  each	  nucleotide.	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Based	   on	   the	   Liu	   &	   Day	   (1994)24	   and	   Tsuboi	   et	   al.	   (2010)33	   models,	   the	   same	  splitting	  effects	  would	  be	  expected	   to	  hold	   true	   for	   the	  DNA	  sugar	  peaks,	  because	  each	  of	  the	  four	  bases	  assumes	  a	  slightly	  different	  N-­‐glycoside	  torsion	  angle,33	  which	  could	   affect	   the	   sugar	   resonances	   differently.	   Therefore,	   in	   principle,	   it	   is	   not	  unreasonable	   to	   expect	   up	   to	   8	   resonances	   for	   each	   sugar	   carbon	   of	   the	   four	  nucleotides	   in	   each	   of	   the	   two	   strands.	   DFT	   calculations	   show	   that	   deoxyribose	  magnetic	   shielding	   anisotropy,	   and,	   by	   extension,	   chemical	   shifts	   are	   indeed	  sensitive	   to	   the	   glycosidic	   torsion	   angle.65	   SSNMR	   data	   on	   RNA	   nucleosides	   and	  nucleotides	  also	  supports	  this	  view.66	  Nearest-­‐neighbor	  effects	  are	  highly	  unlikely	  in	  Pf1	  DNA	  due	  to	  the	  distances	  involved	  (N9/N1	  atoms	  of	  neighboring	  nucleotides	  are	  approximately	  11.5-­‐12.1	  Å	  apart	  in	  the	  same	  strand	  and	  9.4-­‐10.4	  Å	  apart	  in	  opposite	  strands);	  therefore,	  any	  splittings	  must	  be	  due	  to	  interactions	  with	  the	  coat	  protein.	  	  






Figure	   2.15:	   Zoomed	   view	   of	   novel	   protein-­‐DNA	   crosspeaks	   detected	   in	   (a)	   200ms	  
DARR	  (-­‐35°C,	  400MHz)	  and	  (b)	  20ms	  DARR	  (-­‐40°C,	  900MHz)	  spectra.	  The	  presence	  of	  
only	   the	   Y40CE-­‐AC5	   and	   SC1’-­‐Y40CZ	   crosspeaks	   with	   a	   20ms	  mixing	   time	   indicates	  
that	   these	   are	   short-­‐range	   contacts,	   while	   other	   contacts	   observed	   on	   the	   200ms	  
mixing	  time	  DARR	  spectrum	  are	  longer-­‐distance.	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Sample	   DNP	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  a	   DNP	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  a	   U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  a	   DNA-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  a	  
Figures	   2.2,	  2.3,	  2.13a	   2.4	   2.8	   2.9.	  2.13b	  
Spectrometer	   Bruker	  Avance	  III	  400WB	  US+,	  263	  GHz	  /	  9.7T	  gyrotronc	   Bruker	  Avance	  III	  400WB	  US+,	  263	  GHz	  /	  9.7T	  gyrotronc	   Bruker	  Avance	  II	  750	  MHz	  	  /	  17.6Td	   Bruker	  Avance	  II	  750	  MHz	  	  /	  17.6Td	  
Probe	   3.2mm	  HXY	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	   3.2mm	  HXY	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	   4mm	  HXY	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	   4mm	  HXY	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	  
Temperature	   100K	  /	  -­‐173°C	   100K	  /	  -­‐173°C	   243K	  /	  -­‐30°C	   243K	  /	  -­‐30°C	  
MAS	  Speed	   8	  kHz	   8	  kHz	   14.85	  kHz	   14.85	  kHz	  
Recycle	  Delay	   3	  s.	   3	  s.	   3	  s.	   3	  s.	  
Scans/t1	  Pt.	   4	   4	   96	  (6	  x	  16)	   256	  (4	  x	  64)	  
Mixing	  Time	   22ms	  &	  100ms	   0.5ms	   50ms	   50ms	  
Dimension	   F1	   F2	   F1	   F2	   F1	   F2	   F1	   F2	  
Phase	  Inc.	   States-­‐TPPI	   	   States-­‐TPPI	   	   TPPI	   	   TPPI	   	  
#	  of	  Points	   1024	   2048	   768	   1024	   1024	   1024	   512	   1024	  
Spectral	  
Width	  (ppm)	  
457.5	   592.0	   394.9	   307.0	   300.0	   300.0	   300.0	   300.0	  
Resolution	  
(Hz)	  
29.06	   44.92	   125.00	   30.14	   55.27	   55.17	   110.54	   55.17	  
Zero-­‐Filling	   1024	   	   768	   	   3072	   3072	   512	   1024	  
Linear	  
Prediction	  
2	  pts.	  backward	   	   2	  pts.	  backward	   	   	   	   	   	  
Exp.	  Apod.	   	   	   30	  Hz	   	   	   50	  Hz	   	   50	  Hz	  
SineBell	  
Apodization	  
QSINE,	  SSB	  =	  3.5	   QSINE,	  SSB	  =	  3.5	   	   QSINE,	  SSB	  =	  2	   QSINE,	  SSB	  =	  2	   	   QSINE,	  SSB	  =	  2	   	  
	  
Sample	   U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  b	   U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  a	   U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  b	  
Figures	   2.12	   2.7	   2.5,	  2.6	  
Spectrometer	   Varian	  InfinityPlus	  600	  MHz	  /	  14.1T	   Bruker	  Avance	  II	  900	  MHz	  /	  21.1Td	   Varian	  InfinityPlus	  	  400	  MHz	  	  /	  9.4T	  
Probe	   4mm	  HXY	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	   3.2mm	  HCN	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	   4mm	  T3-­‐HXY	  MAS-­‐SSNMR	  
Temperature	   253K	  /	  -­‐20°C	   233K	  /	  -­‐40°C	   238K	  /	  -­‐35°C	  
MAS	  Speed	   13.00	  kHz	   18.5	  kHz	   8	  kHz	  
Recycle	  Delay	   4	  s.	   3	  s.	   3	  s.	  
Scans/t1	  Pt.	   64	   16	   160	  
Mixing	  Time	   20ms	   20ms	   200ms	  
Dimension	   F1	   F2	   F1	   F2	   F1	   F2	  
Phase	  Inc.	   TPPI	   	   TPPI	   	   TPPI	   	  
#	  of	  Points	   512	   512	   400	   2048	   130	   1024	  
Spectral	  
Width	  (ppm)	  
331.9	   331.9	   295.8	   295.8	   245.3	   392.5	  
Resolution	  
(Hz)	  
97.65	   97.65	   167.41	   32.70	   46.88	   23.44	  
Zero-­‐Filling	   512	   512	   624	   2048	   894	   3072	  
Linear	  
Prediction	  
	   4	  pts.	  backward	   2	  pts.	  backward	   	   2	  pts.	  backward	   	  
Exp.	  Apod.	   	   	   	   50	  Hz	   	   40	  Hz	  
SineBell	  
Apodization	  
Sine	  bell	  squared	  e	   Sine	  bell	  squared	  e	   QSINE,	  SSB	  =	  2	   	   Sine	  bell	  f	   	  
	  
Table	  2.2:	  Condensed	  parameters	  for	  all	  spectra	  presented,	  along	  with	  corresponding	  
figure	  numbers.	  
a Processed	  in	  Topspin	  2.1	  
b Processed	  in	  NMRPipe	  
c Bruker	  Biospin	  Corporation,	  15	  Fortune	  Drive,	  Billerica,	  MA,	  01821	  
d New	  York	  Structural	  Biology	  Center,	  89	  Convent	  Ave.,	  New	  York,	  NY,	  10027	  
e using	  command	  ‘nmrPipe	  -­‐fn	  SP	  –off	  0.5	  –end	  1.0	  –pow	  2’	  
f using	  command	  ‘nmrPipe	  -­‐fn	  SP	  –off	  0.5	  –end	  1.0’	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2.6 Conclusions	  and	  Future	  Work	  
The	  mere	  presence	  of	  the	  DNA	  peaks,	  and	  especially	  of	  those	  corresponding	  to	  the	  bases,	  indicates	  a	  well-­‐ordered	  DNA	  structure.	  A	  number	  of	  DNA	  peaks	  are	  split	  into	  multiple	   resonances,	   consistent	   with	   the	   idea	   that	   each	   nucleotide	   type	   in	   each	  strand	   has	   an	   environment	   shared	   by	   all	   nucleotides	   of	   that	   type	   in	   that	   strand.	  These	   unique	   environments	   share	   common	   features,	   namely	   2’-­‐endo/gauche	  deoxyribose	   ring	   conformations	   and	   anti	   glycosidic	   bond	   orientations,	  corroborating	   conclusively	   results	   from	   other	   methods.35	   Extreme	   DNA	   chemical	  shift	   values	   at	   numerous	   positions	   fall	   at	   or	   beyond	   the	   edges	   of	   their	   respective	  ranges	   in	   available	   databases.	   Especially	   at	   sites	   known	   to	   be	   key	   conformational	  reporters,	   such	   as	   sugar	   C3’	   and	   C5’,	   such	   unusual	   chemical	   shifts	   indicate	   an	  unusual	   DNA	   structure.	   The	   DNA	   is	   found	   to	   lack	   hydrogen	   bonding,	   also	  corroborating	   previous	   findings,23,	  26,	  59	   yet	   there	   is	   some	   sort	   of	   stacking	   present,	  consistent	  with	  predicted	  base-­‐tyrosine	  interactions31	  and	  the	  presence	  of	  Y40-­‐DNA	  (base	   and	   sugar)	   crosspeaks.	   Overall,	   these	   initial	   high-­‐resolution	   NMR	   results	  support	   the	   Pf1	   DNA	   model	   put	   forth	   by	   Liu	   and	   Day	   (1994)	   and	   subsequently	  refined	  by	  Tsuboi	  et	  al.	  (2010).24,	  33	  
While	   only	   GN3	   is	   missing	   in	   the	   current	   assignment	   table,	   AC2	   and	   AC6	  assignments	   remain	   ambiguous	   and	   SC2’-­‐SC5’	   assignments	   are	   in	  many	   cases	   not	  nucleotide-­‐specific.	  The	  addition	  of	  missing	  assignments	  would	  serve	  to	  confirm	  the	  herein	  reported	  chemical	  shift	  deviations	  from	  BMRB	  and	  B-­‐DNA	  averages,	  and	  thus	  serve	   to	   bolster	   our	   interpretation	   of	   Pf1’s	   key	   structural	   features.	   Many	   of	   the	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missing	   assignments	   could	   undoubtedly	   be	   filled	   in	   using	   longer	   mixing	   time	   2D	  TEDOR	  (13C-­‐15N)	  experiments.	  The	  500μs	  TEDOR	  discussed	  in	  Section	  2.2	  was	  able	  to	   yield	   nucleotide-­‐specific	   C1’	   assignments	   by	   cross-­‐walking	   to	   the	   far	   more	  disperse	   15N	   dimension,	   however	   the	   short	   mixing	   time	   used	   prevented	   further	  magnetization	   transfer	   among	   the	   deoxyribose	   spin	   system,	   with	   AC2’	   being	   the	  only	  non-­‐C1’	   resonance	   observed.	  A	   considerably	   longer	   (~1-­‐5ms)	  TEDOR	  mixing	  time	  would	  likely	  yield	  a	  full	  set	  of	  sugar	  crosspeaks.	  A	  shorter	  mixing	  time,	  on	  the	  other	   hand,	   would	   help	   to	   lessen	   spectral	   congestion	   and	   possibly	   allow	   GN3,	  crosspeaks	  from	  which	  are	  expected	  in	  a	  very	  congested	  part	  of	  the	  spectrum,	  to	  be	  assigned.	  	  
A	  complete	  set	  of	  assignments,	  however,	  would	  only	  represent	  a	  small	  piece	  of	  the	  Pf1	  puzzle.	  A	  precisely	  measured	  set	  of	  distance	  restraints	  would	  go	  a	   longer	  way	  toward	   directly	   evaluating	   current	   models	   and	   improving	   upon	   them	   with	   new	  ones.	   Currently,	   a	   small	   set	   of	   observed	   protein-­‐DNA	   crosspeaks	   at	   a	   variety	   of	  mixing	   times	  makes	   it	  possible	   to	  get	   loose	  distance	  ranges	   for	   these	  protein-­‐DNA	  contacts.	   To	   refine	   a	   structure	   however,	   either	   a	   large	   amount	   of	   such	   distance	  ranges	   or	  more	   precisely	  measured	   distances	   are	   needed.	   To	   this	   end,	   a	   series	   of	  REDOR/TEDOR	   experiments	   (described	   in	   detail	   in	   Section	   1.3)	   is	   planned	   to	  measure	  protein-­‐DNA	  distances	  for	  a	  variety	  of	  sites.	  Spectral	  congestion	  can	  make	  such	   experiments	   difficult	   to	   interpret,	   so	   signals	   of	   interest	   must	   be	   chosen	  carefully.	   13C,	   for	   instance,	  provides	  few	  opportunities	   for	  non-­‐overlapping	  signals,	  and	  1H	  is	  even	  worse	  due	  to	  its	  narrow	  spectral	  range.	  The	  Pf1	  DNA	  does	  however	  have	  well-­‐resolved	  15N	  signals	  easily	  differentiable	  from	  those	  arising	  from	  the	  coat	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protein	   (in	   the	  130-­‐240	  ppm	  range),	   and	   represents	   the	  only	  occurrence	  of	   31P	   in	  the	   entire	   virion.	   Using	   these	   resolvable	   sites,	   a	   set	   of	   intra-­‐DNA	   distance	  measurements	   could	   serve	   to	   validate	   critical	   parameters	   of	   current	   structural	  models,	  such	  as	  the	  rise	  per	  nucleotide	  and	  the	  sugar	  pucker.	  	  
Ultimately	   however,	   only	   a	   set	   of	   protein-­‐DNA	   distances	   would	   provide	  information	  pertinent	  to	  the	  key	  outstanding	  structural	  problems	  surrounding	  Pf1:	  how	   and	   by	   which	   specific	   interaction(s)	   the	   virion	   is	   held	   together	   and	   what	  stabilizes	  the	  unusual	  DNA	  conformation	  within.	  While	  non-­‐overlapping	  resonances	  are	  relatively	  abundant	  on	  the	  DNA,	  it	  is	  considerably	  harder	  to	  find	  any	  on	  the	  coat	  protein.	   	  To	  address	  this,	  we	  have	  made	  attempts	  at	   introducing	  alternate	   isotopic	  labels	  on	   the	  coat	  protein	  (i.e.	   19F,	   see	  Section	  6.7.1),	  which	  have	  met	  with	   limited	  success.	   An	   alternate	   scheme	   however	  may	   be	   to	   use	   the	   unique	   Arg44-­‐NE	   (85.1	  ppm)	  or	  Arg44-­‐NH1/2	   (72.6	  ppm)	  resonances.	  A	   single	   chemical	   shift	   is	  observed	  for	  each	  of	  these	  positions	  (there	  is	  no	  peak	  splitting	  observed	  as	  with	  some	  other	  residues).	  Further,	  since	  there	  is	  only	  a	  single	  arginine	  residue	  per	  copy	  of	  the	  major	  coat	   protein	   and	   the	   coat	   proteins	   are	   radially	   symmetric	   to	   one	   another,	   each	  Arg44	  is	  placed	  at	  the	  same	  radial	  position	  with	  respect	  to	  the	  DNA.	  Lastly,	  Arg44	  is	  located	  at	  the	  C-­‐terminus	  of	  the	  46-­‐residue	  major	  coat	  protein,	  and	  therefore	  faces	  into	   the	   central	   cavity	   of	   the	   virion	   and	   is	   expected	   to	   be	   close	   to	   the	   DNA.	   As	   a	  result,	  a	  single	  reliable	  distance	  can	  likely	  be	  obtained	  between	  Arg44-­‐NE	  or	  Arg44-­‐NH1/2	  and	  any	  unique	  DNA	  resonance	  using	  REDOR/TEDOR.	  Such	  a	  set	  of	  distances	  would	   give	   us	   the	   ability	   to	   directly	   critique	   existing	   structural	  models	   of	   the	   Pf1	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3.1 Where	  Database	  Methods	  Fail:	  Ab	  initio	  Chemical	  Shift	  Prediction	  
Methodology	  to	  Address	  Questions	  of	  Biomolecular	  Structure	  
As	  discussed	  in	  chapter	  2,	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  the	  DNA	  of	  Pf1	  bacteriophage	  have	  recently	  been	  assigned	  by	  SSNMR,	  and	  generally	  fit	  the	  patterns	  (both	  experimental	  and	   computational)	   for	   C2’-­‐endo/gauche	   puckered	   non-­‐base-­‐paired	   DNA,	   with	  outlier	   chemical	   shifts	   suggestive	   of	   a	   more	   extended	   DNA	   conformation.	   These	  broad	  structural	  features	  are	  consistent	  with	  existing	  models	  by	  Liu	  and	  Day	  as	  well	  as	   Tsuboi	   and	   coworkers	   (discussed	   in	   detail	   in	   Chapter	   2),	   which	   remain	  controversial	  due	  to	  the	  unusual	  everted	  DNA	  structure	  proposed.1-­‐3	  It	  was	  our	  hope	  that	   a	   full	   set	   of	   chemical	   shifts	   would	   be	   able	   to	   verify	   specific	   details	   of	   the	  structural	  models,	  however,	  correlating	  chemical	  shifts	  to	  structure	  has	  not	  proven	  to	  be	  a	  simple	  process.	  Unlike	  for	  proteins,	  where	  highly	  developed	  and	  widely	  used	  tools	  like	  TALOS+4,	  SHIFTX25,	  PREDITOR6,	  and	  SPARTA+7	  make	  it	  relatively	  easy	  to	  convert	   between	   chemical	   shifts	   and	   dihedral	   angle	   restraints,	   nucleic	   acid	  structural	   prediction	   software	   (as	   well	   as	   the	   prerequisite	   structural	   validation	  software)	  is	  sparse	  and	  limited	  in	  its	  capabilities.	  A	  key	  reason	  for	  this	  is	  that	  nucleic	  acids	   have	   a	   much	   wider	   conformational	   space	   available	   to	   them	   (seven	   key	  dihedral	   angles	   as	   opposed	   to	   two	   for	   protein,	   although	   some	   of	   these	   can	  realistically	  be	  constrained),	  and	  the	  additional	  flexibility	  makes	  such	  tools	  difficult	  to	   develop	   and	   generalize.	   This	   large	   conformational	   space	   has	   other	   famous	  implications	   for	   structural	   biology.	   For	   example,	   the	   complexity	   of	   the	   DNA	  conformational	   space	  makes	   intermediate	   non-­‐canonical	   structural	   forms	   difficult	  to	   define,	   and	   gives	   rise	   to	   increasingly	   complex	   structural	   forms	   such	   triplexes,	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quadruplexes,	   and	   multi-­‐armed	   junctions.8,	   9	   In	   the	   related	   case	   of	   structural	  validation	   tools,	   a	   lack	  of	   accurate	   structures	  hampers	  database	   construction,	   and	  databases	  constructed	  using	  inaccurate	  structures	  will	  perpetuate	  their	  inaccuracies.	  Meanwhile,	   without	   structural	   validation	   tools	  Many	   nucleic	   acid	   NMR	   structures	  contain	   limited	   information	   due	   to	   the	   lack	   of	   protons,	   while	   X-­‐ray	   structures	  require	  very	  high	  resolution	  to	  counteract	  the	  degrees	  of	  freedom	  introduced	  by	  the	  large	  number	  of	  possible	  backbone	   torsion	  angles,	  making	   it	  difficult	   to	  model	   the	  electron	  density	  at	  atomic	  accuracy.	  	  
In	  spite	  of	  this,	  attempts	  have	  been	  made	  in	  recent	  years	  to	  provide	  useful	  tools	  for	   nucleic	   acid	   analysis.	   DSHIFT,	   a	   recently	   developed	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	  server	   for	   DNA,	   uses	   database	   methods	   and	   nearest-­‐neighbor	   contributions	   to	  predict	  1H,	  13C,	  and	  31P	  chemical	  shifts	  for	  B-­‐form	  and	  random	  coil	  DNA.10	  It	  cannot	  however	   predict	   shifts	   for	   any	   other	   structural	   classes.	   MolProbity,	   a	   tool	   used	  widely	  for	  validation	  of	  protein	  structures,	  is	  also	  able	  to	  optimize	  proton	  positions	  in	  nucleic	   acid	   structures	  and	   conduct	   contact	   analyses	  designed	   to	   identify	   steric	  clashes	   and	   other	   structural	   problems.11	  MolProbity	   analyses	   can	   also	   be	   used	   to	  improve	  the	  phosphate	  backbone,	  and	  MolProbity	   includes	  special	  options	  such	  as	  sugar	   pucker	   analysis	   and	   backbone	   conformation	   checking	   for	   RNA	   (though	   not	  DNA).	   Finally,	   3DNA,	   a	   recent	   improvement	   of	   older	   tools	   such	   as	   CURVES	   and	  SCHNAAP,	  is	  capable	  of	  summarizing	  base	  pairing	  characteristics,	  step	  parameters,	  and	  helical	  parameters.12	  These	  characteristics,	  while	  not	  a	  true	  validation,	  allow	  for	  the	   identification	   of	   some	   structural	   anomalies	   or	   inconsistencies.	   3DNA	   allows	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users	  to	  construct	  and	  visualize	  nucleic	  acids	  of	  arbitrary	  sequence	  using	  canonical	  parameters,	  such	  as	  those	  for	  B-­‐DNA.	  
Even	   with	   recent	   developments	   in	   DNA	   structural	   prediction	   and	   validation,	  establishing	  an	  objective	  metric	  for	  the	  quality	  of	  the	  Pf1	  structural	  models	  and	  their	  goodness-­‐of-­‐fit	   to	   experimental	   chemical	   shifts	   remains	   elusive.	   Though	   the	   Pf1	  DNA	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts	  support	  general	  features	  of	  the	  existing	  Pf1	  DNA	  models	  such	  as	  the	  overall	  sugar	  pucker,	  it	  is	  important	  to	  map	  the	  chemical	  shifts	  to	  more	   specific	   structural	   features	   (i.e.	   glycosidic	   torsion	   angles,	   base	   orientations,	  degree	  of	  base	  stacking)	  in	  order	  to	  advance	  our	  understanding	  of	  its	  structure	  and	  to	   resolve	   the	   controversy	   surrounding	   the	   current	   models	   and	   their	   validity.	  Because	   the	   Pf1	   DNA	   is	   not	   expected	   to	   be	   B-­‐form	   or	   any	   other	   canonical	  conformation,	   database	   methods	   like	   DSHIFT	   cannot	   be	   used	   for	   this	   purpose.	  Validation	   tools	   like	  MolProbity	   reveal	   the	  presence	  of	   considerable	   steric	   clashes	  (clash	  scores	  in	  excess	  of	  120,	  0th	  percentile	  of	  all	  PDB	  structures)	  between	  the	  DNA	  and	  coat	  protein	  in	  existing	  models	  when	  hydrogens	  are	  added.	  These	  steric	  clashes	  between	  DNA	  and	  protein	  can	  be	  relaxed	  to	  some	  degree	  by	  energy	  minimization.	  Importantly	  however,	  there	  are	  no	  fundamental	  problems	  within	  the	  DNA	  itself.	  We	  have	   therefore	   looked	   to	   ab	   initio	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	   as	   a	   validation	   tool,	  aiming	   to	   establish	   the	   chemical	   shifts	   expected	   from	   the	   available	   structural	  models	   (as	  well	   as	   some	   new	   ones	   created	   for	   the	   purposes	   of	   this	   analysis)	   and	  then	   to	   compare	   the	   predicted	   shifts	   to	   experimental	   data.	   Such	   comparisons	   can	  shed	   light	   on	  which	   specific	   features	   of	   the	   structural	  models	   give	   rise	   to	   notable	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deviations	   of	   Pf1	   experimental	   chemical	   shifts	   from	   database	   averages,	   and	   thus	  allow	  for	  a	  data-­‐driven	  objective	  assessment	  of	  the	  models’	  validity.	  	  
In	   this	   chapter,	   the	   same	   methodology	   has	   also	   been	   extended	   to	   the	  
Streptomyces	   lividans	   potassium	   ion	   channel	   KcsA,	   another	   system	   of	   current	  interest	  to	  SSNMR	  studies,	   though	  for	  considerably	  different	  reasons.	  As	  a	  protein,	  KcsA	   does	   not	   suffer	   from	   an	   inherent	   lack	   of	   available	   tools	   for	   structural	  determination	   as	   in	   the	   case	   of	   nucleic	   acids,	   and	   its	   structure	   is	   far	   better	  established	   than	   that	   of	   the	   Pf1	  DNA.13-­‐15	  However,	   an	   interesting	   set	   of	   chemical	  shift	  perturbations	  (CSPs)	  at	  the	  selectivity	  filter	  was	  observed	  in	  samples	  prepared	  in	  mixed	  K+/Ba2+	  buffers	  relative	  to	  shifts	  in	  K+	  only	  buffers,	  suggestive	  of	  a	  possible	  conformational	   change.	   Again	   however,	   much	   as	   in	   the	   case	   of	   the	   Pf1	   DNA,	  correlating	  observed	  chemical	  shifts	  (or	  CSPs)	  to	  conformation	  proves	  challenging.	  To	  explain	  CSPs	  in	  response	  to	  ionic	  occupancy	  changes,	  it	  is	  important	  to	  note	  that	  short-­‐lived	   ionic	   states	   likely	   play	   an	   important	   role.	   Many	   of	   these	   states	   are	   in	  chemical	   exchange	   at	   any	   given	   time	   in	   an	   NMR	   sample	   and	   therefore	   cannot	   be	  individually	   observed	   on	   the	   NMR	   timescale.	   Thus,	   for	   KcsA,	   it	   was	   not	   a	   lack	   of	  available	   tools	   but	   rather	   the	   presence	   of	   these	   nearby	   ions,	   which	   tools	   like	  TALOS+	  are	   simply	  not	  designed	   to	   take	   into	  account,	   that	  prevents	   a	  mapping	  of	  chemical	   shift	   to	   structure	   using	   existing	   database	   methods.	   Again,	   ab	   initio	  chemical	   shift	   prediction	   represents	   a	   possible	   way	   forward,	   allowing	   each	  individual	   ionic	   state	   to	   be	   separately	  modeled,	   yielding	   a	   unique	   set	   of	   chemical	  shifts	  for	  each	  configuration.	  A	  comparison	  of	  the	  CSPs	  between	  the	  ionic	  states	  can	  then	   point	   to	   which	   states	   primarily	   contribute	   to	   the	   large	   CSPs	   observed	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experimentally,	   perhaps	   improving	   current	   models	   for	   barium	   blocking	   of	  potassium	  ion	  channels.	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3.2 The	  Automatic	  Fragmentation	  NMR	  (AF-­‐NMR)	  Algorithm	  
The	  Automatic	  Fragmentation	  NMR	  (AF-­‐NMR)	  algorithm,	  developed	  by	  Kenneth	  Merz	   and	   Xiao	   He	   at	   the	   University	   of	   Florida	   (published	   as	   AF-­‐QM/MM)16,	   and	  subsequently	   updated	   by	  David	  A.	   Case	   and	   Sishi	   Tang	   at	   Rutgers	  University,	   is	   a	  tool	   designed	   to	   effectively	   automate	   the	   process	   of	   ab	   initio	   chemical	   shift	  prediction	  for	  large	  biomolecules	  and	  biomolecular	  complexes.	  As	  the	  name	  implies,	  the	   key	   step	   that	   makes	   ab	   initio	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	   possible	   for	   large	  structures	   is	   fragmentation.	  Without	   fragmentation,	   the	   density	   functional	   theory	  (DFT)17	  software	  used	  for	  chemical	  shift	  prediction	  would	  undoubtedly	  either	  fail	  to	  converge	  or	  take	  an	  incredibly	  long	  time	  to	  do	  so,	  making	  the	  process	  prohibitively	  computationally	   expensive.	   In	   a	   general	   sense,	   fragmentation	   of	   a	   large	   structure	  involves	  treating	  explicitly	  only	  a	  small	  shell	  of	  residues	  (amino	  acids	  in	  the	  case	  of	  proteins,	  nucleotides	  for	  nucleic	  acids)	  around	  the	  residue	  of	  interest	  (typically	  1-­‐2	  residues	   in	   each	   direction	   along	   with	   any	   residues	   with	   close	   through-­‐space	  contacts),	   while	   the	   rest	   of	   the	   structure	   is	   summarized	   as	   a	   series	   of	   molecular	  mechanics	   point	   charges	   on	   the	   surface	   of	   that	   shell,	   in	   what	   is	   essentially	   a	  quantum	  mechanics	  /	  molecular	  mechanics	  (QM/MM)	  simulation.	  A	  variety	  of	  DFT	  packages	  may	   then	  be	  used	   to	  model	  orbitals,	   solve	   the	   self-­‐consistent	   field	   (SCF)	  equations,	  and	  ultimately	  generate	   the	  predicted	  chemical	  shielding,	  which	   is	   then	  converted	   to	   a	   chemical	   shift	   by	   comparison	   with	   the	   shielding	   of	   a	   reference	  compound.	  This	  approach	  has	  yielded	  root	  mean	  square	  errors	  of	  <1	  ppm	  for	  both	  
13C	  and	  15N	  chemical	  shifts	  for	  a	  variety	  of	  test	  compounds.16	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Figure	  3.1:	  An	  example	  of	  a	  QM	  region	  for	  chemical	  shift	  prediction	  used	  in	  this	  work,	  
as	   generated	   by	   AF-­‐NMR	   from	   a	   Pf1	   structural	   model.	   The	   nucleotide	   for	   which	  
chemical	   shifts	   are	   to	   be	   predicted	   is	   shown	   in	   red.	   Its	   immediate	   neighbors	   in	   its	  
strand	   (blue),	  along	  with	  a	  nucleotide	   from	  the	  opposing	   strand	   (green)	  and	  several	  
coat	  protein	  residues	  within	   interaction	  range	  of	   the	  nucleotide	  of	   interest	   (orange),	  
are	  all	  included	  explicitly	  in	  the	  QM	  region.	  All	  other	  atoms	  in	  the	  input	  file,	  as	  well	  as	  a	  
set	   of	   charges	   simulating	   implicit	   solvation,	   are	   included	   as	   a	   set	   156851	  MM	  point	  




Scheme	   3.1:	   General	   outline	   of	   the	   AF-­‐NMR	   paradigm	   for	   NMR	   chemical	   shift	  
prediction	   in	   large	  biomolecules	  and	  biological	  complexes.	  An	   input	  PDB	  is	  subjected	  
to	   a	   short	   energy	   minimization	   and	   implicit	   solvation	   via	   the	   MM/PBSA	  module	   of	  
AMBERTools19.	  The	  solvated	  system	  is	   then	   fragmented	  by	  residue,	  using	  parameters	  
based	  on	  system	  type	  (i.e.	  protein,	  nucleic	  acid,	  etc.).	  For	  each	  fragment,	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  
system	   is	   summarized	  as	  a	  series	  of	  MM	  point	  charges	  on	  the	   fragment	  surface.	  DFT	  
quantum	  chemistry	  software	  packages,	  such	  as	  ORCA20	  or	  Gaussian26,	  are	  then	  used	  on	  
each	  fragment	  for	  ab	  initio	  chemical	  shift	  prediction.	  Finally,	  the	  results	  are	  extracted	  
from	  the	  individual	  output	  files	  and	  analyzed.	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The	  ORCA	  DFT	  package20	  was	  chosen	  for	  the	  bulk	  of	  chemical	  shifts	  calculations,	  primarily	   due	   to	   its	   ease	   of	   acquisition,	   speed,	   and	   the	   ability	   to	   restrict	   chemical	  shift	   prediction	   to	   particular	   atoms	   of	   interest.	   The	   individual	   gauge	   for	   localized	  orbitals	   (IGLO)	   approach21	   is	   used	   by	   ORCA	   for	   the	   calculation	   of	   chemical	   shift	  tensors.	   The	   OLYP	   functional22	   and	   the	   IGLO-­‐III	   basis	   set21,	   23	   were	   used	  preferentially	   for	   NMR	   parameter	   calculations.	   When	   explicit	   ions	   such	   as	  potassium	   or	   barium	  were	   called	   for,	   the	   def2-­‐TZVP	   basis	   set24	   was	   used.	   Mixed	  basis	   sets	   (IGLO-­‐III	   for	   atoms	   for	   which	   chemical	   shifts	   were	   to	   be	   calculated,	  DZVP25	  for	  all	  other	  atoms)	  were	  also	  tried,	  but	  generally	  gave	  less	  accurate	  results	  than	  IGLO-­‐III	  alone	  when	  compared	  to	  experimental	  data.	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3.3 Validation	  of	  Chemical	  Shift	  Prediction	  Tools	  for	  DNA	  
DFT-­‐based	   and	   semi-­‐empirical	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	   methods	   have	   been	  tested	   and	   used	   extensively	   in	   studies	   of	   proteins	   for	   secondary	   structure	  assignment	   and	   structure	   refinement	   (reviewed	   in	   refs.	   27,	  28).	   Predicted	   chemical	  shifts	   and	   chemical	   shift	   tensors	   have	  been	  used	   in	   the	   structural	   refinement	   and	  validation	  of	   ubiquitin,	  GB1,	   and	   several	   other	  proteins	   of	   similar	   size.29-­‐34	  Recent	  advances	  have	  also	  greatly	  improved	  the	  accuracy	  of	  predicted	  shifts	  for	  13C	  and	  15N	  in	  peptides.35,	  36	  For	  nucleic	   acids	  however,	   the	   corresponding	   literature	   is	   sparse,	  with	   most	   studies	   having	   been	   carried	   out	   on	   small	   systems	   (nucleosides,	  mononucleotides,	   short	   oligonucleotides)	   in	   order	   to	   study	   the	   effects	   of	   specific	  interactions	   and	   structural	   forms	   on	   chemical	   shifts.37-­‐43	   Nucleic	   acids	   therefore	  present	   opportunities	   for	   further	   study	   using	   ab	   initio	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	  methodology.	   One	   of	   the	   first	   open	   questions	   in	   ultimately	   applying	   AF-­‐NMR	   to	  biological	  systems	  of	  current	  interest	  was	  assessing	  and	  calibrating	  the	  accuracy	  of	  the	  predicted	  chemical	  shifts	  in	  the	  context	  of	  DNA.	  In	  order	  to	  do	  so	  however,	  it	  is	  necessary	   to	   find	   a	   PDB	   structure	   to	   use	   as	   input	   to	   AF-­‐NMR,	   along	   with	   a	  corresponding	  set	  of	  experimental	  13C/15N	  chemical	  shifts.	  	  
13C	  and	  15N	   isotopic	   labeling	  has	   long	  been	  used	   for	   the	  preparation	  of	  protein	  NMR	   samples	   and	  has	   been	   critical	   to	   the	  development	   of	  NMR	  methodology	   and	  heteronuclear	  NMR	  as	  a	  whole	  (reviewed	  in	  44).45-­‐48	  For	  DNA,	  the	  historical	  difficulty	  of	   synthesizing	   13C-­‐/15N-­‐labeled	   compounds	   has	   meant	   that	   most	   NMR	  work	   has	  been	   done	   on	   natural	   abundance	   material,	   or	   on	   oligonucleotides	   isotopically	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labeled	   only	   at	   a	   few	   key	   positions.49-­‐51	   Multidimensional	   NMR	   studies	   have	  therefore	  been	  mostly	  proton-­‐detected,	  and	  13C/15N	  chemical	  shifts	  have	  oftentimes	  not	   been	   published,52	   though	   recent	   advances	   in	   nucleic	   acid	   isotopic	   labeling	  (reviewed	   in	  53),	  especially	   for	  RNA54-­‐58,	  have	   led	  to	  a	  dramatic	   increase	   in	  studies	  using	  labeled	  material.59,	  60	  Because	  of	  the	  timing	  of	  these	  advances	  however,	  there	  are	   comparatively	   far	   fewer	   DNA	   13C/15N	   chemical	   shifts	   available	   in	   existing	  databases	  relative	  to	  proteins	  or	  even	  RNA.	  
To	  benchmark	  the	  accuracy	  of	  DFT-­‐based	  ab	  initio	  chemical	  shift	  prediction,	  the	  DNA	  self-­‐complimentary	  octamer	  d(GGTATACC)2,	  shown	  in	  Figure	  3.2,	  was	  chosen	  because	   it	   has	   been	   extensively	   studied	   by	   NMR	   and	   other	   methods,	   and	   has	   a	  readily	  available	  set	  of	  experimental	  13C	  and	  15N	  chemical	  shifts.61,	  62	  These	  chemical	  shifts	   were	   adjusted	   for	   differences	   between	   tetramethylsilane	   (TMS)	   and	   4,4-­‐dimethyl-­‐4-­‐silapentane-­‐1-­‐sulfonic	  acid	  (DSS)	  referencing63	  where	  appropriate.	  The	  three	  basis	  sets	  tested	  are	  all	  commonly	  used	  for	  chemical	  shift	  calculations:	  VDZP	  from	  Ahlrichs	  and	  coworkers25,	  IGLO-­‐III	  from	  Schindler	  and	  coworkers21,	  23,	  and	  the	  Pople-­‐style	   split-­‐valence	   6-­‐311++G**	   basis	   set64-­‐66.	   AF-­‐NMR	   (and	   subsequently	  ORCA	  using	  each	  of	  the	  basis	  sets)	  was	  used	  as	  described	  in	  Section	  3.2	  to	  calculate	  the	   isotropic	   chemical	   shielding	   (σ)	   for	   each	   13C	   and	   15N	   atom.	   Conversion	   of	  chemical	   shielding	   to	   chemical	   shift	   values	   entails	   subtraction	   of	   the	   chemical	  shielding	  for	  the	  appropriate	  reference	  compound	  (DSS	  for	  13C	  63,	  NH4Cl	  for	  15N	  67)	  from	  the	  predicted	  chemical	  shielding.	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δ13C =σ 13C −σ 13C
DSS
δ15N =σ 15N −σ 15N
NH4Cl
	  (1)	  
As	  detailed	  fully	  in	  Appendix	  1,	  all-­‐atom	  13C	  chemical	  shift	  root	  mean	  square	  errors	  (RMSEs)	  of	  29.04,	  2.88,	  and	  12.13	  ppm	  respectively	  were	  computed	  for	  each	  of	  the	  three	   basis	   sets	   using	   all	   13C	   and	   15N	   atoms	   for	   which	   experimental	   shifts	   are	  available.	  The	  RMSE	  is	  defined	  here	  as:	  
	  RMSE = 1N (δpredicted −δexperimental )2i=1N∑ 	  (2)	  The	   corresponding	  mean	   signed	   errors	   (MSEs)	  were	   -­‐17.32,	   1.02,	   and	   -­‐5.72	   ppm.	  These	  values	  may	  be	  compared	  with	  RMSEs	  <1	  ppm	  and	  MSEs	  ≤|0.2|	   for	  both	   13C	  and	   15N	   as	   computed	   for	   a	   39-­‐residue	   peptide	   model	   system	   (Trp	   cage,	   PDB:	  1L2Y68)16,	   RMSEs	   of	   <1.2	   ppm	   and	   <3	   ppm	   for	   13C	   and	   15N	   respectively	   using	  database	  methods	  such	  as	  SHIFTX	  and	  SPARTA	  for	  small	  proteins,28	  and	  RMSEs	  of	  1-­‐2	  ppm	   for	   large	  molecules	  and	  metal	   ion	  complexes.41	  Though	   the	  values	   for	  DNA	  seem	  high	  by	  comparison,	  a	  thorough	  examination	  of	  the	  data	  reveals	  that	  particular	  sites,	  such	  as	  C1’	  for	  IGLO-­‐III,	  consistently	  have	  errors	  as	  high	  as	  4.5	  ppm	  while	  most	  other	  sites	  have	  considerably	  smaller	  average	  errors,	  resulting	  in	  an	  inflation	  of	  the	  overall	  RMSE	  –	  the	  13C	  RMSE	  drops	  to	  1.81	  ppm	  with	  C1’	  shifts	  excluded.	  The	  DNA	  structures	  used	  for	  this	  analysis	  are	  also	  larger	  and	  more	  complex	  than	  many	  of	  the	  structures	  used	   for	  validation	  of	  predicted	  shifts	   in	  proteins,	  making	  RMSEs	  of	  ~2	  ppm	   as	   with	   IGLO-­‐III	   quite	   respectable,	   especially	   considering	   that	   15N	   shifts	   are	  also	  included.	  The	  RMSEs	  and	  MSEs,	  categorized	  by	  basis	  set	  and	  site,	  are	  shown	  in	  
Table	  3.1	  and	   Figure	  3.3.	  The	  IGLO-­‐III	  basis	  set	  was	  chosen	  for	  the	  remainder	  of	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the	  work	  detailed	  in	  this	  chapter	  because	  it	  had	  by	  far	  the	  lowest	  overall	  RMSE	  and	  MSE	  (absolute	  value)	  for	  nucleic	  acids.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	   3.2:	   The	   structure	   of	   the	   self-­‐complimentary	   B-­‐form	   DNA	   octamer	  
d(GGTATACC)2	  as	  generated	  by	  w3DNA12	  using	  average	  B-­‐form	  parameters.	  Bases	  are	  
shown	   in	   stick	   representation	  while	   the	   backbone	   atoms	   (P,	   OP1,	   OP2,	   O5’,	   O3’)	   are	  
shown	  in	  cartoon	  form.	  The	  major	  and	  minor	  grooves	  face	  right	  and	  left	  respectively	  in	  
this	  view.	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Position RMSE MSE 
Residue Atom VDZP IGLO-III 6-311++G** VDZP IGLO-III 6-311++G** 
All C1' 13.38 4.14 6.50 -13.37 4.12 -4.17 
All C2' 7.19 1.61 6.85 -7.17 1.43 -3.25 
All C3' 16.23 2.56 9.69 -16.01 -0.23 -8.80 
All C4' 15.59 2.01 5.52 -15.53 1.63 -5.33 
All C5' 12.18 1.64 1.41 -12.09 1.05 0.90 
A C1' 13.09 4.54 3.62 -13.09 4.54 -3.54 
A C2' 7.02 1.83 6.93 -7.01 1.79 -6.91 
A C3' 17.81 2.00 9.85 -17.81 -1.98 -9.84 
A C4' 15.36 1.64 6.15 -15.36 1.64 -6.14 
A C5' 13.26 0.08 0.76 -13.26 -0.01 0.34 
C C1' 13.56 3.72 8.39 -13.56 3.72 -0.71 
C C2' 6.74 2.10 7.27 -6.69 1.82 1.07 
C C3' 11.54 4.02 5.45 -11.54 4.02 -3.66 
C C4' 16.43 1.85 4.70 -16.34 0.89 -4.64 
C C5' 12.15 1.35 1.14 -12.14 1.19 1.11 
G C1' 13.54 4.29 5.96 -13.54 4.29 -5.86 
G C2' 7.62 1.35 7.48 -7.61 1.27 -1.81 
G C3' 18.07 2.28 9.13 -18.06 -2.18 -8.96 
G C4' 16.28 1.36 5.14 -16.26 1.14 -4.81 
G C5' 11.23 2.74 0.90 -10.94 1.82 0.21 
T C1' 13.31 3.94 7.06 -13.31 3.94 -6.59 
T C2' 7.36 0.89 5.55 -7.36 0.87 -5.36 
T C3' 16.64 0.96 12.86 -16.64 -0.76 -12.76 
T C4' 14.17 2.86 5.96 -14.16 2.84 -5.74 
T C5' 12.01 1.19 2.30 -12.01 1.19 1.91 
A C2 12.07 1.18 4.16 -12.07 -1.17 3.18 
A C8 11.27 3.22 2.96 -11.27 -3.22 -2.25 
C C5 6.54 0.88 1.56 -6.52 0.21 -1.00 
C C6 10.42 0.40 7.24 -10.42 -0.22 -6.95 
G C8 11.08 2.84 5.46 -11.07 -2.77 -5.32 
T C6 7.57 2.74 1.70 -7.57 2.74 -0.74 
T C7 5.57 4.22 2.21 -5.57 -4.22 2.13 
T N3 112.15 7.30 45.31 -112.15 7.30 -45.30 
G N1 85.30 2.36 34.11 -120.63 -3.33 -48.23 
	  
Table	   3.1:	   RMSEs	   and	  MSEs	   of	   predicted	   chemical	   shifts	   compared	   to	   experimental	  
chemical	   shifts	   for	   the	   indicated	   13C	   and	   15N	   sites	   of	   the	   B-­‐form	   oligomer	  
d(GGTATACC)2,	   where	   experimental	   shifts	   are	   available.	   Sites	   such	   as	   sugar	   C1’	  
(especially	   purine	   C1’)	   show	   considerable	   systematic	   error	   for	   both	   IGLO-­‐III	   and	   6-­‐




Figure	  3.3:	  Root	  mean	  square	  errors	  (a)	  and	  mean	  signed	  errors	  (b)	  of	  predicted	  13C	  
chemical	   shifts	  compared	   to	  experimental	  values	  are	  shown	  by	  position	   for	   the	  basis	  
sets	   IGLO-­‐III	   (blue)	   and	   6-­‐311++G**	   (red),	   with	   a	   diagram	   showing	   the	   common	  
numbering	   scheme	   for	   nucleotides	   shown	   at	   right.	   IGLO-­‐III	   has	   lower	   overall	   RMSE	  
and	  MSE	   values	   than	   6-­‐311++G**.	   (c)	   shows	   a	   histogram	   of	   the	  mean	   signed	   error	  
distributions	   for	   the	   two	  basis	   sets;	   IGLO-­‐III	   is	   somewhat	  positively	   skewed,	  while	  6-­‐
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311++G**	  has	  a	  wider	  distribution	  and	  is	  heavily	  negatively	  skewed.	  This	  indicates	  that	  
nucleic	   acid	   chemical	   shifts	   predicted	   using	   6-­‐311++G**	   exhibit	   a	   larger	   degree	   of	  
systematic	  error	  than	  those	  predicted	  using	  IGLO-­‐III,	  but	  that	  IGLO-­‐III	  chemical	  shifts	  
are	  still	  not	  free	  of	  systematic	  error.	  
	   Ultimately	   however,	   the	   goals	   of	   this	   study	   lie	   not	   in	   predicting	   absolute	  DNA	  chemical	   shifts	   (or	   even	   the	   large	  differences	   in	   chemical	   shifts	   between	  different	  positions	  in	  a	  nucleotide),	  but	  rather	  in	  predicting	  subtle	  differences	  in	  the	  chemical	  shift	  at	  any	  given	  position	  among	  different	  structures.	  Such	  changes	  are	  inherently	  relative	  to	  the	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  the	  starting	  or	  reference	  structure	  (B-­‐form	  DNA	  in	  thus	   study),	   thus	   eliminating	   the	   influence	   of	   any	   position-­‐dependent	   systematic	  error	  due	  to	  the	  method	  or	  basis	  set,	  as	  is	  shown	  in	  Figure	  3.3c.	  These	  changes	  in	  chemical	  shift	  will	  henceforth	  be	  referred	  to	  as	  secondary	  shifts.	  
To	  assess	  the	  accuracy	  of	  AF-­‐NMR	  in	  predicting	  secondary	  shifts,	  B-­‐	  and	  Z-­‐form	  DNA	  oligomers	  of	  equal	   length	  (16-­‐mer)	  were	  modeled	   in	  w3DNA12	  using	  average	  parameters	  for	  their	  respective	  structural	  class:	  
• d(GGTATACCGGTATACC)2	  B-­‐form	  duplex	  
• d(GC)16d(GC)16	  Z-­‐form	  duplex	  
	  Secondary	  shifts	  of	  Z-­‐DNA	  relative	   to	  B-­‐DNA	  have	  been	  published	  by	  Sklenář	  and	  Bax	   for	   the	  sugar	  chemical	   shifts,	  C1’-­‐C5’,	  of	  deoxycytidine	  and	  deoxyguanosine	   in	  the	   40-­‐mer	   d(Gm5C)20,69	   and	   were	   used	   for	   this	   analysis.	   Chemical	   shifts	   were	  predicted	   in	   AF-­‐NMR	   for	   each	   of	   the	   models	   as	   described	   previously.	   Since	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experimental	  data	  in	  this	  case	  were	  collected	  on	  a	  relatively	  long	  DNA	  polymer,	  the	  chemical	   shifts	   of	   the	   three	  5’-­‐	   and	  3’-­‐terminal	   nucleotides	   of	   each	   strand	  of	   each	  DNA	  sequence	  used	  were	  not	   included	   in	   the	  analysis,	   so	  as	   to	  avoid	  edge	  effects.	  The	  predicted	  chemical	  shifts	  were	  analyzed	  in	  two	  ways:	  (1)	  C1’-­‐C5’	  chemical	  shifts	  were	   averaged	   among	   all	   deoxycytidine	   and	   deoxyguanosine	   nucleotides	   and	   (2)	  C1’-­‐C5’	  were	   averaged	   for	   all	   deoxycitidine	   and	   separately	   for	   all	   deoxyguanosine	  nucleotides,	  as	  shown	  in	  Table	  3.2	  and	  Figure	  3.4.	  RMSEs	  of	  1.34	  and	  1.79	  ppm	  are	  obtained	  for	  (1)	  and	  (2)	  respectively.	  However,	  since	  an	  RMSE	  for	  secondary	  shifts	  represents	  a	  “difference	  of	  differences”	  as	  shown	  in	  Equation	  3,	  these	  values	  cannot	  be	  directly	  compared	  to	  RMSEs	  of	  absolute	  chemical	  shifts.	  
	  	  (3)	  	  	  




RMSE = 1N (SecShiftpred −i=1
N
∑ SecShiftexp )2 =
1
N ((δi −δi,B−DNA )pred −i=1
N






  Experimental Predicted 
Position Avg. δZ-δB Avg. δZ-δB 
C1' 2.42 3.44 
C2' 1.70 3.12 
C3' -0.26 0.19 
C4' -0.25 -2.53 
C5' -0.39 0.31 
 
δZ-δB  δZ-δB 
CC1' 2.26 4.22 
CC2' 3.83 4.76 
CC3' -0.39 1.49 
CC4' 0.76 -3.50 
CC5' -0.26 0.66 
GC1' 2.57 2.52 
GC2' -0.43 1.39 
GC3' -0.12 -1.13 
GC4' -1.26 -1.52 
GC5' -0.52 0.04 
	  
Table	   3.2:	   Comparison	   of	   experimental	   and	   predicted	   values	   for	   secondary	   shifts	  
between	   Z-­‐DNA	   and	   B-­‐DNA,	   averaged	   among	   all	   nucleotides	   (Avg.	   δZ-­‐δB)	   and	  
separately	   among	   all	   deoxycitidine	   and	   deoxyguanosine	   nucleotides	   (δZ-­‐δB).	  
Experimental	  secondary	  shift	  patterns	  between	  Z-­‐	  and	  B-­‐DNA	  are	  reproduced	  well	   in	  
magnitude	  and	  directionality	  by	  predicted	   shifts,	  with	  only	  CC4’	  differing	  by	  >2	  ppm	  
for	   δZ-­‐δB.	   RMSEs	   are	   1.34	   and	   1.79	   for	   Avg.	   δZ-­‐δB	   and	   δZ-­‐δB	   secondary	   shifts	  
respectively.	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Figure	   3.4:	   Graphical	   comparison	   of	   experimental	   (blue)	   and	   predicted	   (red)	  
secondary	  shifts	  between	  Z-­‐DNA	  and	  B-­‐DNA,	  averaged	  among	  all	  nucleotides	  (Avg.	  C1’-­‐
C5’)	  and	  separately	  among	  all	  deoxycitidine	  and	  deoxyguanosine	  nucleotides.	  RMSEs	  
are	   1.34	   and	   1.79	   ppm	   for	   the	   averaged	   and	   per-­‐nucleotide	   CSPs	   respectively.	   The	  
standard	   numbering	   scheme	   for	   nucleotide	   sugars	   is	   shown	   at	   right.
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3.4 Predicting	  Chemical	  Shift	  Differences	  Between	  Canonical	  DNA	  Structural	  
Classes	  and	  P-­‐DNA	  
One	  of	  the	  first	  goals	  in	  applying	  ab	  initio	  chemical	  shift	  prediction	  methodology	  to	  DNA	  was	   to	  examine	   the	  differences	   in	   the	  predicted	  chemical	   shifts	  of	   the	  key	  common	  structural	  forms	  of	  DNA	  as	  a	  function	  of	  key	  structural	  characteristics	  such	  as	   the	   sugar	   pucker	   and	   rise	   per	   nucleotide.	   In	   part,	   this	   can	   also	   serve	   as	   a	  validation	  exercise,	   in	   that	  predicted	  chemical	   shift	  differences	  between	   the	   forms	  can	  be	  compared	  to	  those	  reported	  in	  the	  literature37,	  51,	  70-­‐77	  to	  see	  if	  general	  trends	  are	  reproduced.	  
B-­‐DNA,	  the	  most	  common	  of	  the	  biologically	  relevant	  structural	  forms,	  typically	  occurs	   in	   base-­‐paired	   DNA	   at	   high	   relative	   humidity,	   and	   is	   very	   similar	   to	   the	  original	   Watson-­‐Crick	   model.	   A-­‐form	   DNA	   also	   taken	   the	   form	   of	   a	   right-­‐handed	  base-­‐paired	  helix,	  but	  differs	   in	  key	  parameters	  such	  as	  sugar	  pucker,	  pitch,	  bases	  per	  turn,	  base	  twist,	  and	  groove	  width.	  These	  parameters	  are	  summarized	  in	  Table	  
3.3,	  which	  also	  includes	  parameters	  from	  the	  Liu	  and	  Day1	  and	  Tsuboi	  et	  al.2	  models	  of	  the	  Pf1	  low-­‐temperature	  form	  (Pf1L)	  DNA	  for	  comparison.	  A-­‐form	  DNA	  occurs	  at	  lower	  relative	  humidity,	  whereby	  only	  one	  water	  molecule	  is	  needed	  to	  bridge	  the	  gap	  between	  adjacent	  phosphates	  (5.3Å)	  as	  opposed	  to	   two	  water	  molecules	   in	  B-­‐DNA.	   The	   resulting	   squatness	   of	   the	   A-­‐DNA	   helix	   allows	   it	   to	   adopt	   the	   C3’-­‐endo	  sugar	  pucker,	  which	  has	  an	  intrinsically	  lower	  rise	  per	  nucleotide	  and	  intrastand	  P-­‐P	  distance	   than	   C2’-­‐endo.78	   With	   certain	   DNA	   sequences	   (alternating	   purine-­‐pyrimidine	   sequences	   such	   as	   poly(dA-­‐dT)	   or	   poly	   (dG-­‐dC))	   under	   high-­‐salt	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conditions,	  a	  left-­‐handed	  double	  helix	  termed	  Z-­‐DNA	  can	  form.	  P-­‐form	  DNA,	  named	  in	  honor	  of	  Linus	  Pauling	  because	  of	  its	  everted	  bases	  (which	  bear	  a	  resemblance	  to	  the	   first	   Pauling	  DNA	  models),	   has	   been	   observed	   in	  DNA	   stretching	   experiments	  and,	   likely,	  at	  the	  core	  of	  the	  Pf1	  virion,	  where	  it	   is	  stabilized	  by	  the	  virus’	  protein	  coat.1,	  79	  Figure	  3.5	  shows	  a	  structural	  comparison	  of	  these	  DNA	  forms,	  along	  with	  single	   stranded	   DNA	   (ssDNA),	   which	   also	   occurs	   in	   nature,	   but	   typically	   in	   the	  context	   of	   protein-­‐DNA	   complexes	   where	   the	   DNA	   fold	   is	   stabilized	   by	   protein	  binding.80	   All	   of	   these	   DNA	   forms	   are	   naturally	   occurring	   in	   that	   they	   require	   no	  chemical	  modifications	   to	   form	  under	   certain	   conditions,	   though	  B-­‐DNA	   is	  heavily	  prevalent	  in	  biological	  contexts.	  
	   A-­‐DNA	   B-­‐DNA	   Z-­‐DNA	   P-­‐DNA	   Pf1L-­‐DNA	  
Rise	  per	  nucleotide	  (nm)	   0.23	   0.332	   0.38	   0.585	   0.61	  
Pitch	  (rise	  per	  turn	  nm)	   2.46	   3.32	   4.56	   1.53	   1.66	  
Residues	  per	  turn	   11	   10	   12	   2.62	   2.72	  
Intrastrand	   P-­‐P	   distance	  
(nm)	  
0.58	   0.66	   0.65	   0.75	   0.75	  
Mean	  base	  twist	  from	  horiz.	   19°	   -­‐1.2°	   -­‐9°	   ~80°	   ~90°	  
Rotation	  per	  base	  pair	   32.7°	   35.9°	   60°/2	   N/A	   N/A	  
Diameter	  (nm)	   2.6	   2.0	   1.8	   1.8	   	  
Sugar	  Pucker	   C3’-­‐endo	   C2’-­‐endo	   Y:	  C2’-­‐endo	  R:	  C3’-­‐endo	   C2’-­‐endo	   C2’-­‐endo	  
Glycosidic	  angle	   anti	   anti	   Y:	  anti	  R:	  syn	   anti	   anti	  
	  
Table	  3.3:	  Comparison	  of	  key	  structural	  parameters	  between	  A-­‐form,	  B-­‐form,	  Z-­‐form,	  
and	   P-­‐form	   DNA,	   as	   well	   as	   DNA	   in	   models1,	   2	   of	   the	   low-­‐temperature	   form	   of	   Pf1	  
(Pf1L).2,	   51,	   78,	   79	   Note	   that	   P-­‐DNA	   has	   by	   far	   the	   largest	   rise	   per	   nucleotide	   and	   P-­‐P	  
distance	  of	  the	  four	  structural	  forms,	  which	  are	  both	  indicative	  of	  the	  degree	  of	  stretch.	  
Meanwhile,	  A-­‐DNA	  is	  condensed	  relative	  to	  B-­‐DNA.	  Pf1L-­‐DNA	  in	  current	  models	  is	  quite	  




Figure	   3.5:	   (a)	   Side-­‐by-­‐side	   comparison	   of	   A-­‐DNA,	   B-­‐DNA,	   Z-­‐DNA,	   ssDNA,	   and	   Pf1L-­‐
DNA	  structures/models,	  with	  rise	  per	  nucleotide	  indicated	  and	  (b)	  direct	  comparison	  
of	   B-­‐	   and	   P-­‐DNA	   models79	   of	   the	   18-­‐mer	   duplex	   (dG)18(dC)18,	   showing	   the	   almost	  
doubled	  rise	  of	  P-­‐DNA	  relative	   to	  B-­‐DNA,	  as	  well	  as	   the	  key	   structural	   features	  of	  P-­‐













Position A-DNA B-DNA Z-DNA ssDNA Pf1L-DNA 
SC1' 90.84 89.78 94.36 92.52 94.27 
SC2' 43.18 42.00 44.19 42.45 39.42 
SC3' 72.29 76.95 78.38 81.09 80.67 
SC4' 85.92 88.60 87.14 92.68 89.60 
SC5' 64.20 68.23 68.32 68.27 70.85 
      AC1' 91.67 89.84 93.57 93.42 94.92 
AC2' 42.94 42.44 44.07 39.78 39.97 
AC3' 72.82 77.27 76.07 86.52 82.27 
AC4' 86.02 89.24 89.32 92.35 88.52 
AC5' 64.27 68.19 68.37 68.58 70.82 
CC1' 90.24 90.37 94.74 92.85 93.87 
CC2' 44.97 42.72 45.24 41.55 40.77 
CC3' 71.72 76.87 80.14 80.15 80.52 
CC4' 85.44 87.24 84.82 92.58 88.27 
CC5' 64.27 68.44 66.72 67.75 70.07 
GC1' 91.39 89.59 94.49 91.42 94.72 
GC2' 42.74 42.27 42.72 47.48 38.77 
GC3' 72.29 76.82 77.64 78.95 80.12 
GC4' 86.27 89.39 88.29 94.05 93.87 
GC5' 64.07 68.27 70.39 67.45 72.57 
TC1' 90.07 89.34 94.12 92.38 93.57 
TC2' 42.09 40.57 45.17 40.98 38.17 
TC3' 72.34 76.84 78.67 78.75 79.77 
TC4' 85.97 88.54 87.32 91.75 87.77 
TC5' 64.22 68.04 67.37 69.32 69.97 
      AC2 152.72 153.29 152.72 154.65 154.67 
AC4 149.07 150.42 148.57 151.48 149.67 
AC5 119.52 118.62 121.22 118.58 119.72 
AC6 154.52 153.89 155.17 153.15 154.02 
AC8 137.02 138.44 142.17 140.68 140.47 
CC2 154.72 156.19 155.27 156.38 156.62 
CC4 165.14 165.09 165.82 165.45 165.87 
CC5 96.24 98.52 97.74 95.75 95.12 
CC6 141.04 142.89 142.59 147.08 143.62 
GC2 155.07 155.57 155.59 154.28 154.12 
GC4 150.32 152.24 151.52 150.95 150.32 
GC5 119.09 117.52 120.24 117.15 118.97 
GC6 157.17 157.49 158.62 156.42 156.87 
GC8 135.32 135.49 139.12 138.95 137.62 
TC2 150.47 151.52 150.77 152.82 152.17 
TC4 164.47 163.84 164.07 163.52 163.22 
TC5 112.57 110.69 111.92 115.15 112.92 
TC6 137.67 141.24 139.42 140.12 140.87 
TC7 13.62 9.89 10.72 16.58 10.62 
      AN1 220.38 221.40 219.85 224.30 217.15 
AN3 212.50 217.18 224.35 218.20 214.15 
AN6 91.03 80.55 78.00 73.33 78.95 
AN7 230.33 230.53 219.40 225.27 222.20 
AN9 180.60 176.03 184.55 183.23 188.25 
CN1 155.83 149.50 154.30 163.93 156.60 
CN3 208.50 209.30 207.08 212.47 213.95 
CN4 96.78 93.95 87.53 79.97 98.00 
GN1 146.33 146.78 147.83 144.20 145.25 
GN2 70.88 72.28 74.20 67.33 72.10 
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GN3 168.70 171.50 173.23 162.40 162.20 
GN7 236.63 236.98 232.23 236.37 236.55 
GN9 177.63 172.03 172.40 184.83 181.50 
TN1 155.90 151.20 152.75 164.00 156.40 
TN3 170.68 169.23 168.65 165.77 166.75 
	  
Table	  3.4:	  Average	  predicted	  chemical	  shifts	  for	  A-­‐DNA,	  B-­‐DNA,	  Z-­‐DNA,	  single	  stranded	  
DNA	  (ssDNA),	  and	  P-­‐DNA	  (model	  of	  Pf1	  DNA),	  with	  input	  structures	  as	  described	  in	  the	  
text.	  As	  can	  be	  seen	  from	  comparing	  A-­‐	  and	  B-­‐form	  chemical	  shifts,	  a	  transition	  from	  
C2’-­‐endo	   to	  C3’-­‐endo	  sugar	  pucker	  causes	  dramatic	   sugar	   13C	  chemical	   shift	  changes	  
on	   the	   order	   of	   4	   ppm	  at	  C3’	   and	  C5’	   sites	   for	   all	   nucleotides	   (SC3’	   and	   SC5’).	  Other	  
changes,	  such	  as	  a	  ~2	  ppm	  decrease	  in	  CC5	  chemical	  shift	  in	  going	  from	  B-­‐form	  DNA	  to	  
the	  more	  extended	  ssDNA	  and	  P-­‐DNA,	  are	  more	  subtle	  but	  nonetheless	  significant.	  	  
	   An	   examination	   of	   the	   predicted	   chemical	   shifts	   shows	   large	   chemical	   shift	  differences	  coinciding	  with	  changes	  in	  sugar	  pucker	  and	  overall	  extension.	  SC3’	  and	  SC5’,	  being	  well-­‐known	  reporters	  of	  sugar	  pucker,	  change	  by	  >4	  ppm	  as	  the	  pucker	  is	  changed	  from	  C3’-­‐endo	  to	  C2’-­‐endo	  in	  going	  from	  A-­‐	  to	  B-­‐DNA.	  A	  number	  of	  other	  
13C	   sites,	   including	  all	   the	   sugar	   carbons,	  AC2,	  AC6,	  CC2,	  CC5,	  CC6,	  GC2,	  GC8,	  TC2,	  TC6,	   and	   TC7	   experience	   significant	   chemical	   shift	   changes	   as	   the	   DNA	   structure	  becomes	  more	   extended.	   15N	   shifts	   show	   even	   larger	   changes	   (up	   to	   13	   ppm)	   in	  response	   to	   extension,	   though,	   as	   mentioned	   in	   Section	   3.3,	   15N	   chemical	   shift	  prediction	  accuracy	   is	   considerably	  worse	   than	   that	   for	   13C.	  Analysis	  of	   secondary	  shifts	  was	  employed	  to	  determine	  which	  DNA	  structure	  is	  most	  similar	  to	  Pf1	  DNA.	  Secondary	   shifts	   for	   each	   position	   of	   each	   DNA	   structure	   were	   computed	   by	  subtracting	   the	   predicted	   chemical	   shift	   from	   the	   predicted	   chemical	   shift	   of	   the	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Figure	   3.6:	   Analysis	   of	   error	   in	   A-­‐/Z-­‐/ss/P-­‐DNA	   secondary	   shifts	   relative	   to	  
experimental	   Pf1	   secondary	   shifts.	   RMSEs	   of	   secondary	   shifts	   can	   be	   thought	   of	   as	  
“differences	  of	  differences”,	  as	  elaborated	  in	  Equation	  3,	  while	  MSEs	  represent	  simply	  
the	   average	   difference	   between	   predicted	   and	   experimental	   values.	   P-­‐DNA	   (more	  
accurately,	   Pf1L	  DNA)	   can	   be	   seen	   to	   best	   reproduce	   the	   secondary	   shifts	   of	   the	   Pf1	  
DNA	   in	   that	   it	   has	   both	   the	   lowest	   absolute	   value	  MSEs	   and	   lowest	   RMSEs	   (Overall	  





Figure	   3.7:	   (a)	   Graphical	   summary	   of	   secondary	   shifts	   (relative	   to	   B-­‐DNA),	   with	  
experimentally-­‐observed	  Pf1	   secondary	   shifts	   shown	  as	  blue	  bars,	  P-­‐DNA	   (Pf1L-­‐DNA)	  
shown	  as	  red	  bars,	  and	  A-­‐,	  Z-­‐,	  and	  ssDNA	  shown	  as	  green,	  purple,	  and	  black	  traces	  for	  
sites	   that	   have	   been	   shown	   to	   represent	   key	   conformational	   reporters.	   (b)	  
Experimental,	   P-­‐DNA,	   and	   Z-­‐DNA	   secondary	   shifts	   plotted	   as	   a	   color	   gradient	   on	   a	  
representative	   nucleotide	   (deoxyguanosine)	   for	   ease	   of	   comparison,	  with	   numbering	  
scheme	   shown.	   From	   large	   differences	   between	   the	   experimental	   and	   A-­‐DNA	  
secondary	  shifts,	  especially	  on	  key	  sites	  such	  as	  sugar	  C3’	  and	  C5’,	   it	   is	  clear	  that	  the	  
Pf1	  DNA	   is	  not	  A-­‐DNA-­‐like	   (shorter	  rise	  per	  nucleotide,	  wider	  helix	  and	  grooves)	  but	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rather	   closer	   to	   the	   extended	   structural	  motifs	   such	   as	   ssDNA	   or	   P-­‐DNA.	   Conflicting	  
patterns	  between	  the	  experimental	  and	  Z-­‐DNA	  secondary	  shifts,	  especially	  in	  regard	  to	  
the	  nucleobase	  carbons,	  also	  indicate	  that	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  is	  also	  not	  likely	  to	  be	  Z-­‐DNA-­‐
like.	  P-­‐DNA	  most	  closely	  matches	  the	  experimental	  secondary	  shift	  pattern	  of	  Pf1	  (the	  
majority	  differ	  by	  <1	  ppm),	  and	  most	  accurately	  reproduces	  the	  chemical	  shift	  offsets	  
on	  key	  conformational	  reporters	  like	  SC3’	  and	  SC5’.	  
	   Statistical	  methods	  can	  also	  be	  used,	  alongside	  error	  metrics	  such	  as	  RMSEs	  and	  visual	  inspection	  of	  patterns,	  to	  evaluate	  the	  closeness-­‐of-­‐fit	  of	  secondary	  shifts.	  For	  pairwise	   comparisons	   in	   uncorrelated	   datasets	   (i.e.	   SC1’	   secondary	   shifts	   should	  only	   be	   compared	   with	   other	   SC1’	   shifts,	   and	   should	   not	   be	   compared	   with	   SC4’	  secondary	  shifts),	  the	  Wilcoxon	  Signed	  Ranks	  Test	  (WSRT)	  is	  useful	  to	  calculate	  the	  probability	   that	   any	   two	   distributions	   are	   significantly	   different.83	   It	   is	   thus	  especially	   useful	   for	   analyzing	   the	   similarity	   of	   patterns.	  The	   resulting	  probability	  value	  (p)	  from	  the	  WSRT	  is	  the	  probability	  of	  rejecting	  the	  null	  hypothesis	  (that	  the	  distributions	  are	  identical),	  and	  can	  otherwise	  be	  interpreted	  as	  the	  probability	  that	  the	  differences	  in	  distributions	  are	  due	  simply	  to	  random	  chance.	  Pairwise	  analyses	  of	  P-­‐DNA,	  ssDNA,	  Z-­‐DNA,	  and	  A-­‐DNA	  CSP	  patterns	  against	  experimental	  secondary	  shift	  patterns	  were	  performed,	   yielding	  p	  values	  of	  0.862,	  0.812,	  0.652,	   and	  0.032	  respectively.	   These	   values	   indicate	   that,	   while	   we	   cannot	   definitively	   establish	   at	  any	   reasonable	   confidence	   level	   that	   the	   secondary	   shift	   patterns	   between	  experimental	   and	   P-­‐DNA,	   ssDNA,	   or	   Z-­‐DNA	   differ,	   we	   can	   establish	   at	   the	   p=0.05	  (95%)	   confidence	   level	   that	   the	   experimental	   secondary	   shift	   patterns	   are	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significantly	   different	   from	   those	   predicted	   for	   A-­‐DNA.	   As	   A-­‐DNA	   is	   the	   most	  condensed	  DNA	  form,	  this	  result	  is	  unsurprising.	  Among	  the	  others,	  the	  differences	  between	   P-­‐DNA	   and	   experimental	   secondary	   shifts	   have	   the	   highest	   probability	  (86.2%)	   of	   being	   attributable	   solely	   to	   chance,	   supporting	   the	   conclusion	   that	   P-­‐DNA	  best	  reproduces	  experimental	  secondary	  shift	  patterns.	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3.5 Chemical	  Shift	  Prediction	  as	  Applied	  to	  the	  DNA	  of	  the	  Pf1	  Bacteriophage	  




Figure	  3.8:	  Overlay	  of	  the	  structural	  models	  of	  Pf1,	  with	  the	  Liu	  and	  Day	  1PFI	  model	  in	  
blue,	  the	  Tsuboi	  model	  in	  red,	  the	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	  in	  green,	  and	  the	  Hybrid/2XKM	  
model	  shown	  in	  yellow.	  The	  ‘cartoon’	  representation	  is	  used	  for	  both	  protein	  and	  DNA	  
structures;	   for	   DNA,	   the	   outwardly	   pointing	   rods	   in	   the	   center	   represent	   the	  
orientation	   of	   the	   bases.	   The	   1PFI	   and	   Tsuboi	   models	   have	   almost	   identical	   coat	  
protein	   structures,	  with	   slightly	   differing	   orientations	   of	   the	  DNA	  and	  different	  DNA	  
sequences.	   The	   hybrid	  models	   were	   created	   by	   combining	   the	   DNA	   from	   the	   Tsuboi	  
model	   with	   coat	   protein	   subunits	   from	   the	   4IFM/2XKM	   models,	   with	   a	   multiple	  
alignment	   algorithm	   used	   to	   preserve	   the	   orientation	   of	   the	   DNA	   relative	   to	   its	  
associated	  coat	  protein	  subunit.	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The	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  Pf1’s	  unusual	  DNA	  are	  discussed	  in	  chapter	  2,	  with	  a	  focus	  toward	  how	  they	  differ	  from	  those	  of	  canonical	  B-­‐DNA.	  Chemical	  shift	  prediction	   was	   employed	   to	   determine	   which,	   if	   any,	   of	   the	   four	   aforementioned	  models	   show	   similar	   secondary	   shift	   patterns.	   To	   this	   end,	   the	   chemical	   shifts	   of	  each	   model	   were	   predicted	   using	   AF-­‐NMR	   (Table	   3.5).	   A	   comparison	   of	   the	  secondary	   shifts	   (relative	   to	   predicted	   B-­‐DNA	   shifts	   for	   each	   of	   the	   Pf1	   models,	  relative	  to	  average	  experimental	  B-­‐DNA	  chemical	  shifts	  for	  experimental	  Pf1	  data)	  is	  shown	  in	  Figure	  3.9.	  
	  	  
	  	  	  
Position 1PFI Tsuboi Hybrid/4IFM Hybrid/2XKM Exp. Pf1 
            
AC1'   96.37 91.32 96.17 85.00 
AC2'   43.62 41.57 45.02 40.81 
AC3'   82.07 79.72 81.57   
AC4'   84.67 88.67 86.67   
AC5'   71.32 70.02 69.97   
CC1' 97.52 92.12 94.27 95.02 87.20 
CC2' 33.87 41.32 40.07 44.82   
CC3' 83.07 86.92 81.72 83.02   
CC4' 84.77 84.12 86.77 86.57   
CC5' 70.72 74.52 66.12 68.02   
GC1'   95.97 97.47 92.62 85.10 
GC2'   40.92 42.27 46.52   
GC3'   83.47 83.17 79.62   
GC4'   87.22 87.22 88.22   
GC5'   69.17 68.62 69.52   
TC1'   95.42 96.12 93.92 86.20 
TC2'   40.02 39.82 40.12   
TC3'   78.42 81.02 80.47 80.70 
TC4'   85.02 86.32 87.17 87.15 
TC5'   70.42 68.32 71.97   
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AC2   153.52 153.42 154.12 155.53 
AC4   148.97 150.12 150.37 152.10 
AC5   128.22 120.97 121.72 120.50 
AC6   154.12 150.87 151.22 156.03 
AC8   140.62 137.17 141.17 140.26 
CC2 153.32 158.82 154.67 156.57 159.05 
CC4 159.22 164.42 164.97 166.22 167.56 
CC5 107.22 107.72 97.17 98.72 99.08 
CC6 140.37 146.87 141.87 142.27 141.90 
GC2   155.92 153.32 154.52 155.97 
GC4   149.27 150.52 150.72 152.75 
GC5   126.77 116.82 117.12 118.67 
GC6   157.62 154.92 157.62 161.27 
GC8   140.82 137.02 136.72 136.85 
TC2   151.22 150.77 151.82 153.50 
TC4   163.12 162.07 163.22 167.23 
TC5   117.12 110.67 113.82 114.23 
TC6   137.32 140.52 143.52 138.98 
TC7   13.82 11.47 9.47 14.30 
            
AN1   223.50 208.45 222.55 226.90 
AN3   214.90 226.25 232.25 216.20 
AN6   137.10 64.45 86.40 82.40 
AN7   236.15 219.60 225.70 234.10 
AN9   201.30 196.90 179.50 171.20 
CN1 147.40 150.40 146.40 158.25 153.10 
CN3 213.65 229.55 223.60 215.90 200.60 
CN4 70.10 128.30 82.75 89.65 97.50 
GN1   167.70 147.35 139.80 147.45 
GN2   77.20 64.65 69.20 74.35 
GN3   172.65 167.50 177.10   
GN7   288.80 224.80 231.90 237.40 
GN9   187.65 200.65 175.00 174.10 
TN1   141.10 161.85 148.70 144.00 
TN3   153.30 161.70 166.90 158.40 	  
Table	  3.5:	  Predicted	  chemical	   shifts,	  averaged	  among	  all	  occurrences	  of	  a	  particular	  
nucleotide	   type,	   for	   each	   of	   the	   four	   Pf1	   models:	   1PFI,	   Tsuboi,	   Hybrid/4IFM,	   and	  
Hybrid/2XKM.	  All	  shifts	  were	  predicted	  using	  AF-­‐NMR	  and	  ORCA	  for	  DFT	  (OLYP/IGLO-­‐
III).	  Experimental	  shifts	  for	  Pf1	  (Exp.	  Pf1)	  are	  also	  included	  for	  comparative	  purposes.	  





Figure	  3.9:	  (a)	  Graphical	  representation	  of	  experimental	  Pf1	  secondary	  shifts	  (blue)	  as	  
well	  as	  predicted	  secondary	  shifts	  for	  the	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	  (red),	  the	  Hybrid/2XKM	  
model	   (green),	   the	   Tsuboi	   model	   (purple),	   and	   the	   1PFI	   model	   (black).	   Overall,	   the	  
predicted	   shifts	   for	   the	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	  most	   closely	   reproduce	   the	   experimental	  
Pf1	   secondary	   shifts	  and	  have	   the	   lowest	  overall	  RMSE.	  (b)	   Secondary	   shift	  patterns	  
plotted	   in	   color-­‐gradient	   format	   (legend	   shown	   at	   bottom)	   on	   the	   structure	   of	   a	  
deoxyguanosine	   nucleotide	   for	   experimental	   Pf1	   DNA	   chemical	   shifts,	   Hybrid/2XKM	  
model	  predicted	  shifts,	  and	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	  predicted	  shifts.	  Predicted	  secondary	  
shift	  patterns	  for	  Hybrid/2XKM	  more	  closely	  reproduce	  experimental	  secondary	  shifts	  




Figure	   3.9	   shows	   that	   the	   initial	  Liu	  and	  Day	  1PFI	  model1	   is	  quite	  accurate	   in	  predicting	   the	   directionality	   of	   13C	   secondary	   shifts	   relative	   to	   B-­‐DNA	   for	   key	  conformational	   reporters	   such	   as	   sugar	   C3’	   and	   C5’	   (SC3’	   and	   SC5’),	   though	   it	  considerably	   overestimates	   their	  magnitude	   in	   all	   cases,	   with	   RMSEs	   of	   5.12	   and	  14.15	  ppm	  for	  13C	  and	  15N	  respectively.	  	  The	  Tsuboi	  model,	  while	  suffering	  from	  the	  same	   issue,	   does	   a	   better	   job	   of	   correctly	   predicting	   the	   magnitude	   of	   sugar	  secondary	  shifts,	  and	  performs	  well	  on	  the	  13C	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  the	  bases	  with	  the	  notable	  exceptions	  of	  A/C/GC6	  and	  TC7.	  RMSEs	  for	  the	  Tsuboi	  model	  are	  4.32	  and	  24.20	  ppm	  for	  13C	  and	  15N	  respectively	  –	  better	  than	  those	  of	  the	  1PFI	  model	  on	  13C	  despite	  the	  fact	  that	  chemical	  shifts	  for	  all	  atoms	  were	  predicted,	  unlike	  1PFI	  which	  includes	  only	   cytosine.	   	  The	   two	  hybrid	  models	  both	   improve	  prediction	  accuracy	  considerably	   over	   the	   1PFI	   and	   Tsuboi	   models.	   Since	   their	   DNA	   structure	   is	   the	  same	   as	   that	   in	   the	   Tsuboi	   model,	   we	   can	   conclude	   that	   the	   structure	   and	  arrangement	  of	  the	  coat	  protein	  subunits	  around	  the	  DNA	  plays	  a	  critical	  role	  in	  the	  accuracy	   of	   chemical	   shift	   prediction.	   The	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	   has	  RMSEs	   of	   2.43	  and	   13.46	   ppm	   for	   13C	   and	   15N	   respectively,	   while	   the	   Hybrid/2XKM	   model	   has	  RMSEs	  of	  2.01	  and	  5.82	  ppm	  respectively.	  A	  comparison	  of	  these	  RMSEs	  is	  shown	  in	  
Figure	   3.10.	   The	   Hybrid/2XKM	   model	   is	   therefore	   the	   best	   currently	   available	  model	  for	  predicting	  accurate	  secondary	  shifts	  on	  both	  13C	  and	  15N.	  As	  in	  Section	  3.4,	  the	   WSRT	   was	   also	   used	   to	   evaluate	   the	   similarity	   of	   secondary	   shift	   patterns.	  Comparison	   of	   the	   predicted	   secondary	   shifts	   for	   the	   1PFI,	   Tsuboi,	   Hybrid/4IFM,	  and	   Hybrid/2XKM	   models	   with	   experimental	   secondary	   shifts	   yields	   p-­‐values	   of	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<0.001,	  0.0841,	  0.1698,	  and	  0.7286	  respectively.	  Though,	  strictly	  speaking,	  the	  null	  hypothesis	   (that	   the	   distributions	   of	   secondary	   shifts	   are	   identical)	   can	   only	   be	  rejected	  at	  the	  p=0.05	  (95%)	  confidence	  level	   in	  the	  case	  of	  1PFI,	  relatively	  low	  p-­‐values	   (<0.2)	   for	   Tsuboi	   and	  Hybrid/4IFM	  models	   and	   a	   relatively	   high	   value	   for	  Hybrid/2XKM	  support	  the	  conclusion	  that	  Hybrid/2XKM	  is	  the	  best	  available	  model	  for	  reproducing	  experimental	  secondary	  shift	  patterns.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	  3.10:	  Comparison	  of	  root	  mean	  square	  errors	  between	  secondary	  shifts	  for	  the	  
four	  structural	  models	  of	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  analyzed	  herein,	  as	  compared	  to	  experimental	  
Pf1	  secondary	  shifts.	  The	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	  has	  the	  lowest	  13C	  and	  15N	  RMSEs	  at	  2.01	  
ppm	  and	  5.82	  ppm	  respectively.	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Based	   on	   the	   RMSEs,	   none	   of	   the	   models	   are	   particularly	   good	   at	   correctly	  predicting	   15N	   chemical	   shift	   changes.	   The	   1PFI	   model	   actually	   has	   a	   lower	   15N	  RMSE	  that	  the	  Tsuboi	  model,	  but,	  because	  1PFI	  includes	  a	  poly-­‐dC	  DNA	  and	  only	  3	  nitrogen	  atoms	  are	  present	   in	  cytosine,	   this	  value	   is	  based	  on	  a	  very	  small	  dataset	  and	  is	  likely	  not	  reliable.	  The	  Hybrid/2XKM	  model	  has	  a	  15N	  RMSE	  that	  is	  less	  than	  half	  of	  that	  of	  the	  Hybrid/4IFM	  model	  and	  less	  than	  a	  quarter	  of	  that	  of	  the	  Tsuboi	  model,	  making	   it	  vastly	  superior	   in	  this	  regard.	  Even	  so,	  chemical	  shift	  predictions	  with	   such	   large	  error	  bars	  are	   likely	  not	   suitable	   for	  any	  meaningful	  analysis,	   and	  further	   improvement	   in	   DFT	   methods	   will	   likely	   be	   necessary	   for	   accurate	   and	  reliable	  15N	  chemical	  shift	  prediction.	  





3.6 Chemical	  Shift	  Prediction	  for	  Different	  Ion-­‐Loaded	  States	  of	  the	  
Potassium	  Ion	  Channel	  KcsA	  
3.6.1 KcsA	  Structure,	  Mechanism,	  and	  Barium	  Blocking	  





Figure	  3.11:	  (a)	  The	  full-­‐length	  structure	  of	  the	  Streptomyces	   lividans	  potassium	  ion	  
channel	   KcsA	   [PDB:	   3EFF]	   in	   its	   closed	   conformation.	   (b)	   Close-­‐up	   view	   of	   KcsA’s	  
transmembrane	  region,	  showing	  the	  4	  preferred	  chelated	  ion	  positions	  (1-­‐4,	  from	  top	  
to	  bottom)	  from	  [PDB:	  1K4C].	  (c)	  Close-­‐up	  view	  of	  KcsA’s	  selectivity	  filter	  (residues	  74-­‐
80)	  looking	  down	  the	  channel.	  Potassium	  ion	  positions	  are	  depicted	  as	  purple	  spheres.	  
(d-­‐f)	  Changes	  in	  the	  selectivity	  filter	  between	  Ba2+-­‐bound	  structures	  of	  the	  selectivity	  
filter	   between	   (d)	   the	   1K4C	   crystal	   structure	   (blue)	   at	   high	   [K+]	   and	   (e)	   the	   2ITD	  
crystal	   structure	   (orange)	   at	   high	   [Ba2+]	   in	   the	   absence	   of	   K+	   are	   illustrated	   in	   an	  
overlay	  (f).	  Chelating	  carbonyl	  oxygen	  atoms	  for	  sites	  S1-­‐S4	  are	  shown	  in	  red.	  Barium	  
binds	  at	  positions	  slightly	  above	  S2	  and	  S4	  in	  2ITD,	  with	  binding	  at	  S2	  distorting	  the	  
orientation	  of	  the	  chelating	  carbonyls	  in	  S2	  and	  S1.	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The	  barium	  cation	  is	  known	  to	  block	  a	  variety	  of	  potassium	  channels,	  likely	  due	  to	  its	  high	  charge-­‐to-­‐size	  ratio	  (charge	  density).88,	  90	  Kinetics	  studies	  of	  single	  channels	  suggest	  that	  the	  koff	  for	  barium	  is	  slow.91	  Relatedly,	  it	  has	  also	  been	  reported	  that	  Kd,	  the	  equilibrium	  dissociation	  constant,	  for	  barium	  is	  smaller	  than	  that	  for	  potassium;	  Lockless	  and	  MacKinnon90	  report	  values	  of	  190	  mM	  and	  430	  mM	  for	  Ba2+	  and	  K+	  respectively,	  partly	  explaining	  why	  barium	  is	  able	  to	  block	  the	  channel.	  Further,	  the	  presence	  of	  external	  potassium	  (millimolar	  concentrations)	  can	  reduce	  the	  Ba2+	  off	  rate	  by	  ~20-­‐fold,	  and	  thus	  further	  “lock	  in”	  the	  barium	  ions.	  This	  “external	  lock-­‐in”	  mechanism	  was	  also	  shown	  to	  have	  an	  internal	  analog	  when	  the	  buffers	  on	  either	  side	  of	  the	  membrane	  were	  swapped,	  though	  the	  external	  lock-­‐in	  site	  was	  far	  more	  selective	  for	  K+	  than	  other	  ions.	  At	  higher	  external	  K+	  concentrations	  however,	  the	  Ba2+	  off	  rate	  increased	  in	  a	  voltage-­‐dependent	  manner	  as	  the	  channel	  saturated	  with	  potassium,	  presumably	  leading	  to	  high	  amounts	  of	  electrostatic	  repulsion	  in	  the	  pore.	  	  Important	  conclusions	  about	  the	  mechanism	  of	  KcsA	  ion	  conduction	  can	  be	  deduced	  from	  these	  results:	  namely,	  Ba2+	  is	  able	  to	  enter	  the	  channel	  from	  either	  side,	  Ba2+	  does	  not	  cause	  large	  conformational	  changes	  upon	  entering	  the	  pore,	  and	  the	  external	  sites	  S1-­‐S2	  are	  very	  selective	  for	  K+,	  while	  the	  internal	  sites	  (particularly	  S4)	  are	  not.87,	  89	  MacKinnon	  and	  coworkers	  subsequently	  solved	  barium-­‐containing	  crystal	  structures	  of	  the	  channel	  and	  confirmed	  that	  Ba2+	  preferentially	  binds	  at	  a	  site	  slightly	  above	  S4.14,	  90	  In	  the	  absence	  of	  potassium,	  2	  distinct	  binding	  sites	  for	  Ba2+	  were	  observed	  close	  to	  S2	  and	  S4	  [PDB:	  2ITD]90,	  though	  this	  state	  did	  cause	  a	  sizeable	  conformational	  change	  in	  the	  selectivity	  filter,	  particularly	  around	  S1.	  Figure	  3.11d-­‐f	  shows	  an	  overlay	  of	  the	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two	  structures.	  One	  could	  predict	  from	  the	  literature	  that	  the	  high	  selectivity	  of	  sites	  S1	  and	  S2	  for	  potassium	  would	  likely	  preclude	  any	  binding	  of	  barium	  to	  these	  sites	  in	  the	  presence	  of	  external	  potassium,	  limiting	  Ba2+	  binding	  to	  only	  S4	  under	  mixed	  K+/Ba2+	  conditions.	  	  	  
In	   complement	   to	   x-­‐ray	   crystallography	   and	   kinetics	   studies,	   SSNMR	   of	  conductive	  KcsA	  (conditions	  similar	  to	  1K4C,	  pH	  =	  7.5,	  [K+]	  >	  1mM)	  in	  lipid	  bicelles	  and	   in	   the	   presence	   of	   potassium-­‐	   and	   barium-­‐containing	   buffers	   has	   revealed	  interesting	  and,	  in	  some	  cases,	  rather	  large	  chemical	  shift	  changes	  between	  the	  pure	  potassium	   and	   mixed	   potassium/barium	   samples.	   In	   applying	   ab	   initio	   chemical	  shift	  prediction	   to	  KcsA,	  our	  aim	  was	   to	  determine	   the	  magnitude	  of	   the	   chemical	  shift	  perturbations	  (CSPs)	  that	  could	  be	  expected	  in	  and	  around	  the	  selectivity	  filter	  in	   each	   of	   the	   possible	   ionic	   states	   of	   KcsA.	   Analysis	   of	   these	   predicted	   values	   in	  comparison	   to	   experimental	   data	   should	   then	   allow	   us	   to	   determine	   which	   ionic	  states	   predominantly	   contribute	   to	   the	   experimentally	   observed	   shifts,	   whether	  these	   states	   match	   those	   reported	   in	   the	   literature,	   and	   whether	   they	   alone	   are	  sufficient	  to	  account	  for	  experimental	  CSPs.	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3.6.2 Methods:	  Studying	  KcsA	  Using	  AF-­‐NMR	  
The	  x-­‐ray	  crystallography	  structure	  of	  conducting	  KcsA	  at	  high-­‐potassium	  [PDB:	  1K4C],	  with	  2.0Å	  resolution92,	  was	  used	  as	  the	  starting	  point	  for	  these	  calculations.	  The	   full	   selectivity	   filter	   (4	   chains)	  was	   used,	  with	   symmetry	  mates	   generated	   in	  PyMol.86	   Different	   ionic	   states	  were	   generated	   using	   the	   ion	   positions	   taken	   from	  the	  PDB	  file.	  Some	  potential	  ionic	  configurations	  (i.e.	  2,3	  or	  3,4)	  were	  not	  modeled:	  the	   heightened	   electrostatic	   repulsion	   resulting	   from	   placing	   any	   two	   ions	   in	  neighboring	  positions	  would	  likely	  render	  those	  states	  highly	  unstable,	  resulting	  in	  their	  being	  only	  transiently	  populated.	  The	  1,4	  state	  was	  also	  not	  considered,	  as	   it	  would	   be	   highly	   unlikely	   to	   have	   the	   two	   lower	   affinity	   sites	   (S1	   and	   S4)	   bound	  while	  the	  higher	  affinity	  sites	  (S2-­‐S3)	  remain	  empty	  in	  a	  conductive	  KcsA	  pore.	  	  For	  the	  states	  with	  potassium	  in	  the	  1,3	  and	  2,4	  configurations	  (KK1,3	  and	  KK2,4),	  the	  potassium	   ions	  were	   located	   at	   the	   corresponding	   positions	   prior	   to	   running	   AF-­‐NMR.	  For	  the	  no-­‐ion	  states,	  all	  K+	  ions	  were	  removed	  from	  the	  input	  PDB	  files.	  For	  the	   barium	   states	   (BaBa1,3	   and	   BaBa2,4),	   the	   corresponding	   potassium	   ions	   in	  1K4C	  were	  replaced	  with	  Ba2+	   ions	  prior	   to	  AF-­‐NMR	  energy	  minimization.	  Typical	  structural	  changes	  during	  energy	  minimization	  were	  very	  minor	  (<0.1Å	  RMSD).	  	  For	  ORCA	   calculations,	   potassium	   ions	   were	  modeled	   both	   explicitly	   (using	   the	   def2-­‐TZVP	  basis	  set24)	  and	   implicitly	  as	  point	  charges	  on	  the	  molecular	  surface.	  Results	  are	  generally	  comparable,	  with	  root	  mean	  square	  deviations	  of	  0.15	  and	  0.73	  ppm	  for	  the	  13C	  and	  15N	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  the	  selectivity	  filter	  residues	  respectively.	  The	  predicted	  chemical	  shift	  differences	  between	  explicit	  and	  implicit	  models,	  averaged	  between	   the	   KK1,3	   and	   KK2,4	   states,	   are	   shown	   in	   Figure	   3.12.	   The	   largest	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differences	  are	  predictably	  at	  the	  positions	  closest	  to	  the	  potassium	  ions	  (nitrogen	  and	   carbonyl),	   with	   a	   13C	   maximum	   of	   0.55	   ppm	   at	   V76C	   and	   a	   15N	   minimum	  (maximum	   absolute	   value)	   of	   -­‐1.00	   ppm	   at	   Y78N.	   Due	   to	   the	   additional	  computational	  expense	  of	  modeling	  the	  ions	  (especially	  barium)	  explicitly,	   implicit	  modeling	  was	  used	  to	  obtain	  all	  further	  results	  reported	  herein.	  All	  other	  methods,	  including	  the	  primary	  basis	  set	  used	  (IGLO-­‐III21,	  23)	  and	  referencing,	  were	   identical	  to	  those	  described	  in	  Section	  3.3.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	   3.12:	   Predicted	   chemical	   shift	   differences	   between	   models	   with	   explicit	   and	  
implicit	   potassium	   ions	   (a)	   plotted	   by	   position	   and	   (b)	   mapped	   onto	   the	  molecular	  
structure	   from	   [PDB:1K4C].	   All	   values	  were	   averaged	   between	   the	   KK1,3	   and	  KK2,4	  
ionic	  states,	  yielding	  root	  mean	  square	  deviations	  of	  0.15	  and	  0.73	  ppm	  for	  13C	  and	  15N,	  
respectively.	   The	   largest	   differences	   are	   expectedly	   observed	   at	   the	   nitrogen	   and	  
carbonyl	  positions	  of	  each	  amino	  acid,	  with	  the	  global	  maxima	  at	  V76C	  for	  13C	  (0.55	  
ppm)	  and	  Y78N	  for	  15N	  (-­‐1.00	  ppm).	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3.6.3 Results:	  CSPs	  of	  the	  KcsA	  Selectivity	  Filter	  in	  Response	  to	  Ionic	  
Occupancy	  Predicted	  Using	  AF-­‐NMR	  










Atom KK1,3 KK2,4 KBa1,3 KBa2,4 BaK1,3 BaK2,4 BaBa1,3 BaBa2,4 No Ions 
T75 N 112.80 113.10 108.90 111.60 111.50 110.80 108.10 107.30 115.85 
T75 CA 61.73 61.23 62.93 59.73 62.03 61.73 63.43 56.83 61.38 
T75 CB 73.83 73.73 74.03 71.13 73.93 73.83 74.23 76.23 73.58 
T75 CG2 26.43 25.43 26.33 24.23 26.43 25.33 26.33 25.33 26.18 
T75 C 167.83 168.63 172.03 168.93 169.13 171.23 173.03 170.73 164.73 
V76 N 117.50 118.60 193.60 106.80 116.30 118.60 134.90 104.30 109.60 
V76 CA 66.33 65.73 74.43 71.43 66.43 67.43 69.33 67.63 64.18 
V76 CB 35.03 35.33 39.03 37.53 34.93 34.93 35.33 35.83 35.58 
V76 CG1 23.93 24.03 26.33 24.03 23.73 23.43 24.33 23.83 24.18 
V76 CG2 25.23 25.23 25.83 25.93 25.13 25.33 24.43 24.83 25.33 
V76 C 172.73 171.03 172.53 172.23 175.33 178.33 173.03 175.43 166.78 
G77 N 95.10 94.60 94.30 99.10 94.30 97.30 98.20 100.20 83.55 
G77 CA 49.13 49.43 47.53 49.53 49.23 52.43 47.13 52.23 49.03 
G77 C 169.63 170.63 173.23 173.73 173.73 171.13 175.23 170.93 166.28 
Y78 N 111.60 113.60 114.00 116.40 112.20 113.40 107.70 113.80 100.70 
Y78 CA 61.93 61.23 61.93 61.43 60.03 61.13 59.23 62.13 60.83 
Y78 CB 39.23 40.03 38.93 39.83 38.23 39.43 37.83 39.73 40.88 
Y78 CG 137.83 139.33 135.93 139.43 136.33 136.03 135.23 136.63 141.83 
Y78 CD1 137.13 137.03 136.53 137.53 136.13 136.13 136.23 135.83 135.73 
Y78 CE1 117.83 117.33 118.43 117.53 118.13 118.13 118.63 118.23 115.58 
Y78 CZ 162.53 161.93 163.03 161.93 162.63 162.83 163.33 162.93 161.13 
Y78 CE2 118.43 118.23 118.53 117.83 119.13 118.63 118.93 118.43 118.63 
Y78 CD2 138.93 139.53 138.03 139.33 138.63 138.33 138.03 138.33 140.98 
Y78 C 175.93 172.33 174.83 171.43 168.83 172.13 174.33 172.03 173.28 
	  
Table	  3.6:	  AF-­‐NMR	  predicted	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  the	  KcsA	  selectivity	  filter	  (coordinates	  
taken	   from	   the	   crystal	   structure	   1K4C)	   for	   the	   various	   possible	   ionic	   states:	   di-­‐
potassium,	   di-­‐barium,	   mixed	   potassium/barium,	   and	   no	   ions.	   15N	   chemical	   shifts	  
appear	  to	  be	  particularly	  sensitive	  to	  the	  electronic	  effects	  of	  a	  nearby	  ion,	  exhibiting	  
predicted	  chemical	   shift	  perturbations	  upwards	  of	  20	  ppm	  when	  K+	   is	  exchanged	   for	  
Ba2+.	  Removal	  of	  a	  K+	  ion	  also	  results	  in	  a	  15N	  CSP	  as	  high	  as	  12	  ppm.	  13C	  CSPs	  can	  be	  as	  
high	  as	  8	  ppm	  (carbonyls)	  when	  swapping	  K+	  for	  Ba2+,	  and	  3	  ppm	  when	  K+	  is	  removed.	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Experimental	   CSPs,	   shown	   in	   Table	   3.7,	   show	   similarly	   large	   effects	   at	   the	  positions	  closest	  to	  the	  ions	  –	  namely,	  a	  6	  ppm	  downfield	  shift	  at	  V76N	  along	  with	  smaller	  (0.6	  and	  0.8	  ppm)	  upfield	  shifts	  at	  T75N	  and	  G77N,	  along	  with	  large	  upfield	  shifts	  at	  T75CA,	  T75CG,	  V76C,	  Y78C,	  and	  Y78N.	  	  
	  
Sample	   Thr75	   Val76	   Gly77	   Tyr78	  
N	   CA	   CB	   CG	   C	   N	   CA	   CB	   CG1	   CG2	   C	   N	   CA	   C	   N	   CA	   CB	   C	  
K+	  only	   108.9	   63.1	   69.2	   21.5	   172.4	   119.9	   66.2	   31.8	   20.1	   23.2	   178.9	   99.1	   48.7	   174.4	   114.1	   61.6	   38.3	   178.1	  
K+/Ba2+	   109.5	   61.1	   69.3	   20.1	   173.1	   125.9	   66.4	   31.8	   20.2	   23.5	   177.4	   99.9	   48.8	   174.3	   113.2	   61.3	   38.4	   176.9	  
Difference	   0.6	   -­‐2.0	   0.1	   -­‐1.3	   0.7	   6.0	   0.2	   0.0	   0.1	   0.3	   -­‐1.5	   0.8	   0.1	   -­‐0.1	   -­‐0.9	   -­‐0.3	   0.1	   -­‐1.2	  
	  
Table	  3.7:	  Comparison	  of	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts	  in	  high	  [K+]	  and	  mixed	  K+/Ba2+	  
samples.	   Chemical	   shifts	  were	   referenced	   externally	   to	  DSS.	   Large	   perturbations	   are	  
primarily	  observed	  at	  nitrogen	  and	  carbonyl	  positions,	  consistent	  with	  predicted	  CSPs.	  
	  
Figure	  3.13a	  shows	  the	  distribution	  of	  the	  CSPs	  of	  the	  pairs	  of	  states	  that	  would	  be	  expected	  to	  be	  averaged	  as	  ions	  move	  down	  the	  channel	  (i.e.	  KBa1,3	  and	  KBa2,4).	  For	   the	  vast	  majority	  of	  positions,	   the	  experimental	  CSP	   is	   roughly	   reproduced	  by	  the	  predicted	  CSP	  of	  at	  least	  one	  ionic	  state.	  However,	  this	  is	  not	  the	  case	  for	  T75N,	  V76C,	   and	  G77C	  where	   the	   predicted	  CSPs	   all	   fall	   in	   the	   opposite	   direction	   of	   the	  observed	  CSP.	  For	  comparison	  with	  experimental	  CSPs,	  a	  Kd-­‐weighted	  average	  of	  the	  various	  states	  was	  calculated	  with	  the	  following	  assumptions:	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∝τ i 	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (4)	  
• The	  lifetime	  of	  any	  two-­‐ion	  ionic	  state	  containing	  ions	  i	  and	  j	  (i.e.	  KBa2,4	  or	  BaBa1,3)	  is	  proportional	  to	  the	  product	  of	  the	  lifetimes	  of	  that	  state’s	  individual	  ions	  in	  the	  pore.	  
τ iτ j ∝τ i, j 	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (5)	  
• CSPs	   attributable	   to	   a	   particular	   ionic	   state	   are	   proportional	   to	   the	   state’s	  lifetime.	  
CSPi, j ∝τ i, j 	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (6)	  
Using	  the	  reported	  Kd	  values	  of	  430	  and	  190mM	  for	  K+	  and	  Ba2+	  respectively90,	  along	  with	  their	  concentrations	  in	  mixed	  K+/Ba2+	  samples	  (25	  and	  5	  mM	  respectively),	  the	  population	  ratios	  of	  the	  ionic	  states,	  K2	  :	  KBa	  :	  BaK	  :	  Ba2,	  are	  therefore	  estimated	  to	  be	   0.4739	   :	   0.2145	   :	   0.2145	   :	   0.0971.	   The	   weighted	   CSPs	   of	   the	   individual	   ionic	  states	  using	  these	  weightings	  can	  then	  be	  compared	  directly	   to	  experimental	  CSPs	  (Figure	   3.13b-­‐c),	   yielding	   an	   all-­‐atom	   RMSE	   of	   1.22	   ppm.	   The	   patterns	   in	   the	  predicted	   weighted	   average	   CSPs	   correlate	   well	   with	   key	   features	   of	   the	  experimental	   data,	   such	   as	   the	   large	   downfield	   shift	   at	   V76N	   and	   upfield	   shift	   at	  Y78C.	  For	  comparison,	  the	  average	  predicted	  BaBa1,3/BaBa2,4,	  KBa1,3/KBa2,4,	  and	  BaK1,3/BaK2,4	  CSPs	  have	  RMSEs	  of	  2.49,	  6.62,	  and	  2.55	  ppm	  respectively	  relative	  to	  experimental	   CSPs,	   indicating	   that	   the	   c/Kd	   weighted	   average	   of	   these	   CSPs	  performs	   considerably	   better	   than	   the	   CSPs	   of	   any	   individual	   ionic	   state	   in	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reproducing	   experimental	   patterns.	   The	   sites	   where	   all	   predicted	   CSPs	   take	   the	  opposite	   sign	   of	   the	   experimental	   CSPs	   (T75N,	   V76C,	   G77C)	   are	   clearly	  distinguishable;	   for	   these	  positions,	  weighting	  of	   the	  relative	  states	  will	   in	  no	  way	  change	  the	  sign.	  CSPs	  in	  this	  context	  are	  completely	  analogous	  to	  secondary	  shifts	  as	  introduced	   in	   Section	   3.3;	   an	   RMSE	   between	   two	   sets	   of	   CSPs	   can	   be	   calculated	  utilizing	  the	  same	  “difference	  of	  differences”	  approach.	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∑ 	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (7)	  





Figure	  3.13:	  (a)	  Plot	  of	  average	  calculated	  CSPs	  for	  the	  Ba2,	  KBa,	  and	  BaK	  states	  relative	  
to	   the	   K2	   states.	   V76N	   and	   V76CA	   show	   large	   CSPs	   in	   the	   KBa1,3	   state	   in	   response	   to	  
proximity	  of	  a	  barium	  ion	  in	  ion	  site	  S3;	   large	  CSPs	  are	  largely	  confined	  to	  V76	  and	  G77.	  
(b)	  Comparison	  of	  the	  Kd-­‐weighted	  average	  of	  calculated	  CSPs	  (as	  computed	  in	  the	  text)	  to	  
experimental	   CSPs	   in	   chart	   form,	   as	  well	   as	   (c)	   plotted	   on	   the	  molecular	   structure.	   The	  
weighted	   average	   is	   able	   to	   better	   reproduce	   the	  magnitudes	   of	   the	   experimental	   CSPs	  
(overall	  RMSE	  =	  1.22	  ppm)	   than	  any	   individual	   ionic	   state.	   Sites	  T75N,	  V76C,	  G77C,	  and	  
Y78N	  clearly	  have	  predicted	  CSPs	   falling	   in	   the	  opposite	  direction	  of	   experimental	  CSPs.	  
With	  these	  sites	  excluded,	  the	  RMSE	  falls	  to	  0.85	  ppm.	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The	   predicted	   dramatic	   downfield	   CSP	   of	   V76N	   (by	   32.15	   ppm)	   in	   the	  KBa1,3/KBa2,4	   ionic	   state	   deserves	   mention,	   especially	   since	   the	   largest	  experimentally-­‐observed	  CSP	  is	  also	  a	  6	  ppm	  downfield	  shift	  at	  V76N.	  Examination	  of	  the	  chemical	  shifts	  reveals	  that	  this	  value	  is	  the	  average	  between	  a	  downfield	  shift	  of	  75.55	  ppm	  in	  the	  KBa1,3	  state	  and	  an	  upfield	  shift	  of	   -­‐11.25	  ppm	  in	  the	  KBa2,4	  state.	  While	   such	   trends	  of	   opposing	  CSPs	   in	   response	   to	   the	  movement	  of	   an	   ion	  between	   neighboring	   sites	   (S3-­‐S4	   in	   this	   case)	   are	   common	   throughout	   the	   data,	  75.55	  ppm	  is	  by	  far	  the	  largest	  predicted	  CSP.	  Other	  than	  an	  8.4	  ppm	  downfield	  shift	  at	  V76CA	  however,	   all	   other	   chemical	   shift	   values	   for	  V76	   in	   the	  KBa1,3	   state	   are	  completely	  normal,	  indicating	  a	  localized	  CSP	  and	  not	  some	  larger	  problem	  with	  the	  calculation.	   Supporting	   this	   conclusion,	   a	   sizeable	   downfield	   CSP	   of	   16.85	   ppm	   is	  also	   observed	   for	   V76N	   in	   the	   BaBa1,3	   state	   (similarly	   containing	   Ba2+	   in	   the	   S3	  position);	   averaging	   with	   the	   upfield-­‐shifted	   V76N	   in	   the	   BaBa2,4	   state	   however	  largely	   obfuscates	   this	   pattern	   in	   Figure	   3.13a.	   These	   observations	   provide	   a	  potential	   explanation	   for	   the	   large	   6	   ppm	   CSP	   observed	   experimentally.	   Under	  experimental	  conditions	  (mixed	  K+/Ba2+	  sample),	  barium	  ions	  are	  only	  likely	  to	  bind	  at	   (or,	   more	   accurately,	   slightly	   above)	   S4,	   as	   S1-­‐S2	   have	   higher	   affinities	   for	  potassium.87,	  88	  Because	  this	  preferential	  barium	  binding	  site	  sits	  partway	  between	  S4	  and	  S3	  however,	  the	  barium	  ion	  is	  likely	  to	  “sample”	  S3	  for	  short	  periods	  of	  time.	  With	   a	   Ba2+	   ion	   in	   S3,	   V76N	   experiences	   a	   dramatic	   downfield	   CSP	   due	   to	   its	  proximity	  to	  the	  high	  charge	  density	  of	  the	  barium	  ion.	  Even	  when	  averaged	  among	  all	   sampled	   states	   on	   the	   NMR	   timescale,	   this	   brief	   CSP	   is	   large	   enough	   to	   be	  observable.	   The	   average	   predicted	   CSP	   of	   6.92	   ppm	   for	   V76N	   (using	   the	   c/Kd	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weighted	  average)	  is	  able	  to	  reproduce	  both	  the	  magnitude	  and	  direction	  of	  the	  6.0	  ppm	  experimental	  CSP.	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3.6.4 Structural	  and	  Mechanistic	  Implications	  for	  KcsA	  
Overall,	   the	   effects	   of	   ion	   occupancy	   are	   able	   to	   account	   for	   some	   important	  experimental	  observations	  such	  as	  the	  large	  6	  ppm	  downfield	  CSP	  at	  V76N	  between	  potassium	   and	   mixed	   barium/potassium	   samples.	   However,	   the	   considerable	  deviations	   in	   CSP	   directionality	   and	  magnitude	   between	   calculated	   and	   observed	  values	  at	  other	  key	  sites	  such	  as	  T75N,	  V76C,	  and	  G77C	  suggest	  that	  changes	  in	  ion	  occupancy	  alone	  in	  the	  presence	  of	  Ba2+	  are	  insufficient	  to	  explain	  all	  experimental	  CSPs.	   As	   a	   result,	   a	   conformational	   change	   in	   the	   selectivity	   filter,	   though	   not	  necessarily	  a	  large	  one,	  is	  likely	  required	  to	  reproduce	  the	  experimentally	  observed	  CSP	   patterns.	   Indeed,	   experimental	   SSNMR	   spectra	   have	   revealed	   the	   presence	   of	  more	   than	  one	   state	   of	  KcsA	   in	   the	  mixed	  K+/Ba2+	   samples,	  with	  multiple	  distinct	  peaks	  present	  for	  the	  T75C,	  V76N,	  and	  G79CA	  sites.	  Spectra	  showing	  the	  splitting	  of	  V76N	  and	  G79CA	  can	  be	  seen	  in	  Figure	  3.14.	  	  
The	  pattern	  of	  peak	  splitting	  suggests	  a	  small,	   localized	  rearrangement	  around	  S3/S4,	   while	   all	   sites	   around	   S1/S2	   (G77	   and	   Y78)	   show	   no	   evidence	   of	   peak	  splitting.	  Indeed,	  such	  a	  rearrangement	  would	  likely	  allow	  the	  barium	  ion	  to	  sample	  S3,	   as	   suggested	   by	   the	   large	   V76N	   CSP	   and	   predicted	   shifts.	   The	   proposed	  rearrangement	   is	   the	   opposite	   of	   the	   one	   around	   S1/S2	   previously	   observed	   by	  Jiang	  and	  MacKinnon	  (though	  only	  seen	  in	  the	  absence	  of	  K+)14,	  but	  consistent	  with	  the	  preferential	   binding	   site	   of	  Ba2+	   slightly	   above	   S4	   and	  Kd	  data	   suggesting	   that	  binding	  of	  Ba2+	  at	  S1/S2	  is	  unlikely	  in	  the	  presence	  of	  K+	  due	  to	  the	  high	  selectivity	  of	  these	  sites	  for	  potassium.	  Because	  the	  largest	  deviations	  of	  predicted	  CSPs	  from	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Figure	   3.14:	   Zoomed	   insets	   from	   15N-­‐13C	   heteronuclear	   double	   cross-­‐polarization	  
(DCP)	   spectra	  of	  KcsA,	   showing	  peak	   splitting	   for	  G79CA	  and	  V76N	   indicative	  of	   the	  
presence	   of	   two	   (or	   more)	   conformations.	   The	   idea	   of	   conformational	   change	   at	  
T75/V76	  is	  consistent	  with	   findings	   from	  ab	   initio-­‐calculated	  CSPs.	  Special	   thanks	  to	  
Manasi	  Bhate	  for	  providing	  KcsA	  SSNMR	  data.	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3.7 Future	  Directions	  
3.7.1 Direct	  Use	  of	  Ab	  Initio	  Chemical	  Shift	  Prediction	  in	  Structural	  
Refinement	  
The	   use	   of	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	   alongside	   experimental	   NMR	   studies	   has	  shown	  promise	  in	  correlating	  structure	  with	  chemical	  shift	  perturbations	  and	  in	  the	  validation	  of	  structural	  models	  using	  experimental	  data.	  Because	  chemical	  shifts	  are	  trivial	   to	  extract	   from	  NMR	  data,	   and	   tools	   like	  AF-­‐NMR	  are	   relatively	  easy	   to	  use	  (only	   an	   input	   PDB	   file	   is	   required),	   the	   combined	   approach	   represents	   a	  straightforward	   and	   quick	   means	   of	   extracting	   additional	   information	   from	   NMR	  spectra.	   With	   current	   computing	   capabilities	   however,	   DFT-­‐based	   chemical	   shift	  prediction	   can	   also	   potentially	   be	   used	   directly	   in	   the	   process	   of	   structural	  determination/refinement.	  Especially	  with	  the	  use	  of	  more	  advanced	  basis	  sets	  such	  as	   the	   pcS-­‐n	   series	   developed	   by	   Jensen93	   in	   DFT	   calculations,	   experimental	  chemical	  shifts	   in	  conjunction	  with	  accurate	  predicted	  chemical	  shifts	  can	  serve	  as	  powerful	  constraints	  in	  structural	  optimization.	  
NMR-­‐derived	   structures	   are	   typically	   generated	   using	   the	   algorithms	  ARIA/SOLARIA94,	   95,	   CNS/X-­‐PLOR96,	   or	   other	   similar	   software	   suites.	   Generally	  speaking,	   these	  algorithms	  use	  simulated	  annealing	   to	  quickly	  generate	   thousands	  of	  possible	  structures,	   followed	  by	   iterative	  rounds	  of	  ensemble	  refinement	  where	  structures	  that	  do	  not	  meet	  a	  series	  of	  experimental	  restraints	  are	  discarded	  while	  those	  that	  remain	  are	  optimized.	  The	  best-­‐fitting	  structures	  are	  selected	  on	  the	  basis	  of	   having	   the	   lowest	   energy,	   as	   determined	   according	   to	   an	   empirical	   energy	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function.	  The	  energy	  of	  a	  structure	  is	  also	  penalized	  (increased)	  by	  some	  amount	  for	  its	   deviation	   from	  every	   experimental	   restraint	   (i.e.	   distance,	   dihedral	   angle,	   etc.),	  via	  a	  series	  of	  restraining	  functions	  specific	  to	  the	  software	  package.	  The	  final	  NMR	  structure	   is	   then	   an	   ensemble	   of	   (typically	   10	   of)	   the	   lowest	   energy	   structures	  emerging	  from	  the	  refinement.	  These	  structures	  are	  generally	  those	  that	  violate	  the	  fewest	  experimental	  restraints.	  	  
A	   powerful	   extension	   of	   this	   approach	   to	   structural	   determination	   can	   be	  envisioned.	  This	  approach	  would	  entail	  the	  use	  of	  predicted	  chemical	  shifts,	  or	  more	  accurately	  the	  difference	  between	  experimental	  and	  predicted	  shifts,	  in	  an	  iterative	  fashion	  during	  the	  process	  of	  model	  refinement.	  It	  should	  be	  noted	  that	  the	  idea	  of	  direct	   refinement	   against	   chemical	   shifts	   is	   not	   new.	   For	   instance,	   XPLOR-­‐NIH	  already	   has	   a	   system	   in	   place	   for	   1H	   and	   13C	   chemical	   shift	   restraints,	   but	   these	  chemical	   shifts	   are	   computed	  using	   a	   database	  method	  based	  only	   on	  phi	   and	  psi	  dihedral	  angles.97,	  98	  As	  such,	  it	  leaves	  much	  to	  be	  desired	  in	  terms	  of	  accuracy	  and	  can	   only	   work	   on	   proteins,	   while	   a	   method	   based	   around	   DFT	   chemical	   shift	  prediction	   is	   in	   principle	   entirely	   general	   and	   limited	   only	   by	   available	  computational	   resources.	  Only	  a	   single	  additional	   step	  needs	   to	  be	   inserted	   into	  a	  typical	   refinement	   algorithm:	   once	   the	   ensemble	   has	   been	   reduced	   to	   <100	  structures	   (chemical	   shift	   prediction	   for	   all	   structures	   generated	   by	   simulated	  annealing	  would	  be	  prohibitively	  computationally	  expensive),	  each	  structure	  would	  be	  used	  as	  an	  input	  for	  chemical	  shift	  prediction	  via	  AF-­‐NMR	  or	  a	  similar	  tool	  in	  an	  automated	   fashion.	   The	   predicted	   chemical	   shifts	   would	   be	   compared	   with	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts,	  and	  the	  structures’	  energies	  penalized	  accordingly	  for	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deviations	  using	  a	  custom	  penalty	   function	  empirically	  optimized	  for	  this	  purpose.	  Much	   as	   with	   any	   other	   class	   of	   restraints,	   deviations	   from	   the	   experimental	  chemical	  shifts	  would	  increase	  the	  energy	  of	  a	  structure;	  multiple	  violations	  (large	  chemical	  shift	  differences	  between	  predicted	  and	  experimental)	  would	  likely	  cause	  the	  structure	  to	  be	  rejected	  during	  the	  next	  round	  of	  ensemble	  narrowing.	  Thus,	  the	  experimental	   chemical	   shifts	   alone	   would	   provide	   an	   added	   structural	   restraint,	  potentially	  leading	  to	  higher	  quality,	  more	  accurate	  structures.	  	  
For	   complex	   biomolecular	   assemblies,	   where	   the	   experimental	   gathering	   of	  distance	   or	   other	   “direct”	   structural	   constraints	   can	   prove	   difficult	   and	   time-­‐consuming,	  this	  approach	  to	  structural	  refinement	  holds	  great	  promise.	  For	  instance,	  combined	   with	   some	   basic	   symmetry	   constraints	   derived	   from	   fiber	   diffraction,	  refinement	  of	  existing	  Pf1	  models	  using	  the	  experimental	  chemical	  shifts	  laid	  out	  in	  Chapter	  2	  is	  likely	  to	  lead	  to	  better	  overall	  models	  of	  the	  virion.	  Efforts	  toward	  such	  a	  refinement	  are	  currently	  under	  way.	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3.7.2 Chemical	  Shift	  Prediction	  in	  Pf1	  Bacteriophage	  Modeling	  	  
The	  main	   impediment	   to	  more	  definitive	   results	   in	   applying	  ab	  initio	   chemical	  shift	   prediction	   methodology	   to	   the	   DNA	   of	   Pf1	   bacteriophage	   is	   a	   dearth	   of	  competing	  DNA	  models	  between	  which	   to	  discriminate.	  The	  1PFI	  model1,	   and	   the	  Tsuboi	   model2	   as	   its	   refined	   version,	   represent	   the	   only	   published	   structural	  proposals	  for	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  currently	  available.	  Because	  the	  latter	  is	  a	  refinement	  of	  the	   former,	   they	   are	   also	   extremely	   similar	   in	  many	   respects.	   A	   counterpoint,	   for	  instance	   some	  non-­‐everted	  DNA	  model	   that	   still	  manages	   to	   satisfy	   the	   stretching	  and	  distance	  constraints	  imposed	  by	  the	  overall	  dimensions	  of	  Pf1	  and	  fit	  inside	  the	  narrow	  internal	  cavity,	  would	  likely	  reveal	  more	  about	  the	  relative	  “correctness”	  of	  the	  existing	  models.	  Constructing	  such	  a	  model	  is	  not	  simple	  however	  –	  among	  other	  reasons,	  the	  long-­‐range	  twisting	  of	  the	  single-­‐stranded	  non-­‐complementary	  DNA	  is	  difficult	   to	  model	   in	  available	   refinement	  algorithms,	  as	  are	   the	  steric	   clashes	   that	  would	   result	   from	   close	   contacts	   to	   the	   virus’	   protein	   coat.	   As	   a	   result,	   efforts	  toward	  building	  such	  models	  of	  Pf1	  are	  proceeding	  slowly,	  as	  any	  potential	  model	  must	  not	  only	  include	  thousands	  of	  atoms	  just	  for	  a	  short	  cross-­‐section	  of	  the	  virion,	  but	  must	  also	  be	  carefully	  and	  delicately	  energy	  minimized	  to	  maintain	  a	  chemically	  realistic	   structure	   while	   conforming	   to	   the	   aforementioned	   constraints.	   We	   are	  however	   optimistic	   that	   such	   modeling,	   in	   conjunction	   with	   additional	   structural	  restraints	   from	   further	  experimental	   results,	  will	  ultimately	  yield	  a	  more	  accurate	  structural	  model	  of	  intact	  Pf1	  phage.	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3.7.3 QM/MM	  Studies	  of	  KcsA	  
Ab	  initio	  chemical	  shift	  prediction	  has	  revealed	  that	  conformational	  changes	  are	  likely	   key	   to	   explaining	   the	   changes	   in	   observed	   chemical	   shifts	   in	   Ba2+-­‐doped	  samples,	  a	  finding	  consistent	  with	  SSNMR	  data	  indicating	  multiple	  conformers	  in	  the	  selectivity	   filter	   region.	   However,	   at	   present,	   chemical	   shift	   prediction	   techniques	  have	  given	  us	  no	   indication	  as	   to	  what	  sort	  of	  structural	  changes	  are	   taking	  place,	  and	   what	   conformers	   are	   actually	   present.	   Future	   plans	   in	   this	   line	   of	   work	  therefore	   include	  studies	  similar	  to	  those	  described	   in	  section	  3.6,	  but	  of	  alternate	  conformations.	   As	   a	   starting	   point,	   coordinates	   can	   be	   extracted	   from	   the	   2ITD	  crystal	  structure90,	  at	  high	  [Ba2+]	  in	  the	  absence	  of	  potassium.	  Though	  MacKinnon	  et	  al.	   do	   not	   believe	   that	   such	   a	   structure	   could	   exist	   under	   the	   conditions	   of	   our	  SSNMR	  samples	  (more	  K+	  than	  Ba2+),	  the	  2ITD	  structure	  can	  be	  used	  to	  provide	  the	  proper	   positioning	   of	   the	   Ba2+	   ions,	   which,	   in	   current	   datasets	   have	   simply	   been	  placed	   at	   the	   corresponding	   K+	   ion	   positions	   from	   the	   1K4C	   structure92.	   Further,	  since	  Kd	  data	  shows	  a	  tight	  binding	  of	  Ba2+	  only	  at	  (or	  rather	  slightly	  above)	  S4,	  it	  is	  likely	   only	   necessary	   to	   model	   the	   KBa2,4,	   KBa1,4,	   and	   perhaps	   KBa1,3	   states	  instead	  of	  the	  whole	  ensemble,	  as	  the	  selectivity	  of	  S1-­‐S2	  for	  K+	  will	  likely	  preclude	  any	  other	  states	  from	  being	  populated.	  	  
More	   radical	   ideas	   include	   taking	   the	  Ba2+-­‐bound	  portion	  of	   the	   structure	   (S3-­‐S4)	   from	   2ITD	   and	   combining	   these	   coordinates	   with	   S1-­‐S2	   from	   the	   normal	  conducting	   K+	   structure	   in	   1K4C,	   then	   energy	   minimizing	   to	   achieve	   chemically	  reasonable	  hybrid	  structures	  of	  the	  likely	  KBa2,4	  and	  KBa1,4	  states.	  Alternately,	  or	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4.1 Introduction	  to	  Water	  Studies	  by	  SSNMR	  
The	  specific	  mechanisms	  by	  which	  the	  36MDa	  Pf1	  virion	  is	  held	  together,	  and	  yet	  has	   the	   flexibility	   to	   undergo	   a	   phase	   transition,	   are	   of	   fundamental	   interest	   to	  understanding	  Pf1’s	  assembly	  and	  overall	  structure	  and	  to	  the	  field	  of	  biophysics	  as	  a	  whole.	  In	  examining	  the	  protein-­‐DNA	  interface	  of	  Pf1	  however,	  it	  is	  easy	  to	  forget	  a	  critical	  piece	  of	  the	  puzzle:	  water.	  It	  is	  clear	  from	  existing	  models	  that,	  regardless	  of	  how	  the	  DNA	  is	  packed	  into	  the	  central	  cavity	  of	  the	  virion,	  considerable	  amounts	  of	  empty	   space	  would	   remain	   for	  water	  molecules	   and	   ions.	   Lorieau	   and	   coworkers	  estimated	   the	   stoichiometry	   of	  water	   to	   other	   components	   of	   the	   virion	   based	   on	  SSNMR	   data	   and	   molecular	   dynamics,	   arriving	   at	   a	   figure	   of	   approximately	   14.4	  water	  molecules	   per	   nucleotide.1	   Such	   a	   ratio	  would	  mean	   that	  water	   constitutes	  approximately	  40%	  of	  the	  mass	  of	  the	  virion,	  having	  a	  density	  of	  approximately	  1.2	  g/mL	  inside	  the	  interior	  cavity,	  Based	  on	  this	  value,	  the	  ratio	  of	  external	  to	  internal	  water	   in	  precipitated	  Pf1	   samples	   is	   approximately	  3.3	   (for	   calculation	  details	   see	  




Figure	  4.1:	  Hexagonal	  close	  packing	  model	  of	  dense	  Pf1	  precipitates	  and	  calculation	  of	  
the	   ratio	   of	   internal	   to	   external	  water.	   Key	   assumptions	   are:	   (1)	   virion	   diameter	   of	  
~7nm,	  (2)	  14.4	  water	  molecules	  per	  nucleotide	  as	  per	  Lorieau	  et	  al.	  (2008),	  (3)	  cubic	  
close	  packing	  with	  hexagonal	  unit	  cell,	  (4)	  density	  of	  external	  water	  is	  approximately	  
1.01	  g/mL.	  The	  ratio	  of	  external	  to	  internal	  water	  thus	  calculated	  is	  3.344.	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The	   internal	  water	  of	  Pf1	   is	  undoubtedly	   critical	   to	   the	   stability	  of	   the	  virion,	   as	  well	   as	   its	   assembly/disassembly.	   Its	  position	  between	   the	   central	  DNA	  and	  outer	  protein	   coat	  makes	   it	   an	   important	  mediator	  of	  protein-­‐DNA	   interactions;	   specific	  protein-­‐DNA	   interactions	  are	   thought	   to	  be	  especially	   important	   to	  Pf1	  stability	   in	  light	  of	  the	  1:1	  stoichiometric	  ratio	  of	  coat	  protein	  subunits	  to	  nucleotides,	  which	  is	  not	  observed	  in	  other	  filamentous	  bacteriophages.	  Further,	  the	  DNA	  phosphates	  in	  Pf1	  form	  a	  rod	  of	  negative	  charge	  down	  the	  center	  of	  the	  virion,	  which	  is	  stabilized	  by	  a	  cylinder	  of	  positive	  charge	  residing	  on	  the	  coat	  protein	  shell.	  Ions	  may	  also	  be	  present	  inside	  the	  virion,	  though	  previous	  studies	  have	  shown	  that	  they	  do	  not	  play	  a	   critical	   role	   in	   charge	   stabilization.2,	   3	   The	   internal	   water	   then	   provides	   the	  dielectric	   through	   which	   the	   positive	   and	   negative	   charges	   of	   the	   DNA	   and	   coat	  protein	   interact.	   Its	   localization	   in	  the	   internal	  cavity	  of	   the	  virion	   implies	  that	  the	  internal	   water	   is	   likely	   to	   have	   properties	   consistent	   with	   those	   reported	   for	  confined	  water.	  Specifically,	  confined	  water,	  by	  virtue	  of	  a	  lack	  of	  water	  neighbors,	  would	   be	   expected	   to	   have	   difficulty	   forming	   the	   ordered	   lattice	   required	   for	  freezing,	   dramatically	   altering	   its	   freezing	   point.	   Additionally,	   the	   primary	  relaxation	  mechanism	   of	   confined	  water	   changes	   from	   α-­‐	   (viscosity-­‐driven)	   to	   β-­‐	  (local	   anisotropy-­‐driven)	   at	   some	   crossover	   temperature,	   with	   a	   broad	   range	   of	  correlation	   times	   observed	   below	   this	   temperature	   –	   a	   process	   that	   has	   been	  studied	   by	   2H-­‐SSNMR	   and	   other	   methods.4-­‐6	   Other	   studies	   have	   reported	   the	  correlation	  times	  of	  water	  molecules	  bound	  in	  the	  interior	  of	  a	  protein	  to	  be	  on	  the	  microsecond	   timescale	   at	   room	   temperature,	   and	   to	   have	   a	   strong	   temperature	  dependence,	  which	  can	  differentiate	  them	  from	  bulk	  water.7-­‐9	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MAS-­‐SSNMR	   has	   emerged	   as	   a	   powerful	   technique	   to	   study	   structure	   and	  dynamics	   in	   complex	   biomolecular	   systems	   (reviewed	   in	   10,	   11).	   In	   recent	   years,	  water-­‐protein	   interactions	   and	   the	   role	   of	   water	   in	   biological	   systems	   have	   been	  increasingly	   studied	  by	   SSNMR.	  Pioneering	   solution	  NMR	  work	  probing	  hydration	  dynamics	   and	   localization	   via	   nuclear	  Overhauser	   effect	   (NOE)	  measurements12-­‐14	  gave	   rise	   to	   a	   handful	   of	   SSNMR	   studies	   of	   hydration	   and	   water	   dynamics	   in	  biological	  polymers15-­‐19,	  which	  it	  turn	  have	  led	  to	  a	  growing	  body	  of	  recent	  SSNMR	  water	  studies	  in	  systems	  as	  diverse	  as	  bone,	  silica,	  and	  amyloid	  fibrils.20-­‐25	  	  In	  such	  studies,	   SSNMR	   is	   often	   able	   to	   give	   site-­‐specific	   information	   regarding	   solvent	  accessibility,	  chemical	  exchange,	  and	  dynamics.20,	  26-­‐32	  	  
SSNMR	   methods	   for	   the	   study	   of	   water	   have	   focused	   around	   two	   basic	  approaches:	  T2’-­‐filtering	  (where	  T2’	  is	  the	  effective	  T2)	  or	  multiple	  quantum	  (MQ)	  filtering	  and	  dephasing	  of	  13C/15N-­‐bound	  protons	  via	  REDOR	  or	  similar	  means.20,	  26,	  
27,	   31,	   33	   Upon	   creating	   1H	   polarization	   and	   allowing	   it	   to	   diffuse,	   filtering	   or	  dephasing	   elements	   remove	   unwanted	   magnetization/coherences,	   and	   the	  remaining	   magnetization	   is	   detected	   or	   transferred	   to	   other	   nuclei	   for	   detection.	  The	   two	   approaches	   yield	   complementary	   qualitative	   information,	   with	   filtering	  reporting	   on	   relative	   dynamics	   and	   dephasing	   providing	   information	   on	  connectivity;	  both	  are	  useful	  for	  the	  purposes	  of	  assignment.	  As	  shown	  in	  Figure	  4.2,	  there	  are	  a	  variety	  of	  possible	  mechanisms	  for	  magnetization	  transfer	  from	  water	  to	  
13C/15N	   sites	   in	   biomolecules,	   including	   direct	   water	   protein	   NOEs,	   chemical-­‐exchange-­‐relayed	   transfer,	   and	   proton-­‐proton	   dipolar	   mechanisms.	   Their	   relative	  contributions	   in	   the	   context	   of	   SSNMR	   spectra	   are	   still	   being	   debated,	   though	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chemical	  exchange	  followed	  by	  spin	  diffusion	  appears	  to	  be	  dominant	  at	  and	  around	  room	   temperature	   (and	  moderate	  MAS).31,	  33	   Approaches	   have	   been	   developed	   to	  eliminate	  the	  contribution	  of	  chemical-­‐exchange-­‐relayed	  magnetization	  transfers.20,	  












Figure	  4.2:	  Possible	  magnetization	  transfer	  mechanisms	  from	  water	  to	  13C/15N	  sites	  of	  
biomolecules	  (blue	  circle),	  broken	  down	  into	  chemical	  exchange,	  dipolar	  (d),	  and	  NOE	  
(n)	   steps.	   (a)	   Chemical	   exchange	   from	  water	   to	   exchangeable	   proton	   site	   (Hex,	   i.e.	   a	  
hydroxyl	   or	   NH3+	   group)	   followed	   by	   dipolar	   transfer;	   (b)	   direct	   dipolar	   or	   NOE	  
transfer;	  (c,	   d)	   initial	   transfer	   from	  water	   to	  non-­‐exchangeable	  protons,	   followed	  by	  
NOE	   or	   dipolar	   transfer	   to	   13C/15N;	   (e,f)	   chemical	   exchange	   from	   water	   to	   Hex,	  
followed	  by	  dipolar	  or	  NOE	  transfer	  to	  non-­‐exchangeable	  protons,	  and	  finally	  relayed	  
dipolar	  or	  NOE	  transfer	  to	  13C/15N.	  
	   1H	  SSNMR	  spectra	  of	  hydrated	  protein	  samples	  generally	  show	  a	  distinct	  pattern	  of	  peaks	  –	  namely,	  a	   sharp	  resonance	  at	  approx.	  4.9	  ppm,	  an	  adjoining	  broadened	  peak	   at	   approx.	   5.0	   ppm,	   and	   the	   PEG-­‐8000	   resonance	   at	   approx.	   3.7	   ppm.26	   The	  former	   peaks	   have	   previously	   been	   assigned	   as	   supernatant	   water,	   or	   bulk-­‐like	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water	   not	   interacting	   with	   the	   protein,	   and	   crystal	   water	   (waters	   of	   hydration)	  respectively	   by	   Böckmann	   and	   coworkers	   based	   on	   a	   combination	   of	   chemical	  exchange,	  heteronuclear	  correlation,	  and	  freezing	  experiments.	  Similar	  assignments	  have	  also	  been	  made	   for	   intercellular	  and	  supernatant	  water	   in	  whole-­‐cell	  NMR.35	  The	   supernatant	   water	   has	   further	   been	   observed	   to	   have	   a	   complex	   shape	  resembling	   a	   shoulder,	   which	   has	   been	   attributed	   to	   thermal	   and/or	   magnetic	  gradients	   across	   the	   sample.	   In	   heteronuclear	   correlation	   (HETCOR)	   spectra	   of	  protein	   samples,	   it	   is	   the	   ~5.0	   ppm	   crystal	   water	   peak	   that	   shows	   extensive	   13C	  contacts,	   presumably	   as	   it	   is	   the	   only	   water	   population	   consistently	   within	  interaction	  range	  of	  the	  protein.26	  Chevelkov	  and	  coworkers	  similarly	  showed	  that	  water	   molecules	   undergoing	   dynamics	   on	   different	   timescales	   could	   be	   resolved,	  and	   were	   able	   to	   assign	   three	   different	   water	   populations:	   water	   on	   the	   protein	  surface	   but	   hydrogen	   bonding	   to	   bulk	   water,	   water	   buried	   on	   the	   inside	   of	   the	  protein,	   and	   mobile	   water	   in	   close	   proximity	   to	   flexible	   regions	   of	   the	   protein.20	  Lesage	   and	   coworkers,	   using	   MQ-­‐filtering	   techniques,	   found	   no	   evidence	   of	   a	  hypothesized	  pool	   of	   tightly	   bound	   “solid-­‐like”	  water	   on	  protein	   interior	   surfaces,	  even	   in	  cases	  where	  crystal	  structures	  report	  high	  occupancy,	   indicating	  that	  even	  such	  water	  has	  relatively	  short	  residence	  times.31	  Finally,	  Aime	  and	  coworkers	  were	  able	   to	   resolve	   and	   assign	   cell-­‐rich	   and	   cell-­‐free	  water	   phases	   in	  whole-­‐cell	   NMR	  experiments	   based	   on	   chemical	   shift	   differences	   due	   to	   interactions	  with	   cellular	  proteins.35	  This	  chapter	  discusses	  the	  application	  of	  similar	  techniques	  to	  samples	  of	  Pf1	   bacteriophage,	   with	   the	   aims	   of	   assigning	   and	   quantifying	   its	   different	   water	  populations.
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4.2 Methodology	  for	  Water	  Studies	  




Figure	   4.3:	   Schematic	   representation	   of	   pulse	   programs	   used	   in	   this	  work.	   All	   pulse	  
programs	   were	   coded	   for	   and	   used	   with	   Bruker	   TopSpin	   2.0	   or	   greater.	   (a)	   1H-­‐13C	  
heteronuclear	  correlation	  (HETCOR)	  2D.	  (b)	  1H-­‐13C	  heteronuclear	  correlation	  with	  1H	  
spin	   diffusion	   (SD-­‐HETCOR)	   2D.	   Addition	   of	   a	   spin	   diffusion	   block	   to	   the	   standard	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HETCOR	  sequence	  allows	  1H-­‐1H	  spin	  diffusion	  to	  take	  place	  for	  a	  user-­‐selected	  length	  
of	   time	   prior	   to	   cross-­‐polarization,	   allowing	   magnetization	   to	   spread	   to	   1H	  
populations	  that	  may	  not	  have	  been	  polarized	  by	  the	  initial	  π/2	  pulse.	   (c)	  1H	  REDOR	  
dephasing	   of	   13C/15N-­‐attached	   resonances	   1D.	   REDOR	   recoupling	   of	   1H-­‐13C	   dipolar	  
interactions	  introduces	  an	  additional	  relaxation	  mechanism	  for	  protons	  directly	  bound	  
to	  13C,	  thus	  allowing	  the	  signal	  originating	  from	  them	  to	  be	  dephased	  and	  eliminated.	  
(d)	   1H-­‐13C	   TEDOR-­‐HETCOR	   2D	  with	   gradient-­‐enhanced	   z-­‐filter	   (zf).	   TEDOR	   transfer	  
will	   be	   efficient	   primarily	   for	   directly-­‐bonded	   nuclei	   (specifically	   those	   that	   are	   not	  
appreciably	  dynamic	  with	  respect	  to	  one	  another)	  –	  as	  a	  result,	  this	  experiment	  serves	  
as	   a	   control	   in	   that	   it	   shows	   all	   signal	   that	   does	   not	   arise	   from	   water,	   with	   the	  
assumption	  that	  the	  amount	  of	  signal	  arising	  from	  chemical	  exchange	  is	  small.	  (e)	  1H-­‐
13C	   REDOR-­‐dephased	   HETCOR	   1D	   with	   gradient-­‐enhanced	   z-­‐filter	   (zf).	   Initial	  
dephasing	  of	  13C-­‐attached	  protons	  restricts	  proton	  magnetization	  to	  only	  that	  arising	  
from	  water	  (again	  assuming	  that	  the	  effects	  of	  chemical	  exchange	  are	  negligible)	  prior	  
to	   CP,	   making	   this	   experiment	   effectively	   the	   opposite	   of	   (d)	   in	   that	   it	   only	   shows	  
contacts	  to	  water.	  
	   Some	  key	  differences	  between	  our	  work	  on	  Pf1	  and	  previous	   studies	  of	  water	   /	  hydration	  by	  SSNMR	  deserve	  mention.	  The	  first	  of	  these	  is	  that	  the	  Pf1	  samples	  used	  in	   this	   work	   were	   fully	   protonated	   as	   opposed	   to	   the	   extensively	   deuterated	  samples	   used	   in	   previous	   studies	   in	   order	   to	   increase	   resolution	   in	   the	   proton	  dimension.20,	   26	   Relatedly,	   for	   the	   various	   HETCOR	   experiments	   in	   this	   work,	   no	  homonuclear	  decoupling	  was	  used	  during	  t1,	  in	  effect	  filtering	  for	  protons	  with	  long	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t1,	  such	  as	  supernatant	  water,	  while	  signal	  from	  any	  proton	  population	  with	  a	  short	  t1	  relaxes	  away.	  Finally,	  moderate	  MAS	  frequencies	  were	  used	  for	  this	  work,	  in	  the	  range	  of	  13-­‐18	  kHz.	  This	  is	  comparable	  to	  previous	  studies	  of	  water	  by	  SSNMR.20,	  26-­‐
28	   At	   these	   MAS	   rates,	   the	   observed	   1H	   resolution	   is	   actually	   considerably	   better	  than	  expected.	  Fully	  protonated	  samples	  are	  expected	  to	  have	  broad	  linewidths	  and	  poor	   resolution	   at	   baseline	   due	   to	   proton-­‐proton	   couplings,	   especially	   in	   the	  absence	  of	  homonuclear	  decoupling	  and	  without	  fast	  spinning.	  Key	  proton	  peaks	  in	  our	  Pf1	  data	  have	  peak	  widths	  (FWHH)	  as	  low	  as	  120	  Hz	  /	  0.16	  ppm.	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4.3 Observations	  of	  Distinct	  Water	  Populations	  in	  Pf1	  
1-­‐dimensional	  1H	  spectra	  of	  polyethylene	  glycol	  (PEG)-­‐precipitated	  samples	  of	  the	  2x10.4	  kDa	  dimeric	  protein	  Crh	  have	  been	  assigned	  by	  Lesage	  and	  coworkers31	  and	  Böckmann	   and	   coworkers,26	   revealing	   a	   number	   of	   spectral	   features	   specific	   to	  water.	  A	  narrow	  water	  peak	  (~10Hz	  FWHH)	  at	  ~4.9	  ppm	  is	  assigned	  to	  supernatant	  water	  as	  it	  does	  not	  interact	  with	  the	  protein	  (no	  crosspeaks	  are	  observed)	  on	  the	  NMR	  timescale.	  The	  peak	  can	   further	  be	  mostly	  eliminated	  by	  physical	   removal	  of	  the	   supernatant	   in	   the	   center	   of	   the	   rotor	   and	   can	   also	   be	   broadened	   beyond	  detection	  by	  selective	  freezing	  of	   the	  supernatant.	  A	  broader	  peak	  at	  ~5.0	  ppm	  on	  the	  other	  hand	  has	  extensive	  crosspeaks	  to	  the	  protein	  and	  is	  not	  easily	  broadened	  by	   freezing,	   leading	   to	   the	  conclusion	   that	   it	   corresponds	   to	   the	  protein	  hydration	  shell	   (“crystal	  water”).	   1H	  SSNMR	  spectra	  of	  Pf1	  precipitated	  with	  PEG-­‐8000	  show	  remarkably	  similar	  features.	  Figure	  4.4a	  shows	  the	  1H	  spectrum	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  at	  90%	   relative	   humidity,	   acquired	   at	   400	  MHz	   and	  with	   18	   kHz	  MAS,	   along	  with	   a	  peak	   numbering	   scheme	   to	   be	   used	   throughout	   this	   section.	   Peaks	   1	   and	   2	  correspond	  to	  the	  aforementioned	  narrow	  and	  broad	  water	  peaks.	  As	  in	  Crh	  spectra,	  a	  shoulder	  (labeled	  peak	  2’)	   is	  also	  present	  on	  the	  narrow	  water	  peak,	  centered	  at	  approximately	  4.83	  ppm	  in	  the	  case	  of	  Pf1,	  as	  is	  a	  sizeable	  PEG-­‐8000	  peak	  (3.6	  ppm,	  peak	  3).	  These	  preliminary	  assignments	  are	  based	  on	  chemical	  shift	  alone	  and	  will	  be	  confirmed	  and	  expanded	  upon	  by	  other	  means.	  	  
Figures	  4.4b-­‐c	  show	  results	  from	  a	  series	  of	  1-­‐dimensional	  13C	  REDOR-­‐dephasing	  experiments	   similar	   to	   those	   used	   by	   Chevelkov	   and	   coworkers	   to	   dephase	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Figure	  4.4:	  (a)	  1H	  spectrum	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N-­‐Pf1	  at	  90%	  relative	  humidity,	  with	  inset	  of	  the	  
region	  around	  4.8	  ppm.	  Peaks	  at	  3.6	  ppm	  and	  1.1	  ppm	  (3,	  4)	  are	  assigned	  as	  PEG-­‐8000	  
and	  coat	  protein	  Thr	  Hγ	  respectively.	  Peaks	  1,	  2,	  and	  2’	  are	  assigned	  as	  different	  water	  
populations.	   (b)	   1-­‐dimensional	   REDOR-­‐dephasing	   spectra	   (pulse	   sequence	   shown	   in	  
Figure	   4.3c),	   with	   1	   rotor	   period	   (blue)	   and	   64	   rotor	   periods	   (red)	   show	   rapid	  
dephasing	   of	   the	   signal	   originating	   from	   13C-­‐attached	   protons	   (peak	   4)	   and	   partial	  
dephasing	  of	  peak	  1	  while	  other	  signals	  remain	  phased.	  The	  intermediate	  datapoints,	  
plotted	  as	  buildup	  curves	  for	  peaks	  labeled	  1-­‐4,	  are	  shown	  in	  (c).	  All	  data	  shown	  were	  
acquired	  at	  a	  1H	  field	  of	  400	  MHz,	  MAS	  frequency	  of	  18	  kHz,	  and	  at	  0°C.	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1H-­‐13C	  HETCOR	  experiments,	  as	  shown	  in	  Figure	  4.5a,	  provide	  information	  on	  all	  possible	   1H-­‐13C	  magnetization	   transfer	   pathways	   in	   the	   sample.	   As	   no	   filtering	   is	  performed,	   magnetization	   arising	   from	   water	   is	   only	   a	   small	   component	   of	   the	  overall	  spectrum.	  The	  position	  of	  the	  narrow	  water	  resonance	  (peak	  2,	  4.84	  ppm)	  is	  indicated	  as	  a	  red	  horizontal	  line	  to	  highlight	  water-­‐protein	  crosspeaks.	  Because	  the	  intrinsic	  resolution	  of	  the	  1H	  dimension	  is	  75Hz	  (0.1	  ppm),	  it	  is	  only	  barely	  sufficient	  to	  definitively	   resolve	   crosspeaks	  arising	   from	  peak	  1	  and	  peak	  2,	  which	  differ	  by	  0.11	  ppm.	  The	  majority	  of	  the	  water	  crosspeaks	  are	  centered	  closest	  to	  the	  peak	  2	  resonance	  (4.86	  ppm,	  FWHH	  =	  0.5ppm/375Hz),	  but	  have	  1H	  linewidths	  in	  excess	  of	  100	   Hz/0.13	   ppm.	   These	   linewidths	   most	   closely	   match	   the	   linewidth	   of	   peak	   1	  (~120	  Hz/0.16	  ppm),	  in	  contrast	  to	  the	  peak	  2	  linewidth	  of	  40	  Hz/0.05	  ppm.	  Figure	  
4.5b	   illustrates	   the	   differences	   in	   linewidth	   using	   an	   overlay	   of	   the	   1H	   projection	  from	  the	  1H-­‐13C	  HETCOR	  spectrum	  and	  the	  1-­‐dimensional	  1H	  spectrum	  (as	  in	  Figure	  4.4).	   Analysis	   of	   the	   linewidths	   therefore	   suggests	   that	   crosspeaks	   in	   the	   water	  region	  of	  the	  HETCOR	  spectrum	  originate	  from	  peak	  1.	  Peak	  1	  is	  also	  the	  only	  peak	  which	   shows	   crosspeaks	   in	   2-­‐dimensional	   1H-­‐1H	   exchange	   spectroscopy	   (EXSY)29	  spectra	   (Figure	   4.6),	   indicative	   of	   chemical	   exchange	   between	   the	   corresponding	  water	  population	  and	  PEG-­‐8000	  on	  the	  NMR	  timescale.	  	  





Figure	  4.5:	  (a)	  2D	  HETCOR	  spectra	  (pulse	  sequence	  shown	  in	  Figure	  4.3a)	  of	  Pf1,	  with	  
intrinsic	   resolution	   of	   75	   Hz/0.1	   ppm	   and	   187	   Hz/0.8	   ppm	   in	   the	   1H	   and	   13C	  
dimensions	  respectively.	  The	  position	  of	  the	  4.86	  ppm	  (peak	  2)	  1H	  resonance	  is	  shown	  
as	  a	  red	  horizontal	   line	  to	  highlight	  water-­‐protein	  crosspeaks,	  which	  are	  centered	  at	  
an	  average	  chemical	  shift	  of	  4.84	  ppm.	  The	  horizontal	  projection	  is	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  13C	  
slices	   that	   make	   up	   the	   FWHH	   of	   the	   narrow	   water	   resonance	   in	   the	   indirect	  
dimension;	  the	  vertical	  projection	  represents	  the	  sum	  of	  all	  1H	  slices.	  For	  non-­‐water	  1H	  
resonances,	   dashed	   rectangles	   show	   generic	   assignment	   groups.	   (b)	   Overlay	   of	   1H	  
projection	  from	  (a)	  and	  1D	  1H	  spectrum	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  shown	  in	  Figure	  4.4a,	  labeled	  
using	  the	  standard	  numbering	  scheme.	  The	  apparent	  linewidth	  of	  the	  HETCOR	  water	  




Figure	  4.6:	  2D	  EXSY29	  spectrum	  of	  U-­‐13C,15N-­‐Pf1	  (90%	  RH,	  0°C,	  400MHz,	  18	  kHz	  MAS),	  
with	  intrinsic	  resolution	  of	  7.8	  Hz/0.02	  ppm	  and	  27.4	  Hz/0.07	  ppm	  for	  the	  direct	  (F2)	  
and	   indirect	   (F1)	   dimensions	   respectively.	   The	   presence	   of	   crosspeaks	   indicates	  
chemical	  exchange	  on	  the	  NMR	  timescale.	  The	  broad	  water	  resonance,	  peak	  1,	  at	  4.95	  
ppm	  (FWHH	  124	  Hz/0.31	  ppm)	  is	  observed	  to	  be	  in	  chemical	  exchange	  with	  PEG-­‐8000	  
(peak	  3,	  3.63	  ppm,	  FWHH	  49	  Hz/0.12	  ppm);	   the	  4.95	  ppm	  slice	   is	   shown	  as	  an	   inset.	  
Chemical	   exchange	   within	   the	   water	   populations	   (peaks	   1,	   2,	   and	   2’)	   cannot	   be	  




Analysis	   of	   the	   13C	   crosspeaks	   to	   the	   narrow	   water	   resonance	   in	   Figure	   4.5	  reveals	  an	  intense	  peak	  at	  159.5	  ppm,	  which	  can	  only	  be	  assigned	  as	  Arg44-­‐Cζ	  of	  the	  coat	   protein.	   Arg44	   is	   located	   at	   the	   C-­‐terminal	   end	   of	   the	   46-­‐residue	  major	   coat	  protein,	  with	   its	   sidechain	  pointing	   inward	   toward	   the	   central	   cavity	  of	   the	  virion	  and	  the	  DNA.	  Fainter	  crosspeaks	  at	  41.5	  ppm	  and	  79.6	  ppm	  also	  suggest	  contact	  of	  the	  4.84	  ppm	  resonance	  with	  the	  DNA	  sugars	  (DNA	  C2’	  =	  41.1	  ppm,	  DNA	  C3’	  =	  79.9	  ppm),	   indicating	   that	   this	  water	   population	   is	   in	   contact	  with	   the	   virion’s	   central	  cavity.	   The	   rest	   of	   the	   13C	   signals	   detected	   in	   the	   HETCOR	   spectra	   are	   largely	  attributable	  to	  a	  handful	  of	  residues:	  Thr5,	  Thr13,	  Lys20,	  Lys45,	  and	  Tyr25/40	  –	  all	  residues	   with	   exchangeable	   sidechain	   protons.	   The	   important	   role	   of	   chemical	  exchange	   in	  magnetization	   transfer	  under	   these	  conditions	   is	   thus	  consistent	  with	  earlier	  reports.31	  
SD-­‐HETCOR	  experiments	  performed	  with	  an	  added	  proton-­‐proton	  spin	  diffusion	  period	   prior	   to	   CP	   (Figure	   4.7)	   show	   additional	   crosspeaks	   to	   the	   4.84	   ppm	  resonance,	   including	   tyrosine	   crosspeaks	   along	  with	   a	   peak	   at	   86.5	   ppm	   that	   can	  only	  be	  assigned	  to	  C1’	  of	  the	  DNA	  deoxyribose.	  SD-­‐HETCOR	  is	  a	  standard	  technique	  for	  generating	  additional	  longer-­‐range	  contacts	  in	  studies	  of	  water32,	  and	  in	  the	  case	  of	  Pf1	  has	  revealed	  additional	  protein	  and	  DNA	  signals.	  While	  the	  prominent	  Arg44-­‐Cζ	  crosspeak	  was	  present	  in	  HETCOR	  spectra,	  all	  available	  models	  of	  the	  Pf1	  virion	  also	   show	   Tyr40	   protruding	   into	   the	   central	   cavity	   to	   interact	   with	   the	   DNA,	   for	  which	  HETCOR	  spectra	  showed	  no	  crosspeaks.	  Both	  the	  1ms	  and	  10ms	  SD-­‐HETCOR	  spectra	  in	  Figure	  4.7	  show	  clear	  tyrosine	  Cε	  and	  Cδ	  crosspeaks	  at	  118	  and	  132	  ppm	  respectively.	   It	   is	   noteworthy	   that,	  with	   a	   longer	  10ms	   spin	  diffusion	  period	   as	   in	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Figure	   4.7b,	   the	   vast	   majority	   of	   the	   1H	   magnetization	   ends	   up	   on	   the	   water	  resonance(s),	   with	   signal	   originating	   from	   the	   protons	   of	   the	   coat	   protein	  dramatically	  diminishing	  in	  intensity.	  In	  this	  respect,	  the	  slow	  relaxation	  properties	  of	  water	  are	  helpful	  in	  isolating	  water	  magnetization.	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One-­‐dimensional	  13C-­‐REDOR	  dephasing	  HETCOR	  spectra	  (pulse	  sequence	  shown	  in	  Figure	  4.3e)	  also	  show	  intense	  peaks	  at	  159.9	  ppm	  and	  158.7	  ppm	  (Arg44-­‐Cζ	  and	  Tyr25/40-­‐Cζ),	  similar	   to	  those	  observed	   in	  the	  2D	  HETCOR	  and	  SD-­‐HETCOR	  slices	  corresponding	   to	   peak	   2	   (4.84	   ppm).	   As	   shown	   in	   Figure	   4.8,	   TEDOR-­‐HETCOR	  spectra	  notably	   lack	   this	  peak.	  TEDOR-­‐based	   sequences	   rely	  on	   refocusing	  nearby	  








Figure	  4.8:	  1D	  13C-­‐REDOR	  dephasing	  HETCOR	  (4τr	  REDOR	  blocks	  with	  τr	   	  =	  55.55	  μs)	  
(a)	  and	  TEDOR-­‐HETCOR	  (b)	   spectra	  of	  Pf1	  at	  90%	  RH	  at	  400MHz	  and	  18	  kHz	  MAS.	  
The	  159.9	  ppm	  Arg44-­‐Cζ	  peak	  is	  clearly	  visible	  in	  the	  dephased	  HETCOR	  spectrum	  (a)	  
but	   absent	   from	   the	   TEDOR-­‐HETCOR	   spectrum	   (b).	   The	   implications	   of	   this	   are	  
discussed	  in	  the	  text.	  Conversely,	  the	  Tyr25-­‐Cδ,Cε	  peaks	  are	  present	  only	  in	  the	  TEDOR-­‐
HETCOR,	  indicating	  that	  the	  signal	  is	  due	  to	  a	  bonded	  1H-­‐13C	  pair.	  For	  comparison,	  the	  
water	  (4.84	  ppm)	  slice	  of	  a	  2D	  HETCOR	  spectrum	  is	  shown	  in	  (c)	  and	  looks	  very	  similar	  
to	  the	  dephasing	  HETCOR	  spectrum	  (a),	  while	  a	  projection	  representing	  the	  sum	  of	  all	  
slices	   from	  0.0-­‐4.5	  ppm	  and	  5.5-­‐7.0	  ppm	   from	  the	   same	  HETCOR	  spectrum	  (“directly	  
bonded	   1H-­‐13C	   contacts”)	   is	   shown	   in	   (d)	   and	   closely	   resembles	   the	  TEDOR-­‐HETCOR	  
spectrum	   (b).	   The	   pulse	   sequence	   for	   each	   experiment	   is	   shown	   at	   right	   for	  
convenience.	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Following	   the	  approach	  of	  previous	  water	   studies26	   to	   assign	   supernatant	  water	  collected	  in	  the	  center	  of	  the	  rotor	  by	  centrifugation	  during	  MAS,	  a	  Pf1	  sample	  rotor	  was	   opened	   after	   18	   kHz	   MAS	   and	   the	   supernatant	   was	   removed.	   A	   total	   of	  approximately	   10μL	   was	   thus	   removed,	   after	   which	   the	   rotor	   was	   immediately	  reinserted	   into	   the	   probe	   and	   restored	   to	   18	   kHz	   MAS.	   A	   comparison	   of	   the	   1H	  SSNMR	   spectra	   of	   the	   sample	   before	   and	   after	   supernatant	   removal	   is	   shown	   in	  








Figure	   4.9:	   1H	   SSNMR	   spectra	   of	   the	   same	   Pf1	   sample	   at	   283K	   before	   (blue),	  
immediately	  after	  (red),	  and	  two	  days	  after	  (green)	  supernatant	  removal.	  The	  sample	  
was	  under	  18	  kHz	  MAS	  before	  and	  after	  supernatant	  removal.	  All	  spectra	  were	  taken	  
with	   identical	   parameters,	   and	   intensities	   are	   shown	   to	   scale.	   The	   standard	   peak	  
numbering	   scheme	   used	   throughout	   this	   chapter	   is	   also	   shown	   above	   the	   peaks.	   A	  
large	  decrease	   in	  peak	  2	   intensity	   is	  evident	   immediately	  upon	  supernatant	  removal,	  
while	  peak	  1	  is	  completely	  unchanged.	  Peak	  3	  also	  decreases,	  indicating	  that	  some	  but	  
not	  all	  PEG-­‐8000	  resides	  in	  the	  supernatant	  and	  is	  removed	  along	  with	  it.	  Peak	  2’	  also	  
decreases	   somewhat	   with	   supernatant	   removal.	   After	   approximately	   2	   days	   under	  
MAS,	   peak	   2	   can	   be	   seen	   to	   partially	   grow	   back	   in,	  with	   a	   concomitant	   decrease	   in	  
peak	  1	  but	  no	  change	  to	  peaks	  2’	  or	  3.	  
	  	   Sample	  freezing	  experiments	  were	  also	  performed,	  in	  line	  with	  previous	  studies26,	  to	  determine	   if	   supernatant	  water	  signal	  can	  be	  eliminated	  by	  broadening	  beyond	  the	   limit	   of	   detection.	   A	   series	   of	   1D	   1H	   spectra	   acquired	   in	   the	   nominal	   (reading	  from	  spectrometer	  thermocouple)	  temperature	  range	  of	  25°C	  to	  -­‐20°C	  is	  shown	  in	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Figure	   4.10.	   While	   the	   chemical	   shifts	   of	   the	   different	   water	   peaks	   do	   shift	   in	  response	  to	  temperature,	  we	  do	  not	  observe	  the	  dramatic	  broadening	  observed	  by	  Böckmann	  and	  coworkers	   in	  Crh	  below	  -­‐15°C.26	  Peak	  2’	   is	   the	  only	  peak	   that	  may	  broaden	  considerably	  with	  decreasing	  temperature,	  though	  this	  is	  difficult	  to	  prove	  due	  to	  its	  overlap	  with	  peak	  2.	  Peak	  2	  broadens	  from	  ~15	  Hz	  to	  ~30	  Hz	  FWHH	  from	  10	   to	   -­‐20°C.	  Overall,	   this	  may	   indicate	   that	  hydration-­‐controlled	  Pf1	  samples	  have	  less	   supernatant	   water	   to	   begin	   with,	   and	   therefore	   don’t	   experience	   dramatic	  changes	  in	  linewidth	  upon	  freezing;	  analysis	  of	  the	  relative	  integrals	  of	  peaks	  1	  and	  2	  between	  our	  data	  and	  published	  spectra	  from	  Böckmann	  and	  coworkers	  confirms	  this	  observation.26	   It	   is	   also	  possible	   that	   freezing	  of	   the	   sample	  was	  never	   in	   fact	  achieved.	  The	  chemical	  shift	  of	  peak	  2	  may	  be	  used	  as	  an	  indicator	  of	  temperature37,	  using	  the	  relationship:	  
T (°C) = 96.9(7.83−δH2O )− 273.15 	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (1)	  
Based	   on	   the	   chemical	   shifts	   in	   Figure	   4.11,	   the	   lowest	   temperature	   achieved	  (nominally	   -­‐20°C)	   was	   only	   -­‐4.0°C,	   potentially	   explaining	   why	   more	   significant	  broadening	  of	  the	  water	  resonances	  was	  not	  observed.	  Experimental	  constraints	  did	  not	  allow	  for	  data	  collection	  at	  nominal	  temperatures	  below	  -­‐20°C.	  	  




Figure	   4.10:	   Temperature	   series	   of	   Pf1	   (90%	   RH)	   1H	   spectra,	   acquired	   at	   400MHz.	  
Datapoints	  were	  collected	  at	  nominal	  temperatures	  of	  25°C	  (blue),	  10°C	  (orange),	  0°C	  
(red),	  -­‐10°C	  (green),	  and	  -­‐20°C	  (purple).	  As	  calculated	  from	  the	  chemical	  shifts	  of	  peak	  
237,	  actual	  sample	  temperatures	  were	  38.5,	  24.7,	  16.2,	  5.8,	  and	  -­‐4.0°C	  respectively.	  The	  
chemical	   shifts	  of	  all	  water	  populations	   change	  with	   temperature,	  gradually	  moving	  
downfield	  as	  temperature	  is	  decreased.	  While	  the	  water	  peaks	  appear	  to	  shift	  relative	  
to	  one	  another,	  no	  dramatic	  broadening	  or	  loss	  of	  signal	  intensity	  is	  observed	  at	  lower	  
temperatures	  for	  peaks	  1,	  2,	  or	  3.	  Peak	  2	  linewidth	  (FWHH)	  doubles	  going	  from	  10	  to	  -­‐





Lastly,	  Figure	  4.11a	  shows	  a	  T2’-­‐filtered	  1H	  spectrum	  of	  Pf1	  at	  90%	  RH	  and	  15.3	  kHz	  MAS.	  The	  water	  peaks	  appear	  better	  resolved	  after	  T2’-­‐filtering,	  with	  peaks	  2	  and	   2’	   clearly	   distinguishable,	   though	   still	   not	   baseline-­‐resolved.	   Subsequent	   2-­‐dimensional	   T2’-­‐filtered	   HETCOR	   spectra	   (Figure	   4.11b)	   show	   primarily	   water	  crosspeaks	  as	  expected,	  though	  some	  directly	  bonded	  1H-­‐13C	  signals	  remain	  in	  the	  0-­‐3	  ppm	  region.	  Water	  crosspeaks	  in	  the	  HETCOR	  spectrum,	  including	  the	  prominent	  Arg44-­‐Cζ	  crosspeak	  (159.9	  ppm)	  observed	  in	  other	  HETCOR	  spectra	  of	  Pf1,	  have	  1H	  chemical	   shifts	   average	   of	   4.96	   ppm.	   Similarly	   to	   previous	   HETCOR	   experiments	  (Figures	   4.5,	   4.7),	   this	   chemical	   shift	   lies	   closest	   to	   that	   of	   peak	   2	   (4.94	   ppm),	  however	  the	  1H	  linewidths	  of	  the	  crosspeaks	  (120	  Hz/0.16	  ppm)	  are	  in	  line	  with	  the	  linewidth	  of	  peak	  1	  (140	  Hz/0.19	  ppm)	  and	  not	   that	  of	  peak	  2	  (60	  Hz/0.08	  ppm).	  The	   intrinsic	  1H	  resolution	  was	  52	  Hz/0.07	  ppm.	  The	  apparent	  mismatch	  between	  chemical	  shift	  and	  linewidth	  information	  can	  be	  easily	  explained	  by	  sample	  heating	  arising	  from	  the	  application	  of	  strong	  1H	  decoupling	  pulses	  in	  2D	  experiments	  such	  as	  HETCOR.	  In	  conventional	  SSNMR	  probes,	  the	  magnetic	  fields	  resulting	  from	  such	  pulses	  also	  induce	  electric	  fields,	  which	  cause	  rapid	  heating	  in	  electrolyte-­‐containing	  samples.	   The	   resulting	   sample	   heating	   would	   cause	   water	   resonances	   to	   shift	  upfield;	   extrapolating	   from	   Figure	   4.10,	   a	   chemical	   shift	   change	   of	   0.11	   ppm,	  corresponding	   to	   the	   difference	   between	   peak	   1	   and	   peak	   2	   resonances,	   would	  require	   a	   temperature	   difference	   of	   only	   10°C.	  As	   no	  decoupling	   is	   used	   in	   1D	   1H	  spectra,	   the	   same	   effects	   would	   not	   be	   observed,	   leading	   to	   the	   difference	   in	  chemical	   shifts.	   It	   should	   also	   be	   noted	   that	   MAS	   frequency	   (and	   therefore	  centrifugal	  force)	  influences	  the	  water	  chemical	  shift	   in	  SSNMR	  experiments,27	  and	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reported	   chemical	   shifts	  will	   therefore	   differ	   slightly	   between	   spectra	   acquired	   at	  different	  MAS	  rates	  (i.e.	  between	  Figures	  4.4	  and	  4.11).	  
	  
	  
Figure	   4.11:	   (a)	   T2’-­‐filtered	   1H	   spectrum	   of	   Pf1	   (90%	   RH,	   750MHz,	   15.3	   kHz	  MAS)	  
after	   supernatant	   removal,	   with	   inset	   showing	   expansion	   around	   the	   water	  
resonances.	   Peak	   2’	   is	   observed	   to	   be	   distinct	   from	   peak	   2,	   with	   a	   chemical	   shift	  
difference	   0.08	   ppm.	   As	   water	   typically	   has	   narrow	   lines	   and	   correspondingly	   long	  
effective	  T2	  relaxation	  times,	  T2’-­‐filtered	  experiments	  retain	  primarily	  magnetization	  
arising	  from	  water.	  (b)	  T2’-­‐filtered	  HETCOR	  with	  inset	  showing	  expansion	  around	  the	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water	   crosspeaks.	  Projections	   (sums	  of	  all	   slices)	  are	   shown	  at	   top	  and	   right	   for	   the	  
corresponding	  dimension.	   In	   the	  bottom	   inset,	   the	   chemical	   shifts	  of	   the	   three	  water	  
peaks	  (1,	  2,	  and	  2’)	  seen	  in	  (a)	  are	  marked	  by	  dashed	  black	  lines.	  The	  1H	  chemical	  shifts	  
of	  all	  water	  crosspeaks	  (~4.96	  ppm)	  are	  closest	  to	  the	  resonance	  of	  peak	  2	  (4.94	  ppm),	  
however	  their	  linewidths	  (120	  Hz)	  are	  consistent	  with	  that	  of	  peak	  1	  (140	  Hz)	  and	  not	  
of	  peak	  2	  (60	  Hz).	  The	  intrinsic	  resolution	  is	  55	  Hz/0.07	  ppm	  and	  75Hz/0.33	  ppm	  on	  
1H	  and	  13C	  respectively.	  
	  
Taken	  together,	  the	  Pf1	  data	  heretofore	  presented	  allow	  several	  conclusions	  to	  be	  drawn	  regarding	  the	  identities	  of	  the	  various	  water	  peaks.	  Because	  the	  intensity	  of	  peak	   2	   diminishes	   dramatically	   with	   supernatant	   removal,	   we	   can	   conclude	   that	  peak	  2	  is	  attributable	  to	  supernatant	  water,	  or	  non-­‐interacting	  water	  collected	  in	  the	  center	  of	  rotor	  by	  centrifugal	  forces.	  Lack	  of	  detectable	  crosspeaks	  to	  peak	  2	  in	  EXSY	  spectra,	   along	   with	   the	   observation	   that	   its	   linewidth	   more	   than	   doubles	   as	  temperature	   is	  decreased	   in	   freezing	  experiments,	   support	   such	  a	   conclusion.	  The	  failure	  of	  peak	  2	   to	  broaden	  beyond	  the	   limit	  of	  detection	   in	   freezing	  experiments	  can	   be	   explained	   simply	   by	   an	   inability	   to	   achieve	   sufficiently	   low	   sample	  temperatures.	  While	  the	  presence	  of	  apparent	  crosspeaks	  to	  peak	  2	   in	  a	  variety	  of	  2D	   HETCOR	   experiments	   would	   potentially	   conflict	   with	   its	   assignment	   as	  supernatant	   water,	   it	   is	   important	   to	   note	   that	   the	   linewidths	   of	   the	   observed	  crosspeaks	  always	  match	  the	  linewidth	  of	  peak	  1	  and	  are	  considerably	  broader	  than	  that	  of	  peak	  2.	  Water	  chemical	  shifts	  are	  very	  sensitive	  to	  temperature,	  and	  sample	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heating	  of	  as	  little	  as	  10°C	  due	  to	  1H	  decoupling	  in	  HETCOR	  experiments	  would	  be	  sufficient	  to	  account	  for	  the	  change	  in	  chemical	  shift	  between	  the	  peak	  1	  resonance	  in	  1D	  spectra	  and	  the	  water	  crosspeaks	  in	  HETCOR	  spectra.	  The	  large	  differences	  in	  linewidth	  indicate	  that	  the	  HETCOR	  water	  crosspeaks	  do	  not	  in	  fact	  originate	  from	  peak	  2.	  
Peak	  1,	  which	  is	  broadened	  in	  comparison	  to	  the	  other	  water	  peaks,	  unaffected	  by	  supernatant	  removal,	  and	  largely	  unaffected	  by	  temperature	  changes,	  is	  observed	  to	  be	  in	  chemical	  exchange	  with	  PEG-­‐8000	  in	  EXSY	  spectra.	  As	  elaborated	  previously,	  it	  also	  has	  numerous	  crosspeaks	  to	  Pf1	  in	  HETCOR	  spectra,	   including	  to	  coat	  protein	  residues	  at	  the	  internally-­‐facing	  C-­‐terminus,	  as	  well	  as	  to	  the	  DNA.	  As	  a	  result,	  peak	  1	  can	  be	  assigned	  as	  hydration	  water	  in	  the	  pellet,	  in	  contact	  with	  PEG-­‐8000	  but	  also	  providing	  a	  hydration	  shell	  for	  Pf1.	  Its	  inherently	  broad	  linewidth	  is	  attributable	  to	  a	  variety	  of	  interactions	  with	  Pf1.	  The	  fact	  that	  peak	  2	  grows	  back	  in	  with	  subsequent	  magic	  angle	  spinning	  after	  supernatant	  removal,	  while	  peak	  1	  intensity	  diminishes,	  supports	   these	   assignments	   –	   hydration	   water	   is	   pulled	   from	   the	   pellet	   by	  centrifugal	  forces	  during	  MAS	  and	  becomes	  supernatant	  water.	  	  
Finally,	  we	  come	  to	  the	  assignment	  of	  peak	  2’.	  Previous	  studies	  have	  assigned	  this	  apparent	   shoulder	   to	   peak	   2	   simply	   as	   an	   artifact	   caused	   by	   thermal	   or	  magnetic	  field	  inhomogeneity	  across	  the	  sample.26	  Our	  own	  observations	  show	  no	  detectable	  crosspeaks	  in	  either	  EXSY	  or	  HETCOR	  experiments,	  and	  a	  marked	  decrease	  in	  peak	  2’	   intensity	   as	   a	   result	   of	   supernatant	   removal.	   Because	   it	   is	   not	   resolvable	   from	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peak	   2,	  whether	   peak	   2’	   broadens	   as	   a	   result	   of	   decreasing	   temperature	   remains	  unclear.	  We	  therefore	  have	  no	  basis	  for	  any	  assignment	  other	  than	  that	  of	  an	  artifact.	  
These	   assignments	   agree	   well	   with	   those	   from	   previous	   water	   studies	   on	  proteins.	   Our	   assignment	   for	   hydration	   water	   matches	   that	   of	   Böckmann	   and	  coworkers26	   for	   “crystal	   water,”	   or	   the	   water	   at	   the	   interfaces	   of	   successive	  biomolecules	   in	   the	  pellet/crystal.	  As	  Pf1	  samples	  are	  not	  crystalline	  however,	  we	  will	   adopt	   the	   term	   hydration	   water	   in	   preference	   to	   “crystal	   water.”	   The	  assignment	  of	  peak	  2	  as	  supernatant	  water	  is	  also	  in	  exact	  agreement	  with	  previous	  studies,	  as	  is	  the	  observation	  that	  it	  possesses	  a	  complex	  lineshape	  (peak	  2’),	  likely	  due	   to	   magnetic/thermal	   gradients	   across	   the	   sample.	   Despite	   the	   presence	   of	  numerous	   crosspeaks	   to	   internal	   Pf1	   residues	   (protein	   and	   DNA)	   in	   HETCOR	  spectra	  however,	  we	  have	  not	  been	  able	  to	  distinguish	  hypothesized	  separate	  pools	  of	  internal	  and	  external	  hydration	  water	  based	  on	  current	  data.	  The	  broad	  hydration	  water	   resonance	   appears	   to	   have	   crosspeaks	   to	   both	   external	   and	   internal	   sites,	  leading	   to	   two	   possible	   conclusions:	   either	   the	   same	   pool	   of	   hydration	   water	  hydrates	   both	   the	   external	   and	   internal	   surfaces	   of	   the	   virion,	   or	   two	   or	   more	  discrete	  pools	  exist	  but	  are	  in	  fast	  exchange	  with	  one	  another	  on	  the	  NMR	  timescale.	  While	  the	  former	  conclusion	  leaves	  a	  lot	  to	  be	  explained,	  such	  as	  the	  lack	  of	  a	  water	  chemical	   shift	   difference	  between	   clearly	  different	   environments,	   the	   latter	  would	  not	  be	  particularly	  shocking.	   In	  previous	  studies,	  small	  metal	   ions	  such	  as	  Ag+	  and	  Hg2+	  were	  observed	   to	   rapidly	  and	  reversibly	  diffuse	   into	   the	  central	   cavity	  of	   the	  virion.3,	   38	   Models	   of	   the	   Pf1	   coat	   protein	   also	   indicate	   the	   presence	   of	   sizeable	  grooves	   between	   subunits39,	   40	   large	   enough	   to	   accommodate	   water	   molecules,	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making	   such	   exchange	   processes	   a	   realistic	   possibility.	   The	   presence	   of	   fast	  chemical	  exchange	  is	  consistent	  with	  the	  lack	  of	  any	  unusual	  chemical	  shift,	  such	  as	  the	   upfield	   shifts	   observed	   for	   confined	  water	   inside	   carbon	   nanotubes,41	   for	   the	  more	   confined	   internal	   hydration	  water	   –	   the	   internal	  water	  may	   indeed	   have	   an	  unusual	  chemical	  shift,	  but	  it	  would	  be	  undetectable	  by	  NMR	  due	  to	  fast	  averaging.
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4.4 Conclusions	  and	  Future	  Work	  
The	   internal	   water	   of	   the	   Pf1	   virion,	   by	   virtue	   of	   its	   position,	   is	   likely	   a	   key	  mediator	  of	  the	  intriguing	  protein-­‐DNA	  interactions	  that	  stabilize	  and	  hold	  together	  the	   remarkably	   large	   and	   highly	   charged	   structure.	   In	   a	   series	   of	   1H-­‐13C	   HETCOR	  spectra,	  we	  have	  observed	  a	  number	  of	  water-­‐protein	  crosspeaks	  to	  residues	  at	  both	  the	  C-­‐	  and	  N-­‐termini	  of	  the	  major	  coat	  protein.	  According	  to	  all	  available	  structural	  models,	   the	   C-­‐terminal	   coat	   protein	   residues	   face	   into	   the	   internal	   cavity	   of	   the	  virion	   and	   are	   not	   directly	   accessible	   from	   the	   outside;	   this,	   coupled	   with	   the	  existence	  of	  DNA	   crosspeaks	   to	   the	   same	   1H	   resonance,	   and	   further	   supported	  by	  previous	  computational	  studies1,	   indicates	  the	  presence	  of	  a	  population	  of	   internal	  hydration	   water	   inside	   the	   virion.	   Using	   a	   variety	   of	   techniques	   including	  heteronuclear	   correlation,	   freezing,	   supernatant	   removal,	   and	   chemical	   exchange	  experiments,	  we	   have	  made	   considerable	   progress	   in	   assigning	   the	   various	  water	  populations	  present	  in	  Pf1	  samples.	  Of	  the	  peaks	  present	  in	  the	  water	  chemical	  shift	  range	  (4.8-­‐5.1	  ppm),	  the	  broad	  downfield	  peak	  is	  assigned	  as	  hydration	  water,	  while	  the	  narrow	  upfield	  peak	  is	  assigned	  as	  supernatant	  water	  in	  the	  center	  of	  the	  rotor.	  Though	  we	  are	  able	   to	  definitively	   state	   that	  both	   internal	   and	  external	  hydration	  water	   contribute	   to	   the	  hydration	  water	  peak	  as	  evidenced	  by	   crosspeaks	   to	  both	  internal	  and	  external	  residues,	  we	  have	  not	  been	  able	  to	  distinguish	  the	  two	  using	  current	  data,	  likely	  due	  to	  chemical	  exchange.	  These	  assignments	  are	  an	  important	  first	  step	  however,	  and	  can	  be	  combined	  with	  new	  experimental	  strategies	  to	  allow	  for	  more	  detailed	  studies	  of	  the	  properties	  of	  the	  individual	  water	  populations.	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Future	   directions	   in	   studying	   the	   hydration	   water	   of	   Pf1	   revolve	   around	   other	  means	   of	   resolving	   internal	   and	   external	   hydration	   water.	   Relaxation	   and	   spin	  diffusion	  buildup	  measurements	  such	  as	  those	  used	  by	  Chevelkov	  and	  coworkers	  to	  assign	  water	  buried	  in	  the	  interior	  of	  the	  SH3	  protein20	  represent	  a	  promising	  path	  forward,	  perhaps	  allowing	  the	  hydration	  water	  populations	  to	  be	  resolved	  by	  their	  relaxation	  parameters	   if	   not	  by	   their	   chemical	   shift.	  The	  addition	  of	  paramagnetic	  relaxation	  reagents	  to	  Pf1	  samples	   is	  another	  promising	  endeavor.	  As	  they	  are	  too	  large	   to	   penetrate	   into	   the	   internal	   cavity	   of	   Pf1,	   paramagnetic	   relaxants	   should	  have	   no	   effect	   on	   internal	   hydration	   water	   magnetization,	   but	   should	   efficiently	  relax	   away	   any	   magnetization	   from	   external	   hydration	   water.	   Ideally,	   this	   would	  definitively	  resolve	  the	  hydration	  water	  populations	  by	  simply	  removing	  signal	  due	  to	   external	   hydration	  water.	   In	   the	   case	   that	   no	  hydration	  water	  magnetization	   is	  observed,	  one	  could	  at	  least	  draw	  the	  conclusion	  that	  fast	  chemical	  exchange	  must	  be	  present.	  A	   third	  potential	  approach	   is	   the	  use	  of	   low	  temperature	  experiments.	  Spectra	   acquired	   at	   lower	   temperatures	  would	   not	   only	   allow	   for	   the	   removal	   of	  supernatant	  water	  signal	  via	  broadening,	  but	  would	  also	  benefit	  from	  the	  slowing	  of	  any	   chemical	   exchange	   between	   the	   internal	   and	   external	   hydration	   water	  populations.	  It	  is	  hoped	  that	  a	  combination	  of	  these	  strategies	  will	  ultimately	  lead	  to	  unambiguous	   1H-­‐13C	   crosspeaks	   for	   each	   population	   in	   HETCOR	   spectra	   and/or	  sufficiently	  distinct	  relaxation	  parameters	  to	  allow	  for	  resolution	  by	  techniques	  such	  as	   T2’-­‐filtering.	   If	   it	   can	   be	   resolved,	   either	   via	   chemical	   shift	   or	   by	   its	   relaxation	  parameters,	   the	   internal	   hydration	   water	   of	   Pf1	   could	   be	   used	   as	   a	   localized	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magnetization	   source,	   providing	   a	   powerful	   probe	   into	   the	   interior	   structure	   and	  dynamics	  of	  the	  virion.	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5.1 Crystal	  Contacts:	  An	  Introduction	  	  
The	   typical	   paradigm	   of	   SSNMR	   structural	   studies	   of	   proteins,	   other	  biomolecules,	   and	   biomolecular	   assemblies	   consists	   of	   three	   main	   phases:	  expression	   and	   sample	   preparation,	   assignment	   of	   chemical	   shifts	   and	   secondary	  structure,	   and	   collection	   of	   structural	   restraints	   for	   the	   establishment	   of	   tertiary	  (and,	   if	   applicable,	   quaternary)	   structure.	   The	   typical	   NMR	   structure	   is	   then	   an	  ensemble	  of	  10	  or	  so	  lowest	  energy	  structures	  from	  simulated	  annealing/molecular	  optimization,	   whereby	   deviations	   from	   experimentally	   determined	   restraints	   are	  reflected	  by	  corresponding	  increases	  in	  the	  energy	  term.	  Though	  simple	  in	  concept,	  numerous	   roadblocks	   are	   present	   along	   this	   path	   to	   achieving	   high-­‐resolution	  structures	  by	  SSNMR.	   Some	  of	   the	  more	  notable	   are	   the	   complexities	   of	   assigning	  large	   biomolecules	   or	   assemblies,	   and	   experimental	   design	   for	   the	   collection	   of	  specific	  structural	  restraints	  thereof.	  	  Assignment	   of	   biomolecular	   spectra	   in	   the	   solid	   state	   typically	   involves	  "backbone	  walks",	  or	  correlation	  of	   isotropic	  chemical	   shifts	  with	   their	   crosspeaks	  and	   vice-­‐versa	   in	   order	   to	   establish	   connectivity	   between	   the	   residues	   of	   a	  biomolecule.	  Multiple	  spectra	  are	  commonly	  involved	  in	  this	  process	  –	  for	  instance,	  3-­‐dimensional	  15Ni-­‐13Cαi-­‐13CXi	  and	  15Ni-­‐13COi-­‐1-­‐13Cαi-­‐1	  spectra	  are	  commonly	  used	  to	  establish	   inter-­‐residue	   connectivity	   in	   proteins1,	   2,	   while	   1H-­‐31P-­‐1H	   correlation	  experiments	   are	   common	   for	   connectivity	   in	   (solution)	   NMR	   studies	   of	   nucleic	  acids.3	   Residue	   sidechain	   assignments	   that	   cannot	   be	   made	   using	   the	  aforementioned	   experiments	   are	   typically	   filled	   in	   using	   2-­‐	   or	   3-­‐dimensional	   spin	  diffusion	  experiments	  such	  as	  DARR4,	  with	  longer	  mixing	  times	  to	  allow	  for	  longer-­‐
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range	   magnetization	   transfer.	   In	   solids,	   1H	   detection	   is	   unusual	   due	   to	   poor	  resolution	   and	   the	   small	   dispersion	   of	   1H	   chemical	   shifts,	   leading	   to	   the	   use	   of	  predominantly	   13C	   and	   15N	   for	   detection.	   For	   large	   proteins	   and	   other	   complex	  biomolecular	  systems	  however,	  even	  the	  increased	  chemical	  shift	  dispersion	  of	  13C	  and	   15N	  often	  proves	   insufficient,	   especially	   in	   cases	  where	   a	   large	  number	  of	   the	  same	  type	  of	  residue	  is	  present.	  Due	  to	  the	  resulting	  spectral	  congestion,	  assignment	  of	   peaks	   in	   such	   cases	   is	   often	   challenging.	   Increasing	   the	   dimensionality	   of	  experiments	   (for	   instance,	   4D	   experiments)	   can	   help	   in	   deconvoluting	   spectra	   to	  some	   extent,	   but	   relaxation	   processes	   and	   loss	   of	   magnetization	   during	   transfers	  limit	   the	   number	   of	   dimensions	   that	   can	   be	   used.5	   As	   a	   result,	   the	   assignment	   of	  large	  and	  complex	  systems	  remains	  challenging.	  	  
Solution	   NMR	   chemical	   shifts,	   if	   available	   for	   the	   system	   of	   study	   or	   related	  constructs,	  can	  serve	  as	  useful	  aids	  for	  SSNMR	  assignment,	  and	  as	  starting	  points	  for	  sequential	   walks,	   often	   proving	   easier	   and	   faster	   than	   de	   novo	   assignment.	   This	  assignment	   strategy	   only	   works	   well	   however	   when	   the	   solution	   NMR	   chemical	  shifts	  of	  a	  site	  do	  not	  differ	  markedly	  from	  the	  SSNMR	  chemical	  shifts,	  so	  care	  must	  be	   taken	   to	   choose	   starting	   points	   not	   likely	   to	   experience	   large	   chemical	   shift	  perturbations	  (CSPs).	  There	  are	  many	  variables	  to	  take	  into	  account	  when	  trying	  to	  predict	   such	   differences,	   including	   pH/ionization,	   ion	   occupancy,	   changes	   in	   fold	  between	   sample	   conditions,	   etc.	  Another	   fairly	   common	   cause	  of	   CSPs	  however	   is	  the	   presence	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   in	   precipitated,	   crystalline,	   or	   nanocrystalline	  samples.	  Crystal	  contacts,	  while	  having	  been	  determined	  to	  play	  only	  a	  small	  role	  in	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causing	   structural	   differences	   between	   solution	   NMR	   and	   crystallographic	  structures6,	  can	  have	  a	  significant	  impact	  on	  chemical	  shifts.7,	  8	  
Crystal	   contacts	   are	   generally	   defined	   as	   non-­‐biologically-­‐functional	   contacts	  arising	  only	   in	  the	  crystal	  and	  not	   in	  solution,	  and	  can	  typically	  be	  identified	  by	  X-­‐ray	   crystallography	   but	   are	   not	   easily	   differentiable	   from	   oligomer	   contacts	   or	  interactions	   such	   as	   enzyme-­‐substrate	   binding.9,	   10	   In	   fact,	   a	   typical	   biological	  interface,	   while	   usually	   larger	   than	   a	   crystal	   contact9,	   11,	   12,	   coexists	   with	   6-­‐12	  different	   crystal-­‐packing	   interfaces	   in	   most	   structures.	   Crystal-­‐packing	   interfaces	  generally	   do	   not	   pack	   as	   tightly	   as	   biological	   interfaces	   and	   also	   have	   slightly	  different	   (less	   hydrophobic)	   amino	   acid	   composition11,	   13-­‐20,	   though	   recent	   work	  points	  to	  the	  rates	  of	  occurrence	  of	  small	  hydrophobic	  residues	  at	  crystal	  contacts	  having	   been	   underestimated.17	   Recent	   research	   has	   yielded	   several	   algorithms	   to	  differentiate	   biologically	   relevant	   interfaces	   from	   crystal	   contacts,	   albeit	   with	  relatively	   high	   (>10%)	   error.	   These	   typically	   rely	   on	   the	   idea	   that	   biologically	  relevant	  interfaces	  are	  typically	  specific	  and	  localized,	  while	  crystal	  contacts	  involve	  normally	  hydrophilic	  residues	  and	  in	  a	  non-­‐localized	  fashion.	  Therefore,	  biologically	  relevant	   interfaces	  can	  be	  found	  at	  hydrophobic	  patches	  while	  crystal	  contacts	  are	  taken	   to	   be	   those	   intermolecular	   contacts	   that	   do	   not	   occur	   at	   hydrophobic	  patches.21	  As	  such	  contacts	  bring	  neighboring	  molecules	  within	  interaction	  range	  of	  one	  another,	   they	   can	   significantly	  perturb	   the	  electrostatics	  of	   exposed	  sites,	   and	  thus	   can	   have	   profound	   effects	   on	   chemical	   shifts.	   Analysis	   of	   predicted	   crystal	  contacts	  is	  therefore	  an	  important,	  though	  often	  neglected,	  step	  in	  mapping	  solution	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NMR	   assignments	   onto	   SSNMR	   spectra,	   as	   it	   can	   point	   out	   the	   sites	   at	   which	  significant	  CSPs	  are	  likely	  to	  occur.	  	  
Once	  a	  full	  or	  even	  partial	  set	  of	  assignments	  has	  been	  made,	  another	  challenging	  aspect	   in	   SSNMR	   studies	   of	   large	   biomolecules	   or	   biomolecular	   complexes	   is	   the	  design	  of	  experiments	  to	  probe	  intermolecular	  (or	  even	  intramolecular)	  contacts	  in	  order	  to	  determine	  tertiary	  or	  quaternary	  structure	  restraints	  such	  as	  distances	  and	  nonbonding	   dihedral	   angles.	   The	   availability	   of	   crystal	   structures	   or	   structural	  models	   of	   the	   system	   of	   interest	   can	   provide	   critical	   clues	   as	   to	   which	  residues/interfaces/domains	   are	   expected	   to	   be	   in	   contact,	   giving	   spectroscopists	  an	   idea	   of	   where	   in	   the	   spectra	   to	   expect	   crosspeaks	   arising	   from	   such	   contacts.	  Further,	  prediction	  of	  interacting	  interfaces	  can	  also	  suggest	  both	  labeling	  schemes	  and	  techniques	  (i.e.	  pulse	  sequences)	  to	  best	  isolate	  and	  enhance	  a	  desired	  contact	  or	   set	   of	   contacts.	   This	   is	   especially	   important	   in	   congested	   spectra	   or	   spectral	  regions,	  where	  overlapping	  resonances	  may	  make	  analysis	  of	  the	  desired	  contact(s)	  impossible	   without	   modifications	   to	   isotopic	   labeling	   or	   pulse	   sequence.	   Similar	  analyses	  of	   crystal	   contacts	  also	  have	  a	  number	  of	  other	  notable	  uses,	   such	  as	   the	  design	   of	   artificial	   dimers	   and	   multimers,22	   modification	   of	   crystallizability	   and	  crystal	  properties,23	  and	  prediction	  of	  NMR	  dynamics	  as	  well	  as	  order	  parameters.24,	  
25	  
Conversely	   to	   the	   use	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   to	   predict	   CSPs,	   mapping	   of	   the	  observed	  CSPs	  (between	  solid	  and	  solution	  or	  between	  different	  crystal	   forms)	  on	  the	  sequence	  or	  3-­‐dimensional	  surface	  of	  biomolecular	  systems	  can	  serve	  to	  predict	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the	   location	   of	   crystal	   contacts.	   This	   approach	   can	   be	   useful	   in	   predicting	   which	  residues	   are	   likely	   to	   be	   surface-­‐exposed	   and	   outwardly	   facing,	   thus	   giving	  indications	  of	   the	  biomolecule’s	   fold	  and	  tertiary	  structure	   in	  cases	  where	   it	   is	  not	  already	   solved.	   In	   hypothetical	   cases	   where	   an	   SSNMR	   structure	   of	   the	  molecule/assembly	  of	  interest	  exists	  but	  there	  is	  no	  corresponding	  crystal	  structure,	  mapping	  observed	  CSPs	  on	  the	  surface	  of	  the	  structure	  can	  also	  be	  used	  to	  predict	  contacts	  between	  neighboring	  molecules	  and	  thus	  reconstruct	  a	  picture	  of	  the	  unit	  cell.	   Such	   mapping	   of	   CSPs	   to	   detect	   interaction	   surfaces	   is	   common	   practice	   in	  structure-­‐activity	   relationships	   by	   NMR	   (SAR	   by	   NMR)	   and	   NMR	   molecular	  recognition	  studies.26-­‐39	  1H	  CSPs	  of	  the	  amide	  protons	  are	  most	  commonly	  used	  for	  detection	  of	  protein-­‐ligand	   interactions	  via	  solution	  NMR	  techniques,	  and	  typically	  average	   in	   the	  0.05-­‐0.2	  ppm	  range,	   though	  CSPs	  as	  high	  as	  0.5-­‐0.7	  ppm	  have	  been	  reported.31,	  36,	  37,	  39,	  40	   In	   studies	   that	   utilize	   13C	   chemical	   shifts,	   observed	   CSPs	   are	  generally	   on	   the	   order	   of	   0.5-­‐2.0	   ppm.	   13C	   CSPs	   in	   excess	   of	   1	   ppm	   upon	   ligand	  binding	   are	   commonly	   observed	   at	   sites	   close	   to	   the	   binding	   site,	   with	   sidechain	  shifts	   often	   being	   more	   perturbed	   than	   those	   of	   the	   backbone.8,	   26,	   29,	   30,	   34,	   38,	   41	  Similar	  CSPs	  (>1	  ppm)	  have	  also	  been	  observed	  in	  nucleic	  acids.31,	  42	  Related	  studies	  utilizing	  paramagnetic	  shift	  reagents	  report	  CSPs	  on	  the	  order	  of	  0.5	  ppm,	  and	  use	  these	   to	  distinguish	   solvent-­‐exposed	   surfaces.43	   Even	   13C	   shifts	   as	   low	  as	  0.1	  ppm	  can	  be	  meaningful	  and	  can	  indicate	  ligand	  binding.8	  Finally,	  for	  15N,	  CSPs	  as	  large	  as	  8	  ppm	  can	  be	  observed	  upon	  binding,	  though	  more	  typical	  CSPs	  are	  in	  the	  0-­‐2	  ppm	  range	  much	  as	  with	  13C.26,	  37,	  38	  Considerable	  line	  broadening	  (in	  some	  cases	  beyond	  the	   limit	   of	   detection)	   at	   protein-­‐protein	   and	   protein-­‐ligand	   interaction	   sites	   has	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also	  been	  observed.7,	  28,	  29,	  34	  In	   sum,	   the	   presence	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   is	   likely	   to	   cause	   CSPs	   in	   crystalline	  biomolecular	   samples,	   and	   the	   observation	   of	   CSPs	   can	   be	   used	   to	   detect	   crystal	  contacts.	  But	  while	  there	  have	  been	  studies	  of	  the	  relation	  between	  intermolecular	  contacts	   and	   CSPs	   in	   individual	   proteins	   and	   complexes7,	  26,	   28,	   31,	   34,	   38,	   there	   have	  been	  no	   systematic	   studies	   of	   these	   effects	   across	  multiple	   systems.	  Many	   studies	  have	   recently	   been	   published	   on	   NMR	   spectra	   of	   crystalline	   globular	   proteins	   as	  well	   as	   globular	   proteins	   in	   solution,	   including	   studies	   of	   structure,	   binding,	   and	  dynamics.41,	   44-­‐54	   Collectively,	   they	   provide	   a	   rich	   database	   of	   chemical	   shifts.	  Together	  with	  corresponding	  crystal	  structures,	  the	  available	  data	  make	  possible	  a	  detailed	  analysis	  of	  the	  role	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  in	  chemical	  shift	  perturbation.	  Such	  an	   analysis	   would	   however	   prove	   cumbersome	   and	   extremely	   time	   consuming	  without	  the	  right	  tools.	  This	  chapter	  presents	  the	  development	  of	  a	  useful	  new	  tool	  to	  survey	  and	  predict	  the	  effects	  of	  crystal	  contacts. The	   Automated	   Crystal	   Contact	   Extrapolation/Prediction	   Toolkit	   for	   NMR	  (ACCEPT-­‐NMR)	   is	   a	   tool	   designed	   to	   assist	   in	   and,	   in	  many	   cases,	   automate	   tasks	  such	   as	   finding	   and	   visualizing	   the	   crystal	   contacts	   in	   crystallographic	   structures.	  Unlike	  other	  offerings,	  it	  is	  a	  tool	  designed	  with	  spectroscopists	  in	  mind,	  and	  has	  a	  number	  of	  features	  to	  specifically	  assist	  in	  the	  planning	  of	  NMR	  experiments	  and	  in	  the	  interpretation	  of	  NMR	  data.	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  is	  a	  cross-­‐platform	  package	  based	  on	  the	  Gtk2	   framework,	   and	  provides	   a	   convenient	   graphical	  user	   interface	   (GUI)	   for	  many	   of	   the	   operations	   involved	   in	   crystal	   contact	   analyses.	   It	   also	   integrates	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seamlessly	   with	   PyMol55,	   a	   commonly	   used	   and	   versatile	   molecular	   visualization	  program.	  Use	  of	  the	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  GUI	  is	  illustrated	  herein	  with	  several	  examples.	  
Several	   downloadable	   and/or	   web-­‐based	   tools	   exist	   that	   have	   some	   of	   the	  functionality	   of	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR:	   these	   include	   PISA56-­‐58,	   CrystalP59,	   VASCo60,	   and	  SPACE61.	   While	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   duplicates	   some	   of	   the	   functionality	   of	   these	  programs,	   it	   also	   includes	   numerous	   additional	   features	   that	   may	   be	   of	   great	  convenience	   to	   NMR	   spectroscopists.	   Chief	   among	   these	   are	   an	   isotopic	   labeling	  toolbox	  and	  a	  spectral	  viewer,	  which	  allow	  for	  the	  selection	  of	  an	  isotopic	   labeling	  scheme	   (chosen	   from	  a	   list	   of	   common	   labeling	   schemes	  used	   for	  NMR	  studies	  or	  any	   custom	   labeling	   scheme)	   and,	   using	   either	   predicted	   chemical	   shifts	   (i.e.	  SPARTA+62)	  or	  a	  pre-­‐existing	  experimental	  dataset,	  allow	  the	  user	   to	  visualize	   the	  predicted	  spectrum.	  These	  features	  are	  designed	  to	  help	  in	  the	  selection	  of	  labeling	  schemes	  specifically	  to	  detect	  and	  observe	  crystal	  and	  oligomer	  contacts.	  
Using	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR,	   we	   have	   carried	   out	   a	   systematic	   investigation	   of	   the	  properties	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   with	   regard	   to	   NMR	   chemical	   shifts.	   This	   chapter	  provides	   evidence	   of	   a	   statistically	   significant	   correlation	   between	   the	   number	   of	  crystal	  contacts	  detected	  and	  the	  observed	  13C/15N	  CSP	  (between	  solution	  and	  solid-­‐state	   NMR	   datasets).	   The	   converse	   also	   holds	   –	   that	   is,	   sites	   which	   experience	  significant	  CSPs	  are	  statistically	  more	  likely	  to	  be	  found	  at	  crystal	  contacts	  than	  sites	  that	  do	  not.	  Significant	  correlations	  are	  observed	  even	  in	  more	  complex	  models	  that	  control	   for	   the	   effects	   of	   varying	   crystal	   contact	   distances.	   Chemical	   shifts	   of	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crystalline	  ubiquitin,	  Crh,	  triose-­‐phosphate	  isomerase	  (TIM),	  GB1,	  and	  aβ-­‐crystallin	  are	  used	  for	  this	  analysis.	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5.2 Use	  of	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  
ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  requires	  only	  a	  Protein	  Data	  Bank	   (PDB)63	   coordinate	   file	   for	   its	  basic	   functionality,	   and	   is	   therefore	   not	   limited	   to	   finding	   any	   particular	   type	   of	  contact.	   For	   the	   purposes	   of	   this	   chapter,	   the	   term	   contact	  will	   be	   taken	   to	  mean	  simply	   any	   pair	   of	   atoms	   within	   a	   user-­‐specified	   distance	   cutoff,	   regardless	   of	  environment	   or	   the	   presence/absence	   of	   other	   atoms	   between	   them.	   Any	  intermolecular	  or	  intramolecular	  contacts	  in	  a	  structure	  can	  be	  analyzed,	  visualized,	  and	  catalogued	  using	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR.	  Figure	  5.1	  summarizes	  the	  basic	  programmatic	  logic	  of	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  and	  shows	  how	  a	  user	  progresses	  through	  the	  GUI	  to	  provide	  all	   required	   information	   and	   generate	   the	   desired	   output.	   The	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  window	   is	   fundamentally	   divided	   into	   two	   panes:	   the	   ‘input	   pane’	   for	   all	   input	  information	  and	  the	   ‘results	  pane’	   for	  basic	  output.	  Additional	  panes	  and	  windows	  exist	   for	   supplemental	   functions	   such	  as	   the	   isotopic	   labeling	  display	  and	   spectral	  prediction	  display,	  and	  can	  be	  opened	  on	  demand.	  Figure	  5.2	  shows	  a	  screenshot	  of	  the	   “input	   pane”	   of	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   as	   a	   user	   would	   see	   upon	   launching	   the	  application.	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Figure	   5.1:	   General	   flowchart	   of	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   functionality	   and	   progression.	   Upon	  
selecting	  a	  PDB	  file	  using	  the	  GUI	  and	  specifying	  a	  distance	  cutoff	  for	  contacts,	  the	  user	  
is	  able	  to	  select	  the	  appropriate	  isotopic	  labeling	  scheme,	  set	  parameters	  for	  contacts	  
of	  interest,	  and	  specify	  output	  fields.	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  then	  finds	  all	  contacts	  matching	  the	  
specified	  parameters	  and	  allows	  for	  an	  array	  of	  operations,	  including	  saving	  of	  output	  
to	  file,	  visualization	  of	  contacts	  in	  PyMol55,	  and	  spectral	  prediction	  (the	  latter	  requires	  




Figure	  5.2:	  The	  “input	  pane”	  of	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR,	  which	  prompts	  the	  user	  for	  all	  required	  
input	   information,	   subdivided	   into	   specific	   sections:	   (a)	   input	   file	   and	   output	   folder	  
selection,	   (b)	   symmetry	   generation	   and	   distance	   cutoff	   specification,	   (c)	   contact	  
parameters,	   (d)	   isotopic	   labeling	   scheme,	   (e)	   type	   of	   contact,	   (f)	   output	   fields.	   The	  
submit,	  or	  “Generate	  Contacts	  List”	  button	  (g)	   is	  used	  to	  proceed	  to	  the	  results	  pane;	  
while	  operations	  are	  running,	  progress	  can	  be	  tracked	  using	  the	  progress	  bar	  (h).	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Several	  important	  aspects	  of	  the	  input	  pane	  are	  worth	  noting.	  In	  addition	  to	  the	  atomic	   coordinates,	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   requires	   that	   an	   input	   PDB	   file	   contain	   a	   set	   of	  ‘CRYST’	   or	   ‘BIOMT’	   records	   if	   it	   is	   to	   generate	   the	   symmetry	   mates	   required	   for	  intermolecular	   contact	   analyses.	   NMR-­‐generated	   structures	   are	   thus	   generally	  unsupported	  as	  inputs	  at	  the	  current	  time	  because	  they	  include	  no	  such	  records.	  A	  future	   mode	   will	   support	   loading	   of	   NMR-­‐derived	   structures	   for	   the	   purposes	   of	  mapping	  CSPs.	  However,	  any	  PDB	  file,	  regardless	  of	  ‘CRYST’	  or	  ‘BIOMT’	  records,	  can	  be	   loaded	   if	   the	   ‘Symmetry	  Ensemble	  Already	  Exists	   in	  PDB	  File’	   checkbox	  within	  the	   ‘Cutoff	   &	   Symmetry	   Operations’	   section	   –	   this	   mode	   allows	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   to	  ignore	  crystallographic	  symmetry	  and	  bypass	  symmetry	  mate	  generation.	  
The	   ‘Specify	   Contact	   Type(s)’	   section	   is	   populated	   and	   available	   only	   after	  symmetry	  mate	  generation	  is	  concluded	  (or	  if	  this	  step	  is	  skipped	  as	  above).	  As	  all	  PDB-­‐derived	   information,	   including	  chains,	  connectivity	  mapping,	  and	  coordinates,	  is	   reloaded	   during	   the	   symmetry	   mate	   generation	   step,	   the	   various	   pull-­‐down	  menus	   can	   only	   be	   populated	   after	   this	   step.	   The	   same	   is	   partially	   true	   of	   the	  isotopic	  labeling	  menu.	  General	  isotopic	  labeling	  schemes	  such	  as	  ‘U-­‐13C,15N’	  can	  be	  selected	   at	   any	   point,	   and	   the	   custom	   isotopic	   labeling	   display	   always	   shows	   the	  naturally-­‐occurring	  amino	  acids,	  ribonucleic	  acid	  nucleotides,	  and	  deoxyribonucleic	  acid	   nucleotides,	   regardless	   of	   whether	   they	   are	   present	   in	   the	   input	   PDB	   file.	  However,	   any	   unrecognized	   residues/molecules	   will	   not	   be	   populated	   into	   the	  custom	   labeling	   display	   until	   after	   symmetry	   mate	   generation	   (or,	   again,	   bypass	  thereof).	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In	  the	  ‘Specify	  Contact	  Type(s)’	  section,	  the	  user	  may	  specify	  desired	  source	  and	  target	   chains	   for	   contacts,	   as	   well	   as	   specifying	   molecule	   type	   (protein,	   DNA,	   or	  either),	  residue	  type,	  residue	  number,	  and	  atom	  type.	  The	  definition	  of	  source	  and	  target	   are	   arbitrary	   and	   left	   to	   the	  user,	   but	   exist	   to	  prevent	   “double-­‐counting”	   of	  contacts	   unless	   such	   behavior	   is	   desired.	   Chain	   specifications	   are	   selected	   from	   a	  pull-­‐down	  menu,	  which	   includes	   all	   chains	   found	   in	   the	   loaded	   structure.	  Residue	  specification	  and	  atom	  type	  specification	  work	  very	  similarly,	  with	  custom	  residues	  or	  atom	  designations	  (i.e.	  CA	  or	  CG2)	  being	  populated	  from	  the	  loaded	  structure.	  In	  almost	  all	  pull-­‐down	  menus,	  an	  ‘Other’	  option	  exists	  which	  allows	  the	  user	  to	  specify	  any	  value	  not	  present	  in	  the	  menu	  or	  specify	  more	  than	  one	  value	  in	  the	  form	  of	  a	  comma-­‐separated	  list.	  For	  all	  text	   inputs,	  the	  wildcard	   ‘*’	  may	  be	  used	  (i.e.	  residue	  number:	  10*	  will	  match	  residues	  100-­‐109,	  1000-­‐1099,	  etc.).	  	  
Upon	  clicking	  ‘Generate	  Contacts	  List’,	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  will	  proceed	  to	  scan	  the	  full	  loaded	   ensemble	   for	   atom	   pairs	   matching	   the	   user-­‐defined	   specifications	   using	   a	  recursive	  algorithm.	  For	  purposes	  of	  efficiency	  and	  speed,	  the	  list	  of	  possible	  pairs	  is	  greatly	   limited	   using	   a	   modified	   Schwartzian	   transform64	   of	   the	   Cartesian	  coordinates,	   so	   as	   to	   avoid	   the	  need	   to	   scan	   every	  possible	   pair	   of	   atoms	   and	   the	  associated	   computational	   cost.	  Only	   those	   contacts	  matching	   specified	  parameters	  and	   falling	   within	   the	   specified	   distance	   cutoff	   will	   be	   reported	   to	   the	   user.	   The	  results	  pane	  is	  displayed	  to	  the	  user	  upon	  completion	  of	  the	  necessary	  calculations	  and	  the	  input	  pane	  is	  hidden,	  though	  the	  results	  pane	  includes	  a	  ‘Back’	  button	  at	  left	  to	   allow	   a	   user	   to	   display	   the	   input	   pane	   once	   more	   (i.e.	   in	   order	   to	   change	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specifications,	   etc.).	  Figure	   5.3	   shows	   a	   screenshot	   of	   the	   results	   pane,	   using	   the	  crystal	  structure	  of	  the	  protein	  ubiquitin	  [PDB:	  1UBQ]65	  as	  an	  example.	  
	  
	  	  
Figure	   5.3:	   The	   ‘results	   pane’	   of	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR,	   with	   the	   PDB	   file	   of	   ubiquitin	   [PDB:	  
1UBQ]65	   loaded.	   Section	   (a)	   shows	   the	   detected	   contacts	   in	   tabular	   format,	   while	  
section	   (b)	   presents	   the	   same	   contacts	   information	   in	   a	   chart	   by	   residue.	   Selections	  
can	   be	   selected	   or	   deselected	   for	   subsequent	   visualization	   and	   output	   using	   either	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display.	   Section	   (c)	   allows	   the	   selection	  of	   one	  of	   four	   visualization	  modes	   in	  PyMol.	  
Section	  (d)	  provides	  several	  options	  to	  save	  the	  output	  data,	  either	  as	  a	  full	  table	  or	  as	  
a	  per-­‐residue	  summary,	  and	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  formats,	  as	  well	  as	  containing	  the	  ‘Display	  
Selected	  Contacts	  in	  PyMol’	  button	  to	  open	  PyMol	  as	  per	  the	  setting	  in	  (c).	  Section	  (e)	  
allows	   for	   the	   loading	   of	   chemical	   shift	   tables,	   and	   contains	   the	   ‘Show	   Spectrum’	  
button	  to	  open	  the	  spectral	  prediction	  display	  window	  once	  one	  or	  more	  chemical	  shift	  
tables	  are	  loaded.	  The	  ‘Back’	  button,	  which	  shows	  the	  ‘input	  pane’	  for	  reference	  or	  for	  
modification	  of	  input	  parameters,	  is	  labeled	  as	  (f).	  	  
	   The	   results	   pane	   displays	   both	   a	   full	   table	   of	   contacts	   (sortable,	   sorted	   by	  distance	  as	  default)	  in	  the	  user-­‐specified	  format	  and	  a	  chart	  of	  the	  contacts	  grouped	  into	   a	   residue	  matrix.	   In	   the	   latter,	   the	  number	  displayed	  on	  each	  box	   is	   the	   total	  number	   of	   contacts	   matching	   specifications	   defined	   on	   the	   input	   pane	   from	   the	  source	  residue	  (column)	  to	  target	  residue	  (row).	  Scrolling	  the	  mouse	  over	  each	  box	  shows	  a	  full	  listing	  of	  all	  contacts	  summarized	  therein,	  along	  with	  information	  about	  the	   total	   overlap	   surface	   area	   and	   overlap	   volume.	   The	   primary	   function	   of	   the	  contacts	   chart	   is	   to	   help	   in	   the	   identification	   of	   contact	   patches	   on	   the	   secondary	  structure,	   which	   become	   visually	   apparent	   when	   two	   groups	   of	   neighboring	   or	  closely	  spaced	  residues	  form	  a	  contact	  “cluster”;	  such	  a	  cluster	   is	  shown	  in	  Figure	  




Figure	   5.4:	   (a)	   Example	   of	   a	   contact	   “cluster”	   in	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR,	   shown	   for	   ubiquitin	  
with	  lanthanide	  binding	  tag	  [PDB:	  2OJR]66.	  The	  presence	  of	  such	  a	  cluster	  between	  two	  
groups	  of	   closely	   spaced	  or	  neighboring	   residues	   indicates	   the	  presence	  of	   a	   contact	  
patch	   on	   the	   molecular	   surface.	   (b)	   Visualization	   of	   the	   contacts	   cluster	   in	   using	  
ACCEPT-­‐NMR’s	  ‘number	  of	  contacts	  (gradient)’	  visualization	  mode	  and	  PyMol	  1.3r155.	  
The	   source	   chain	   is	   shown	   in	   cartoon	   representation,	   with	   sidechains	   of	   residues	  
having	  ≥10	  crystal	  contacts	  shown	  in	  stick	  representation.	  Target	  chains	  are	  shown	  in	  
surface	  representation	  and	  in	  gray.	  The	  center	  residue	  of	  the	  contacts	  cluster	  identified	  
in	  (a),	  W92,	  with	  46	  detected	  crystal	  contacts	  within	  4Å	  (C|N—C|N|O),	  is	  shown	  in	  red	  
at	   right.	  The	  color	  bar	   (bottom)	  provides	  a	   legend	   for	   the	  gradient	  coloring	   scheme.	  
Identification	  of	  such	  contact	  patches	  can	  be	  useful	  for	  numerous	  purposes,	  including	  




Contacts	  can	  be	  selected	  or	  deselected	  using	  either	  the	  contacts	  table	  or	  contacts	  chart.	  Contacts	  in	  the	  table	  may	  be	  selected	  or	  deselected	  individually,	  while	  clicking	  a	   box	   in	   the	   chart	   representation	   will	   simultaneously	   select/deselect	   all	   contacts	  corresponding	  to	  that	  box.	  Either	  action	  will	  cause	  the	  other	  display	  to	  be	  updated,	  such	   that	  both	  accurately	  represent	   the	  selection	  state	  of	  any	  contact	  at	  any	  given	  time	  and	  a	  user	  can	  switch	  back	  and	  forth	  at	  will.	  Selection/deselection	  of	  contacts	  is	   important	  only	   for	   subsequent	  visualization	  and/or	  printing	   results	   to	   file.	  Two	  save	  modes	  are	  available:	  ‘Save	  Contacts	  to	  File’	  or	  ‘Save	  Summary	  of	  Contacts’,	  with	  the	   former	  printing	   individual	  contacts	  to	   file	  and	  the	   latter	  printing	  a	  per-­‐residue	  contact	  summary;	  both	  present	  the	  user	  with	  the	  option	  to	  save	  all	  found	  contacts	  or	  only	   those	   that	   are	   currently	   selected,	   as	  well	   as	   options	   for	   choosing	   the	   output	  format.	  	  
Contacts	   can	   be	   visualized	   in	   PyMol	   using	   the	   ‘Display	   Selected	   Contacts	   in	  PyMol’	   button.	   The	  modes	   shown	   in	   Figure	   5.3c	   are	   fairly	   straightforward,	   with	  ‘contact’	   and	   ‘chain’	  modes	   assigning	   a	   separate	   color	   for	   each	   contact	   and	   chain	  respectively,	   the	   ‘chain	   &	   contact’	   mode	   performing	   both	   operations,	   and	   the	  ‘number	  of	  contacts	  (gradient)’	  mode	  coloring	  residues	  using	  a	  color	  gradient	  based	  on	   their	   total	   number	   of	   contacts.	   An	   example	   of	   the	   latter	   is	   provided	   in	  Figure	  
5.4b.	  Importantly,	  both	  PyMol	  visualization	  and	  spectral	  prediction	  show	  only	  those	  contacts	   that	   are	   marked	   as	   selected,	   with	   the	   sole	   exception	   of	   the	   ‘number	   of	  contacts	   (gradient)’	   visualization	   mode,	   which	   must	   by	   definition	   include	   all	  contacts	  detected.	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5.3 Correlation	  of	  Crystal	  Contacts	  to	  Chemical	  Shift	  Perturbation	  
A	  survey	  of	  the	  effects	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  on	  NMR	  chemical	  shifts	  was	  performed	  using	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  to	  address	  the	  following	  hypotheses:	  
• The	  presence	  of	  one	  or	  more	  crystal	  contact(s)	  at	  a	  given	  site	  leads	  to	  detectable	  CSP.	  	  
• The	  magnitude	  of	  CSPs	  due	  to	  crystal	  contacts	  is	  proportional	  to	  the	  number	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  at	  a	  particular	  site.	  
• The	   magnitude	   of	   CSPs	   due	   to	   crystal	   contacts	   is	   proportional	   to	   the	   contact	  distance(s),	  with	  closer	  contacts	  having	  larger	  effects.	  
• The	  observation	  of	  a	  significant	  CSP	  between	  solution	  and	  solid	  state	  NMR	  at	  a	  given	  site	  indicates	  a	  high	  likelihood	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  being	  present	  at	  that	  site.	  
Statistical	  methods	  were	  used	   to	   analyze	   the	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  output	   tables	   for	   a	  number	   of	   proteins,	   which	   had	   complete	   or	   nearly	   complete	   solution	   NMR	  assignments	   and	   SSNMR	   assignments	   as	   well	   as	   X-­‐ray	   crystallography	   crystal	  structures.	   As	   crystal	   contacts	   are	   by	   definition	   not	   present	   in	   solution,	   the	   basic	  principle	  of	   this	  analysis	  was	   to	   first	   find	  CSPs	  between	  solution	  NMR	  and	  SSNMR	  chemical	  shifts,	  and	  then	  to	  determine	  whether	  the	  magnitude	  of	  the	  CSP	  correlates	  well	   with	   the	   number	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   detected	   for	   at	   any	   given	   residue.	   This	  approach	   makes	   the	   critical	   assumption	   that	   the	   crystal	   structure	   provides	   an	  accurate	  representation	  of	  the	  protein’s	  structure	  under	  SSNMR	  conditions	  and,	  by	  extension,	   accurately	   portrays	   the	   positions	   of	   the	   crystal	   contacts	   in	   the	   SSNMR	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sample.	   For	   this	   reason,	   our	   analysis	   includes	   only	   proteins	   where	   sample	  conditions	   between	   X-­‐ray	   crystallography	   and	   SSNMR	   were	   reasonably	   similar	  (samples	   within	   2	   pH	   units	   of	   one	   another,	   similar	   precipitants	   and	   buffer	  concentrations	   used,	   same	   space	   group	  where	   known).	   As	   these	   rigorous	   criteria	  require	  data	   from	  three	  different	  experimental	   techniques,	   the	  number	  of	  systems	  that	   meet	   them	   is	   relatively	   small,	   and	   largely	   restricted	   to	   well-­‐characterized	  globular	   proteins	   that	   are	   often	   used	   as	  model	   compounds	   in	   NMR.	   The	   proteins	  used	  for	  the	  analysis	  are	  listed	  below:	  
• Crh	  [PDB:	  1MU4]45,	  50,	  54	  
• Ubiquitin	  [PDB:	  1UBQ65,	  3ONS67]44,	  53	  
• Immunoglobulin	  β1	  binding	  domain	  (GB1)	  [PDB:	  2QMT,	  2JSV]46-­‐48,	  52	  
• Aβ-­‐crystallin	  [PDB:	  3L1G]49,	  68	  
• Triosephosphateisomerase	  (TIM)	  [PDB:	  1I45]41,	  51	  
This	  dataset	  includes	  a	  total	  of	  450	  residues	  for	  which	  both	  solution	  and	  SSNMR	  chemical	  shift	  information	  is	  available,	  with	  some	  4584	  heavy-­‐atom	  intermolecular	  contacts	   (5Å	   cutoff).	   Analyses	  were	   performed	   only	   at	   the	   residue	   level	   (not	   per-­‐atom);	  the	  variables	  used	  include:	  average	  and	  maximum	  13C	  CSPs	  for	  all	  available	  positions	   in	   the	   residue;	   15N	   CSP	   (backbone	   only);	   presence	   or	   absence	   of	   crystal	  contacts	   (boolean)	   and	  number	  of	   crystal	   contacts;	  minimum	  and	  average	   contact	  distances	  for	  the	  residue.	  Previous	  studies	  have	  suggested	  that	  contacts	  within	  4.5Å	  are	  sufficient	  to	  describe	  a	  protein	  residue’s	  local	  environment69,	  70;	  cutoff	  distances	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Figure	   5.5:	   Histograms	   showing	   the	   different	   distributions	   of	   average	   13C	   CSPs	  
between	  residues	  with	  no	  crystal	  contacts	  (a),	  and	  one	  or	  more	  crystal	  contacts	  (b),	  as	  
well	   as	   average	   15N	   CSPs	   between	   residues	  with	   no	   crystal	   contacts	   (c),	   and	   one	   or	  
more	   crystal	   contacts	   (d).	   For	   both	   13C	   and	   15N,	   the	   differences	   in	   distribution	   are	  
significant	  at	  the	  p=0.001	  (99.9%)	  confidence	  level	  using	  the	  Mann-­‐Whitney	  U	  test.72,	  73	  
Residues	  with	  crystal	  contacts	  (b,d)	  are	  considerably	  more	  likely	  to	  experience	  larger	  
CSPs,	  as	  evidenced	  by	  their	  larger	  “tails”	  from	  approximately	  0.6	  to	  5	  ppm.	  The	  number	  
of	  data	  points	  (N)	  is	  450	  and	  383	  for	  13C	  and	  15N	  respectively.	  
	   As	   the	   CSP	   cutoff	   is	   increased	   from	  0.1	   to	   1.0	   ppm,	   the	   percentage	   of	   all	   CSPs	  greater	   than	   or	   equal	   to	   that	   cutoff	   occurring	   at	   residues	   with	   crystal	   contacts	  gradually	   increases.	   At	   the	   same	   time,	   the	   percentage	   of	   all	   crystal	   contacts	   that	  experience	   such	   a	   CSP	   declines.	   The	   intersection	   of	   the	   two	   curves,	   as	   shown	   in	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Figure	  5.6:	  Plot	  of	  13C	  (a)	  and	  15N	  (b)	  CSP	  magnitude	  against	  percentage	  of	  all	  CSPs	  of	  
that	  or	  greater	  magnitude	  that	  are	  located	  at	  residues	  with	  crystal	  contacts	  (red),	  and	  
percentage	   of	   all	   crystal	   contact	   residues	   experiencing	   a	   CSP	   of	   that	   magnitude	   or	  
greater	   (blue).	   Dotted	   red	   and	   blue	   lines	   represent	   the	   exponential	   trendlines	  
respectively,	   with	   equations	   shown.	   The	   curves	   intersect	   at	   0.42	   ppm	   and	   0.72	   ppm	  




It	   is	   notable	   that	   >60%	   of	   CSPs	   ≥	   0.4	   ppm	   occur	   at	   crystal	   contact	   sites,	   and	  >65%	  of	  all	  crystal	  contact	  sites	  experience	  CSPs	  ≥	  0.4	  ppm.	  Either	  the	  presence	  of	  a	  significant	   CSP	   or	   the	   presence	   of	   (one	   or	   more)	   crystal	   contacts	   is	   therefore	  predictive	   of	   the	   other	   at	   over	   60%	   accuracy.	   In	   such	   as	   binary	   classifier	   system	  (that	   is,	  both	  variables	  may	  expressed	  as	  0	  or	  1	   for	   false	  and	   true	   respectively),	   a	  receiver	  operating	  characteristic	  (ROC)	  curve	  as	  shown	  in	  Figure	  5.7	  may	  be	  used	  to	  asses	  predictive	  ability,	  by	  plotting	  the	  rate	  of	  true	  positives	  (sensitivity)	  against	  the	   rate	   of	   false	   positives	   (1-­‐specificity).73,	  74	   The	   calculated	   area	   under	   the	   curve	  (AUC)	   is	   0.649,	   indicating	   a	   predictive	   accuracy	   of	   almost	   65%	   for	   prediction	   of	  significant	   13C	   CSPs	   based	   solely	   on	   the	   presence/absence	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   at	   a	  particular	   residue.	   Predictive	   accuracy	   is	   further	   improved	   among	   residues	   that	  have	  more	   than	   one	   crystal	   contact.	   For	   instance,	   80.7%	   of	   all	   residues	  with	   ≥18	  crystal	   contacts	   within	   4.5Å	   experience	   a	   significant	   13C	   CSP,	   while	   73.9%	   of	   all	  residues	   with	   ≥19	   crystal	   contacts	   experience	   a	   significant	   15N	   CSP	   as	   shown	   in	  























Figure	  5.7:	  ROC	  curve73,	  74	  (using	  SPSS	  Statistics	  19.075)	  for	  prediction	  of	  significant	  (≥	  
0.4	   ppm)	   residue-­‐average	   13C	   CSPs	   solely	   from	   the	   presence	   or	   absence	   of	   a	   crystal	  
contact	  within	  4.5Å	  –	  both	  are	  treated	  as	  binary	  true/false	  variables	  for	  this	  purpose.	  
The	   calculated	   AUC	   is	   0.649,	   indicating	   predictive	   accuracy	   (true-­‐positive	   rate)	   of	  
64.9%.	  





Figure	  5.8:	  Plot	  of	  percentage	  of	  average	  13C	  CSPs	  (blue)	  and	  15N	  CSPs	  (red)	  meeting	  
the	   threshold	   of	   significance	   (13C:	   ≥0.4	   ppm,	   15N:	   ≥0.7	   ppm)	   against	   the	   per-­‐residue	  
number	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   within	   4.5Å.	   Exponential	   best-­‐fit	   curves	   are	   shown	   as	  
dotted	   lines,	   with	   corresponding	   equations.	   Over	   80%	   of	   residues	   experience	  
significant	   13C	   CSPs	   at	   higher	   crystal	   contact	   counts.	   For	   15N,	   this	   value	   approaches	  
74%.	  
	   Statistical	  modeling	  (using	  SPSS	  Statistics	  19.075)	  of	  the	  dataset	  provides	  further	  support	  for	  an	  association	  between	  CSP	  magnitude	  and	  number	  of	  crystal	  contacts.	  Pearson	   (parametric)	   and	   Spearman	   (nonparametric)	   correlations,	   the	   results	   of	  which	  are	  shown	   in	  Table	   5.1,	  demonstrate	  statistically	  significant	   interactions	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.01	   (99%)	   confidence	  between	  observed	  CSPs	  and	   the	  number	  of	   crystal	  contacts	  to	  a	  particular	  residue	  within	  4.5Å.	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   15N	  CSP	   13C	  Average	  CSP	   13C	  Maximum	  CSP	  
Contacts	  within	  4.5Å	  
(T/F)	  
rp	  =	  0.157,	  pp	  =	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.285,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  383	  	   rp	  =	  0.157,	  pp	  =	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.285,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  0.157,	  pp	  =	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.285,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	  
Number	  of	  contacts	  
within	  4.5Å	  
rp	  =	  0.207,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.318,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  0.243,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.372,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  0.197,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.370,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	  
Minimum	  contact	  
distance	  within	  4.5Å	  
rp	  =	  -­‐0.142,	  pp	  =	  0.032*	  rs	  =	  -­‐0.131,	  ps	  =	  0.043*	  N	  =	  383	   rp	  =	  -­‐0.149,	  pp	  =	  0.019*	  rs	  =	  -­‐0.109,	  ps	  =	  0.067	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  -­‐0.780,	  pp	  =	  0.140	  rs	  =	  -­‐0.082,	  ps	  =	  0.128	  N	  =	  450	  
Contacts	  within	  5.0Å	  
(T/F)	  
rp	  =	  0.154,	  pp	  =	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.302,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  383	   rp	  =	  0.258,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.374,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  0.224,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.383,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	  
Number	  of	  contacts	  
within	  5.0Å	  
rp	  =	  0.219	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.336,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  383	   rp	  =	  0.264,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.399,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  0.216,	  pp	  <	  0.001**	  rs	  =	  0.402,	  ps	  <	  0.001**	  N	  =	  450	  
Min.	  contact	  distance	  
within	  5.0Å	  
rp	  =	  -­‐0.140,	  pp	  =	  0.027*	  rs	  =	  -­‐0.127,	  ps	  =	  0.041*	  N	  =	  383	   rp	  =	  -­‐0.174,	  pp	  =	  0.006**	  rs	  =	  -­‐0.115,	  ps	  =	  0.048*	  N	  =	  450	   rp	  =	  -­‐0.107,	  pp	  =	  0.061	  rs	  =	  -­‐0.074,	  ps	  =	  0.142	  N	  =	  450	  rp	  	   Pearson	  r	  coefficient	  rs	  	   Spearman	  r	  coefficient	  pp	  	   Pearson	  probability	  of	  null	  hypothesis	  (significance)	  ps	  	   Spearman	  probability	  of	  null	  hypothesis	  (significance)	  N	  	   Sample	  size	  *	  	   Significant	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.05	  (95%)	  confidence	  level	  **	  	   Significant	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.01	  (99%)	  confidence	  level	  	  	  
Table	   5.1:	   Statistical	   parameters	   for	   bivariate	   Pearson	   (parametric)	   and	   Spearman	  
(nonparametric)	   linear	  correlations,	  with	  statistically	  significant	  associations	  shown.	  
Both	   the	   presence/absence	   of	   contacts	   (coded	   as	   a	   true/false	   variable)	   and	   the	  
number	  of	  contacts	  at	  both	  distance	  cutoffs	  are	  significantly	  correlated	  to	  15N	  and	  13C	  
CSPs.	   Of	   these,	   the	   number	   of	   contacts	   at	   5.0Å	   achieves	   the	   highest	   coefficients	   of	  
determination	  (r2)	  in	  both	  parametric	  and	  nonparametric	  correlations.	  	  
	   Results	  from	  nonparametric	  correlations	  are	  likely	  more	  trustworthy	  in	  this	  case	  as	   the	   signs	   of	   the	   CSPs	   are	   neglected	   (absolute	   values	   are	   used),	   and	   the	   data	  therefore	  will	  not	  conform	  to	  the	  normality	  assumption	  of	  parametric	  tests.	  Though	  statistically	   significant	   even	   at	   the	   p	   =	   0.001	   (99.9%)	   confidence	   level,	   the	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associations	   in	  Table	  5.1	  have	  relatively	  small	  coefficients	  of	  determination	  (r2).	  r2	  reports	   the	   percentage	   of	   variance	   that	   is	   shared	   between	   two	   variables,	   and	   is	  therefore	  indicative	  of	  the	  strength/magnitude	  of	  the	  relationship	  between	  the	  two;	  the	  observed	  low	  r2	  values	  suggest	  either	  that	  the	  relationships	  are	  not	  linear	  or	  that	  the	  number	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  alone	  is	  insufficient	  to	  explain	  observed	  variance	  in	  the	   CSPs.73	   The	   relationship	   is	   indeed	   not	   quite	   linear	   and	   is	   in	   fact	   best	  approximated	   with	   exponential	   functions,	   as	   shown	   in	   Figure	   5.6.	   Inclusion	   of	  additional	   factors	   such	   as	   the	   type	   of	   contact	   (i.e.	   hydrophilic,	   hydrophobic,	   ion	  bridge,	  etc.)	  in	  models	  may	  also	  be	  necessary	  to	  improve	  their	  predictive	  ability.	  The	  analysis	   further	   shows	   statistically	   significant	   correlations	   between	   the	   various	  CSPs	  and	  minimum	  contact	  distances.	  Average	  contact	  distances	  were	  also	  included	  but	   showed	   no	   significant	   or	   nearly	   significant	   correlations.	   As	   expected,	   the	  minimum	   contact	   distances	   yield	   negative	   correlation	   coefficients,	   indicating	   that	  the	  magnitude	  of	  the	  CSP	  increases	  as	  contact	  distances	  become	  shorter.	  	  A	  series	  of	  logistic	  regressions	  was	  also	  performed	  on	  the	  same	  dataset.	  Average	  
13C	   CSP	   and	   15N	   CSP	   were	   binned	   at	   the	   previously	   discussed	   thresholds	   of	  significance	  (≥0.4	  and	  ≥0.7	  ppm,	  respectively)	  to	  serve	  as	  binary	  outcome	  variables.	  Initially,	  models	  were	  generated	  with	  only	   the	  numbers	  of	   contacts	  at	   the	  4.5	  and	  5.0Å	   cutoffs	   as	   independent	   variables.	   In	   a	   subsequent	   pass,	   all	   variables	   with	  significant	  correlations	   to	   the	  CSPs	   in	  Table	   5.1	  were	   included	   in	  models	  so	  as	   to	  control	  for	  the	  effects	  of	  covariates.	  Without	  controlling	  for	  covariates,	  the	  number	  of	   contacts	   at	  both	  distance	   cutoffs	  was	   significantly	   associated	  with	  both	   13C	   and	  
15N	  CSPs	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.01	  confidence	  level.	  β	  values	  from	  logistic	  regressions	  can	  be	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used	  to	  calculate	  odds	  ratios73;	  for	  instance,	  the	  probability	  of	  finding	  a	  statistically	  significant	  CSP	  increases	  by	  eβ,	  or	  5.6%	  and	  6.4%	  for	  13C	  and	  15N	  respectively	  with	  each	  additional	  crystal	  contact	  using	  the	  4.5Å	  cutoff.	  When	  controlling	  for	  the	  effects	  of	   covariates	   (primarily	   minimum	   contact	   distance)	   however,	   only	   a	   nearly	  significant	  association	  (p	  =	  0.076	  at	   the	  5Å	  cutoff)	  was	  observed	  between	  15N	  CSP	  and	  the	  number	  of	  contacts.	  For	  13C,	  the	  association	  between	  number	  of	  contacts	  at	  both	  cutoffs	  and	  average	  CSP	  remained	  significant,	  at	  p	  =	  0.01	  confidence	   level	   for	  the	  5Å	  cutoff	  but	  only	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.05	  level	  using	  a	  4.5Å	  cutoff.	  Full	  results	  are	  shown	  in	   Table	   5.2.	   In	   all	   cases,	   the	   minimum	   contact	   distance	   was	   not	   significantly	  associated	   with	   CSPs	   when	   controlling	   for	   the	   effects	   of	   the	   number	   of	   contacts.	  However,	   since	   associations	   between	   15N	   CSPs	   fail	   to	   achieve	   significance	   after	  controlling	   for	  minimum	  contact	  distance,	   it	   is	   likely	   that	   considerable	   covariance	  exists	  between	  the	  two	  variables.	  As	  a	  result,	  controlling	  for	  covariates	  as	  in	  Table	  





	  	   15N	  CSP	  (Binned	  at	  ≥0.7	  ppm)	   Average	  13C	  CSP	  (Binned	  at	  
≥0.4	  ppm)	  
Number	  of	  contacts	  within	  
4.5Å	  
β	  =	  0.054,	  eβ	  =	  1.056,	  p	  <	  0.001**,	  S.E.	  =	  0.011	   β	  =	  0.062,	  eβ	  =	  1.064,	  p	  <	  0.001**,	  S.E.	  =	  0.012	  
Number	  of	  contacts	  within	  
5.0Å	  
β	  =	  0.031,	  eβ	  =	  1.031,	  p	  <	  0.001**,	  S.E.	  =	  0.006	   β	  =	  0.030,	  eβ	  =	  1.030,	  p	  <	  	  0.001**,	  S.E.	  =	  0.007	  
	  
b	  
	  	   15N	  CSP	  (Binned	  at	  ≥0.7	  ppm)	   Average	  13C	  CSP	  (Binned	  at	  
≥0.4	  ppm)	  
Number	  of	  contacts	  within	  
4.5Å	  
β	  =	  0.027,	  eβ	  =	  1.028,	  Sig.	  =	  0.109,	  S.E.	  =	  0.017	   β	  =	  0.047,	  eβ	  =	  1.048,	  Sig.	  =	  0.016*,	  S.E.	  =	  0.020	  
Number	  of	  contacts	  within	  
5.0Å	  
β	  =	  0.017,	  eβ	  =	  1.017,	  Sig.	  =	  0.076,	  S.E.	  =	  0.010	   β	  =	  0.030,	  eβ	  =	  1.030,	  Sig.	  =	  0.006**,	  S.E.	  =	  0.011	  *	  	   Significant	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.05	  (95%)	  confidence	  level	  **	  	   Significant	  at	  the	  p	  =	  0.01	  (99%)	  confidence	  level	  	  	  	  
Table	   5.2:	   Summary	   of	   results	   of	   logistic	   regressions	   performed	   on	   the	   dataset	   (a)	  
without	   controlling	   for	   and	   (b)	   controlling	   for	   the	   effects	   of	   other	   significantly	  
correlated	   variables	   in	   Table	   5.1.	   The	   association	   between	   15N	   CSPs	   and	   number	   of	  
contacts	   loses	   significance	   when	   controlling	   for	   the	   effects	   of	   minimum	   contact	  
distances.	   The	   association	   between	   13C	   CSPs	   and	   number	   of	   contacts	   remains	  
significant.	   Using	   results	   from	   (a),	   the	   odds	   ratio	   of	   finding	   a	   significant	   13C	   CSP	  
increases	  by	  a	  factor	  of	  1.056	  (5.6%)	  with	  every	  additional	  contact	  within	  4.5Å,	  or	  by	  a	  
factor	  of	  1.031	  (3.1%)	  for	  every	  additional	  contact	  within	  5.0Å.	  For	  15N,	  the	  odds	  ratio	  
of	  finding	  a	  significant	  CSP	  increases	  by	  3.1%	  and	  3.0%	  respectively.	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Taken	  together,	  the	  preceding	  analyses	  show	  that	  a	  large	  proportion	  (>60%)	  of	  significant	   CSPs	   occur	   at	   residues	   with	   close	   crystal	   contacts,	   and	   an	   even	   larger	  proportion	   (>65%)	   of	   residues	   with	   one	   or	   more	   crystal	   contacts	   experience	  significant	  CSPs.	  When	  the	  number	  of	  contacts	  is	  high,	  as	  many	  as	  80%	  of	  residues	  experience	   significant	   CSPs.	   Results	   of	   logistic	   regression	   modeling	   indicate	   that	  each	   additional	   crystal	   contact	   (within	   4.5Å)	   increases	   the	   probability	   of	   a	  significant	   CSP	   by	   5-­‐7%.	   As	   a	   result,	   CSPs	   between	   solid-­‐state	   and	   solution	   NMR	  spectra,	  when	  both	  are	  available,	  represent	  good	  indicators	  of	  crystal	  contact	  sites	  in	   the	  absence	  of	  a	  crystallographic	  structure.	  Conversely,	  when	  a	  crystallographic	  structure	   is	   available	   and	   the	   locations	   of	   crystal	   contacts	   known,	   crystal	   contact	  sites	   may	   be	   expected	   to	   show	   significant	   CSPs	   between	   solution	   and	   solid-­‐state	  NMR	   data;	  mapping	   of	   solution	   NMR	   assignments	   to	   solid-­‐state	   NMR	   spectra	   –	   a	  common	   assignment	   strategy	   in	   SSNMR	   –	   can	   therefore	   be	   streamlined	   by	   using	  sites	   not	   expected	   to	   have	   significant	   CSPs	   as	   starting	   points	   for	   assignment.	   For	  those	  sites	  with	  expected	  significant	  CSPs,	  the	  SSNMR	  resonance	  is	  likely	  to	  differ	  by	  at	   least	   0.4	   ppm	   and	   0.7	   ppm	   from	   the	   solution	  NMR	   assignment	   for	   13C	   and	   15N	  respectively,	   and	   could	   differ	   by	   as	   much	   as	   7	   ppm	   and	   22	   ppm	   respectively	  depending	  on	  the	  number	  of	  contacts.	  However,	  since	  CSPs	  are	  also	  observed	  in	  and	  commonly	  used	  as	   indicators	  of	  other	  phenomena,	  such	  as	   ligand	  binding	  (i.e.	  SAR	  by	   NMR),	   oligomerization,	   and	   hydrogen-­‐bonding,	   care	   should	   be	   taken	   in	   such	  analyses.	  Large	  patches	  of	  surface-­‐exposed	  hydrophobic	  residues,	   for	   instance,	  are	  known	   to	   be	   more	   likely	   to	   form	   biologically	   relevant	   interfaces	   than	   crystal	  contacts,	  and	  need	  to	  be	  interpreted	  accordingly.	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5.4 Technical	  Remarks	  and	  Software	  Dependencies	  
The	   GUI	   of	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   was	   created	   using	   the	   GTK2+	   (the	   GIMP	   Toolkit)76	  framework,	   which	   is	   available	   for	   all	   major	   platforms	   (Mac	   OS/Linux/Windows).	  The	   core	   program	   and	   its	   various	   helper	  modules	   are	   written	   in	   Perl-­‐5.877	   (5.10	  compatible),	  utilizing	  the	  Gtk2-­‐perl	  bindings78	   for	  communication	  with	  GTK2+	  and	  several	   additional	   modules79-­‐83	   for	   miscellaneous	   tasks.	   Perl	   was	   chosen	   for	   its	  efficient	  parsing	  of	   large	   text	   strings	   (i.e.	   PDB	   files),	   automated	  memory	  handling,	  and	  convenient	  data	  structures	  (i.e.	  hashes);	  these	  features	  largely	  offset	  its	  higher	  computational	  costs	  relative	  to	  languages	  like	  C/C++,	  although	  calculation	  speed	  can	  become	  problematic	  for	  very	  large	  structures.	  	  




Figure	  5.9:	   Schematic	  of	   subroutines	  and	  modules	   in	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR,	  along	  with	   their	  
interdependencies	  and	  sequence	  of	  interactions.	  
	   The	  primary	  external	  dependencies	  of	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  are	  Perl	  (5.8	  or	  greater)77,	  the	   GTK2+	   package76,	   and	   the	  Gtk2-­‐perl	   bindings	   to	   GTK2+78.	   For	  most	   operating	  systems,	  these	  can	  all	  be	  simply	  installed	  using	  user-­‐friendly	  package	  managers	  or	  downloadable	   installers.	   Other	   dependencies	   are	   used	   only	   for	   specific	   tasks,	   and	  are	  auto-­‐loaded	  if	  available.	  Their	  absence	  will	  disable	  the	  specific	   tasks	   for	  which	  they	   are	   used,	   but	   will	   not	   disable	   overall	   functionality	   or	   prevent	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  from	   launching.	   These	   dependencies	   are	   (1)	   the	   Spreadsheet::ParseExcel80	   and	  Spreadsheet::WriteExcel81	  Perl	  modules	   for	   reading	   from	  and	  writing	   to	  Microsoft	  Excel®	  respectively	  and	  (2)	  the	  GD	  graphics	  library83	  and	  the	  Perl	  module	  GD82	  to	  interface	  with	  the	  library,	  both	  used	  for	  rendering	  of	  the	  spectral	  prediction	  display.	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5.5 Conclusions	  and	  Future	  Work	  
ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  is	  a	  new	  tool	  to	  analyze,	  compile,	  and	  visualize	  crystal	  contacts	  in	  the	  context	  of	  SSNMR.	  Its	  utility	  is	  demonstrated	  in	  several	  examples,	  and	  especially	  in	   the	  systematic	   survey	  of	   crystal	   contacts	  presented	   in	  Section	  5.3,	   the	  raw	  data	  for	  which	  was	   largely	   generated	   in	   an	   automated	   fashion	   by	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR.	  Using	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR,	  we	  have	  shown	  that	  a	  strong	  and	  statistically	  significant	  association	  exists	  between	  the	  number	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  and	  CSPs	  at	  a	  given	  residue,	  and	  each	  may	  be	  used	  to	  predict	  the	  other	  at	  accuracies	  >60%	  and	  as	  high	  as	  80%	  in	  certain	  cases.	   Statistical	  models	   can	   be	   used	   to	   predict	   the	   likelihood	   of	   a	   significant	   CSP	  based	  on	  the	  number	  of	  crystal	  contacts,	  and	  indicate	  that	  this	  likelihood	  increases	  by	   as	  much	   as	   5-­‐7%	   for	   each	   additional	   crystal	   contact.	   Such	   predictive	   ability	   is	  useful	  for	  assignment	  of	  SSNMR	  spectra	  using	  solution	  NMR	  chemical	  shifts,	  as	  well	  as	   for	  mapping	   experimental	   CSPs	   to	   crystal	   and	  other	   intermolecular	   contacts	   in	  situations	  where	  no	  crystal	  structure	  is	  available.	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  can	  thereby	  greatly	  simplify	  execution	  of	  these	  tasks,	  and	  consequently	  save	  researchers	  valuable	  time.	  Features	   like	   the	   isotopic	   labeling	   toolbox	   and	   spectral	   prediction	   can	   also	   be	  invaluable	   to	   experimental	   design,	   for	   instance	   in	   picking	   an	   isotopic	   labeling	  scheme	   specifically	   for	   the	   detection	   of	   intermolecular	   contacts	   with	   minimal	  spectral	   congestion.	   The	   latest	   version	   of	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   is	   always	   available	   for	  download	  at	  http://mcdermott.chem.columbia.edu/software/.	  ACCEPT-­‐NMR	  is	  a	  work	  in	  progress	  and	  remains	  unfinished	  at	  the	  present	  time.	  As	   a	   result,	   some	   features	   remain	   incomplete,	   and	  many	   others	   can	   ultimately	   be	  added/improved	  to	  enhance	  the	  user	  experience	  and	  add	  functionality	  to	  the	  toolkit.	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Specifically,	   improved	  algorithms	  for	  contact	  overlap	  area	  and	  volume	  are	  needed,	  as	  is	  a	  calculation	  of	  the	  change	  in	  solvent	  accessible	  surface	  due	  to	  the	  presence	  of	  contacts.	   It	   is	   likely	   that	   these	   parameters,	   once	   built-­‐in,	  would	   be	  more	   strongly	  correlated	  to	  and	  better	  predictors	  of	  CSPs	  than	  even	  the	  number	  of	  contacts	  within	  5Å.	   The	   spectral	   display	   functionality	   is	   currently	   only	   capable	   of	   2D	   spectral	  prediction;	   inclusion	   of	   3D	   (and	   possibly	   higher)	   modes	   for	   various	   common	   3-­‐dimensional	  NMR	  experiments	  (i.e.	  NCOCA)	  would	  be	  beneficial	  for	  more	  advanced	  experimental	  planning	  and	  design.	  Split	  labeling	  schemes	  (i.e.	  one	  copy	  of	  a	  dimeric	  protein	  uniformly	  13C-­‐enriched	  while	  a	  second	  is	  uniformly	  15N-­‐enriched	  in	  order	  to	  detect	  intermolecular	  contacts)	  are	  also	  unsupported	  at	  the	  current	  time,	  but	  would	  extend	  the	  usefulness	  of	  the	  isotopic	  labeling	  module.	  A	  special	  mode	  to	  map	  CSPs	  from	   one	   or	  more	   chemical	   shift	   tables	   onto	   a	   secondary	   or	   3D	   structure	   is	   only	  partially	  complete.	  Additional	  tweaks,	  such	  as	  the	  addition	  of	  more	  file	  formats	  for	  import/export	   of	   data	   and	   the	   ability	   to	   load/save	   active	   ACCEPT-­‐NMR	   sessions,	  would	  improve	  general	  ease	  of	  use	  and	  compatibility	  with	  other	  software.	  Many	  of	  these	   features	   are	   already	   in	  development	   and,	   once	   added,	  will	  make	   for	   a	  more	  versatile	  and	  useful	  toolkit.	  Lastly,	  the	  current	  survey	  of	  the	  effects	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  upon	  chemical	  shifts	  as	  detailed	  in	  Section	  5.3	  was	  performed	  only	  at	  the	  residue	  level,	  and	  we	  have	  not	  directly	  examined	  the	  effects	  of	  crystal	  contacts	  on	  chemical	  shifts	  at	  an	  atomic	  level.	  We	  have	  also	  not	  directly	  addressed	  the	  directionality	  of	  CSPs	  attributable	  to	  crystal	  contacts,	  which	  would	  require	  an	  atomic-­‐level	  analysis	  rather	   than	   the	  use	  of	  per-­‐residue	   averages,	   as	   averages	   obscure	   the	   signs	   of	   the	   individual	   CSPs.	   We	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6.2 General	  Procedures	  for	  Sample	  Preparation:	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  
Preparation	   is	   begun	   by	   selecting	   a	   single	   colony	   of	   	  Pseudomonas	  aeruginosa	  strain	  K	  (PAK)4	  that	  supports	  vigorous	  production	  of	  	  Pf1	  phage	  under	  the	  labeling	  conditions.	   	  First,	   from	  PAK	  stocks	  kept	  as	  stabs	  in	  Luria-­‐Bertani	  broth	  agar	  at	  the	  Public	   Health	   Research	   Institute	   (PHRI).	   	   a	   few	   single	   colonies	   are	   picked	   from	  streaks	   on	   LB	   agar	   plates,	   grown	   in	   5	  ml	   of	   LB	   broth,	   and	   cross-­‐streaked	   against	  dilute	  Pf1	  phage	   stocks.	   Colonies	   that	   are	   sensitive	   to	   the	  phage	   and	   show	   robust	  growth	   are	   selected	   and	   grown	   overnight	   in	   standard	   M9	   minimal	   salt	   media	  supplemented	  with	  FeSO4	  in	  5	  milliliter	  culture	  tubes	  at	  	  37°C.	  	  The	  medium	  consists	  of:	  
3g	  KH2PO4	  (22mM)	  6g	  Na2HPO4	  (42mM)	  0.5g	  NaCl	  (8.5mM)	  1mL	  1M	  MgSO4	  (2mM)	  0.2mL	  1M	  CaCl2	  (1mM)	  2mL	  10mM	  FeSO4	  (20µM)	  10mg	  thiamine	  hydrochloride	  (Vitamin	  B1)	  (33µM)	  	  4g	  Glucose	  (~21mM)	  1.6g	  NH4Cl	  (~29mM)	  
per	  1L	  of	  medium	  not	  isotopically	  enriched	  
per	  1L	  of	  medium	  isotopically	  enriched	  depending	  on	  labeling	  scheme	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At	   this	   stage,	   the	   medium	   is	   not	   isotopically	   enriched	   but	   the	   bacteria	   are	  accustomed	  to	  it.	  The	  PAK	  cultures,	  reaching	  optical	  densities	  at	  600	  nm	  (OD600)	  of	  1.0	  or	  more,	  are	  then	  used	  for	  the	  large-­‐scale	  growth	  and	  phage	  production.	  	  
The	   large-­‐scale	   growth	   is	   performed	   in	   1	   or	  more	   batches,	   each	   consisting	   of	  750mL	  of	  M9	  medium	  in	  a	  2800	  mL	  Fernbach	  culture	  flask,	  which	  has	  symmetrical	  baffles	   in	   the	  bottom	  and	  sides	   for	  efficient	   continuous	  aeration.	  At	   this	  point,	   the	  M9	  medium	  is	   isotopically	  enriched,	  according	  to	   the	  desired	   labeling	  scheme.	  For	  typical	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	  growths,	  this	  consists	  of	  simply	  adding:	  
4g	  13C6-­‐glucose	  (99%,	  Cambridge	  Isotopes)	  1.6g	  15NH4Cl	  (98%,	  Cambridge	  Isotopes)	  




characterized.	  Typical	  growth	  curves	  for	  PAK	  under	  these	  conditions	  are	  plotted	  in	  
Figure	  6.1.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	  6.1:	  Growth	  curves	   for	  Pseudomonas	  aeruginosa	  strain	  K	   in	  M9	  medium	  from	  
growth	   start	   until	   harvesting,	   showing	   differences	   between	   U-­‐13C,15N	   Pf1	   (blue),	   3-­‐
fluorotyrosine	   (red,	   Section	   6.4),	   and	   DNA-­‐only	   labeling	   (green,	   Section	   6.3).	  
Substantially	  increased	  growth	  rates	  are	  observed	  during	  DNA-­‐only	  isotopic	  labeling,	  
presumably	   due	   to	   the	   large	   amounts	   of	   amino	   acids	   added	   to	   the	   medium.	   In	   3-­‐
fluorotyrosine	   labeling,	   on	   the	   other	   hand,	   the	   toxicity	   of	   3-­‐fluorotyrosine	   leads	   to	  
decreased	  growth	  rates	  and	  earlier	  onset	  of	  stationary	  phase.	  
	   Following	  the	  growth	  stage,	  the	  growth	  medium	  is	  subdivided	  into	  three	  250	  ml	  	  polycarbonate	   centrifuge	   bottles.	   	   PAK	   cells	   and	   cell	   debris	   are	   pelleted	   in	   a	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Beckman-­‐Coulter	   (Avanti	   J25)	   	   preparatory	   ultracentrifuge,	   spinning	   at	   8000g	   for	  20	  minutes	   in	   a	  Beckman	   JLA	   	   16.25	   rotor.	   The	   supernatant	   is	   carefully	   decanted	  into	   a	   graduated	   cylinder,	   and	   made	   8%	   w/v	   PEG-­‐8000	   and	   5mM	   in	   MgCl2.	   The	  addition	   of	   the	   polyethylene	   glycol	   and	   salt	   is	   sufficient	   to	   produce	   a	   cloudy	  precipitate	   of	   Pf1	   phage.	   This	   precipitation	   is	   essentially	   quantitative.	   The	  precipitated	  Pf1	  is	  collected	  by	  centrifugation,	  again	  at	  8000g	  in	  the	  250	  ml	  bottles.	  The	  pellets	  are	  resuspended	  in	  10mM	  Tris	  buffer	  (pH	  8.4)	  to	  approximately	  5	  to	  10	  mg/mL	  then	  subjected	  to	  a	  clarifying	  centrifugation	  	  in	  15	  mL	  conical	  tubes	  (Greiner	  Scientific)	  at	  10000g	  in	  a	  JA	  12	  rotor.	  	  The	  concentration	  and	  apparent	  quality	  of	  the	  phage	  at	  this	  stage	  have	  been	  characterized	  by	  UV	  absorbance	  spectra	  recorded	  in	  a	  Uvikon	   933	   UV-­‐VIS	   spectrophotometer.	   Pf1	   solutions	   typically	   have	   a	   maximum	  absorbance	  at	  ~270nm,	  with	  concentration	  estimated	  with	  an	  extinction	  coefficient	  of	  2.1	  mg-­‐1	  cm2,	  as	  previously	  reported.5	  
For	   additional	   purification,	   a	   series	   of	   cesium	   chloride	   gradients	   is	   used	   to	  isolate	   Pf1	   from	   similarly	   behaved	   impurities	   (also	   precipitated	   by	   PEG-­‐8000),	  presumed	  to	  include	  components	  of	  the	  PAK	  pili.	  CsCl	  is	  added	  to	  the	  resuspended	  Pf1	  solutions	  to	  a	  density	  of	   	  1.31g/mL	  (32%	  w/w).	   	  Solutions	  containing	  no	  more	  than	   1	   mg/ml	   phage	   are	   distributed	   into	   11.5	   ml	   tubes	   for	   	   placement	   in	   SW41	  swinging	  bucket	   rotors	  and	  spun	  at	  35000	  rpm	  (203000g	  max)	   for	  approximately	  65	  hours	  in	  a	  Beckman-­‐Coulter	  Optima	  LE80	  or	  similar	  ultracentrifuge.	  Because	  of	  the	   careful	   selection	   of	   solution	   density,	   the	   liquid	   crystal	   band	   of	   Pf1,	   with	   a	  buoyant	  density	  of	  1.31g/mL	  (1.27	  g/mL	  for	  unlabeled	  Pf1)	  forms	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  the	   tubes.	   The	   conditions	   allow	   for	   optimal	   separation	   between	   the	   Pf1	   and	   any	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impurities.	  	  Illumination	  of	  the	  clear	  centrifuge	  tubes	  from	  the	  bottom	  allows	  bands	  of	   phage	   and	   impurities	   to	   be	   manually	   and	   individually	   removed	   from	   their	  respective	  centrifuge	  tube	  with	  a	  pipette.	  
Depending	   on	   sample	   purity,	   two	   or	   three	   bands	   are	   typically	   observed	   after	  ultracentrifugation.	  The	  least	  dense	  of	  these	  is	  termed	  B0,	  and	  is	  a	  cloudy	  thin	  layer	  on	  top	  of	  the	  more	  densely	  packed	  bands.	  B0	  is	  easy	  to	  remove	  by	  pipette	  and	  does	  not	  “stick”	  to	  the	  bands	  below	  it.	  Below	  B0,	  the	  B1	  band	  is	  a	  far	  more	  compact	  band	  that	  can	  be	  difficult	  to	  separate	  from	  the	  liquid	  crystalline	  main	  band	  (Bm),	  requiring	  repeated	   pulsing	   with	   the	   pipette.	   Finally,	   Bm	   is	   the	   densest	   of	   the	   bands,	   and	  consists	  of	  pure	  Pf1	  bacteriophage.	   Its	   formation	  of	  a	   liquid	  crystal	   likely	  acts	  as	  a	  barrier	   to	   impurities	   crossing	   it	   during	   centrifugation,	   and	   multiple	  ultracentrifugation	   steps	   are	   frequently	   necessary	   in	   order	   to	   achieve	   the	   desired	  purity	  as	  a	  consequence.	  
The	   purity	   of	   each	   band	   extracted	   from	   ultracentrifugation	   is	   again	   analyzed	  using	   UV/Vis	   spectrophotometry.	   The	   ratio	   of	   maximum	   to	   minimum	   UV	  absorbance,	  OD270/OD245,	  is	  used	  a	  marker	  for	  purity,	  with	  optimal	  values	  near	  1.20.	  Using	  this	  method,	  the	  B0	  band	  is	  found	  to	  have	  negligible	  absorbance	  at	  270nm,	  and	  likely	   contains	   minimal	   Pf1.	   The	   B1	   band	   typically	   has	   an	   OD270/245	   ratio	   well	   in	  excess	   of	   1.20	   and	   thus	  has	   some	  Pf1	  but	  with	   considerable	   impurities.	   The	  main	  band	  routinely	  has	  OD	  <=	  1.21	  and	   is	  considered	  very	  pure.	   If	   the	  purity	  does	  not	  meet	   the	   aforementioned	   criteria	   or	   additional	   purity	   is	   desired,	   further	  ultracentrifugation	  steps	  may	  be	  performed.	  	  The	  purified	  Pf1	  samples	  used	  for	  the	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NMR	  studies	  typically	  had	  OD270/OD245	  ratios	  between	  1.19	  and	  1.21,	  OD350/OD270	  ratios	   of	   0.02,	   and	   plating	   efficiencies	   of	   20%	   or	   more	   (plaque	   forming	   units	   to	  physical	  particles).	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6.3 Modifications	  for	  Improved	  DNA	  Isotopic	  Enrichment	  
SSNMR	  spectra	  Pf1	  samples	  prepared	  using	  the	  standard	  procedure	  detailed	  in	  Section	   6.2	   often	   had	   poor	   SNR	   or	   entirely	   missing	   peaks	   in	   the	   DNA	   region.	  Specifically,	  peaks	  attributable	  to	  A/G	  C2,	  C6,	  C8	  and	  C/T	  C2	  were	  either	  very	  faint	  or	   entirely	   absent.	  While	   all	   amino	   acids	   can	   be	   biosynthesized	   from	   glucose	   and	  ammonium	   chloride	   as	   precursors,	  de	  novo	   DNA	  biosynthesis	   in	   bacteria	   involves	  additional	   precursors.6,	   7	   Namely,	   aspartic	   acid	   contributes	   the	   bulk	   of	   the	  nucleobase	   atoms	   in	   pyrimidines	   (N1,	   C4-­‐6),	   while	   carbamoyl	   phosphate	  contributes	   the	   remainder	   (C2,	   N3)	   to	   pyrimidine	   biosynthesis	   as	   shown	   in	  




Scheme	  6.1:	  Backbone	  of	  a	  purine	  base	  shown	  with	  standard	  numbering	  scheme	  in	  red	  
and	  carbon/nitrogen	  sources	  indicated.6,	  7	  
	  
	  
Scheme	   6.2:	   Key	   intermediates	   in	   pyrimidine	   biosynthesis,	  with	   standard	   numbering	  
scheme	   for	   pyrimidines	   shown	   in	   red	   throughout	   to	   indicate	   the	  metabolic	   origin	   of	  




Scheme	  6.3:	  Metabolic	  pathways	  constituting	  part	  of	  the	  folate	  cycle	  and	  leading	  to	  the	  
production	  of	  10-­‐formyltetrahydrofolate,	  which	  is	  subsequently	  used	  in	  de	  novo	  purine	  
biosynthesis.	  While	  13C-­‐labeled	  formate	  can	  be	  added	  to	  growth	  media	  to	  isotopically	  
label	  purine	  C2	  and	  C8	  along	  with	  thymine	  C7,	  some	  isotopic	  scrambling	  is	  expected	  at	  
these	  positions	  if	  12C-­‐serine	  and	  12C-­‐histidine	  are	  present	  in	  the	  cell.7	  
	   When	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1	   is	  grown,	  glycine	  and	  aspartic	  acid	  are	  fully	   labeled	  via	  the	  growth	   medium’s	   13C6	   glucose,	   leaving	   bicarbonate	   and	   formate	   as	   the	   only	  contributors	  of	  12C	  to	  DNA	  biosynthesis.	  To	  improve	  labeling	  efficiency,	  13C-­‐enriched	  sodium	  bicarbonate	  and	  sodium	  formate	  may	  be	  added	  to	  the	  medium	  to	  reduce	  the	  fraction	  of	  12C	  incorporated.	  Unfortunately,	  13C-­‐bicarbonate	  will	  inevitably	  exchange	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with	   12C-­‐bicarbonate	   from	   the	   air	   in	   the	   absence	   of	   a	   13CO2	   atmosphere,	   and	  therefore	   some	   degree	   of	   isotopic	   scrambling	   for	   purine	   C6	   and	   pyrimidine	   C2	   is	  unavoidable.	  Similarly,	  12C-­‐formate	  can	  be	  a	  byproduct	  of	  12C-­‐serine	  or	  12C-­‐hisitide	  catabolism	   if	   these	   are	  present.	  As	   a	   result,	   13C-­‐enriched	  bicarbonate	   and	   formate	  are	   added	   to	   the	   growth	  medium	   in	   significant	   excess	   to	  maximize	   incorporation	  and	  isotopic	  enrichment.	  The	  following	  medium	  is	  used:	  
• 3	  g	  KH2PO4	  (22mM)	  
• 6	  g	  Na2HPO4	  (42mM)	  
• 0.5	  g	  NaCl	  (8.5mM)	  
• 1	  mL	  1M	  MgSO4	  (2mM)	  
• 0.2	  mL	  1M	  CaCl2	  (1mM)	  
• 2	  mL	  10mM	  FeSO4	  (20µM)	  
• 10	  mg	  thiamine	  hydrochloride	  (Vitamin	  B1)	  (33µM)	  
• 4	  g	  13C6-­‐Glucose	  (~21mM)	  
• 1.6	  g	  15NH4Cl	  (~29mM)	  
• 1.33	  g	  NaH13CO3	  (16mM)	  
• 0.66	  g	  Na13CO2H	  (10mM)	  






Figure	   6.2:	   Overlay	   of	   DARR	   spectra	   of	   Pf1	   samples	   grown	   in	   13C,15N-­‐enriched	   M9	  
medium	  with	   (blue)	  and	  without	   (red)	   the	  addition	  of	   13C-­‐enriched	  bicarbonate	  and	  
formate.	   Purine	   C2,	   C6,	   and	   C8	   peaks,	   as	   well	   as	   pyrimidine	   C2	   peaks,	   are	   clearly	  




Attempts	  were	  also	  made	  to	  grow	  Pf1	  such	  that	  its	  DNA	  is	  isotopically	  enriched	  but	   that	   labeling	   of	   the	   coat	   protein	   is	   suppressed	   (DNA-­‐13C,15N	   Pf1).	   This	   was	  undertaken	   by	   adding	  most	   of	   the	   essential	   amino	   acids	   natural	   abundance	   (12C)	  into	   the	   growth	  medium,	   leaving	   out	   only	   those	   involved	   in	   DNA	   biosynthesis	   or	  those	   sharing	   a	  metabolic	   pathway	  with	   the	   former.6	   The	   amount	   of	   13C6-­‐glucose	  and	  15NH4Cl	  added	  to	  the	  medium	  was	  consequently	  halved,	  since	  only	  the	  missing	  amino	  acids	  and	  nucleotides	  would	  need	  to	  be	  biosynthesized	  by	  the	  PAK	  cells.	  The	  following	  amino	  acid	  mixture	  was	  used	  (total	  2.3	  grams):	  
• 0.2	  g	  Alanine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Cysteine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Glutamine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Leucine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Isoleucine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Lysine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Methionine	  
• 0.1	  g	  Proline	  
• 0.1	  g	  Phenylalanine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Threonine	  
• 0.1	  g	  Tryptophan	  
• 0.2	  g	  Tyrosine	  
• 0.2	  g	  Valine	  
The	   amino	   acid	  mixture	  was	   added	   just	   prior	   to	   inoculation	   to	  minimize	   isotopic	  scrambling	  of	  the	  DNA	  sugars/bases	  resulting	  for	  amino	  acid	  catabolism.	  Arginine,	  asparagine,	  aspartic	  acid,	  glutamic	  acid,	  glycine,	  histidine,	  and	  serine	  were	  excluded	  due	   to	   their	   contributions	   to	  DNA	  biosynthesis.6,	  7	   2-­‐dimensional	  DARR	   spectra	   of	  the	  resulting	  samples	  show	  little	  DNA	  signal	   intensity	  (Figure	  6.3),	   indicating	  that	  the	  degree	  of	  isotopic	  scrambling	  was	  large	  in	  spite	  of	  efforts	  to	  prevent	  it.	  Further	  efforts	   will	   need	   to	   be	   made	   to	   refine	   this	   labeling	   scheme,	   both	   by	   optimizing	  concentrations	  and	  judicious	  choice	  of	  excluded	  amino	  acids.	  Metabolic	  pathways	  in	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Pseudomonas	  have	  not	  been	  as	  widely	  studied	  as	  in	  E.	  coli	  or	  other	  model	  systems,	  and	   therefore	   additional	   pathways	   may	   be	   present	   that	   increase	   the	   degree	   of	  isotopic	  scrambling.	  	  
	  
Figure	   6.3:	   2D	   DARR	   spectrum	   (50ms	  mixing	   time)	   of	   DNA-­‐13C,15N	   Pf1,	   showing	   no	  
signal	   from	   the	  DNA	  bases	  despite	   extensive	   isotopic	   labeling	  of	   the	  DNA	   sugars.	  All	  
peaks	  in	  the	  nucleobase	  region	  belong	  to	  Tyr25	  and	  Tyr40	  of	  the	  coat	  protein.	  The	  lack	  
of	  crosspeaks	  in	  the	  protein	  region	  The	  DNA	  sugars	  are	  the	  most	  intense	  peaks	  in	  the	  
2D	  spectrum.	  A	  1-­‐dimensional	  projection	  is	  shown	  above	  the	  top	  axis.	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6.4 Introduction	  of	  19F	  Isotopic	  Labels	  using	  3-­‐Fluorotyrosine	  	  
The	   orientation	   and	   positioning	   of	   the	   ssDNA	   inside	   of	   the	   Pf1	   virion	   is	   of	  fundamental	  interest	  to	  understanding	  the	  phage’s	  overall	  structure.	  One	  promising	  approach	  has	  been	  to	  introduce	  3-­‐fluorotyrosine	  (3FY)	  in	  place	  of	  the	  two	  tyrosine	  residues	  present	  in	  the	  Pf1	  major	  coat	  protein,	  with	  the	  hopes	  of	  then	  observing	  19F-­‐
31P	  or	  19F-­‐13C/15N	  magnetization	  transfer	  via	  REDOR8	  or	  TEDOR9,	  10	  pulse	  sequences	  to	  determine	  the	  distance	  from	  Y40	  of	  the	  coat	  protein	  to	  the	  DNA.	  Similar	  studies	  have	   proved	   fruitful	   for	   other	   model	   systems,	   including	   E.	   Coli	   cAMP	   receptor	  protein,11	   fluorinated	  nucleotides,12	   and	  RNA-­‐protein	   complexes13;	   distances	  of	  up	  to	   16Å	   have	   been	  measured	   using	   this	  method.14	   This	  would	   then	   serve	   as	   a	   key	  structural	  restraint	  in	  the	  generation	  of	  any	  further	  structural	  models	  of	  the	  entire	  virion.	   While	   the	   SSNMR	   component	   of	   this	   endeavor	   has	   been	   hampered	   by	  instrumentation	   failures	   and	   other	   technical	   difficulties,	   we	   were	   able	   to	  successfully	  introduce	  3FY	  into	  the	  Pf1	  coat	  protein.	  19F	  SSNMR	  spectra,	  as	  shown	  in	  




Figure	  6.4:	  19F	  spectrum	  of	  Pf1	  grown	  in	  13C,15N-­‐enriched	  M9	  medium	  with	  added	  3FY,	  
acquired	  with	  background	  suppression.	  The	  isotropic	  19F	  chemical	  shift	  of	  -­‐135.72	  ppm	  
is	  consistent	  with	  3FY	  incorporation,	  but	  the	  broadness	  of	  the	  peak	  (a	  FWHH	  of	  over	  
10.41	  kHz/18.44	  ppm)	  suggests	  a	  high	  degree	  of	  heterogeneity.	  	  The	  19F	  spectrum	  was	  
referenced	  to	  pure	  3FY,	  with	  a	  19F	  chemical	  shift	  of	   -­‐136.7	  ppm,15	  and	  was	  processed	  
with	  100Hz	  of	  exponential	  line	  broadening	  and	  polynomial	  baseline	  correction.	  	  
	   3FY	  has	  been	   found	   to	  be	   toxic16	  at	   low	  concentrations,	  however,	  we	   found	  no	  significant	  decrease	  in	  Ps.	  aeruginosa	  growth	  at	  concentrations	  as	  high	  as	  10mM.	  It	  is	  however	  possible	  that	  the	  degree	  of	  incorporation	  of	  3FY	  is	  low,	  owing	  to	  normal	  tyrosine	   biosynthesis	   and,	   via	   a	   metabolic	   pathway	   specific	   to	   Pseudomonas,	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phenylalanine	   conversion	   into	   tyrosine.17	   The	   latter	   especially	   may	   provide	   a	  potential	   mechanism	   by	   which	   3FY	   incorporation	   could	   be	   subverted,	   despite	  presumed	  down-­‐regulation	  of	   any	  and	  all	   tyrosine	  production	  mechanisms	  by	   the	  addition	  of	  3FY	  to	  the	  growth	  medium.	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6.5 Sample	  Packing	  for	  SSNMR	  
Virus	   solutions	   at	   a	   concentration	   of	   approximately	   1mg/mL,	   and	   with	   CsCl	  concentrations	   of	   ~0.2	  M,	   are	   initially	   precipitated	   by	   adding	   8%	  w/v	   PEG-­‐8000.	  The	   Pf1	   is	   pelleted	   at	   3700g	   for	   20	   min	   using	   a	   Sorvall	   Legend	   RT	   preparative	  centrifuge.	  Once	   the	  supernatant	   is	  decanted,	   the	  sample	   is	   resuspended	   in	  10mM	  TRIS	   buffer	   (pH=8.4)	   and	   the	   procedure	   is	   repeated	   until	   the	   cesium	   chloride	  concentration	  is	  calculated	  to	  be	  less	  than	  2mM.	  Lowering	  sample	  salt	  concentration	  minimizes	  sample	  heating	  due	  to	  the	  electric	  fields	  generated	  during	  RF	  pulsing	  in	  NMR	  experiments.	  At	  this	  stage,	  the	  pellet	  is	  resuspended	  a	  minimal	  amount	  of	  TRIS	  buffer	  (pH=8.4)	  that	  contains	  8%	  w/v	  PEG-­‐8000	  and	  30%	  v/v	  ethylene	  glycol	  (used	  as	  a	  cryoprotectant),	  and	  quantitatively	  transferred	  to	  one	  or	  more	  1.5	  mL	  or	  0.5	  mL	  Eppendorf	  tubes,	  each	  containing	  the	  proper	  amount	  of	  Pf1	  for	  a	  full	  SSNMR	  sample	  (as	   determined	   by	   rotor	   type/size).	   The	   sample	   is	   then	   re-­‐precipitated	   via	   the	  addition	  of	  a	  sufficient	  volume	  of	  1M	  MgCl2	  solution	  to	  make	  the	  Pf1	  solution’s	  MgCl2	  concentration	  5mM.	  The	  sample	  is	  allowed	  to	  stand	  for	  at	  least	  20	  min	  at	  4°C.	  Once	  precipitation	   is	  complete	  and	  the	  solution	   is	  visibly	  cloudy	  and	  turbid,	   the	  virus	   is	  pelleted	   in	   an	  Eppendorf	   5417R	   centrifuge	  by	   spinning	   at	   15000	   rpm	   for	  20	  min.	  The	   supernatant	   is	   thoroughly	   removed	   with	   a	   pipette	   and	   by	   blotting	   any	  remaining	  droplets	  with	  sterile	  wipes.	  
The	   final	   pellet	   is	   then	   transferred	   directly	   to	   an	   appropriate	   SSNMR	   rotor	   by	  use	   of	   a	   packing	   apparatus	   custom-­‐made	   for	   this	   purpose.	   The	   bottom	   of	   the	  Eppendorf	   tube	  containing	   the	  pellet	   is	  cut	  off,	   taking	  care	  not	   to	  disturb	  or	   touch	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6.6 Hydration	  Control	  of	  SSNMR	  Samples	  
Sample	   hydration	   has	   emerged	   as	   an	   important	   variable	   in	   determining	   the	  quality	   of	   SSNMR	   spectra	   not	   only	   of	   Pf1,	   but	   also	   of	   other	   biological	   samples.	  Initially,	   a	   simple	   sealed	   chamber	   containing	  a	  hygrometer,	   the	   sample,	   and	  a	   salt	  solution	   calibrated	   to	   achieve	   a	   desired	   relative	   humidity	   (RH)	   was	   used	   for	   the	  purposes	   of	   hydration	   control.	   The	  mass	   of	   the	   sample	   over	   time	  was	   tracked	   to	  determine	  whether	  the	  sample	  had	  equilibrated	  at	  its	  target	  RH,	  with	  equilibration	  defined	   as	   negligible	  mass	   change	   (<=	   0.1mg)	   in	   1.5	   hours.	   This	   however	   proved	  cumbersome,	  as	  the	  chamber	  needed	  to	  be	  opened	  to	  take	  mass	  measurements,	  and	  airflow	  within	  the	  chamber	  was	  minimal,	  leading	  to	  long	  equilibration	  times.	  A	  new	  apparatus	   was	   developed,	   over	   the	   course	   of	   several	   iterations,	   to	   achieve	  equilibration	   considerably	   faster,	   to	   have	   considerably	  more	   precise	   control	   over	  the	   RH,	   and	   to	   allow	   the	   sample	   to	   be	   easily	   extracted	   for	   measurements	   in	   a	  minimally	   disruptive	   way.	   The	   basic	   principle	   behind	   the	   apparatus	   is	   that	   by	  mixing	  two	  air	  streams,	  one	  “wet”	  (99-­‐100%	  RH)	  and	  the	  other	  “dry”	  (<5%	  RH),	  the	  RH	   of	   the	   output	   “mixed”	   air	   which	   then	   passes	   over	   the	   sample	   can	   be	   finely	  controlled	   by	   modifying	   the	   flow	   rates	   of	   the	   “wet”	   and	   “dry”	   lines.	   By	   using	  continually	   flowing	   air	   (the	   apparatus	   is	   able	   to	   generate	   flow	   rates	   of	   up	   to	   10	  L/min)	   as	   opposed	   to	   stationary	   air,	   sample	   equilibration	   can	   be	   achieved	   more	  rapidly	  (Figure	  6.5),	  thus	  allowing	  the	  sample	  to	  be	  kept	  at	  temperatures	  of	  above	  0°C	   for	   shorter	   periods	   of	   time	   and	   potentially	   reducing	   sample	   degradation	  compared	   to	   the	   sealed	   chamber	   concept.	  An	  overview	  of	   the	   apparatus	  design	   is	  presented	  in	  shown	  in	  Figure	  6.6.	  Additional	  features	  have	  been	  added	  over	  time,	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such	  as	  strategically	  placed	  bypass	  valves	  and	  pressure	  relief	  valves	  help	   improve	  RH	   stability	   (ensure	   changes	   of	   no	   greater	   than	   1%	   RH	   over	   time)	   by	   regulating	  system	   pressure	   and	   allowing	   airflow	   to	   be	   shut	   off	   or	   rerouted	   for	   sample	  insertion/removal.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	   6.5:	   Dehydration	   profiles	   (as	   monitored	   by	   sample	  mass)	   of	   comparable	   Pf1	  
samples	   using	   the	   method	   of	   equilibration	   with	   saturated	   salt	   solution	   in	   a	   sealed	  
chamber	  (blue)	  and	  using	  the	  apparatus	  depicted	  in	  Figure	  6.6	  (red).	  Starting	  sample	  
masses	  differed	  by	  <2	  mg,	  and	  both	  were	  dehydrated	  to	  90%	  RH.	  	  Sample	  dehydration	  
times	   decrease	   by	   a	   factor	   of	   >4	   using	   the	   new	   hydration	   chamber	   design.	   This	   is	  
especially	   critical	   for	   samples	   that	   are	   temperature	   sensitive	   and	   begin	   to	   degrade	  




Figure	   6.6:	   Schematic	   (top)	   and	   photograph	   (bottom)	   of	   a	   hydration	   control	  
apparatus	  developed	  for	  precise	  hydration	  regulation	  of	  biological	  samples.	  “Wet”	  and	  
“dry”	   air	   streams	   (with	   relative	   humidities	   of	   ~100%	  and	  ~5%	  RH	   respectively),	   the	  
flow	  rates	  of	  which	  are	   independently	  adjustable,	  converge	   in	  a	  mixing	  chamber	   just	  
prior	  to	  passing	  over	  the	  sample.	  A	  hygrometer	  measures	  the	  RH	  of	  the	  output	  “mixed”	  
air	  stream,	  allowing	  the	  operator	  to	  adjust	  its	  RH	  as	  necessary.	  Airflow	  at	  1-­‐10	  L/min,	  
in	  the	  range	  of	  5-­‐97%	  RH,	  can	  be	  stably	  maintained	  (<1%	  RH	  deviation)	  for	  a	  period	  of	  
several	  hours	  to	  days	  as	  needed	  to	  achieve	  equilibration.	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Sample	  humidity	   control	  has	   shown	  promise	   in	   increasing	   signal	   intensity	  and	  SNR,	  as	  shown	   in	  Figure	   6.7.	  Between	  comparably	  prepared	  and	  packed	  samples,	  SNR	  and	  raw	  signal	  intensity	  were	  highest	  in	  the	  sample	  equilibrated	  to	  the	  lowest	  RH	   (75%),	   consistent	   with	   previous	   SSNMR	   observations	   on	   hydrated	   elastin	  samples.18	   SNR	   and	   especially	   resolution	   suffered	   however	   when	   the	   RH	   was	  reduced	   to	   20%,	   indicating	   that	   sample	   dehydration	   beyond	   some	   critical	   point	  leads	  to	  sample	  degradation.	  
	  
Figure	   6.7:	   DNA	   C1’/C4’	   peak	   intensity/integral	   ratios	   relative	   to	   Lys20	   CA-­‐CE	  
crosspeak	   intensity	   (red),	   Lys20	   CA-­‐CE	   crosspeak	   integral	   (blue),	   and	   Thr5	   CA-­‐CB	  
crosspeak	  intensity	  (red),	  plotted	  against	  relative	  humidity.	  Data	  was	  obtained	  from	  a	  
series	  of	  2D	  DARR	  spectra	  acquired	  under	   identical	  conditions,	  but	  different	   samples	  
were	   used	   for	   each	   RH	   data	   point.	   Only	   non-­‐overlapping	   protein	   crosspeaks	   were	  
chosen	  for	  the	  analysis	  so	  as	  to	  yield	  reliable	  intensities	  and	  integrals.	  No	  DNA	  signal	  is	  
observed	  at	  100%	  RH;	  decreasing	   in	  RH	   from	  93%	  to	  75%,	  all	   three	  metrics	   show	  a	  
consistent	   increase	   in	   relative	   DNA	   signal	   intensity	  with	   decreasing	   hydration	   level.	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6.7 Future	  Directions	  
6.7.1 Novel	  Isotopic	  Labeling	  Schemes	  as	  a	  Means	  of	  Establishing	  New	  
Structural	  Restraints	  
The	  ultimate	  goal	  in	  structural	  studies	  of	  the	  Pf1	  DNA	  remains	  the	  development	  of	  a	  consensus	  structural	  model	  of	  the	  intact	  phage	  that	  combines	  data	  from	  X-­‐ray	  fiber	   diffraction,	   NMR,	   Raman	   spectroscopy,	   and	   possibly	   other	   structural	  techniques	   to	   yield	   a	   detailed	   picture	   of	   both	   the	   coat	   protein	   and	   the	   DNA,	   and	  particularly	   of	   how	   these	   components	   interact	   to	   stabilize	   the	   overall	   structure.	  Thus	  far,	  only	  two	  models	  of	  Pf1	  (one	  of	  which	  is	  actually	  a	  refinement	  of	  the	  other)	  have	  attempted	  to	  include	  the	  DNA	  at	  all.2,	  19	  In	  order	  to	  contribute	  meaningfully	  to	  such	  an	  effort,	  we	  must	  establish	  distance	  and/or	  other	  restraints	  by	  SSNMR	  which	  can	  then	  be	  used	  to	  refine	  the	  already	  large	  body	  of	  structural	  data	  available	  from	  other	  methods.	  For	  a	  structure	  as	  large	  as	  the	  Pf1	  bacteriophage	  however,	  such	  an	  endeavor	  is	  not	  simple.	  Spectral	  overlap	  hampers	  resolution	  and	  thereby	  prohibits	  the	   use	   of	   most	   common	   techniques	   for	   distance	   measurement	   in	   uniformly	  isotopically	  labeled	  Pf1,	  and	  even	  in	  sparsely	  labeled	  samples.	  One	  solution	  may	  be	  to	  selectively	  introduce	  isotopic	  labels	  other	  than	  13C	  or	  15N	  in	  a	  controlled	  fashion.	  In	  particular,	   19F	   seems	   to	  be	  a	  good	  candidate;	   its	   small	   size	   typically	  prevents	   it	  from	   significantly	   disrupting	   the	   structure	   of	   proteins	   and	   other	   biological	  assemblies20,	  while	  its	  high	  gyromagnetic	  ratio	  yields	  ample	  NMR	  signal	  and	  makes	  it	  a	  good	  magnetization	  source.	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19F	  NMR	  studies	  of	  3FY-­‐labeled	  Pf1	  have	  been	  contemplated	  for	  some	  time,	  but	  have	  unfortunately	  been	  repeatedly	  put	  on	  hold	  due	  to	  equipment	  malfunctions	  and	  other	   problems.	   Planned	   work	   in	   this	   area	   includes	   the	   collection	   of	   REDOR	   or	  TEDOR	   buildup	   curves	   for	   magnetization	   transfer	   between	   the	   19F	   of	   3FY	  introduced	  in	  place	  of	  Y40	  of	  the	  major	  coat	  protein	  and	  the	  31P	  of	  the	  neighboring	  DNA’s	  phosphate	  groups,	  which	  are	  predicted	  by	  current	  models	  to	  be	  close	  to	  the	  virion’s	   central	   axis.2	   The	   different	   nucleotide	   types	   likely	   have	   slightly	   differing	  phosphorus	  chemical	  shifts,	  which,	  due	  to	  the	  symmetry	  of	  the	  structure,	  may	  not	  be	  resolvable21;	  the	  31P	  spectrum	  of	  3FY-­‐labeled	  Pf1,	  having	  a	  single	  31P	  peak	  at	  -­‐4.85	  ppm	   FWHH	   of	   3.55	   ppm,	   is	   shown	   in	   Figure	   6.8.	   However,	   even	   an	   average	  fluorotyrosine—phosphate	   distance	   will	   be	   of	   use	   as	   a	   means	   of	   confirming	   the	  validity	  of	  currently	  existing	  models	  or	   the	  development	  of	  novel	  ones.	  Depending	  on	   nucleotide	   type,	   the	   DNA	   nucleobases	   also	   have	   rather	   distinct	   15N	   chemical	  shifts,	  and	  additional	  experiments	  may	  exploit	   this	   fact	   to	  extend	  this	  work	  to	  19F-­‐
15N	   distances,	   thereby	   establishing	   a	   series	   of	   structural	   restraints	   for	   individual	  nucleotide	  types.	  	  
Further,	   the	  major	   coat	   protein	   of	   Pf1	   has	   only	   a	   single	   arginine	   residue,	   R44,	  making	   it	  a	  promising	   target	   for	   isotopic	   labeling.	  Fluorinated	  arginine	  derivatives	  could	   be	   introduced	   into	   the	   growth	   medium,	   and	   then	   similarly	   provide	   an	  unambiguous	  set	  of	  19F-­‐31P	  or	  19F-­‐15N	  distances.	  Along	  similar	  lines,	  current	  models	  place	  K45	  of	  the	  major	  coat	  protein	  within	  interaction	  range	  of	  the	  DNA,	  and	  it	  too	  would	   be	   a	   promising	   target	   for	   fluorination.	   Much	   as	   with	   tyrosine,	   2	   lysine	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Figure	  6.8:	  31P	  one-­‐pulse	  spectrum	  of	  3FY-­‐labeled	  U-­‐13C,15N	  Pf1.	  The	  chemical	  shift	  of	  -­‐
4.85	  ppm,	  referenced	  externally	   to	  barium	  diethyl	  phosphate	  (5.5	  ppm)22,	   falls	   in	   the	  
accepted	  range	  for	  nucleic	  acids.23,	  24	  The	  FWHH	  of	  the	  peak	  is	  875.3	  Hz,	  or	  3.55	  ppm;	  
the	  spectrum	  is	  processed	  with	  100	  Hz	  of	  exponential	  line	  broadening	  and	  polynomial	  
baseline	  correction.	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6.7.2 Systematic	  Studies	  of	  Hydration	  and	  Improvement	  of	  Hydration	  Control	  	  





Figure	   6.9:	   Proposed	   update	   to	   the	   design	   of	   the	   hydration	   control	   apparatus.	   Key	  
features	  are	  in-­‐place	  sample	  weighing	  via	  the	  placement	  of	  the	  sample	  chamber	  inside	  
of	  an	  analytical	  balance	  (airflow	  is	  shut	  off	  or	  rerouted	  for	  measurement),	  the	  addition	  
of	  an	  air	  dryer	   for	  constant	  ~0%	  RH	  source	  air,	  and	   the	  addition	  of	  a	  computer	  and	  
computer-­‐controlled	   valves.	   The	   computer	   would	   receive	   readings	   from	   both	   the	  
hygrometer	   and	   analytical	   balance,	   then	   adjust	   airflows	   accordingly	   to	   maintain	   a	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1 Tables	  of	  Ab	  Initio	  Predicted	  Chemical	  Shifts	  
1.1 Referencing	  
	   13C: TMS Chemical Shielding 
OLYP: 6-311++G** VDZP IGLO-III PC-2 Aug-PC-2 
Shielding 201.60	   235.70	   182.80	   213.00	   204.20	  
201.70	   235.90	   182.90	   213.10	   200.70	  
201.30	   235.50	   182.60	   212.80	   203.70	  
201.53	   235.70	   182.77	   212.97	   202.87	  
Average: 201.60	   235.68	   182.83	   213.05	   203.03	  
 15N: NH4Cl Chemical Shielding 
Shielding 232.70	   204.40	   237.10	   250.60	   251.60	  
 31P: H3PO4 Chemical Shielding	  
Shielding 338.30	   607.30	   318.20	   782.10	   595.70	  
 13C: DSS Chemical Shielding	  
Shielding 204.00	   237.70	   184.80	   190.20	   190.20	  
203.80	   237.40	   184.60	   190.80	   190.80	  
202.30	   235.90	   183.00	   188.80	   188.80	  
Average: 203.37	   237.00	   184.13	   189.93	   189.93	  
DSS-TMS: 1.77	   1.33	   1.31	   -­‐23.12	   -­‐13.09	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1.2 Basis	  Set	  Comparison:	  (d(GGTATACC)2)	  
Residue Res Atom Sh. VDZP Sh. IGLO Sh. 6-
311++G 
CS VDZP CS IGLO CS 6-
311++G 
Exp. CS 
G1	   G	   P	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
G1	   G	   C5'	   177.5	   112.4	   135.7	   56.17	   68.42	   63.89	   64.50	  
G1	   G	   C4'	   161.8	   91.4	   113.7	   71.87	   89.42	   85.89	   89.10	  
G1	   G	   C1'	   161.9	   91.1	   119	   71.77	   89.72	   80.59	   85.60	  
G1	   G	   N9	   152.9	   63.3	   94.1	   51.50	   173.80	   138.60	   	  
G1	   G	   C8	   105.4	   44	   64.6	   128.27	   136.82	   134.99	   138.71	  
G1	   G	   N7	   89.1	   3.8	   35.1	   115.30	   233.30	   197.60	   	  
G1	   G	   C5	   123	   63	   95.5	   110.67	   117.82	   104.09	   	  
G1	   G	   C6	   89.1	   22.7	   44.9	   144.57	   158.12	   154.69	   	  
G1	   G	   N1	   175	   91	   128.5	   29.40	   146.10	   104.20	   	  
G1	   G	   C2	   93.3	   25.2	   46.6	   140.37	   155.62	   152.99	   	  
G1	   G	   N2	   229.6	   165.8	   193.5	   -­‐25.20	   71.30	   39.20	   	  
G1	   G	   N3	   149	   66.3	   96.3	   55.40	   170.80	   136.40	   	  
G1	   G	   C4	   94.7	   28.2	   55.1	   138.97	   152.62	   144.49	   	  
G1	   G	   C3'	   173.4	   104.7	   129	   60.27	   76.12	   70.59	   78.90	  
G1	   G	   C2'	   199.9	   138.1	   153.2	   33.77	   42.72	   46.39	   40.90	  
G2	   G	   P	   649.3	   336.3	   353.6	   -­‐42.00	   -­‐18.10	   -­‐15.30	   	  
G2	   G	   C5'	   178.8	   112.7	   130.1	   54.87	   68.12	   69.49	   68.40	  
G2	   G	   C4'	   161.8	   91.7	   118.1	   71.87	   89.12	   81.49	   87.40	  
G2	   G	   C1'	   161.8	   91.2	   120.1	   71.87	   89.62	   79.49	   85.00	  
G2	   G	   N9	   155.7	   66.9	   108.3	   48.70	   170.20	   124.40	   	  
G2	   G	   C8	   107.4	   46.4	   68.7	   126.27	   134.42	   130.89	   137.81	  
G2	   G	   N7	   84.3	   -­‐3.1	   25.3	   120.10	   240.20	   207.40	   	  
G2	   G	   C5	   123.6	   63.8	   94.1	   110.07	   117.02	   105.49	   	  
G2	   G	   C6	   90.5	   23.8	   56.4	   143.17	   157.02	   143.19	   	  
G2	   G	   N1	   174.3	   89.6	   129.7	   30.10	   147.50	   103.00	   150.73	  
G2	   G	   C2	   93.1	   25.2	   50.3	   140.57	   155.62	   149.29	   	  
G2	   G	   N2	   227.4	   163.2	   190.1	   -­‐23.00	   73.90	   42.60	   	  
G2	   G	   N3	   148.9	   65.3	   89.7	   55.50	   171.80	   143.00	   	  
G2	   G	   C4	   95.2	   29	   62.6	   138.47	   151.82	   136.99	   	  
G2	   G	   C3'	   172	   103.3	   128	   61.67	   77.52	   71.59	   79.10	  
G2	   G	   C2'	   200.4	   138.7	   167	   33.27	   42.12	   32.59	   41.10	  
T3	   T	   P	   650.1	   336.6	   359.6	   -­‐42.80	   -­‐18.40	   -­‐21.30	   	  
T3	   T	   C5'	   178.9	   112.8	   131.6	   54.77	   68.02	   67.99	   66.80	  
T3	   T	   C4'	   162.1	   92.2	   118.5	   71.57	   88.62	   81.09	   86.10	  
T3	   T	   C1'	   161.6	   91.5	   119.6	   72.07	   89.32	   79.99	   85.60	  
T3	   T	   N1	   175.4	   86.3	   133.1	   29.00	   150.80	   99.60	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T3	   T	   C6	   103	   39.8	   63.4	   130.67	   141.02	   136.19	   138.50	  
T3	   T	   C5	   131.8	   69.9	   103.6	   101.87	   110.92	   95.99	   	  
T3	   T	   C7	   225	   170.7	   183.4	   8.66	   10.12	   16.19	   14.11	  
T3	   T	   C4	   84.7	   16.9	   53.9	   148.97	   163.92	   145.69	   	  
T3	   T	   N3	   154.4	   67.8	   117.1	   50.00	   169.30	   115.60	   161.71	  
T3	   T	   C2	   95.6	   29.3	   71.5	   138.07	   151.52	   128.09	   	  
T3	   T	   C3'	   172.8	   104.1	   135.6	   60.87	   76.72	   63.99	   78.10	  
T3	   T	   C2'	   201.2	   140.1	   164.9	   32.47	   40.72	   34.69	   39.60	  
A4	   A	   P	   648.3	   336.5	   356.6	   -­‐41.00	   -­‐18.30	   -­‐18.30	   	  
A4	   A	   C5'	   178.7	   112.6	   131.2	   54.97	   68.22	   68.39	   68.10	  
A4	   A	   C4'	   161.4	   91.6	   118.2	   72.27	   89.22	   81.39	   87.60	  
A4	   A	   C1'	   161.4	   91	   118.7	   72.27	   89.82	   80.89	   85.30	  
A4	   A	   N9	   151.1	   61.5	   102.6	   53.30	   175.60	   130.10	   	  
A4	   A	   C8	   103.3	   42.3	   62.7	   130.37	   138.52	   136.89	   141.81	  
A4	   A	   N7	   92.9	   5.7	   42.4	   111.50	   231.40	   190.30	   	  
A4	   A	   C5	   121.8	   62.1	   95.9	   111.87	   118.72	   103.69	   	  
A4	   A	   C6	   95.3	   26.9	   60.4	   138.37	   153.92	   139.19	   	  
A4	   A	   N6	   223.2	   156.4	   169.9	   -­‐18.80	   80.70	   62.80	   	  
A4	   A	   N1	   102.8	   15	   84.4	   101.60	   222.10	   148.30	   	  
A4	   A	   C2	   91.4	   27.7	   39.4	   142.27	   153.12	   160.19	   154.31	  
A4	   A	   N3	   105.8	   20.1	   46.2	   98.60	   217.00	   186.50	   	  
A4	   A	   C4	   96.3	   30.6	   61.1	   137.37	   150.22	   138.49	   	  
A4	   A	   C3'	   172.1	   103.4	   129.6	   61.57	   77.42	   69.99	   79.20	  
A4	   A	   C2'	   200.1	   138.5	   166.7	   33.57	   42.32	   32.89	   40.40	  
T5	   T	   P	   649.7	   336.4	   359.5	   -­‐42.40	   -­‐18.20	   -­‐21.20	   	  
T5	   T	   C5'	   178.8	   112.8	   128.8	   54.87	   68.02	   70.79	   66.90	  
T5	   T	   C4'	   162.1	   92.2	   122.6	   71.57	   88.62	   76.99	   85.30	  
T5	   T	   C1'	   161.7	   91.6	   124.4	   71.97	   89.22	   75.19	   85.20	  
T5	   T	   N1	   174.9	   85.6	   131.2	   29.50	   151.50	   101.50	   	  
T5	   T	   C6	   102.4	   39.3	   59.6	   131.27	   141.52	   139.99	   138.51	  
T5	   T	   C5	   132.2	   70.4	   100.8	   101.47	   110.42	   98.79	   	  
T5	   T	   C7	   225.2	   171.1	   182.5	   8.46	   9.72	   17.09	   14.11	  
T5	   T	   C4	   84.9	   17	   53.7	   148.77	   163.82	   145.89	   	  
T5	   T	   N3	   154.5	   67.6	   116.2	   49.90	   169.50	   116.50	   162.14	  
T5	   T	   C2	   95.7	   29.4	   72.4	   137.97	   151.42	   127.19	   	  
T5	   T	   C3'	   172.6	   103.8	   134.1	   61.07	   77.02	   65.49	   77.10	  
T5	   T	   C2'	   201.5	   140.5	   164.5	   32.17	   40.32	   35.09	   39.80	  
A6	   A	   P	   648.2	   336.2	   356.6	   -­‐40.90	   -­‐18.00	   -­‐18.30	   	  
A6	   A	   C5'	   178.7	   112.5	   131.1	   54.97	   68.32	   68.49	   68.30	  
A6	   A	   C4'	   161.5	   91.6	   118	   72.17	   89.22	   81.59	   87.60	  
A6	   A	   C1'	   161.5	   91	   117.7	   72.17	   89.82	   81.89	   85.30	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A6	   A	   N9	   150.6	   60.6	   103.6	   53.80	   176.50	   129.10	   	  
A6	   A	   C8	   103.4	   42.6	   58.2	   130.27	   138.22	   141.39	   141.51	  
A6	   A	   N7	   94.4	   7.3	   46.5	   110.00	   229.80	   186.20	   	  
A6	   A	   C5	   121.9	   62.3	   94.3	   111.77	   118.52	   105.29	   	  
A6	   A	   C6	   95	   26.7	   60.3	   138.67	   154.12	   139.29	   	  
A6	   A	   N6	   223.1	   156.8	   175.1	   -­‐18.70	   80.30	   57.60	   	  
A6	   A	   N1	   104.2	   15.8	   72.2	   100.20	   221.30	   160.50	   	  
A6	   A	   C2	   91.1	   27.3	   43.2	   142.57	   153.52	   156.39	   154.61	  
A6	   A	   N3	   106	   20.3	   47.2	   98.40	   216.80	   185.50	   	  
A6	   A	   C4	   96.1	   30.4	   59.7	   137.57	   150.42	   139.89	   	  
A6	   A	   C3'	   172.4	   103.7	   130	   61.27	   77.12	   69.59	   79.30	  
A6	   A	   C2'	   200.1	   138.4	   165	   33.57	   42.42	   34.59	   40.90	  
C7	   C	   P	   647.8	   336.2	   355.8	   -­‐40.50	   -­‐18.00	   -­‐17.50	   	  
C7	   C	   C5'	   178.8	   112.8	   131.3	   54.87	   68.02	   68.29	   67.50	  
C7	   C	   C4'	   162.7	   92.8	   118.6	   70.97	   88.02	   80.99	   85.60	  
C7	   C	   C1'	   161.1	   90.9	   122.9	   72.57	   89.92	   76.69	   86.40	  
C7	   C	   N1	   178	   89.2	   128.9	   26.40	   147.90	   103.80	   	  
C7	   C	   C6	   101.9	   39	   67	   131.77	   141.82	   132.59	   142.31	  
C7	   C	   C5	   141.3	   81.4	   100.2	   92.37	   99.42	   99.39	   98.31	  
C7	   C	   C4	   86.6	   16.7	   46.3	   147.07	   164.12	   153.29	   	  
C7	   C	   N4	   209	   139.6	   169	   -­‐4.60	   97.50	   63.70	   	  
C7	   C	   N3	   112.9	   27.3	   72.6	   91.50	   209.80	   160.10	   	  
C7	   C	   C2	   92.2	   25.2	   62	   141.47	   155.62	   137.59	   	  
C7	   C	   C3'	   172	   103.4	   130.3	   61.67	   77.42	   69.29	   73.60	  
C7	   C	   C2'	   200.7	   139.5	   166.7	   32.97	   41.32	   32.89	   40.30	  
C8	   C	   P	   650.3	   336.7	   356.2	   -­‐43.00	   -­‐18.50	   -­‐17.90	   	  
C8	   C	   C5'	   178.4	   112.1	   131.6	   55.27	   68.72	   67.99	   67.00	  
C8	   C	   C4'	   164.7	   94.5	   117.8	   68.97	   86.32	   81.79	   87.10	  
C8	   C	   C1'	   160.1	   90.1	   105	   73.57	   90.72	   94.59	   86.90	  
C8	   C	   N1	   175.1	   85.9	   121.8	   29.30	   151.20	   110.90	   	  
C8	   C	   C6	   100.1	   36.9	   62.6	   133.57	   143.92	   136.99	   143.91	  
C8	   C	   C5	   142.3	   83.1	   102.9	   91.37	   97.72	   96.69	   98.31	  
C8	   C	   C4	   85.7	   14.8	   39	   147.97	   166.02	   160.59	   	  
C8	   C	   N4	   213.8	   146.5	   174.5	   -­‐9.40	   90.60	   58.20	   	  
C8	   C	   N3	   113.6	   28	   62.5	   90.80	   209.10	   170.20	   	  
C8	   C	   C2	   91.5	   24.1	   51.2	   142.17	   156.72	   148.39	   	  
C8	   C	   C3'	   172.5	   104.3	   127.6	   61.17	   76.52	   71.99	   72.10	  
C8	   C	   C2'	   198	   136.5	   149.6	   35.67	   44.32	   49.99	   41.50	  
G9	   G	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
G9	   G	   C5'	   177.6	   112.5	   135.8	   56.07	   68.32	   63.79	   64.50	  
G9	   G	   C4'	   161.5	   91.2	   113.4	   72.17	   89.62	   86.19	   89.10	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G9	   G	   C1'	   161.9	   91.1	   119.2	   71.77	   89.72	   80.39	   85.60	  
G9	   G	   N9	   153.2	   63.6	   94.3	   51.20	   173.50	   138.40	   	  
G9	   G	   C8	   105.8	   44.6	   65.6	   127.87	   136.22	   133.99	   138.71	  
G9	   G	   N7	   88.8	   3.1	   32.7	   115.60	   234.00	   200.00	   	  
G9	   G	   C5	   122.7	   62.7	   93.9	   110.97	   118.12	   105.69	   	  
G9	   G	   C6	   89.3	   23	   45.8	   144.37	   157.82	   153.79	   	  
G9	   G	   N1	   174.9	   90.9	   129.9	   29.50	   146.20	   102.80	   	  
G9	   G	   C2	   93.4	   25.3	   46.4	   140.27	   155.52	   153.19	   	  
G9	   G	   N2	   229.6	   165.7	   193.2	   -­‐25.20	   71.40	   39.50	   	  
G9	   G	   N3	   149.3	   66.6	   97.5	   55.10	   170.50	   135.20	   	  
G9	   G	   C4	   94.7	   28.2	   55.1	   138.97	   152.62	   144.49	   	  
G9	   G	   C3'	   173.5	   104.8	   128.8	   60.17	   76.02	   70.79	   78.90	  
G9	   G	   C2'	   200.1	   138.3	   153.3	   33.57	   42.52	   46.29	   40.90	  
G10	   G	   P	   649.5	   336.4	   353.8	   -­‐42.20	   -­‐18.20	   -­‐15.50	   	  
G10	   G	   C5'	   178.7	   112.6	   130.1	   54.97	   68.22	   69.49	   68.40	  
G10	   G	   C4'	   161.6	   91.4	   119.4	   72.07	   89.42	   80.19	   87.40	  
G10	   G	   C1'	   162	   91.5	   122.3	   71.67	   89.32	   77.29	   85.00	  
G10	   G	   N9	   155.3	   66.5	   106.4	   49.10	   170.60	   126.30	   	  
G10	   G	   C8	   107.3	   46.3	   67.7	   126.37	   134.52	   131.89	   137.81	  
G10	   G	   N7	   84.2	   -­‐3.3	   25.5	   120.20	   240.40	   207.20	   	  
G10	   G	   C5	   123.6	   63.7	   94.1	   110.07	   117.12	   105.49	   	  
G10	   G	   C6	   90.4	   23.8	   56.3	   143.27	   157.02	   143.29	   	  
G10	   G	   N1	   174.3	   89.8	   130.7	   30.10	   147.30	   102.00	   150.73	  
G10	   G	   C2	   93.1	   25.3	   50.3	   140.57	   155.52	   149.29	   	  
G10	   G	   N2	   228.7	   164.6	   192.2	   -­‐24.30	   72.50	   40.50	   	  
G10	   G	   N3	   148.2	   64.2	   93.2	   56.20	   172.90	   139.50	   	  
G10	   G	   C4	   95	   28.9	   62.6	   138.67	   151.92	   136.99	   	  
G10	   G	   C3'	   172	   103.2	   132.4	   61.67	   77.62	   67.19	   79.10	  
G10	   G	   C2'	   200.7	   139.1	   168.1	   32.97	   41.72	   31.49	   41.10	  
T11	   T	   P	   650.1	   336.4	   357.4	   -­‐42.80	   -­‐18.20	   -­‐19.10	   	  
T11	   T	   C5'	   178.8	   112.7	   130.7	   54.87	   68.12	   68.89	   66.80	  
T11	   T	   C4'	   162.1	   92.2	   117.4	   71.57	   88.62	   82.19	   86.10	  
T11	   T	   C1'	   161.5	   91.4	   121.6	   72.17	   89.42	   77.99	   85.60	  
T11	   T	   N1	   175.3	   86.2	   132.7	   29.10	   150.90	   100.00	   	  
T11	   T	   C6	   102.8	   39.6	   61.2	   130.87	   141.22	   138.39	   138.50	  
T11	   T	   C5	   131.7	   69.8	   103.1	   101.97	   111.02	   96.49	   	  
T11	   T	   C7	   225.2	   171	   184.2	   8.46	   9.82	   15.39	   14.11	  
T11	   T	   C4	   84.8	   16.9	   52.6	   148.87	   163.92	   146.99	   	  
T11	   T	   N3	   155	   68.3	   114.7	   49.40	   168.80	   118.00	   161.71	  
T11	   T	   C2	   95.5	   29.2	   71	   138.17	   151.62	   128.59	   	  
T11	   T	   C3'	   172.7	   104	   136	   60.97	   76.82	   63.59	   78.10	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T11	   T	   C2'	   201.4	   140.2	   164	   32.27	   40.62	   35.59	   39.60	  
A12	   A	   P	   647.9	   336.1	   355.2	   -­‐40.60	   -­‐17.90	   -­‐16.90	   	  
A12	   A	   C5'	   178.8	   112.8	   130.1	   54.87	   68.02	   69.49	   68.10	  
A12	   A	   C4'	   161.6	   91.7	   118.8	   72.07	   89.12	   80.79	   87.60	  
A12	   A	   C1'	   161.3	   90.9	   116.6	   72.37	   89.92	   82.99	   85.30	  
A12	   A	   N9	   151.1	   61.5	   100.2	   53.30	   175.60	   132.50	   	  
A12	   A	   C8	   103	   42	   58.5	   130.67	   138.82	   141.09	   141.81	  
A12	   A	   N7	   92.9	   5.9	   49.3	   111.50	   231.20	   183.40	   	  
A12	   A	   C5	   121.9	   62.2	   94	   111.77	   118.62	   105.59	   	  
A12	   A	   C6	   95.4	   27	   51	   138.27	   153.82	   148.59	   	  
A12	   A	   N6	   222.8	   156.2	   184.6	   -­‐18.40	   80.90	   48.10	   	  
A12	   A	   N1	   104	   16.1	   83.1	   100.40	   221.00	   149.60	   	  
A12	   A	   C2	   91.6	   27.9	   45.8	   142.07	   152.92	   153.79	   154.31	  
A12	   A	   N3	   105	   19.5	   43	   99.40	   217.60	   189.70	   	  
A12	   A	   C4	   96.2	   30.5	   63	   137.47	   150.32	   136.59	   	  
A12	   A	   C3'	   172	   103.4	   130.9	   61.67	   77.42	   68.69	   79.20	  
A12	   A	   C2'	   199.8	   138.1	   166.5	   33.87	   42.72	   33.09	   40.40	  
T13	   T	   P	   649.8	   336.6	   359.3	   -­‐42.50	   -­‐18.40	   -­‐21.00	   	  
T13	   T	   C5'	   178.8	   112.8	   132.2	   54.87	   68.02	   67.39	   66.90	  
T13	   T	   C4'	   162.2	   92.5	   120	   71.47	   88.32	   79.59	   85.30	  
T13	   T	   C1'	   161.5	   91.4	   117.5	   72.17	   89.42	   82.09	   85.20	  
T13	   T	   N1	   174.8	   85.5	   131.4	   29.60	   151.60	   101.30	   	  
T13	   T	   C6	   102.7	   39.6	   63.1	   130.97	   141.22	   136.49	   138.51	  
T13	   T	   C5	   132.3	   70.4	   103.3	   101.37	   110.42	   96.29	   	  
T13	   T	   C7	   225.1	   170.9	   183.3	   8.56	   9.92	   16.29	   14.11	  
T13	   T	   C4	   84.9	   17.1	   54.2	   148.77	   163.72	   145.39	   	  
T13	   T	   N3	   154.6	   67.8	   116.3	   49.80	   169.30	   116.40	   162.14	  
T13	   T	   C2	   95.6	   29.3	   70	   138.07	   151.52	   129.59	   	  
T13	   T	   C3'	   172.7	   104	   133.3	   60.97	   76.82	   66.29	   77.10	  
T13	   T	   C2'	   201.2	   140.2	   167.6	   32.47	   40.62	   31.99	   39.80	  
A14	   A	   P	   648.2	   336.1	   356.4	   -­‐40.90	   -­‐17.90	   -­‐18.10	   	  
A14	   A	   C5'	   178.7	   112.6	   131.8	   54.97	   68.22	   67.79	   68.30	  
A14	   A	   C4'	   161.2	   91.4	   117.5	   72.47	   89.42	   82.09	   87.60	  
A14	   A	   C1'	   161.6	   91	   118.3	   72.07	   89.82	   81.29	   85.30	  
A14	   A	   N9	   150.6	   60.7	   102.3	   53.80	   176.40	   130.40	   	  
A14	   A	   C8	   103.4	   42.6	   61.3	   130.27	   138.22	   138.29	   141.51	  
A14	   A	   N7	   94.6	   7.4	   44.3	   109.80	   229.70	   188.40	   	  
A14	   A	   C5	   121.8	   62.2	   94.6	   111.87	   118.62	   104.99	   	  
A14	   A	   C6	   95.3	   27.1	   58.5	   138.37	   153.72	   141.09	   	  
A14	   A	   N6	   223.6	   156.8	   169.8	   -­‐19.20	   80.30	   62.90	   	  
A14	   A	   N1	   104.1	   15.9	   73.7	   100.30	   221.20	   159.00	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A14	   A	   C2	   91	   27.2	   39.4	   142.67	   153.62	   160.19	   154.61	  
A14	   A	   N3	   105.5	   19.8	   51.6	   98.90	   217.30	   181.10	   	  
A14	   A	   C4	   95.9	   30.1	   59.7	   137.77	   150.72	   139.89	   	  
A14	   A	   C3'	   172.4	   103.7	   130.2	   61.27	   77.12	   69.39	   79.30	  
A14	   A	   C2'	   200.1	   138.5	   165.2	   33.57	   42.32	   34.39	   40.90	  
C15	   C	   P	   648	   336.6	   357.4	   -­‐40.70	   -­‐18.40	   -­‐19.10	   	  
C15	   C	   C5'	   178.8	   112.7	   130.7	   54.87	   68.12	   68.89	   67.50	  
C15	   C	   C4'	   162.5	   92.6	   117.4	   71.17	   88.22	   82.19	   85.60	  
C15	   C	   C1'	   161.1	   90.9	   121.6	   72.57	   89.92	   77.99	   86.40	  
C15	   C	   N1	   178	   89.2	   132.7	   26.40	   147.90	   100.00	   	  
C15	   C	   C6	   102	   39.1	   61.2	   131.67	   141.72	   138.39	   142.31	  
C15	   C	   C5	   141.5	   81.5	   103.1	   92.17	   99.32	   96.49	   98.31	  
C15	   C	   C4	   86.5	   16.6	   184.2	   147.17	   164.22	   15.39	   	  
C15	   C	   N4	   208.8	   140	   52.6	   -­‐4.40	   97.10	   180.10	   	  
C15	   C	   N3	   113.5	   27.6	   114.7	   90.90	   209.50	   118.00	   	  
C15	   C	   C2	   92.2	   25.1	   71	   141.47	   155.72	   128.59	   	  
C15	   C	   C3'	   172.1	   103.4	   136	   61.57	   77.42	   63.59	   73.60	  
C15	   C	   C2'	   201.1	   140	   164	   32.57	   40.82	   35.59	   40.30	  
C16	   C	   P	   650.4	   336.4	   356.3	   -­‐43.10	   -­‐18.20	   -­‐18.00	   	  
C16	   C	   C5'	   178.2	   111.9	   131.3	   55.47	   68.92	   68.29	   67.00	  
C16	   C	   C4'	   164.7	   94.4	   117.7	   68.97	   86.42	   81.89	   87.10	  
C16	   C	   C1'	   160	   89.9	   105.1	   73.67	   90.92	   94.49	   86.90	  
C16	   C	   N1	   175.3	   86.1	   122.3	   29.10	   151.00	   110.40	   	  
C16	   C	   C6	   99.9	   36.7	   62.9	   133.77	   144.12	   136.69	   143.91	  
C16	   C	   C5	   142.4	   83.2	   102.9	   91.27	   97.62	   96.69	   98.31	  
C16	   C	   C4	   85.7	   14.8	   40	   147.97	   166.02	   159.59	   	  
C16	   C	   N4	   213.7	   146.5	   174.3	   -­‐9.30	   90.60	   58.40	   	  
C16	   C	   N3	   114	   28.4	   63	   90.40	   208.70	   169.70	   	  
C16	   C	   C2	   91.4	   24.1	   51.1	   142.27	   156.72	   148.49	   	  
C16	   C	   C3'	   172.8	   104.7	   127.7	   60.87	   76.12	   71.89	   72.10	  
C16	   C	   C2'	   198	   136.4	   150.2	   35.67	   44.42	   49.39	   41.50	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1.3 A-­‐DNA,	  B-­‐DNA,	  and	  Z-­‐DNA	  Predicted	  Chemical	  Shifts	  












7	   A	   P	   335.3	   -­‐17.10	   4	   A	   P	   336.6	   -­‐18.40	   4	   C	   P	   331.9	   -­‐13.70	  
7	   A	   C5'	   116.7	   64.12	   4	   A	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   4	   C	   C5'	   112.3	   68.52	  
7	   A	   C4'	   94.8	   86.02	   4	   A	   C4'	   91.5	   89.32	   4	   C	   C4'	   95.8	   85.02	  
7	   A	   C1'	   90.9	   89.92	   4	   A	   C1'	   91.0	   89.82	   4	   C	   C1'	   86.5	   94.32	  
7	   A	   N9	   54.7	   182.40	   4	   A	   N9	   61.3	   175.80	   4	   C	   N1	   85.2	   151.90	  
7	   A	   C8	   44.5	   136.32	   4	   A	   C8	   42.4	   138.42	   4	   C	   C6	   40.2	   140.62	  
7	   A	   N7	   4.8	   232.30	   4	   A	   N7	   6.0	   231.10	   4	   C	   C5	   83.1	   97.72	  
7	   A	   C5	   61.8	   119.02	   4	   A	   C5	   62.2	   118.62	   4	   C	   C4	   15.1	   165.72	  
7	   A	   C6	   27.4	   153.42	   4	   A	   C6	   26.9	   153.92	   4	   C	   N4	   145.9	   91.20	  
7	   A	   N6	   146.8	   90.30	   4	   A	   N6	   156.4	   80.70	   4	   C	   N3	   29.9	   207.20	  
7	   A	   N1	   17.5	   219.60	   4	   A	   N1	   15.0	   222.10	   4	   C	   C2	   25.7	   155.12	  
7	   A	   C2	   28.4	   152.42	   4	   A	   C2	   27.8	   153.02	   4	   C	   C3'	   102.4	   78.42	  
7	   A	   N3	   23.1	   214.00	   4	   A	   N3	   20.2	   216.90	   4	   C	   C2'	   135.0	   45.82	  
7	   A	   C4	   32.4	   148.42	   5	   A	   C4	   30.6	   150.22	   5	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	  
7	   A	   C3'	   108.2	   72.62	   5	   A	   C3'	   103.5	   77.32	   5	   G	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	  
7	   A	   C2'	   137.1	   43.72	   5	   A	   C2'	   138.5	   42.32	   5	   G	   C4'	   93.3	   87.52	  
8	   T	   P	   336.1	   -­‐17.90	   5	   T	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   5	   G	   C1'	   88.8	   92.02	  
8	   T	   C5'	   116.8	   64.02	   5	   T	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   5	   G	   N9	   56.9	   180.20	  
8	   T	   C4'	   94.8	   86.02	   5	   T	   C4'	   92.1	   88.72	   5	   G	   C8	   43.4	   137.42	  
8	   T	   C1'	   91.4	   89.42	   5	   T	   C1'	   91.5	   89.32	   5	   G	   N7	   8.7	   228.40	  
8	   T	   N1	   79.7	   157.40	   5	   T	   N1	   85.7	   151.40	   5	   G	   C5	   62.4	   118.42	  
8	   T	   C6	   43.7	   137.12	   5	   T	   C6	   39.4	   141.42	   5	   G	   C6	   22.4	   158.42	  
8	   T	   C5	   68.1	   112.72	   5	   T	   C5	   70.2	   110.62	   5	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
8	   T	   C7	   168.4	   12.42	   5	   T	   C7	   171.1	   9.72	   5	   G	   C2	   24.9	   155.92	  
8	   T	   C4	   17.4	   163.42	   5	   T	   C4	   17.1	   163.72	   5	   G	   N2	   156.2	   80.90	  
8	   T	   N3	   67.6	   169.50	   5	   T	   N3	   67.8	   169.30	   5	   G	   N3	   61.1	   176.00	  
8	   T	   C2	   30.4	   150.42	   5	   T	   C2	   29.4	   151.42	   5	   G	   C4	   29.3	   151.52	  
8	   T	   C3'	   108.6	   72.22	   5	   T	   C3'	   103.9	   76.92	   5	   G	   C3'	   104.8	   76.02	  
8	   T	   C2'	   136.9	   43.92	   5	   T	   C2'	   140.4	   40.42	   5	   G	   C2'	   137.4	   43.42	  
9	   G	   P	   335.0	   -­‐16.80	   6	   A	   P	   336.1	   -­‐17.90	   6	   C	   P	   332.5	   -­‐14.30	  
9	   G	   C5'	   117.1	   63.72	   6	   A	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	   6	   C	   C5'	   112.3	   68.52	  
9	   G	   C4'	   94.6	   86.22	   6	   A	   C4'	   91.6	   89.22	   6	   C	   C4'	   95.9	   84.92	  
9	   G	   C1'	   89.5	   91.32	   6	   A	   C1'	   91.0	   89.82	   6	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
9	   G	   N9	   60.9	   176.20	   6	   A	   N9	   60.5	   176.60	   6	   C	   N1	   84.9	   152.20	  
9	   G	   C8	   48.8	   132.02	   6	   A	   C8	   42.4	   138.42	   6	   C	   C6	   39.8	   141.02	  
9	   G	   N7	   -­‐0.5	   237.60	   6	   A	   N7	   6.8	   230.30	   6	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	  
9	   G	   C5	   62.3	   118.52	   6	   A	   C5	   62.2	   118.62	   6	   C	   C4	   15.4	   165.42	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9	   G	   C6	   23.7	   157.12	   6	   A	   C6	   26.7	   154.12	   6	   C	   N4	   146.7	   90.40	  
9	   G	   N1	   90.8	   146.30	   6	   A	   N6	   156.9	   80.20	   6	   C	   N3	   31.4	   205.70	  
9	   G	   C2	   25.8	   155.02	   6	   A	   N1	   15.7	   221.40	   6	   C	   C2	   25.7	   155.12	  
9	   G	   N2	   166.1	   71.00	   6	   A	   C2	   27.3	   153.52	   6	   C	   C3'	   102.2	   78.62	  
9	   G	   N3	   69.2	   167.90	   6	   A	   N3	   20.4	   216.70	   6	   C	   C2'	   134.8	   46.02	  
9	   G	   C4	   30.0	   150.82	   7	   A	   C4	   30.4	   150.42	   7	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	  
9	   G	   C3'	   108.0	   72.82	   7	   A	   C3'	   103.8	   77.02	   7	   G	   C5'	   112.4	   68.42	  
9	   G	   C2'	   136.5	   44.32	   7	   A	   C2'	   138.4	   42.42	   7	   G	   C4'	   93.0	   87.82	  
10	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	   7	   C	   P	   336.2	   -­‐18.00	   7	   G	   C1'	   89.1	   91.72	  
10	   G	   C5'	   116.7	   64.12	   7	   C	   C5'	   112.9	   67.92	   7	   G	   N9	   57.5	   179.60	  
10	   G	   C4'	   94.3	   86.52	   7	   C	   C4'	   92.3	   88.52	   7	   G	   C8	   43.2	   137.62	  
10	   G	   C1'	   89.4	   91.42	   7	   C	   C1'	   90.7	   90.12	   7	   G	   N7	   8.5	   228.60	  
10	   G	   N9	   61.0	   176.10	   7	   C	   N1	   87.8	   149.30	   7	   G	   C5	   62.5	   118.32	  
10	   G	   C8	   47.3	   133.52	   7	   C	   C6	   38.5	   142.32	   7	   G	   C6	   22.6	   158.22	  
10	   G	   N7	   -­‐6.6	   243.70	   7	   C	   C5	   81.8	   99.02	   7	   G	   N1	   89.4	   147.70	  
10	   G	   C5	   62.2	   118.62	   7	   C	   C4	   16.7	   164.12	   7	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	  
10	   G	   C6	   24.1	   156.72	   7	   C	   N4	   141.4	   95.70	   7	   G	   N2	   156.7	   80.40	  
10	   G	   N1	   89.2	   147.90	   7	   C	   N3	   27.3	   209.80	   7	   G	   N3	   61.6	   175.50	  
10	   G	   C2	   24.9	   155.92	   7	   C	   C2	   25.3	   155.52	   7	   G	   C4	   29.4	   151.42	  
10	   G	   N2	   164.7	   72.40	   7	   C	   C3'	   103.9	   76.92	   7	   G	   C3'	   104.7	   76.12	  
10	   G	   N3	   69.7	   167.40	   7	   C	   C2'	   139.4	   41.42	   7	   G	   C2'	   137.5	   43.32	  
10	   G	   C4	   30.9	   149.92	   8	   C	   P	   336.6	   -­‐18.40	   8	   C	   P	   332.7	   -­‐14.50	  
10	   G	   C3'	   107.8	   73.02	   8	   C	   C5'	   112.9	   67.92	   8	   C	   C5'	   112.2	   68.62	  
10	   G	   C2'	   137.2	   43.62	   8	   C	   C4'	   92.3	   88.52	   8	   C	   C4'	   95.9	   84.92	  
11	   T	   P	   334.9	   -­‐16.70	   8	   C	   C1'	   90.6	   90.22	   8	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
11	   T	   C5'	   116.7	   64.12	   8	   C	   N1	   86.7	   150.40	   8	   C	   N1	   84.8	   152.30	  
11	   T	   C4'	   94.5	   86.32	   8	   C	   C6	   37.6	   143.22	   8	   C	   C6	   40.2	   140.62	  
11	   T	   C1'	   90.9	   89.92	   8	   C	   C5	   83.0	   97.82	   8	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	  
11	   T	   N1	   80.2	   156.90	   8	   C	   C4	   15.6	   165.22	   8	   C	   C4	   15.4	   165.42	  
11	   T	   C6	   44.0	   136.82	   8	   C	   N4	   145.1	   92.00	   8	   C	   N4	   146.3	   90.80	  
11	   T	   C5	   67.6	   113.22	   8	   C	   N3	   26.6	   210.50	   8	   C	   N3	   30.2	   206.90	  
11	   T	   C7	   167.2	   13.62	   8	   C	   C2	   25.5	   155.32	   8	   C	   C2	   25.6	   155.22	  
11	   T	   C4	   16.6	   164.22	   8	   C	   C3'	   103.8	   77.02	   8	   C	   C3'	   102.5	   78.32	  
11	   T	   N3	   65.8	   171.30	   8	   C	   C2'	   139.6	   41.22	   8	   C	   C2'	   134.5	   46.32	  
11	   T	   C2	   30.0	   150.82	   9	   G	   P	   336.0	   -­‐17.80	   9	   G	   P	   335.9	   -­‐17.70	  
11	   T	   C3'	   108.4	   72.42	   9	   G	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   9	   G	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	  
11	   T	   C2'	   137.1	   43.72	   9	   G	   C4'	   91.5	   89.32	   9	   G	   C4'	   92.9	   87.92	  
12	   A	   P	   335.4	   -­‐17.20	   9	   G	   C1'	   91.4	   89.42	   9	   G	   C1'	   89.0	   91.82	  
12	   A	   C5'	   116.6	   64.22	   9	   G	   N9	   66.4	   170.70	   9	   G	   N9	   57.3	   179.80	  
12	   A	   C4'	   94.6	   86.22	   9	   G	   C8	   46.0	   134.82	   9	   G	   C8	   43.1	   137.72	  
12	   A	   C1'	   89.5	   91.32	   9	   G	   N7	   2.9	   234.20	   9	   G	   N7	   8.5	   228.60	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12	   A	   N9	   53.5	   183.60	   9	   G	   C5	   63.6	   117.22	   9	   G	   C5	   62.6	   118.22	  
12	   A	   C8	   44.1	   136.72	   9	   G	   C6	   23.4	   157.42	   9	   G	   C6	   22.4	   158.42	  
12	   A	   N7	   2.0	   235.10	   9	   G	   N1	   90.8	   146.30	   9	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
12	   A	   C5	   61.5	   119.32	   9	   G	   C2	   25.3	   155.52	   9	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	  
12	   A	   C6	   26.6	   154.22	   9	   G	   N2	   161.6	   75.50	   9	   G	   N2	   156.1	   81.00	  
12	   A	   N6	   145.5	   91.60	   9	   G	   N3	   64.1	   173.00	   9	   G	   N3	   61.1	   176.00	  
12	   A	   N1	   16.9	   220.20	   9	   G	   C4	   27.9	   152.92	   9	   G	   C4	   29.4	   151.42	  
12	   A	   C2	   28.2	   152.62	   9	   G	   C3'	   103.8	   77.02	   9	   G	   C3'	   104.8	   76.02	  
12	   A	   N3	   25.1	   212.00	   9	   G	   C2'	   138.7	   42.12	   9	   G	   C2'	   137.7	   43.12	  
12	   A	   C4	   32.0	   148.82	   10	   G	   P	   336.5	   -­‐18.30	   10	   C	   P	   331.8	   -­‐13.60	  
12	   A	   C3'	   108.4	   72.42	   10	   G	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	   10	   C	   C5'	   112.3	   68.52	  
12	   A	   C2'	   136.5	   44.32	   10	   G	   C4'	   91.7	   89.12	   10	   C	   C4'	   95.8	   85.02	  
13	   T	   P	   335.1	   -­‐16.90	   10	   G	   C1'	   91.6	   89.22	   10	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
13	   T	   C5'	   117.5	   63.32	   10	   G	   N9	   67.1	   170.00	   10	   C	   N1	   85.1	   152.00	  
13	   T	   C4'	   94.6	   86.22	   10	   G	   C8	   46.9	   133.92	   10	   C	   C6	   40.1	   140.72	  
13	   T	   C1'	   91.2	   89.62	   10	   G	   N7	   -­‐2.4	   239.50	   10	   C	   C5	   83.2	   97.62	  
13	   T	   N1	   78.6	   158.50	   10	   G	   C5	   63.7	   117.12	   10	   C	   C4	   15.1	   165.72	  
13	   T	   C6	   43.8	   137.02	   10	   G	   C6	   23.7	   157.12	   10	   C	   N4	   146.0	   91.10	  
13	   T	   C5	   69.4	   111.42	   10	   G	   N1	   89.2	   147.90	   10	   C	   N3	   29.9	   207.20	  
13	   T	   C7	   168.8	   12.02	   10	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	   10	   C	   C2	   25.7	   155.12	  
13	   T	   C4	   16.8	   164.02	   10	   G	   N2	   163.3	   73.80	   10	   C	   C3'	   102.3	   78.52	  
13	   T	   N3	   64.9	   172.20	   10	   G	   N3	   64.1	   173.00	   10	   C	   C2'	   135.0	   45.82	  
13	   T	   C2	   30.5	   150.32	   11	   G	   C4	   28.9	   151.92	   11	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	  
13	   T	   C3'	   108.3	   72.52	   11	   G	   C3'	   103.5	   77.32	   11	   G	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	  
13	   T	   C2'	   137.3	   43.52	   11	   G	   C2'	   139.0	   41.82	   11	   G	   C4'	   93.3	   87.52	  
14	   C	   P	   336.0	   -­‐17.80	   11	   T	   P	   336.1	   -­‐17.90	   11	   G	   C1'	   88.9	   91.92	  
14	   C	   C5'	   116.4	   64.42	   11	   T	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   11	   G	   N9	   56.8	   180.30	  
14	   C	   C4'	   94.8	   86.02	   11	   T	   C4'	   92.3	   88.52	   11	   G	   C8	   43.4	   137.42	  
14	   C	   C1'	   90.6	   90.22	   11	   T	   C1'	   91.3	   89.52	   11	   G	   N7	   8.9	   228.20	  
14	   C	   N1	   81.2	   155.90	   11	   T	   N1	   86.3	   150.80	   11	   G	   C5	   62.4	   118.42	  
14	   C	   C6	   40.1	   140.72	   11	   T	   C6	   39.6	   141.22	   11	   G	   C6	   22.4	   158.42	  
14	   C	   C5	   83.7	   97.12	   11	   T	   C5	   69.9	   110.92	   11	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
14	   C	   C4	   15.5	   165.32	   11	   T	   C7	   171.0	   9.82	   11	   G	   C2	   24.9	   155.92	  
14	   C	   N4	   136.6	   100.50	   11	   T	   C4	   16.9	   163.92	   11	   G	   N2	   156.1	   81.00	  
14	   C	   N3	   29.5	   207.60	   11	   T	   N3	   68.3	   168.80	   11	   G	   N3	   61.1	   176.00	  
14	   C	   C2	   25.9	   154.92	   11	   T	   C2	   29.2	   151.62	   11	   G	   C4	   29.2	   151.62	  
14	   C	   C3'	   108.3	   72.52	   11	   T	   C3'	   103.9	   76.92	   11	   G	   C3'	   104.9	   75.92	  
14	   C	   C2'	   138.0	   42.82	   11	   T	   C2'	   140.2	   40.62	   11	   G	   C2'	   137.4	   43.42	  
15	   G	   P	   334.7	   -­‐16.50	   12	   A	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   12	   C	   P	   332.6	   -­‐14.40	  
15	   G	   C5'	   117.0	   63.82	   12	   A	   C5'	   112.8	   68.02	   12	   C	   C5'	   112.3	   68.52	  
15	   G	   C4'	   94.9	   85.92	   12	   A	   C4'	   91.6	   89.22	   12	   C	   C4'	   95.8	   85.02	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15	   G	   C1'	   89.7	   91.12	   12	   A	   C1'	   90.9	   89.92	   12	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
15	   G	   N9	   60.8	   176.30	   12	   A	   N9	   61.3	   175.80	   12	   C	   N1	   84.9	   152.20	  
15	   G	   C8	   47.9	   132.92	   12	   A	   C8	   42.2	   138.62	   12	   C	   C6	   39.9	   140.92	  
15	   G	   N7	   1.0	   236.10	   12	   A	   N7	   6.3	   230.80	   12	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	  
15	   G	   C5	   62.7	   118.12	   12	   A	   C5	   62.3	   118.52	   12	   C	   C4	   15.3	   165.52	  
15	   G	   C6	   23.6	   157.22	   12	   A	   C6	   27.0	   153.82	   12	   C	   N4	   146.7	   90.40	  
15	   G	   N1	   91.2	   145.90	   12	   A	   N6	   156.4	   80.70	   12	   C	   N3	   31.4	   205.70	  
15	   G	   C2	   26.0	   154.82	   12	   A	   N1	   16.0	   221.10	   12	   C	   C2	   25.6	   155.22	  
15	   G	   N2	   165.4	   71.70	   12	   A	   C2	   27.9	   152.92	   12	   C	   C3'	   102.2	   78.62	  
15	   G	   N3	   68.3	   168.80	   12	   A	   N3	   19.9	   217.20	   12	   C	   C2'	   134.7	   46.12	  
15	   G	   C4	   30.1	   150.72	   13	   A	   C4	   30.5	   150.32	   13	   G	   P	   335.8	   -­‐17.60	  
15	   G	   C3'	   108.1	   72.72	   13	   A	   C3'	   103.4	   77.42	   13	   G	   C5'	   112.4	   68.42	  
15	   G	   C2'	   137.5	   43.32	   13	   A	   C2'	   138.1	   42.72	   13	   G	   C4'	   93.0	   87.82	  
16	   G	   P	   335.8	   -­‐17.60	   13	   T	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   13	   G	   C1'	   89.2	   91.62	  
16	   G	   C5'	   116.4	   64.42	   13	   T	   C5'	   112.8	   68.02	   13	   G	   N9	   57.3	   179.80	  
16	   G	   C4'	   95.2	   85.62	   13	   T	   C4'	   92.4	   88.42	   13	   G	   C8	   43.2	   137.62	  
16	   G	   C1'	   89.4	   91.42	   13	   T	   C1'	   91.5	   89.32	   13	   G	   N7	   8.6	   228.50	  
16	   G	   N9	   61.1	   176.00	   13	   T	   N1	   85.5	   151.60	   13	   G	   C5	   62.5	   118.32	  
16	   G	   C8	   47.5	   133.32	   13	   T	   C6	   39.6	   141.22	   13	   G	   C6	   22.6	   158.22	  
16	   G	   N7	   -­‐0.2	   237.30	   13	   T	   C5	   70.4	   110.42	   13	   G	   N1	   89.5	   147.60	  
16	   G	   C5	   62.1	   118.72	   13	   T	   C7	   170.9	   9.92	   13	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	  
16	   G	   C6	   24.7	   156.12	   13	   T	   C4	   17.0	   163.82	   13	   G	   N2	   156.8	   80.30	  
16	   G	   N1	   90.9	   146.20	   13	   T	   N3	   67.7	   169.40	   13	   G	   N3	   61.5	   175.60	  
16	   G	   C2	   26.0	   154.82	   13	   T	   C2	   29.4	   151.42	   13	   G	   C4	   29.4	   151.42	  
16	   G	   N2	   165.3	   71.80	   13	   T	   C3'	   104.1	   76.72	   13	   G	   C3'	   104.7	   76.12	  
16	   G	   N3	   70.6	   166.50	   13	   T	   C2'	   140.1	   40.72	   13	   G	   C2'	   137.4	   43.42	  
16	   G	   C4	   31.5	   149.32	   20	   A	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   20	   C	   P	   332.7	   -­‐14.50	  
16	   G	   C3'	   108.1	   72.72	   20	   A	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   20	   C	   C5'	   112.3	   68.52	  
16	   G	   C2'	   137.0	   43.82	   20	   A	   C4'	   91.4	   89.42	   20	   C	   C4'	   95.9	   84.92	  
29	   C	   P	   335.8	   -­‐17.60	   20	   A	   C1'	   91.0	   89.82	   20	   C	   C1'	   86.5	   94.32	  
29	   C	   C5'	   116.9	   63.92	   20	   A	   N9	   61.3	   175.80	   20	   C	   N1	   84.8	   152.30	  
29	   C	   C4'	   94.7	   86.12	   20	   A	   C8	   42.3	   138.52	   20	   C	   C6	   40.2	   140.62	  
29	   C	   C1'	   90.2	   90.62	   20	   A	   N7	   5.9	   231.20	   20	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	  
29	   C	   N1	   79.7	   157.40	   20	   A	   C5	   62.2	   118.62	   20	   C	   C4	   15.4	   165.42	  
29	   C	   C6	   40.6	   140.22	   20	   A	   C6	   26.9	   153.92	   20	   C	   N4	   146.2	   90.90	  
29	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	   20	   A	   N6	   156.4	   80.70	   20	   C	   N3	   30.2	   206.90	  
29	   C	   C4	   16.2	   164.62	   20	   A	   N1	   15.0	   222.10	   20	   C	   C2	   25.6	   155.22	  
29	   C	   N4	   135.0	   102.10	   20	   A	   C2	   27.8	   153.02	   20	   C	   C3'	   102.6	   78.22	  
29	   C	   N3	   26.4	   210.70	   20	   A	   N3	   20.1	   217.00	   20	   C	   C2'	   134.4	   46.42	  
29	   C	   C2	   26.0	   154.82	   21	   A	   C4	   30.5	   150.32	   21	   G	   P	   336.0	   -­‐17.80	  
29	   C	   C3'	   108.5	   72.32	   21	   A	   C3'	   103.5	   77.32	   21	   G	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	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29	   C	   C2'	   137.2	   43.62	   21	   A	   C2'	   138.5	   42.32	   21	   G	   C4'	   92.9	   87.92	  
30	   C	   P	   335.6	   -­‐17.40	   21	   T	   P	   336.6	   -­‐18.40	   21	   G	   C1'	   89.1	   91.72	  
30	   C	   C5'	   116.7	   64.12	   21	   T	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   21	   G	   N9	   57.3	   179.80	  
30	   C	   C4'	   94.9	   85.92	   21	   T	   C4'	   92.1	   88.72	   21	   G	   C8	   43.0	   137.82	  
30	   C	   C1'	   90.8	   90.02	   21	   T	   C1'	   91.5	   89.32	   21	   G	   N7	   8.5	   228.60	  
30	   C	   N1	   81.4	   155.70	   21	   T	   N1	   85.6	   151.50	   21	   G	   C5	   62.5	   118.32	  
30	   C	   C6	   40.8	   140.02	   21	   T	   C6	   39.3	   141.52	   21	   G	   C6	   22.5	   158.32	  
30	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	   21	   T	   C5	   70.3	   110.52	   21	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
30	   C	   C4	   15.6	   165.22	   21	   T	   C7	   171.1	   9.72	   21	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	  
30	   C	   N4	   139.0	   98.10	   21	   T	   C4	   17.1	   163.72	   21	   G	   N2	   156.2	   80.90	  
30	   C	   N3	   29.5	   207.60	   21	   T	   N3	   67.8	   169.30	   21	   G	   N3	   61.0	   176.10	  
30	   C	   C2	   26.1	   154.72	   21	   T	   C2	   29.4	   151.42	   21	   G	   C4	   29.4	   151.42	  
30	   C	   C3'	   108.5	   72.32	   21	   T	   C3'	   103.9	   76.92	   21	   G	   C3'	   104.8	   76.02	  
30	   C	   C2'	   137.7	   43.12	   21	   T	   C2'	   140.4	   40.42	   21	   G	   C2'	   137.7	   43.12	  
31	   G	   P	   335.4	   -­‐17.20	   22	   A	   P	   335.9	   -­‐17.70	   22	   C	   P	   331.7	   -­‐13.50	  
31	   G	   C5'	   116.7	   64.12	   22	   A	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	   22	   C	   C5'	   112.2	   68.62	  
31	   G	   C4'	   94.7	   86.12	   22	   A	   C4'	   91.6	   89.22	   22	   C	   C4'	   95.8	   85.02	  
31	   G	   C1'	   90.2	   90.62	   22	   A	   C1'	   91.1	   89.72	   22	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
31	   G	   N9	   58.9	   178.20	   22	   A	   N9	   60.5	   176.60	   22	   C	   N1	   85.1	   152.00	  
31	   G	   C8	   47.8	   133.02	   22	   A	   C8	   42.4	   138.42	   22	   C	   C6	   40.0	   140.82	  
31	   G	   N7	   -­‐1.4	   238.50	   22	   A	   N7	   6.5	   230.60	   22	   C	   C5	   83.2	   97.62	  
31	   G	   C5	   63.0	   117.82	   22	   A	   C5	   62.1	   118.72	   22	   C	   C4	   15.2	   165.62	  
31	   G	   C6	   24.3	   156.52	   22	   A	   C6	   26.7	   154.12	   22	   C	   N4	   146.0	   91.10	  
31	   G	   N1	   92.3	   144.80	   22	   A	   N6	   156.8	   80.30	   22	   C	   N3	   29.9	   207.20	  
31	   G	   C2	   26.2	   154.62	   22	   A	   N1	   15.7	   221.40	   22	   C	   C2	   25.7	   155.12	  
31	   G	   N2	   164.6	   72.50	   22	   A	   C2	   27.3	   153.52	   22	   C	   C3'	   102.3	   78.52	  
31	   G	   N3	   68.4	   168.70	   22	   A	   N3	   20.5	   216.60	   22	   C	   C2'	   135.0	   45.82	  
31	   G	   C4	   30.4	   150.42	   23	   A	   C4	   30.4	   150.42	   23	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	  
31	   G	   C3'	   108.3	   72.52	   23	   A	   C3'	   103.8	   77.02	   23	   G	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	  
31	   G	   C2'	   136.5	   44.32	   23	   A	   C2'	   138.4	   42.42	   23	   G	   C4'	   93.3	   87.52	  
32	   A	   P	   334.9	   -­‐16.70	   23	   C	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   23	   G	   C1'	   88.9	   91.92	  
32	   A	   C5'	   117.2	   63.62	   23	   C	   C5'	   112.9	   67.92	   23	   G	   N9	   56.9	   180.20	  
32	   A	   C4'	   94.5	   86.32	   23	   C	   C4'	   92.4	   88.42	   23	   G	   C8	   43.5	   137.32	  
32	   A	   C1'	   89.0	   91.82	   23	   C	   C1'	   90.7	   90.12	   23	   G	   N7	   8.8	   228.30	  
32	   A	   N9	   57.2	   179.90	   23	   C	   N1	   87.9	   149.20	   23	   G	   C5	   62.4	   118.42	  
32	   A	   C8	   45.1	   135.72	   23	   C	   C6	   38.6	   142.22	   23	   G	   C6	   22.4	   158.42	  
32	   A	   N7	   3.8	   233.30	   23	   C	   C5	   81.7	   99.12	   23	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
32	   A	   C5	   61.6	   119.22	   23	   C	   C4	   16.7	   164.12	   23	   G	   C2	   24.9	   155.92	  
32	   A	   C6	   26.7	   154.12	   23	   C	   N4	   141.4	   95.70	   23	   G	   N2	   156.1	   81.00	  
32	   A	   N6	   148.4	   88.70	   23	   C	   N3	   27.3	   209.80	   23	   G	   N3	   61.1	   176.00	  
32	   A	   N1	   14.6	   222.50	   23	   C	   C2	   25.3	   155.52	   23	   G	   C4	   29.3	   151.52	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32	   A	   C2	   28.7	   152.12	   23	   C	   C3'	   103.9	   76.92	   23	   G	   C3'	   104.9	   75.92	  
32	   A	   N3	   22.5	   214.60	   23	   C	   C2'	   139.5	   41.32	   23	   G	   C2'	   137.4	   43.42	  
32	   A	   C4	   32.2	   148.62	   24	   C	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   24	   C	   P	   332.6	   -­‐14.40	  
32	   A	   C3'	   107.8	   73.02	   24	   C	   C5'	   113.0	   67.82	   24	   C	   C5'	   112.4	   68.42	  
32	   A	   C2'	   136.4	   44.42	   24	   C	   C4'	   92.3	   88.52	   24	   C	   C4'	   95.8	   85.02	  
33	   T	   P	   335.9	   -­‐17.70	   24	   C	   C1'	   90.6	   90.22	   24	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
33	   T	   C5'	   116.6	   64.22	   24	   C	   N1	   86.7	   150.40	   24	   C	   N1	   84.8	   152.30	  
33	   T	   C4'	   94.7	   86.12	   24	   C	   C6	   37.5	   143.32	   24	   C	   C6	   39.8	   141.02	  
33	   T	   C1'	   90.6	   90.22	   24	   C	   C5	   83.2	   97.62	   24	   C	   C5	   83.7	   97.12	  
33	   T	   N1	   79.5	   157.60	   24	   C	   C4	   15.6	   165.22	   24	   C	   C4	   15.4	   165.42	  
33	   T	   C6	   43.2	   137.62	   24	   C	   N4	   145.0	   92.10	   24	   C	   N4	   146.7	   90.40	  
33	   T	   C5	   68.3	   112.52	   24	   C	   N3	   26.6	   210.50	   24	   C	   N3	   31.2	   205.90	  
33	   T	   C7	   169.2	   11.62	   24	   C	   C2	   25.5	   155.32	   24	   C	   C2	   25.6	   155.22	  
33	   T	   C4	   17.0	   163.82	   24	   C	   C3'	   103.8	   77.02	   24	   C	   C3'	   102.2	   78.62	  
33	   T	   N3	   66.9	   170.20	   24	   C	   C2'	   139.6	   41.22	   24	   C	   C2'	   134.8	   46.02	  
33	   T	   C2	   30.3	   150.52	   25	   G	   P	   336.2	   -­‐18.00	   25	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	  
33	   T	   C3'	   108.1	   72.72	   25	   G	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	   25	   G	   C5'	   112.4	   68.42	  
33	   T	   C2'	   137.8	   43.02	   25	   G	   C4'	   91.5	   89.32	   25	   G	   C4'	   93.0	   87.82	  
34	   A	   P	   334.5	   -­‐16.30	   25	   G	   C1'	   91.4	   89.42	   25	   G	   C1'	   89.2	   91.62	  
34	   A	   C5'	   116.8	   64.02	   25	   G	   N9	   66.4	   170.70	   25	   G	   N9	   57.4	   179.70	  
34	   A	   C4'	   94.4	   86.42	   25	   G	   C8	   46.1	   134.72	   25	   G	   C8	   43.2	   137.62	  
34	   A	   C1'	   89.6	   91.22	   25	   G	   N7	   3.1	   234.00	   25	   G	   N7	   8.5	   228.60	  
34	   A	   N9	   55.0	   182.10	   25	   G	   C5	   63.6	   117.22	   25	   G	   C5	   62.5	   118.32	  
34	   A	   C8	   44.9	   135.92	   25	   G	   C6	   23.4	   157.42	   25	   G	   C6	   22.6	   158.22	  
34	   A	   N7	   7.0	   230.10	   25	   G	   N1	   90.8	   146.30	   25	   G	   N1	   89.5	   147.60	  
34	   A	   C5	   62.3	   118.52	   25	   G	   C2	   25.3	   155.52	   25	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	  
34	   A	   C6	   26.2	   154.62	   25	   G	   N2	   161.6	   75.50	   25	   G	   N2	   156.7	   80.40	  
34	   A	   N6	   143.7	   93.40	   25	   G	   N3	   64.0	   173.10	   25	   G	   N3	   61.6	   175.50	  
34	   A	   N1	   15.2	   221.90	   25	   G	   C4	   27.9	   152.92	   25	   G	   C4	   29.4	   151.42	  
34	   A	   C2	   28.0	   152.82	   25	   G	   C3'	   103.8	   77.02	   25	   G	   C3'	   104.7	   76.12	  
34	   A	   N3	   25.8	   211.30	   25	   G	   C2'	   138.8	   42.02	   25	   G	   C2'	   137.4	   43.42	  
34	   A	   C4	   31.5	   149.32	   26	   G	   P	   336.4	   -­‐18.20	   26	   C	   P	   332.7	   -­‐14.50	  
34	   A	   C3'	   108.3	   72.52	   26	   G	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	   26	   C	   C5'	   112.2	   68.62	  
34	   A	   C2'	   136.4	   44.42	   26	   G	   C4'	   91.6	   89.22	   26	   C	   C4'	   95.9	   84.92	  
35	   C	   P	   335.5	   -­‐17.30	   26	   G	   C1'	   91.7	   89.12	   26	   C	   C1'	   86.4	   94.42	  
35	   C	   C5'	   116.8	   64.02	   26	   G	   N9	   67.2	   169.90	   26	   C	   N1	   84.8	   152.30	  
35	   C	   C4'	   94.8	   86.02	   26	   G	   C8	   46.9	   133.92	   26	   C	   C6	   40.2	   140.62	  
35	   C	   C1'	   90.7	   90.12	   26	   G	   N7	   -­‐2.5	   239.60	   26	   C	   C5	   83.6	   97.22	  
35	   C	   N1	   79.1	   158.00	   26	   G	   C5	   63.7	   117.12	   26	   C	   C4	   15.4	   165.42	  
35	   C	   C6	   41.1	   139.72	   26	   G	   C6	   23.7	   157.12	   26	   C	   N4	   146.3	   90.80	  
35	   C	   C5	   84.6	   96.22	   26	   G	   N1	   89.2	   147.90	   26	   C	   N3	   30.2	   206.90	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35	   C	   C4	   17.2	   163.62	   26	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	   26	   C	   C2	   25.6	   155.22	  
35	   C	   N4	   137.0	   100.10	   26	   G	   N2	   163.3	   73.80	   26	   C	   C3'	   102.5	   78.32	  
35	   C	   N3	   26.2	   210.90	   26	   G	   N3	   64.1	   173.00	   26	   C	   C2'	   134.5	   46.32	  
35	   C	   C2	   26.5	   154.32	   27	   G	   C4	   28.9	   151.92	   27	   G	   P	   335.9	   -­‐17.70	  
35	   C	   C3'	   108.7	   72.12	   27	   G	   C3'	   103.5	   77.32	   27	   G	   C5'	   112.6	   68.22	  
35	   C	   C2'	   136.8	   44.02	   27	   G	   C2'	   139.0	   41.82	   27	   G	   C4'	   93.0	   87.82	  
36	   C	   P	   335.1	   -­‐16.90	   27	   T	   P	   336.3	   -­‐18.10	   27	   G	   C1'	   89.0	   91.82	  
36	   C	   C5'	   117.5	   63.32	   27	   T	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	   27	   G	   N9	   57.3	   179.80	  
36	   C	   C4'	   94.8	   86.02	   27	   T	   C4'	   92.3	   88.52	   27	   G	   C8	   43.1	   137.72	  
36	   C	   C1'	   90.5	   90.32	   27	   T	   C1'	   91.3	   89.52	   27	   G	   N7	   8.5	   228.60	  
36	   C	   N1	   80.6	   156.50	   27	   T	   N1	   86.3	   150.80	   27	   G	   C5	   62.5	   118.32	  
36	   C	   C6	   41.2	   139.62	   27	   T	   C6	   39.6	   141.22	   27	   G	   C6	   22.4	   158.42	  
36	   C	   C5	   83.7	   97.12	   27	   T	   C5	   69.9	   110.92	   27	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
36	   C	   C4	   15.1	   165.72	   27	   T	   C7	   170.9	   9.92	   27	   G	   C2	   25.1	   155.72	  
36	   C	   N4	   141.9	   95.20	   27	   T	   C4	   16.9	   163.92	   27	   G	   N2	   156.3	   80.80	  
36	   C	   N3	   25.3	   211.80	   27	   T	   N3	   68.3	   168.80	   27	   G	   N3	   61.1	   176.00	  
36	   C	   C2	   26.1	   154.72	   27	   T	   C2	   29.2	   151.62	   27	   G	   C4	   29.4	   151.42	  
36	   C	   C3'	   108.4	   72.42	   27	   T	   C3'	   103.9	   76.92	   27	   G	   C3'	   104.7	   76.12	  
36	   C	   C2'	   137.8	   43.02	   27	   T	   C2'	   140.2	   40.62	   27	   G	   C2'	   137.7	   43.12	  
37	   A	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	   28	   A	   P	   336.2	   -­‐18.00	   28	   C	   P	   331.9	   -­‐13.70	  
37	   A	   C5'	   116.3	   64.52	   28	   A	   C5'	   112.8	   68.02	   28	   C	   C5'	   112.2	   68.62	  
37	   A	   C4'	   94.6	   86.22	   28	   A	   C4'	   91.6	   89.22	   28	   C	   C4'	   95.6	   85.22	  
37	   A	   C1'	   89.7	   91.12	   28	   A	   C1'	   91.0	   89.82	   28	   C	   C1'	   86.5	   94.32	  
37	   A	   N9	   54.8	   182.30	   28	   A	   N9	   61.4	   175.70	   28	   C	   N1	   85.2	   151.90	  
37	   A	   C8	   43.3	   137.52	   28	   A	   C8	   42.2	   138.62	   28	   C	   C6	   40.2	   140.62	  
37	   A	   N7	   3.2	   233.90	   28	   A	   N7	   6.0	   231.10	   28	   C	   C5	   83.2	   97.62	  
37	   A	   C5	   61.3	   119.52	   28	   A	   C5	   62.3	   118.52	   28	   C	   C4	   15.1	   165.72	  
37	   A	   C6	   26.9	   153.92	   28	   A	   C6	   27.0	   153.82	   28	   C	   N4	   146.0	   91.10	  
37	   A	   N6	   148.5	   88.60	   28	   A	   N6	   156.4	   80.70	   28	   C	   N3	   30.0	   207.10	  
37	   A	   N1	   18.8	   218.30	   28	   A	   N1	   16.0	   221.10	   28	   C	   C2	   25.7	   155.12	  
37	   A	   C2	   28.3	   152.52	   28	   A	   C2	   27.9	   152.92	   28	   C	   C3'	   102.4	   78.42	  
37	   A	   N3	   22.3	   214.80	   28	   A	   N3	   19.8	   217.30	   28	   C	   C2'	   134.9	   45.92	  
37	   A	   C4	   31.8	   149.02	   29	   A	   C4	   30.5	   150.32	   29	   G	   P	   335.7	   -­‐17.50	  
37	   A	   C3'	   108.1	   72.72	   29	   A	   C3'	   103.5	   77.32	   29	   G	   C5'	   112.7	   68.12	  
37	   A	   C2'	   136.8	   44.02	   29	   A	   C2'	   138.1	   42.72	   29	   G	   C4'	   93.3	   87.52	  
38	   T	   P	   335.3	   -­‐17.10	   29	   T	   P	   336.5	   -­‐18.30	   29	   G	   C1'	   88.9	   91.92	  
38	   T	   C5'	   117.0	   63.82	   29	   T	   C5'	   112.8	   68.02	   29	   G	   N9	   56.7	   180.40	  
38	   T	   C4'	   94.6	   86.22	   29	   T	   C4'	   92.5	   88.32	   29	   G	   C8	   43.4	   137.42	  
38	   T	   C1'	   90.8	   90.02	   29	   T	   C1'	   91.5	   89.32	   29	   G	   N7	   8.9	   228.20	  
38	   T	   N1	   81.0	   156.10	   29	   T	   N1	   85.5	   151.60	   29	   G	   C5	   62.4	   118.42	  
38	   T	   C6	   43.2	   137.62	   29	   T	   C6	   39.6	   141.22	   29	   G	   C6	   22.4	   158.42	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38	   T	   C5	   68.4	   112.42	   29	   T	   C5	   70.4	   110.42	   29	   G	   N1	   89.0	   148.10	  
38	   T	   C7	   167.3	   13.52	   29	   T	   C7	   170.9	   9.92	   29	   G	   C2	   25.0	   155.82	  
38	   T	   C4	   17.6	   163.22	   29	   T	   C4	   17.1	   163.72	   29	   G	   N2	   156.3	   80.80	  
38	   T	   N3	   66.7	   170.40	   29	   T	   N3	   67.8	   169.30	   29	   G	   N3	   60.9	   176.20	  
38	   T	   C2	   30.0	   150.82	   29	   T	   C2	   29.5	   151.32	   29	   G	   C4	   29.2	   151.62	  
38	   T	   C3'	   107.9	   72.92	   29	   T	   C3'	   104.1	   76.72	   29	   G	   C3'	   104.8	   76.02	  
38	   T	   C2'	   137.2	   43.62	   29	   T	   C2'	   140.1	   40.72	   29	   G	   C2'	   137.3	   43.52	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1.4 KcsA	  Selectivity	  Filter	  Predicted	  Chemical	  Shifts	  
Thr75 with explicit KK13 Val76 with explicit KK13 Gly77 with explicit KK13 Tyr78 with explicit KK13 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   12.6	   170.225	   Thr75	  C	   17.1	   165.725	   Val76	  C	   11.4	   171.425	   Gly77	  C	   15.2	   167.625	  
Thr75	  N	   124.2	   112.9	   Val76	  N	   118.4	   118.7	   Gly77	  N	   143.7	   93.4	   Tyr78	  N	   126.4	   110.7	  
CA	   121.2	   61.625	   CA	   116.5	   66.325	   CA	   133.8	   49.025	   CA	   121	   61.825	  
CB	   109	   73.825	   CB	   147.8	   35.025	   C	   13.3	   169.525	   CB	   143.7	   39.125	  
CG2	   156.4	   26.425	   CG1	   158.8	   24.025	   	   	   	   CG	   45	   137.825	  
C	   14.9	   167.925	   CG2	   157.6	   25.225	   	   	   	   CD1	   45.7	   137.125	  
	   	   	   C	   11.6	   171.225	   	   	   	   CE1	   65	   117.825	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20.3	   162.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.4	   118.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   43.8	   139.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   7.6	   175.225	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit KK13 Val76 with implicit KK13 Gly77 with implicit KK13 Tyr78 with implicit KK13 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   12.6	   170.225	   Thr75	  C	   16.9	   165.925	   Val76	  C	   9.8	   173.025	   Gly77	  C	   14.8	   168.025	  
Thr75	  N	   124.3	   112.8	   Val76	  N	   119.6	   117.5	   Gly77	  N	   142	   95.1	   Tyr78	  N	   125.5	   111.6	  
CA	   121.1	   61.725	   CA	   116.5	   66.325	   CA	   133.7	   49.125	   CA	   120.9	   61.925	  
CB	   109	   73.825	   CB	   147.8	   35.025	   C	   13.2	   169.625	   CB	   143.6	   39.225	  
CG2	   156.4	   26.425	   CG1	   158.9	   23.925	   	   	   	   CG	   45	   137.825	  
C	   15	   167.825	   CG2	   157.6	   25.225	   	   	   	   CD1	   45.7	   137.125	  
	   	   	   C	   10.1	   172.725	   	   	   	   CE1	   65	   117.825	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20.3	   162.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.4	   118.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   43.9	   138.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   6.9	   175.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with no K's Val76 with no K's Gly77 with no K's Tyr78 with no K's 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   12.6	   170.225	   Thr75	  C	   22.5	   160.325	   Val76	  C	   16	   166.825	   Gly77	  C	   17.2	   165.625	  
Thr75	  N	   124.3	   112.8	   Val76	  N	   126.4	   110.7	   Gly77	  N	   153	   84.1	   Tyr78	  N	   136.1	   101	  
CA	   121.1	   61.725	   CA	   118.9	   63.925	   CA	   133.9	   48.925	   CA	   121.8	   61.025	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CB	   109	   73.825	   CB	   147.8	   35.025	   C	   17.2	   165.625	   CB	   142.1	   40.725	  
CG2	   156.4	   26.425	   CG1	   159	   23.825	   	   	   	   CG	   40.5	   142.325	  
C	   15	   167.825	   CG2	   157.9	   24.925	   	   	   	   CD1	   47.1	   135.725	  
	   	   	   C	   16.2	   166.625	   	   	   	   CE1	   67.4	   115.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   21.8	   161.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.3	   118.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   41.8	   141.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   10.4	   172.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit KK24 Val76 with implicit KK24 Gly77 with implicit KK24 Tyr78 with implicit KK24 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   12.7	   170.125	   Thr75	  C	   16.4	   166.425	   Val76	  C	   11.8	   171.025	   Gly77	  C	   13.5	   169.325	  
Thr75	  N	   124	   113.1	   Val76	  N	   118.5	   118.6	   Gly77	  N	   142.5	   94.6	   Tyr78	  N	   123.5	   113.6	  
CA	   121.6	   61.225	   CA	   117.1	   65.725	   CA	   133.4	   49.425	   CA	   121.6	   61.225	  
CB	   109.1	   73.725	   CB	   147.5	   35.325	   C	   12.2	   170.625	   CB	   142.8	   40.025	  
CG2	   157.4	   25.425	   CG1	   158.8	   24.025	   	   	   	   CG	   43.5	   139.325	  
C	   14.2	   168.625	   CG2	   157.6	   25.225	   	   	   	   CD1	   45.8	   137.025	  
	   	   	   C	   11.8	   171.025	   	   	   	   CE1	   65.5	   117.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20.9	   161.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.6	   118.225	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   43.3	   139.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   10.5	   172.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with explicit KK24 Val76 with explicit KK24 Gly77 with explicit KK24 Tyr78 with explicit KK24 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   12.7	   170.125	   Thr75	  C	   16.8	   166.025	   Val76	  C	   12.2	   170.625	   Gly77	  C	   14.4	   168.425	  
Thr75	  N	   123.8	   113.3	   Val76	  N	   119.2	   117.9	   Gly77	  N	   143.3	   93.8	   Tyr78	  N	   124.6	   112.5	  
CA	   121.9	   60.925	   CA	   117.3	   65.525	   CA	   133.4	   49.425	   CA	   121.6	   61.225	  
CB	   109.7	   73.125	   CB	   147.5	   35.325	   C	   13.1	   169.725	   CB	   142.8	   40.025	  
CG2	   157.3	   25.525	   CG1	   158.8	   24.025	   	   	   	   CG	   43.5	   139.325	  
C	   14.8	   168.025	   CG2	   157.5	   25.325	   	   	   	   CD1	   45.8	   137.025	  
	   	   	   C	   12.3	   170.525	   	   	   	   CE1	   65.5	   117.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20.8	   162.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.6	   118.225	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   43.3	   139.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   10.4	   172.425	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Thr75 with no K's Val76 with no K's Gly77 with no K's Tyr78 with no K's 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   17.1	   165.725	   Thr75	  C	   22	   160.825	   Val76	  C	   14.9	   167.925	   Gly77	  C	   16.2	   166.625	  
Thr75	  N	   118.2	   118.9	   Val76	  N	   128.6	   108.5	   Gly77	  N	   154.1	   83	   Tyr78	  N	   136.7	   100.4	  
CA	   121.8	   61.025	   CA	   118.4	   64.425	   CA	   133.7	   49.125	   CA	   122.2	   60.625	  
CB	   109.5	   73.325	   CB	   146.7	   36.125	   C	   15.9	   166.925	   CB	   141.8	   41.025	  
CG2	   156.9	   25.925	   CG1	   158.3	   24.525	   	   	   	   CG	   41.5	   141.325	  
C	   21.2	   161.625	   CG2	   157.1	   25.725	   	   	   	   CD1	   47.1	   135.725	  
	   	   	   C	   15.9	   166.925	   	   	   	   CE1	   67.1	   115.725	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   21.6	   161.225	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.1	   118.725	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   41.9	   140.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   8.7	   174.125	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit 
BaBa13 
Val76 with implicit BaBa13 Gly77 with implicit 
BaBa13 
Tyr78 with implicit 
BaBa13 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   9.6	   173.225	   Thr75	  C	   16	   166.825	   Val76	  C	   10.2	   172.625	   Gly77	  C	   16.8	   166.025	  
Thr75	  N	   129	   108.1	   Val76	  N	   102.2	   134.9	   Gly77	  N	   138.9	   98.2	   Tyr78	  N	   129.4	   107.7	  
CA	   119.4	   63.425	   CA	   113.5	   69.325	   CA	   135.7	   47.125	   CA	   123.6	   59.225	  
CB	   108.6	   74.225	   CB	   147.5	   35.325	   C	   7.6	   175.225	   CB	   145	   37.825	  
CG2	   156.5	   26.325	   CG1	   158.5	   24.325	   	   	   	   CG	   47.6	   135.225	  
C	   9.8	   173.025	   CG2	   158.4	   24.425	   	   	   	   CD1	   46.6	   136.225	  
	   	   	   C	   9.8	   173.025	   	   	   	   CE1	   64.2	   118.625	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   19.5	   163.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   63.9	   118.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   44.8	   138.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   8.5	   174.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit 
BaBa24 
Val76 with implicit BaBa24 Gly77 with implicit 
BaBa24 
Tyr78 with implicit 
BaBa24 





Atom Shielding Chem. 
Shift 






Thr74	  C	   7.7	   175.125	   Thr75	  C	   12.5	   170.325	   Val76	  C	   9.6	   173.225	   Gly77	  C	   16.4	   166.425	  
Thr75	  N	   129.8	   107.3	   Val76	  N	   132.8	   104.3	   Gly77	  N	   136.9	   100.2	   Tyr78	  N	   123.3	   113.8	  
CA	   126	   56.825	   CA	   115.2	   67.625	   CA	   130.6	   52.225	   CA	   120.7	   62.125	  
CB	   106.6	   76.225	   CB	   147	   35.825	   C	   11.9	   170.925	   CB	   143.1	   39.725	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CG2	   157.5	   25.325	   CG1	   159	   23.825	   	   	   	   CG	   46.2	   136.625	  
C	   12.1	   170.725	   CG2	   158	   24.825	   	   	   	   CD1	   47	   135.825	  
	   	   	   C	   7.4	   175.425	   	   	   	   CE1	   64.6	   118.225	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   19.9	   162.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.4	   118.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   44.5	   138.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   10.8	   172.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit KBa13 Val76 with implicit KBa13 Gly77 with implicit KBa13 Tyr78 with implicit KBa13 
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Thr74	  C	   10.3	   172.525	   Thr75	  C	   11.9	   170.925	   Val76	  C	   10.6	   172.225	   Gly77	  C	   16.4	   166.425	  
Thr75	  N	   128.2	   108.9	   Val76	  N	   43.5	   193.6	   Gly77	  N	   142.8	   94.3	   Tyr78	  N	   123.1	   114	  
CA	   119.9	   62.925	   CA	   108.4	   74.425	   CA	   135.3	   47.525	   CA	   120.9	   61.925	  
CB	   108.8	   74.025	   CB	   143.8	   39.025	   C	   9.6	   173.225	   CB	   143.9	   38.925	  
CG2	   156.5	   26.325	   CG1	   156.5	   26.325	   	   	   	   CG	   46.9	   135.925	  
C	   10.8	   172.025	   CG2	   157	   25.825	   	   	   	   CD1	   46.3	   136.525	  
	   	   	   C	   10.3	   172.525	   	   	   	   CE1	   64.4	   118.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   19.8	   163.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.3	   118.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   44.8	   138.025	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   8	   174.825	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit BaK13 Val76 with implicit BaK13 Gly77 with implicit BaK13 Tyr78 with implicit BaK13 
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Thr74	  C	   12	   170.825	   Thr75	  C	   15.4	   167.425	   Val76	  C	   7.5	   175.325	   Gly77	  C	   15.7	   167.125	  
Thr75	  N	   125.6	   111.5	   Val76	  N	   120.8	   116.3	   Gly77	  N	   142.8	   94.3	   Tyr78	  N	   124.9	   112.2	  
CA	   120.8	   62.025	   CA	   116.4	   66.425	   CA	   133.6	   49.225	   CA	   122.8	   60.025	  
CB	   108.9	   73.925	   CB	   147.9	   34.925	   C	   9.1	   173.725	   CB	   144.6	   38.225	  
CG2	   156.4	   26.425	   CG1	   159.1	   23.725	   	   	   	   CG	   46.5	   136.325	  
C	   13.7	   169.125	   CG2	   157.7	   25.125	   	   	   	   CD1	   46.7	   136.125	  
	   	   	   C	   7.5	   175.325	   	   	   	   CE1	   64.7	   118.125	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20.2	   162.625	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   63.7	   119.125	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   44.2	   138.625	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   14	   168.825	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit KBa24 Val76 with implicit BaK24 Gly77 with implicit KBa24 Tyr78 with implicit KBa24 
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Thr74	  C	   8.3	   174.525	   Thr75	  C	   13.6	   169.225	   Val76	  C	   14.2	   168.625	   Gly77	  C	   15.2	   167.625	  
Thr75	  N	   125.5	   111.6	   Val76	  N	   118.5	   118.6	   Gly77	  N	   138	   99.1	   Tyr78	  N	   120.7	   116.4	  
CA	   123.1	   59.725	   CA	   115.4	   67.425	   CA	   133.3	   49.525	   CA	   121.4	   61.425	  
CB	   111.7	   71.125	   CB	   147.9	   34.925	   C	   9.1	   173.725	   CB	   143	   39.825	  
CG2	   158.6	   24.225	   CG1	   159.4	   23.425	   	   	   	   CG	   43.4	   139.425	  
C	   13.9	   168.925	   CG2	   157.5	   25.325	   	   	   	   CD1	   45.3	   137.525	  
	   	   	   C	   4.5	   178.325	   	   	   	   CE1	   65.3	   117.525	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20.9	   161.925	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   65	   117.825	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   43.5	   139.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   11.4	   171.425	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Thr75 with implicit BaK24 Val76 with implicit KBa24 Gly77 with implicit BaK24 Tyr78 with implicit BaK24 
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Thr74	  C	   11.5	   171.325	   Thr75	  C	   13.1	   169.725	   Val76	  C	   4.1	   178.725	   Gly77	  C	   15.7	   167.125	  
Thr75	  N	   126.3	   110.8	   Val76	  N	   130.3	   106.8	   Gly77	  N	   139.8	   97.3	   Tyr78	  N	   123.7	   113.4	  
CA	   121.1	   61.725	   CA	   111.4	   71.425	   CA	   130.4	   52.425	   CA	   121.7	   61.125	  
CB	   109	   73.825	   CB	   145.3	   37.525	   C	   11.7	   171.125	   CB	   143.4	   39.425	  
CG2	   157.5	   25.325	   CG1	   158.8	   24.025	   	   	   	   CG	   46.8	   136.025	  
C	   11.6	   171.225	   CG2	   156.9	   25.925	   	   	   	   CD1	   46.7	   136.125	  
	   	   	   C	   10.6	   172.225	   	   	   	   CE1	   64.7	   118.125	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CZ	   20	   162.825	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CE2	   64.2	   118.625	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   CD2	   44.5	   138.325	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   C	   10.7	   172.125	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Nucleotide Position Chem. Shift Source A	   C1'	   82.5	   Ashcroft	  A	   C1'	   82.5	   Ashcroft	  A	   C1'	   85.7	   Leupin	  A	   C1'	   82.9	   Lancelot	  A	   C1'	   83.1	   Lancelot	  A	   C1'	   82.9	   Lancelot	  A	   C1'	   82.8	   Lancelot	  A	   C1'	   83	   Lancelot	  A	   C1'	   84.7	   Lancelot	  A	   C1'	   84.84	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C1'	   85.39	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C1'	   84.9	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C1'	   82.3	   Kojima	  A	   C1'	   82.6	   Kojima	  A	   C1'	   83.2	   Kojima	  A	   C1'	   83.5	   Kojima	  A	   C1'	   83.5	   Kojima	  A	   C1'	   83.6	   Kojima	  A	   C1'	   81.7	   Shindo	  A	   C1'	   85.5	   Lane	  A	   C1'	   87.8	   Jia	  A	   C1'	   84.7	   Jia	  A	   C1'	   85.4	   Jia	  A	   C1'	   85.5	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C1'	   87	   Radha	  A	   C1'	   85.2	   Radha	  A	   C1'	   84.7	   Radha	  A	   C1'	   85.2	   Radha	  A	   C1'	   85.23	   Schmieder	  A	   C1'	   85.01	   Schmieder	  A	   C1'	   86.81	   Wang	  A	   C1'	   86.71	   Wang	  A	   C2	   152	   Ashcroft	  A	   C2	   152.4	   Ashcroft	  A	   C2	   155.4	   Leupin	  A	   C2	   150.5	   Shindo	  A	   C2	   155.14	   LaPlante	  A	   C2	   155.05	   LaPlante	  A	   C2	   154.83	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2	   154.64	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2	   154.1	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2	   154.6	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2	   155.06	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2	   153.96	   Chernatynkskaya	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A	   C2	   154.29	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2	   153.5	   Kojima	  A	   C2	   153.4	   Kojima	  A	   C2	   153.1	   Kojima	  A	   C2	   153.1	   Kojima	  A	   C2	   152.4	   Kojima	  A	   C2	   152.5	   Kojima	  A	   C2	   155.7	   Lane	  A	   C2	   154.5	   Jia	  A	   C2	   154.8	   Jia	  A	   C2	   155	   Jia	  A	   C2	   154.5	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C2	   155.2	   Radha	  A	   C2	   154.5	   Radha	  A	   C2	   155.2	   Radha	  A	   C2	   154.5	   Radha	  A	   C2	   154.99	   Schmieder	  A	   C2	   154.98	   Schmieder	  A	   C2	   156.47	   Wang	  A	   C2	   156.58	   Wang	  A	   C2'	   40.58	   LaPlante	  A	   C2'	   40.1	   LaPlante	  A	   C2'	   40.64	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2'	   41.04	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2'	   40.4	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2'	   40.5	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2'	   40.25	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2'	   40.7	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C2'	   37.8	   Shindo	  A	   C2'	   36	   Shindo	  A	   C2'	   40.2	   Radha	  A	   C2'	   40.6	   Radha	  A	   C2'	   40.5	   Radha	  A	   C2'	   40.3	   Radha	  A	   C2'	   39.9	   Schmieder	  A	   C2'	   42.28	   Schmieder	  A	   C2'	   42.3	   Wang	  A	   C2'	   41.94	   Wang	  A	   C3'	   77.6	   Ashcroft	  A	   C3'	   76.9	   Ashcroft	  A	   C3'	   78.72	   LaPlante	  A	   C3'	   78.72	   LaPlante	  A	   C3'	   79.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C3'	   79.94	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C3'	   76.7	   Kojima	  A	   C3'	   77.2	   Kojima	  A	   C3'	   77.2	   Kojima	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A	   C3'	   78	   Kojima	  A	   C3'	   78.4	   Kojima	  A	   C3'	   75.2	   Shindo	  A	   C3'	   73.5	   Shindo	  A	   C3'	   80.4	   Lane	  A	   C3'	   79.9	   Lane	  A	   C3'	   79.3	   Jia	  A	   C3'	   79	   Jia	  A	   C3'	   78.8	   Jia	  A	   C3'	   80.1	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C3'	   78.7	   Radha	  A	   C3'	   80	   Radha	  A	   C3'	   79.2	   Radha	  A	   C3'	   78.7	   Radha	  A	   C3'	   79.75	   Schmieder	  A	   C3'	   72.6	   Schmieder	  A	   C3'	   81.32	   Wang	  A	   C3'	   81.16	   Wang	  A	   C4	   146.9	   Shindo	  A	   C4	   151.05	   LaPlante	  A	   C4	   151.05	   LaPlante	  A	   C4	   150.5	   Jia	  A	   C4	   150.7	   Jia	  A	   C4	   150.7	   Jia	  A	   C4	   151.2	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C4	   150.54	   Schmieder	  A	   C4	   150.61	   Schmieder	  A	   C4	   152.63	   Wang	  A	   C4	   152.63	   Wang	  A	   C4'	   85.2	   Ashcroft	  A	   C4'	   85.5	   Ashcroft	  A	   C4'	   88.3	   Leupin	  A	   C4'	   87.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C4'	   87.84	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C4'	   87.4	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C4'	   87.6	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C4'	   86	   Kojima	  A	   C4'	   86.1	   Kojima	  A	   C4'	   85.9	   Kojima	  A	   C4'	   85.5	   Kojima	  A	   C4'	   85.5	   Kojima	  A	   C4'	   85.3	   Kojima	  A	   C4'	   83.5	   Shindo	  A	   C4'	   88	   Lane	  A	   C4'	   87.2	   Lane	  A	   C4'	   89.6	   Jia	  A	   C4'	   87.2	   Jia	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A	   C4'	   86.3	   Jia	  A	   C4'	   88.1	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C4'	   89.7	   Radha	  A	   C4'	   87.5	   Radha	  A	   C4'	   87.3	   Radha	  A	   C4'	   87.5	   Radha	  A	   C4'	   87.63	   Schmieder	  A	   C4'	   87.63	   Schmieder	  A	   C4'	   89.28	   Wang	  A	   C4'	   89.21	   Wang	  A	   C5	   116.4	   Shindo	  A	   C5	   120.81	   LaPlante	  A	   C5	   121.7	   Jia	  A	   C5	   120.2	   Jia	  A	   C5	   120.5	   Jia	  A	   C5	   120.9	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C5	   120.05	   Schmieder	  A	   C5	   120.05	   Schmieder	  A	   C5	   122	   Wang	  A	   C5	   121.93	   Wang	  A	   C5'	   68	   LaPlante	  A	   C5'	   68.6	   Kawashima	  A	   C5'	   68.1	   Kawashima	  A	   C5'	   64	   Shindo	  A	   C5'	   64	   Jia	  A	   C5'	   68.12	   Schmieder	  A	   C5'	   67.4	   Schmieder	  A	   C5'	   69.93	   Wang	  A	   C5'	   70.07	   Wang	  A	   C6	   154.1	   Shindo	  A	   C6	   157.96	   LaPlante	  A	   C6	   157.9	   LaPlante	  A	   C6	   158.3	   Jia	  A	   C6	   158	   Jia	  A	   C6	   158	   Jia	  A	   C6	   158.3	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C6	   157.54	   Schmieder	  A	   C6	   157.88	   Schmieder	  A	   C6	   159.97	   Wang	  A	   C6	   159.88	   Wang	  A	   C8	   139.1	   Ashcroft	  A	   C8	   139.1	   Ashcroft	  A	   C8	   142.5	   Leupin	  A	   C8	   138.3	   Shindo	  A	   C8	   142.14	   LaPlante	  A	   C8	   141.99	   LaPlante	  A	   C8	   141.93	   Chernatynkskaya	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A	   C8	   141.69	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C8	   141.86	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C8	   141.25	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C8	   141.03	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C8	   141.9	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C8	   141.15	   Chernatynkskaya	  A	   C8	   140.5	   Kojima	  A	   C8	   140	   Kojima	  A	   C8	   140	   Kojima	  A	   C8	   140	   Kojima	  A	   C8	   139.5	   Kojima	  A	   C8	   139.5	   Kojima	  A	   C8	   142.1	   Lane	  A	   C8	   142.2	   Lane	  A	   C8	   142.4	   Jia	  A	   C8	   141.2	   Jia	  A	   C8	   141.7	   Jia	  A	   C8	   142	   Jia	  reference	  12	  A	   C8	   142	   Radha	  A	   C8	   142	   Radha	  A	   C8	   140.7	   Radha	  A	   C8	   142	   Radha	  A	   C8	   141.89	   Schmieder	  A	   C8	   141.88	   Schmieder	  A	   C8	   143.54	   Wang	  A	   C8	   143.52	   Wang	  A	   N1	   222.4	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  A	   N3	   212.9	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  A	   N6	   80.7	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  A	   N6	   79.5	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  A	   N6	   79.9	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  A	   N6	   80.6	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  A	   N6	   81.4	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  A	   N9	   169.6	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  A	  	   C1'	   85.2	   Lane	  A	  	   N7	   230.6	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  C	   C1'	   84.3	   Ashcroft	  C	   C1'	   84.7	   Ashcroft	  C	   C1'	   86.8	   Leupin	  C	   C1'	   87.2	   Leupin	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C	   C1'	   86.4	   Lancelot	  C	   C1'	   84.6	   Lancelot	  C	   C1'	   85.1	   Lancelot	  C	   C1'	   84.3	   Lancelot	  C	   C1'	   84	   Lancelot	  C	   C1'	   88.44	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C1'	   86.34	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C1'	   86.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C1'	   86.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C1'	   85.1	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C1'	   87.9	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C1'	   88.5	   Lane	  C	   C1'	   87.1	   Lane	  C	   C1'	   86.5	   Jia	  C	   C1'	   86.7	   Jia	  C	   C1'	   86.2	   Jia	  C	   C1'	   86.8	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C1'	   86.7	   Radha	  C	   C1'	   86.7	   Radha	  C	   C1'	   86.5	   Radha	  C	   C1'	   86.66	   Schmieder	  C	   C1'	   86.47	   Schmieder	  C	   C1'	   89.93	   Wang	  C	   C1'	   87.92	   Wang	  C	   C1'	   87.92	   Wang	  C	   C2	   159.76	   LaPlante	  C	   C2	   159.26	   LaPlante	  C	   C2	   158.7	   Jia	  C	   C2	   159	   Jia	  C	   C2	   159	   Jia	  C	   C2	   159	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C2	   158.93	   Schmieder	  C	   C2	   159.09	   Schmieder	  C	   C2	   161.41	   Wang	  C	   C2	   160.27	   Wang	  C	   C2	   160.5	   Wang	  C	   C2'	   40	   Leupin	  C	   C2'	   42	   Leupin	  C	   C2'	   42.05	   LaPlante	  C	   C2'	   39.87	   LaPlante	  C	   C2'	   41.04	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C2'	   39.94	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C2'	   40.09	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C2'	   39.77	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C2'	   40.2	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C2'	   41	   Lane	  C	   C2'	   40	   Lane	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C	   C2'	   39.3	   Radha	  C	   C2'	   40.2	   Radha	  C	   C2'	   39	   Radha	  C	   C2'	   40.23	   Schmieder	  C	   C2'	   39.51	   Schmieder	  C	   C2'	   41.82	   Wang	  C	   C2'	   41.68	   Wang	  C	   C2'	   41.34	   Wang	  C	   C3'	   73.9	   Ashcroft	  C	   C3'	   69.7	   Ashcroft	  C	   C3'	   76.84	   LaPlante	  C	   C3'	   72.93	   LaPlante	  C	   C3'	   76.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C3'	   76.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C3'	   77.09	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C3'	   77.44	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C3'	   77.8	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C3'	   77.2	   Lane	  C	   C3'	   76.3	   Jia	  C	   C3'	   76.8	   Jia	  C	   C3'	   77	   Jia	  C	   C3'	   76.7	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C3'	   77.2	   Radha	  C	   C3'	   76.2	   Radha	  C	   C3'	   77.2	   Radha	  C	   C3'	   76.98	   Schmieder	  C	   C3'	   76.99	   Schmieder	  C	   C3'	   79.72	   Wang	  C	   C3'	   78.17	   Wang	  C	   C3'	   78.02	   Wang	  C	   C4	   168.58	   LaPlante	  C	   C4	   168.34	   LaPlante	  C	   C4	   167.2	   Jia	  C	   C4	   167.9	   Jia	  C	   C4	   167.9	   Jia	  C	   C4	   168.1	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C4	   167.94	   Schmieder	  C	   C4	   168.32	   Schmieder	  C	   C4	   170.67	   Wang	  C	   C4	   169.5	   Wang	  C	   C4	   169.58	   Wang	  C	   C4'	   87.1	   Ashcroft	  C	   C4'	   84.7	   Ashcroft	  C	   C4'	   86.5	   Leupin	  C	   C4'	   86.8	   Leupin	  C	   C4'	   88.39	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C4'	   88.3	   Chernatynkskaya	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C	   C4'	   88.8	   Lane	  C	   C4'	   85.9	   Lane	  C	   C4'	   85.3	   Jia	  C	   C4'	   85.6	   Jia	  C	   C4'	   86.3	   Jia	  C	   C4'	   86	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C4'	   86.7	   Radha	  C	   C4'	   85.7	   Radha	  C	   C4'	   85.7	   Radha	  C	   C4'	   85.68	   Schmieder	  C	   C4'	   85.77	   Schmieder	  C	   C4'	   90.08	   Wang	  C	   C4'	   87.15	   Wang	  C	   C4'	   87.01	   Wang	  C	   C5	   96.7	   Ashcroft	  C	   C5	   97	   Ashcroft	  C	   C5	   98.9	   Leupin	  C	   C5	   97.7	   Leupin	  C	   C5	   98.84	   LaPlante	  C	   C5	   98.64	   LaPlante	  C	   C5	   99.28	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   98.64	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   98.44	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   98.76	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   99.55	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   98.25	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   98.4	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C5	   99.6	   Lane	  C	   C5	   98.7	   Lane	  C	   C5	   98.1	   Jia	  C	   C5	   98.3	   Jia	  C	   C5	   98.8	   Jia	  C	   C5	   98.8	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C5	   98.9	   Radha	  C	   C5	   97.7	   Radha	  C	   C5	   98.6	   Radha	  C	   C5	   98.56	   Schmieder	  C	   C5	   98.96	   Schmieder	  C	   C5	   101.36	   Wang	  C	   C5	   100.17	   Wang	  C	   C5	   100.32	   Wang	  C	   C5'	   67.81	   LaPlante	  C	   C5'	   67.2	   LaPlante	  C	   C5'	   66.7	   Kawashima	  C	   C5'	   67.5	   Kawashima	  C	   C5'	   67.2	   Kawashima	  C	   C5'	   67.3	   Kawashima	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C	   C5'	   64.4	   Lane	  C	   C5'	   67.17	   Schmieder	  C	   C5'	   66.96	   Schmieder	  C	   C5'	   65.7	   Wang	  C	   C5'	   69.29	   Wang	  C	   C5'	   69.46	   Wang	  C	   C6	   141.7	   Ashcroft	  C	   C6	   142.2	   Ashcroft	  C	   C6	   143.4	   Leupin	  C	   C6	   144	   Leupin	  C	   C6	   143.99	   LaPlante	  C	   C6	   143.26	   LaPlante	  C	   C6	   143.32	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   142.17	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   142.19	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   143.78	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   143.29	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   142	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   142.18	   Chernatynkskaya	  C	   C6	   143.5	   Lane	  C	   C6	   142.6	   Lane	  C	   C6	   141.7	   Jia	  C	   C6	   142.2	   Jia	  C	   C6	   142.9	   Jia	  C	   C6	   142.6	   Jia	  reference	  12	  C	   C6	   143	   Radha	  C	   C6	   139.5	   Radha	  C	   C6	   142	   Radha	  C	   C6	   142.61	   Schmieder	  C	   C6	   143.35	   Schmieder	  C	   C6	   145.11	   Wang	  C	   C6	   143.8	   Wang	  C	   C6	   144.24	   Wang	  C	   N1	   151.0	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  C	   N3	   196.2	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  C	   N4	   97.5	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  C	   N4	   98.5	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  C	   N4	   95.1	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  C	   N4	   97.3	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  C	   N4	   96.9	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  C	   N4	   97.8	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	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G	   C1'	   82.3	   Ashcroft	  G	   C1'	   81.9	   Ashcroft	  G	   C1'	   85	   Leupin	  G	   C1'	   85	   Leupin	  G	   C1'	   82.6	   Lancelot	  G	   C1'	   82.1	   Lancelot	  G	   C1'	   82.1	   Lancelot	  G	   C1'	   82.7	   Lancelot	  G	   C1'	   84.74	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C1'	   85.14	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C1'	   86.47	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C1'	   84.1	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C1'	   82.3	   Kojima	  G	   C1'	   82.7	   Kojima	  G	   C1'	   83.4	   Kojima	  G	   C1'	   83.1	   Kojima	  G	   C1'	   85.2	   Lane	  G	   C1'	   84.2	   Jia	  G	   C1'	   84.2	   Jia	  G	   C1'	   85	   Jia	  G	   C1'	   84.3	   Jia	  reference	  12	  G	   C1'	   84.3	   Radha	  G	   C1'	   85	   Radha	  G	   C1'	   85	   Radha	  G	   C1'	   84.4	   Schmieder	  G	   C1'	   84.74	   Schmieder	  G	   C1'	   86.44	   Wang	  G	   C1'	   86.64	   Wang	  G	   C1'	   86.71	   Wang	  G	   C2	   156.52	   LaPlante	  G	   C2	   156.29	   LaPlante	  G	   C2	   159.12	   Wang	  G	   C2	   158.93	   Wang	  G	   C2	   159.08	   Wang	  G	   C2'	   40.84	   LaPlante	  G	   C2'	   40.58	   LaPlante	  G	   C2'	   40.74	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C2'	   40.89	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C2'	   42.09	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C2'	   42.7	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C2'	   41.6	   Lane	  G	   C2'	   42.4	   Lane	  G	   C2'	   40.2	   Radha	  G	   C2'	   39.7	   Radha	  G	   C2'	   40.3	   Radha	  G	   C2'	   40.24	   Schmieder	  G	   C2'	   41.26	   Schmieder	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G	   C2'	   42.3	   Wang	  G	   C2'	   42.67	   Wang	  G	   C2'	   43.84	   Wang	  G	   C3'	   77.3	   Ashcroft	  G	   C3'	   77	   Ashcroft	  G	   C3'	   78.87	   LaPlante	  G	   C3'	   78.43	   LaPlante	  G	   C3'	   80.04	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C3'	   79.44	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C3'	   73.34	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C3'	   72.5	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C3'	   77.4	   Kojima	  G	   C3'	   77.5	   Kojima	  G	   C3'	   77.5	   Kojima	  G	   C3'	   78.8	   Lane	  G	   C3'	   78.8	   Jia	  G	   C3'	   78.7	   Jia	  G	   C3'	   77.3	   Jia	  G	   C3'	   78.9	   Jia	  reference	  12	  G	   C3'	   79.2	   Radha	  G	   C3'	   78.5	   Radha	  G	   C3'	   79.2	   Radha	  G	   C3'	   79.29	   Schmieder	  G	   C3'	   79.14	   Schmieder	  G	   C3'	   81.56	   Wang	  G	   C3'	   81.19	   Wang	  G	   C3'	   75.26	   Wang	  G	   C4	   153.7	   LaPlante	  G	   C4	   153.49	   LaPlante	  G	   C4	   153.1	   Jia	  G	   C4	   152.6	   Jia	  G	   C4	   152.4	   Jia	  G	   C4	   153.4	   Jia	  reference	  12	  G	   C4	   154.02	   Schmieder	  G	   C4	   153.39	   Schmieder	  G	   C4	   155.64	   Wang	  G	   C4	   154.98	   Wang	  G	   C4	   155.8	   Wang	  G	   C4'	   83.1	   Ashcroft	  G	   C4'	   85.3	   Ashcroft	  G	   C4'	   89.8	   Leupin	  G	   C4'	   87.7	   Leupin	  G	   C4'	   87.44	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C4'	   87.39	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C4'	   88.04	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C4'	   86.2	   Kojima	  G	   C4'	   87.4	   Kojima	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G	   C4'	   85.4	   Kojima	  G	   C4'	   85.3	   Kojima	  G	   C4'	   87.2	   Lane	  G	   C4'	   88.4	   Lane	  G	   C4'	   87.2	   Jia	  G	   C4'	   86.6	   Jia	  G	   C4'	   86.8	   Jia	  G	   C4'	   86.3	   Jia	  reference	  12	  G	   C4'	   87.2	   Radha	  G	   C4'	   87.5	   Radha	  G	   C4'	   87.5	   Radha	  G	   C4'	   87.48	   Schmieder	  G	   C4'	   87.26	   Schmieder	  G	   C4'	   89.15	   Wang	  G	   C4'	   88.92	   Wang	  G	   C4'	   89.75	   Wang	  G	   C5	   118.98	   LaPlante	  G	   C5	   118.28	   LaPlante	  G	   C5	   117.5	   Jia	  G	   C5	   117.5	   Jia	  G	   C5	   117.5	   Jia	  G	   C5	   117.5	   Jia	  reference	  12	  G	   C5	   117.64	   Schmieder	  G	   C5	   117.65	   Schmieder	  G	   C5	   119.32	   Wang	  G	   C5	   119.2	   Wang	  G	   C5	   119.51	   Wang	  G	   C5'	   65	   Leupin	  G	   C5'	   67.9	   LaPlante	  G	   C5'	   64.4	   LaPlante	  G	   C5'	   68.5	   Kawashima	  G	   C5'	   68.4	   Kawashima	  G	   C5'	   68.5	   Kawashima	  G	   C5'	   68.41	   Schmieder	  G	   C5'	   68.71	   Schmieder	  G	   C5'	   70.1	   Wang	  G	   C5'	   70.1	   Wang	  G	   C5'	   68.97	   Wang	  G	   C6	   161.37	   LaPlante	  G	   C6	   161.05	   LaPlante	  G	   C6	   163.8	   Wang	  G	   C6	   163.59	   Wang	  G	   C6	   163.14	   Wang	  G	   C8	   135.8	   Ashcroft	  G	   C8	   135.8	   Ashcroft	  G	   C8	   139.4	   Leupin	  G	   C8	   138.7	   Leupin	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G	   C8	   139.81	   LaPlante	  G	   C8	   138.81	   LaPlante	  G	   C8	   138.45	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   138.12	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   139.36	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   138.17	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   138.17	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   138.33	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   138.35	   Chernatynkskaya	  G	   C8	   137.7	   Kojima	  G	   C8	   137.7	   Kojima	  G	   C8	   136.7	   Kojima	  G	   C8	   136.7	   Kojima	  G	   C8	   139.4	   Lane	  G	   C8	   138.1	   Jia	  G	   C8	   137.1	   Jia	  G	   C8	   136.9	   Jia	  G	   C8	   137.6	   Jia	  reference	  12	  G	   C8	   138.5	   Radha	  G	   C8	   137.2	   Radha	  G	   C8	   138.8	   Radha	  G	   C8	   138.54	   Schmieder	  G	   C8	   137.57	   Schmieder	  G	   C8	   140.22	   Wang	  G	   C8	   140	   Wang	  G	   C8	   141	   Wang	  G	   N1	   147.1	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  G	   N1	   147	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  G	   N1	   146.8	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  G	   N1	   147.1	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  G	   N1	   146.5	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  G	   N2	   75.1	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  G	   N2	   74.8	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  G	   N3	   161.7	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  G	   N7	   233.2	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  G	   N9	   169.6	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  T	   C1'	   81.7	   Shindo	  T	   C1'	   83.2	   Ashcroft	  T	   C1'	   83.5	   Ashcroft	  T	   C1'	   85.4	   Leupin	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T	   C1'	   84.1	   Lancelot	  T	   C1'	   83.5	   Lancelot	  T	   C1'	   83.1	   Lancelot	  T	   C1'	   83.8	   Lancelot	  T	   C1'	   83.3	   Lancelot	  T	   C1'	   84.84	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C1'	   85.39	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C1'	   85.64	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C1'	   85.14	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C1'	   85.54	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C1'	   86.3	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C1'	   86.2	   Lane	  T	   C1'	   85.6	   Jia	  T	   C1'	   85.3	   Jia	  T	   C1'	   85.4	   Jia	  T	   C1'	   86.1	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C1'	   86.2	   Radha	  T	   C1'	   86	   Radha	  T	   C1'	   85.2	   Radha	  T	   C1'	   86.7	   Radha	  T	   C1'	   87.62	   Schmieder	  T	   C1'	   86.12	   Schmieder	  T	   C1'	   87.18	   Wang	  T	   C1'	   87.1	   Wang	  T	   C2	   148.5	   Shindo	  T	   C2	   153.17	   LaPlante	  T	   C2	   153.05	   LaPlante	  T	   C2	   153.2	   Jia	  T	   C2	   152.3	   Jia	  T	   C2	   153.5	   Jia	  T	   C2	   153.7	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C2	   153.88	   Schmieder	  T	   C2	   153.71	   Schmieder	  T	   C2	   154.23	   Wang	  T	   C2	   154.19	   Wang	  T	   C2'	   37.8	   Shindo	  T	   C2'	   36	   Shindo	  T	   C2'	   39.5	   Leupin	  T	   C2'	   39.69	   LaPlante	  T	   C2'	   39.69	   LaPlante	  T	   C2'	   39.39	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C2'	   39.24	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C2'	   39.64	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C2'	   39.14	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C2'	   39.24	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C2'	   39.4	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C2'	   39.6	   Lane	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T	   C2'	   40	   Lane	  T	   C2'	   39.5	   Radha	  T	   C2'	   39.4	   Radha	  T	   C2'	   39.7	   Radha	  T	   C2'	   41.4	   Radha	  T	   C2'	   39.89	   Schmieder	  T	   C2'	   39.03	   Schmieder	  T	   C2'	   41.01	   Wang	  T	   C2'	   41.17	   Wang	  T	   C3'	   75.2	   Shindo	  T	   C3'	   73.5	   Shindo	  T	   C3'	   74.7	   Ashcroft	  T	   C3'	   75.6	   Ashcroft	  T	   C3'	   78.05	   LaPlante	  T	   C3'	   77.66	   LaPlante	  T	   C3'	   79.44	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C3'	   77.74	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C3'	   78.04	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C3'	   76.84	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C3'	   77.14	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C3'	   78.9	   Lane	  T	   C3'	   77.5	   Lane	  T	   C3'	   78	   Jia	  T	   C3'	   78.5	   Jia	  T	   C3'	   71	   Jia	  T	   C3'	   78.9	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C3'	   78	   Radha	  T	   C3'	   78.7	   Radha	  T	   C3'	   77.5	   Radha	  T	   C3'	   72.2	   Radha	  T	   C3'	   78.69	   Schmieder	  T	   C3'	   78.23	   Schmieder	  T	   C3'	   79.49	   Wang	  T	   C3'	   79.22	   Wang	  T	   C4	   164.9	   Shindo	  T	   C4	   168.08	   LaPlante	  T	   C4	   168.08	   LaPlante	  T	   C4	   166	   Gregory	  T	   C4	   168.7	   Jia	  T	   C4	   168.7	   Jia	  T	   C4	   168.7	   Jia	  T	   C4	   168.8	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C4	   169.52	   Schmieder	  T	   C4	   169.76	   Schmieder	  T	   C4	   170.67	   Wang	  T	   C4	   170.59	   Wang	  T	   C4'	   83.5	   Shindo	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T	   C4'	   83.6	   Ashcroft	  T	   C4'	   83.2	   Ashcroft	  T	   C4'	   85.6	   Leupin	  T	   C4'	   86.74	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C4'	   85.79	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C4'	   86.7	   Lane	  T	   C4'	   86.1	   Lane	  T	   C4'	   85.8	   Jia	  T	   C4'	   85.6	   Jia	  T	   C4'	   86.5	   Jia	  T	   C4'	   86.2	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C4'	   86	   Radha	  T	   C4'	   86	   Radha	  T	   C4'	   87.3	   Radha	  T	   C4'	   87.3	   Radha	  T	   C4'	   88.79	   Schmieder	  T	   C4'	   86.35	   Schmieder	  T	   C4'	   87.7	   Wang	  T	   C4'	   87.45	   Wang	  T	   C5	   109.2	   Shindo	  T	   C5	   113.64	   LaPlante	  T	   C5	   113.55	   LaPlante	  T	   C5	   114.06	   Schmieder	  T	   C5	   113.8	   Schmieder	  T	   C5	   114.98	   Wang	  T	   C5	   114.93	   Wang	  T	   C5'	   64	   Shindo	  T	   C5'	   67.32	   LaPlante	  T	   C5'	   66.7	   Kawashima	  T	   C5'	   67.3	   Kawashima	  T	   C5'	   63.94	   Schmieder	  T	   C5'	   67.63	   Schmieder	  T	   C5'	   68.94	   Wang	  T	   C5'	   68.69	   Wang	  T	   C6	   136.2	   Ashcroft	  T	   C6	   138	   Ashcroft	  T	   C6	   138.7	   Leupin	  T	   C6	   134.9	   Shindo	  T	   C6	   138.99	   LaPlante	  T	   C6	   138.99	   LaPlante	  T	   C6	   137	   Gregory	  T	   C6	   139.71	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C6	   139.82	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C6	   138.17	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C6	   138.37	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C6	   139.79	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C6	   138	   Chernatynkskaya	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T	   C6	   138.11	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C6	   140.2	   Lane	  T	   C6	   138.7	   Jia	  T	   C6	   138	   Jia	  T	   C6	   138.9	   Jia	  T	   C6	   139.3	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C6	   139.7	   Radha	  T	   C6	   138.5	   Radha	  T	   C6	   142.7	   Radha	  T	   C6	   139.7	   Radha	  T	   C6	   139.49	   Schmieder	  T	   C6	   139.84	   Schmieder	  T	   C6	   140.33	   Wang	  T	   C6	   140.22	   Wang	  T	   C7	   12.1	   Ashcroft	  T	   C7	   12.1	   Ashcroft	  T	   C7	   14.6	   Leupin	  T	   C7	   14.5	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   14.55	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   14.45	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   14.3	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   14.5	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   14.3	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   14.5	   Chernatynkskaya	  T	   C7	   10.35	   Shindo	  T	   C7	   14.19	   LaPlante	  T	   C7	   14.19	   LaPlante	  T	   C7	   15.2	   Lane	  T	   C7	   14.8	   Lane	  T	   C7	   14	   Jia	  T	   C7	   14.3	   Jia	  T	   C7	   14.2	   Jia	  T	   C7	   14.8	   Jia	  reference	  12	  T	   C7	   14.75	   Radha	  T	   C7	   14.2	   Radha	  T	   C7	   14.7	   Radha	  T	   C7	   14.6	   Radha	  T	   C7	   14.28	   Schmieder	  T	   C7	   14.58	   Schmieder	  T	   C7	   16.24	   Wang	  T	   C7	   16.14	   Wang	  T	   N1	   142.7	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	  T	   N3	   158.7	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   158.9	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   159.6	   Fernandez	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BMR4103	  T	   N3	   158.9	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   158.4	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   159.4	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   159.4	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   159.4	   Fernandez	  BMR4103	  T	   N3	   158.2	   Cross	  (re-­‐referenced)	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3 Pulse	  Programs	  
3.1 Varian/Agilent	  Pulse	  Programs	  (SpinSight®	  3.4)	  
3.1.1 Carr-­‐Purcell-­‐Meiboom-­‐Gill	  (CPMG)	  
3.1.1.1 cpmg.s	  
name        "cpmg"; 
title       "Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill T2 experiment"; 
 
! 1H:   90 (_______180_______)^n ==Acq== 
! time:    --------tau-------- 
! loop:    (    tausteps     )^n  
 
! tausteps should be even to cancel out 180 pulse errors. 
! IVS 11/16/11 
 
!  COMPILED WITH OPTIMIZATION ON 
!  InfinityPlus Compatible 
 
    NMRchnls    RF: ch1; NMRacq; 
 
!---------------------------------------------- 





 .time   autofix extern times[]  TAU, TAU1; 
 .long autofix extern tausteps "# of Tau steps" = 8; 
 .long   TAUSTEPS = 0; 
 
     .phase  list H90[]   = 0, 0, 180, 180, 90, 90, 270, 
270; 
 .phase list H180[]  = 90, 270, 90, 270, 0, 180, 0, 
180; 
     .long  extern list abph[] = 0,0,2,2,1,1,3,3;  !rcvr 
cycle list 
 





! Define error codes specific to this pulse program 
! --------------------------------------------------- 
define TAU_ERR 0x100 
define TAU_ERROR_CODE USER_ERROR_BASE + TAU_ERR 




define TAU1_ERR 0x100 
define TAU1_ERROR_CODE USER_ERROR_BASE + TAU1_ERR 



















dpc = dp;      !set dummy pulse count 
abph=abph.start;     !initiate rcvr cycle list 
TAU = ((tau/2.0) - (pw180H/2.0)); 
TAU1 = ((tau/2.0) - (pw180H/2.0) - rd); 
TAUSTEPS = tausteps - 1;     !number of cycles 
decremented by 1 since last cycle must account for rd 
 
txduty1 = (pw90H+pw180H)/extm; 
if (txduty1 > 0.2) {error(TXDUTY_ERR);}   !Duty factor too 
large 
 
if (TAU < (20*pw180H)) {error(TAU_ERR);} 
if (TAU1 < (20*pw180H)) {error(TAU1_ERR);} 
if (TAU1 < (rd*2)) {error(TAU1_ERR); } 
 
! ------------------------------- 




 aqph=@abph++;                 !set rcvr cycle 
 out   time(3u) ch1: SC(scH);   !preset scaler 
 out   time(1u) ch1: AP(aH,@H90++);  !preset amp. and 
phase 
 out   pw90H ch1: TG;   !output excitation pulse  
 do(TAUSTEPS){ 
  out   TAU ch1: P(@H180++); 
  out   pw180H ch1: TG; 
  out   TAU; 
 } 
 out   TAU ch1: P(@H180++); 
 out   pw180H ch1: TG; 
 out   TAU1 ch1: TB|P(p); 
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 out   rd   ch1: RE|TB;       !blank amplifier, set rcvr 
phase 
     Acq   dw   ch1: RE|TB;       !collect 'al' data 
points 
     scan  pd;                    !end of seq. 
bookkeeping, recycle delay 





# $Revision: 1.3 $  $Date: 1997/02/10 21:16:48 $ 
# $Source: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/acqpars/csecho.acq,v $ 
# 
#   This section sets the initial cmx global parameters 
# 
# The file format is as follows 
# 
# si_name;long name;value;units;min;max;decimal pnts;user 
level;data type 
# 
#   a - is a blank field. 
#   tabs and spaces are allowed if you wish to seperate the fields a 
little 
#   but a line can be only 80 characters. 
# 
# first line = ppfn and na 
# 
na;# acq's (x 4);1;-;1;100000000;0;1;long 
# 


































temp;Set Temp. (C);0;-;-1000;250;2;1;float;acc_array 
speed;spin rate;-1;kHz;-1000;50;3;1;float;acc_array 
time1d;1D time (min);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
# 





3.1.2 Chemical	  Shift	  Echo	  
3.1.2.1 csecho.s	  
name        "csecho"; 
title       "chemical shift echo, or hahn echo"; 
 
!   COMPILED WITH OPTIMIZATION ON 
!   $Header: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/ppg/csecho.s,v 1.4 1998/08/11 
21:33:54 applab Exp $ 
 









 .time   autofix extern times[]  TAU, TAU1; 
 .time  autofix extern tau1 = 20.0u; 
 
    .phase  list X90[]    =  0,180,90,270; 
 .phase list X180[]   = 90, 90,180,180; 
    .long  extern list abph[] = 0,2,1,3;    !rcvr cycle 
list 
 





! Define error codes specific to this pulse program 
! --------------------------------------------------- 
define TAU_ERR 0x100 
define TAU_ERROR_CODE USER_ERROR_BASE + TAU_ERR 
comment "ERROR "TAU_ERROR_CODE "pw180X too long or tau too short"; 
 
define TAU1_ERR 0x100 
define TAU1_ERROR_CODE USER_ERROR_BASE + TAU1_ERR 





















dpc = dp;         !set dummy 
pulse count 
abph=abph.start;       !initiate rcvr 
cycle list 
TAU = (tau - (pw180X/2.0) - 0.5us); 
TAU1 = (tau1 - (pw180X/2.0) - rd); 
 
txduty1 = (pw90X+pw180X)/extm; 
if (txduty1 > 0.2) {error(TXDUTY_ERR);}   !Duty factor too 
large 
 
if (TAU < 100ns) {error(TAU_ERR);} 
if (TAU1 < 100ns) {error(TAU1_ERR);} 
 
! ------------------------------- 




 aqph=@abph++;                  !set rcvr cycle 
 out   time(3u) ch1: SC(scX);   !preset scaler 
 out   time(1u) ch1: AP(aX,@X90++);  !preset amp. and 
phase 
 out   pw90X  ch1: TG;    !output 
excitation pulse  
 out   time(0.5u); 
 out   TAU  ch1: P(@X180++); 
 out   pw180X ch1: TG; 
 out   rd    ch1: TB|P(p);        !blank 
amplifier, set rcvr phase 
    out   TAU1   ch1: RE|TB;    !enable rcvr (RE) 
    Acq   dw    ch1: RE|TB;        !collect 'al' 
data points 
    scan  pd;                     !end of seq. 
bookkeeping, recycle delay 





# $Revision: 1.3 $  $Date: 1997/02/10 21:16:48 $ 
# $Source: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/acqpars/csecho.acq,v $ 
# 




# The file format is as follows 
# 
# si_name;long name;value;units;min;max;decimal pnts;user 
level;data type 
# 
#   a - is a blank field. 
#   tabs and spaces are allowed if you wish to seperate the fields a 
little 
#   but a line can be only 80 characters. 
# 
# first line = ppfn and na 
# 
na;# acq's (x 4);1;-;1;100000000;0;1;long 
# 

































temp;Set Temp. (C);0;-;-1000;250;2;1;float;acc_array 
speed;spin rate;-1;kHz;-1000;50;3;1;float;acc_array 
time1d;1D time (min);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
# 






3.1.3 Exchange	  Spectroscopy	  (EXSY)	  
3.1.3.1 EXSY.s	  
name "EXSY"; 
title "1H EXSY without echo"; 
 
! 1H:  H90____T1____H90____Tmix____H90==Acq== 
 
!  COMPILED WITH OPTIMIZATION ON 
!  $Header: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/I+/ppg/cp3resR_pm.s,v 1.1 
2000/06/27 19:22:32 applab Exp $ 
!  InfinityPlus Compatible 
 
 NMRchnls RF: ch1; NMRacq; 
 
! ------------------------------------------ 




 .freq   extern     fH_ "frequency hop H" = 0.0; 
 .freq   extern     H1_drift = 5.5; 
 .float  extern    blocks=0; 
 .float  extern     FX; 
 .time   extern     t1_evol     = 1.0u; 
 .time   extern     tmix        = 1.0u; 
 .time              t1_evol_out = 1.0u; 
 
!---- Phase lists 
 .phase  list  H90[]   = 0, 180, 0, 180, 0, 180, 0, 
180, 0, 180, 0, 180, 0, 180, 0, 180; !H90 phase list 
 .phase  list  H2[]  = 0, 0, 180, 180, 0, 0, 180, 180, 
0, 0, 180, 180, 0, 0, 180, 180; 
 .phase  list  H3[]  = 0, 0, 0, 0, 90, 90, 90, 90, 180, 
180, 180, 180, 270, 270, 270, 270;  
 .phase  p4;          
  !Holder for tppi phase 
 .phase  list tppi[]  = 0, 270, 180, 90;     
    !TPPI phase 
 .long extern list abph[] = 0, 2, 2, 0, 1, 3, 3, 1, 2, 0, 0, 
















.update "time2d = ((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0"; 
 
.update "FX = -
1.0*blocks*(((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0)"; 
.update "fH_ = FX*H1_drift"; 
 
!------------------------------------------- 
! Execute once at start of run. 
!------------------------------------------- 
       
.program 
 
dpc = dp; 
pd = pd - 17u; 
txduty1 = (3*pw90H)/extm; 
if (txduty1 > 0.2) {error(TXDUTY_ERR);} 
FX = -1.0*blocks*(((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0); 
  
! ------------------------------------------ 







        fH_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*H1_drift; 
 abph = abph.start; 
        H90=H90.start; 
 H2=H2.start; 
 H3=H3.start; 
 p4 = @tppi++; 
        t1_evol_out = t1_evol + (dw2*index2);  
        loop1D   
        { 
  aqph=@abph++;  
  out     time(10u);       
       
  out     time(3u) ch1: SC(scH); 
  out time(3u) ch1: F(fH_); 
  out     time(1u) ch1: MX | AP(aH,@H90+p4);   
  out     pw90H    ch1: TG; 
  H90++;  
  out     time(t1_evol_out)   ch1: P(@H2+p4); 
  out     pw90H    ch1: TG; 
  H2++; 
  out     time(tmix)          ch1: P(@H3+p4); 
  out     pw90H    ch1: TG; 
  H3++; 
  out  rd ch1: TB |  P(p); 
  out  ad ch1: RE |  TB; 
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  Acq  dw ch1: RE | TB; 
  scan pd; 







#  $Revision: 1.1 $  $Date: 1999/11/10 21:25:19 $ 
#  $Source: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/I+/ppg/vacpX_pm.acq,v $ 
#  InfinityPlus Compatible 
# 
#   This section sets the initial cmx global parameters 
# 
# The file format is as follows 
# 
# si_name;long name;value;units;min;max;decimal pnts;user 
level;data type 
# 
#   a - is a blank field. 
#   tabs and spaces are allowed if you wish to seperate the fields a 
little 
#   but a line can be only 80 characters. 
# 
# first line = ppfn and na 
# 
na;# acq's (x 16);1;-;1;100000000;0;1;long 
# 
# Channel assignments 
# 
sf1;ch1 spect freq;150.748;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
ch1;ppg ch1;2;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf2;ch2 spect freq;599.08;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
sf3;ch3 spect freq;60.748;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
sf4;ch4 spect freq;20.0;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
# 
# Drift Compensation 
# 
fH_;freq hop;0;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
H1_drift;drift to correct;4.2;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
blocks; blocks acquired;0;-;0;1024;0;3;long 
# 
# timing variables 
# 










# Pulse/Receiver attributes 
# 












temp;Set Temp. (C);0;-;-1000;250;2;1;float;acc_array 
time1d;1D time (min);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
speed;spin rate;-1;kHz;-1000;50;3;1;float;acc_array 
t1_evol;init. t1 evol.;1;u;.1;20000;2;1;float 
tmix;mixing time;1;u;.1;20000;2;1;float 
al2;dim2 acq length;1;-;0;1048576;0;1;long 
time2d;total 2D time (hrs);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
# 





3.1.4 19F-­‐13C	  Dipolar-­‐Assisted	  Rotational	  Resonance	  (DARR)	  
3.1.4.1 FC_DARR_2D.s	  
name "19F-filtered C-C CP-DARR"; 
title "tan CP F->C, RAD mixing, TPPM during t1 and detection"; 
 
!(1)13C :     flatCP ___t1___ X90 ____tmix___ X90 ___ACQ___ 
!(2) 1H :     ---------tppm------ ----RAD---- ----tppm----- 
!(3)19F : F90 rampCP 
 
!  phase cycling of the whole preparation block 
!  spin temperature inversion on 19F 
 
!  COMPILED WITH OPTIMIZATION ON 
!  InfinityPlus Compatible 
 
 NMRchnls RF: ch1 ch2 ch3; NMRacq; 
  
! ------------------------------------------ 





 .freq extern fX_ "frequency hop during mixing" = 0.0; 
 .freq extern fH_ "frequency hop during mixing" = 0.0; 
 .freq extern fF_ "frequency hop during mixing" = 0.0; 
 .freq extern H1_drift = 4.2; 
 .freq extern C13_drift = 0.0; 
 .freq extern F19_drift = 0.0; 
 .float  extern blocks=0; 
 .float extern FX; 
 
 .time extern t1_evol = 1.0u; 
 .time  t1_evol_out = 1.0u; 
 .time  TREM1 = 1.0u; 
 .time  TREM2 = 1.0u; 
 .ampl extern aHdec1 "CT aH dec" = 0.1; 
  
! Uncomment for t1 compenstation   
!     .time  t1_comp; 
 
!----- Parameters for tan shape FX 
 .long   i,j,k;   
 .float extern  betaFX  ; 
 .float extern  deltaFX  ; 
 .float   alpha,alpha2,amp; 
 .long list fixed  alistFX[512]; 
 .long extern  stepstan "shape steps" = 512; 
 .time autofix  CT          = .1m;         




!---- Parameters for RAD mixing  
 .time extern autofix tmix "RAD mixing time" = 2.0ms; 
 .ampl extern  aHrad  "aH RAD mix" = 0.1; 
 .time   extern autofix pw90X_ "X flip&read" = 4.0us; 
 .ampl   extern  aX90_ "X flip&read ampl" = 0.1;  
 .time   autofix  tMX_ "MX delay" = 100ns;   
 .long   extern  RAD_flag_ = 1; 
 
!---- Parameters for TPPM 
 .long cycles  "no. of TPPM cycles"   = 8;  !TPPM parameters 
 .float cycles1 "no of TPPM cycles during ct" = 8; 
 .long CYCLES1 = 1; 
 .float cycles2 "no. of TPPM cycles during t1" = 8;  
 .long CYCLES2 = 1; 
 .phase extern autofix p1 "TPPM phase" = 15.0; 
 .phase autofix p0 = 90.0; 
 .ampl autofix a_tmp = 0; 
 .ampl autofix a_tmp1 = 0; 
 .time extern pw1 "TPPM pw during ct & t1" = 1.0u; 
  
!---- Phase lists 
 .phase list F90[]   = 0,180;    
  !F 90 Phase List (+/-1 coherences) 
 .phase  Fmix  = 90;       
  !F CP 
 .phase  Xmix  = 270;     
  !X CP 
 .phase list Xflip_[]  = 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,180,180,180,180,180,180,180,180; !X flip up pulse 
(+/-1 coherences) 
 .phase list Xread_[]  = 0,0,90,90,180,180,270,270;  
   !X readout pulse (-1 coherence only) 
 .phase  p4;                              
 !Holder for TPPI Phase 
 .phase  list tppi[]  = 0,270,180,90;    
  !TPPI phase 
 .long extern list abph[] = 3,1,0,2,1,3,2,0,1,3,2,0,3,1,0,2; 




















.update "C13_drift = H1_drift*0.251449530"; 
.update "F19_drift = H1_drift*0.941285834"; 
.update "FX = -
1.0*blocks*(((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0)"; 
.update "fH_ = FX*H1_drift"; 
.update "fX_ = FX*C13_drift"; 
.update "fF_ = FX*F19_drift"; 
 
!------------------------------------------- 
! Execute once at start of run. 
!------------------------------------------- 
       
.program 
 
dpc = dp; 
CT  = (ct/stepstan); 
p1 = p1 + p0; 
a_tmp = aHdec; 
a_tmp1 = aHdec1; 
pd = pd - 10.1m; 
cycles = ceil((pw90X_ + ad + rd + aqtm + 10us)/(2.0 * 
pw));  !Calculate TPPM cycles 
cycles = cycles - 1; 
if ((4.0 * pw1) < ct) 
{ 
 cycles1 = floor(ct/(2.0 * pw1)); 
 CYCLES1 = long(cycles1 - 1); 




;   
if (txduty1 > 0.2) {error(TXDUTY_ERR);}    !Duty 
factor too large 
 
!--Additions for tan-cp 













C13_drift = H1_drift*0.251449530; 
F19_drift = H1_drift*0.941285834; 
FX = -1.0*blocks*(((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0); 
  
! ------------------------------------------ 









     fX_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*C13_drift; 
     fH_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*H1_drift; 
     fF_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*F19_drift; 
  
        abph = abph.start; 
        F90=F90.start; 
        Xflip_=Xflip_.start;  
        Xread_=Xread_.start;  
 p4 = @tppi++; 
        t1_evol_out = t1_evol + (dw2*index2) ; 
        if ((4.0 * pw1) < (t1_evol_out+pw90X_)) 
        {   
                cycles2 = floor((t1_evol_out+pw90X_)/(2.0 * pw1)); 
                CYCLES2 = long(cycles2 - 1); 
                TREM2 = ((t1_evol_out+pw90X_) - (2.0 * pw1 * 
CYCLES2));}   
  
 ! Uncomment for t1 compensation  
        !t1_comp = (al2 - index2 - 1) * dw2 + 0.1u; 
  
        loop1D   
        { 
  call mainseq; 






 abph++;           
    
 aXCP = aXcp; 




 out     time(3u) ch1: SC(scX); 
 out  time(3u) ch1: F(fX_); 
 out     time(1u) ch1: AP(aXcp,Xmix+p4);     
 out     pw90F    ch1: MX; 
 out     time(1u) ; 
  
 do(stepstan){ 
  out  CT  ch1: TG; 
 } 
  
 out     time(t1_evol_out);  
  
 out pw90X_                     ch1: TG | AP(aX90_,@Xflip_++); 
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 if (RAD_flag_ == 1) 
 { 
  out tmix; } 
 out pw90X_  ch1: TG | AP(aX90_,@Xread_++);  
  
 out rd  ch1: TB; 
 out ad  ch1: RE | TB; 
 Acq dw  ch1: RE | TB; 
  
 !Uncomment for t1 compensation  
 !out     time(t1_comp);   
  





 out     time(3u) ch2: SC(scH); 
 out     time(3u) ch2: F(fH_); 
 out     time(1u) ch2: AP(aHdec1,90.0);   
 out     pw90F    ch2: MX; 
 out     time(1u) ; 
  
 if ((4.0 * pw1) < ct) 
 { 
  do(CYCLES1){ 
   out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp1|p1; 
   out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp1|p0; 
  } 




  out     ct ch2: TG | AP(aHdec1,90.0); 
 } 
 if ((4.0 * pw1) < (t1_evol_out+pw90X_)) 
 {  
  do(CYCLES2){ 
  out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp|p1; 
  out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp|p0; 
         } 




  out     time(t1_evol_out+pw90X_) ch2: TG | 
AP(aHdec,90.0); 
 }   
  
 if (RAD_flag_ == 1){ 
  out tmix          ch2: TG | AP(aHrad, 90.0); }  
  
 out pw          ch2: TG|a_tmp|p1; 





  out pw          ch2: TG|p1; 
  out pw          ch2: TG|p0; 
 } 
  
 ! Uncomment for t1 compensation  






 out     time(3u) ch3: SC(scY); 
 out time(1u) ch3: F(fF_); 
 out     time(1u) ch3: MX | AP(aF,@F90+p4);   
 out     pw90F    ch3: TG; 
 out     time(1u) ch3: AP(aFcp,Fmix+p4); 
 F90++; 
  
 ss alistFX; 
 for(i=0,i<stepstan,i++){ 
  out CT ch3:@alistFX++; 
 } 
  
 out time(t1_evol_out);  
  
 if (RAD_flag_ == 1){ 
  out pw90X_; 
  out tmix;  
  out pw90X_;  
 }  
 else { 
  out pw90X_; 
  out pw90X_; 











#  InfinityPlus Compatible 
# 
#   This section sets the initial cmx global parameters 
# 




# si_name;long name;value;units;min;max;decimal pnts;user 
level;data type 
# 
#   a - is a blank field. 
#   tabs and spaces are allowed if you wish to seperate the fields a 
little 
#   but a line can be only 80 characters. 
# 
# first line = ppfn and na 
# 
na;# acq's (x 16);1;-;1;100000000;0;1;long 
# 
# Channel Assignments 
# 
ch1;ppg ch1;1;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf1;ch1 spect freq;150.666;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
ch2;ppg ch2;2;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf2;ch2 spect freq;599.080;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
ch3;ppg ch3;3;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf3;ch3 spect freq;563.000;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
sf4;ch4 spect freq;20.0;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
# 





C13_drift;drift to correct;0;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
H1_drift;drift to correct;4.2;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
F19_drift;drift to correct;0;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
blocks; blocks acquired;0;-;0;1024;0;3;long 
# 
# Timing Variables 
# 









# TPPM Variables 
# 
pw;TPPM dcpl pulse t2;7;u;0.1;1000;2;1;float 
p1;TPPM phase exc;15.0;-;0;360;1;1;float 
pw1;TPPM dcpl pulse ct & t1;7;u;0.1;1000;2;1;float 
# 
# Pulse/Receiver Attributes 
# 
aF; F 90 ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
aXcp;X CP ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
aFcp;F CP ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
deltaFX;size of F tan ramp;0.08;-;0.0;0.4;4;3;float 
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betaFX;shape of F tan ramp ;0.02;-;-2;2;4;3;float 




aHdec;H dec in t2;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
# 
# RAD Parameters 
# 
aHrad;H during RAD;0.0;-;0.0;0.3;4;1;float 
aX90_;X90 flip&read ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
pw90X_;X90 flip&read;4;u;.1;1000;2;1;float 
tmix; RAD mixing time;2.0;m;.01;3000;4;1;float 
RAD_flag_;RAD y/n;0;-;0;1;0;1;long 
# 







temp;Set Temp. (C);0;-;-1000;250;2;1;float;acc_array 
time1d;1D time (min);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
speed;spin rate;-1;kHz;-1000;50;3;1;float;acc_array 
t1_evol;init. t1 evol.;1;u;.1;20000;2;1;float 
al2;dim2 acq length;1;-;0;1048576;0;1;long 
time2d;total 2D time (hrs);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
# 
#txduty now calculated with (aHrad*tmix) instead of tmix to reflect 





3.1.5 19F-­‐31P	  CP	  
3.1.5.1 FP_CP_2D.s	  
name "19F-filtered C-C CP-DARR"; 
title "tan CP F->C, RAD mixing, TPPM during t1 and detection"; 
 
!(1)31P :              flatCP ___ACQ___ 
!(2) 1H :     ---------tppm------------ 
!(3)19F : F90 ___t1___ tanCP 
 
!  TPPI phase cycling of the F90 
!  spin temperature inversion on 19F 
 
!  COMPILED WITH OPTIMIZATION ON 
!  InfinityPlus Compatible 
 
 NMRchnls RF: ch1 ch2 ch3; NMRacq; 
  
! ------------------------------------------ 





 .freq extern fX_ "frequency hop during mixing" = 0.0; 
 .freq extern fH_ "frequency hop during mixing" = 0.0; 
 .freq extern fF_ "frequency hop during mixing" = 0.0; 
 .freq extern H1_drift = 4.2; 
 .freq extern P31_drift = 0.0; 
 .freq extern F19_drift = 0.0; 
 .float  extern blocks=0; 
 .float extern FX; 
 .time extern t1_evol = 1.0u; 
 .time  t1_evol_out = 1.0u; 
 .time  TREM1 = 1.0u; 
 .time  TREM2 = 1.0u; 
 .ampl extern aHdec1 "CT aH dec" = 0.1; 
 
!----- Parameters for tan shape FX 
 .long   i,j,k;   
 .float extern  betaFX  ; 
 .float extern  deltaFX  ; 
 .float   alpha,alpha2,amp; 
 .long list fixed  alistFX[512]; 
 .long extern  stepstan "shape steps" = 512; 
 .time autofix  CT          = .1m;         
 
!---- Parameters for TPPM 
 .long cycles  "no. of TPPM cycles"   = 8;  !TPPM parameters 
 .float cycles1 "no of TPPM cycles during t1+ct" = 8; 
 .long CYCLES1 = 1; 
 .float cycles2 "no of TPPM cycles during t1+ct" = 8; 
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 .long CYCLES2 = 1; 
 .phase extern autofix p1 "TPPM phase" = 15.0; 
 .phase autofix p0 = 90.0; 
 .ampl autofix a_tmp = 0; 
 .ampl autofix a_tmp1 = 0; 
 .time extern pw1 "TPPM pw during ct & t1" = 1.0u; 
  
!---- Phase lists 
 .phase list F90[]   = 0,180;  !F 90 Phase 
List (+/-1 coherences) 
 .phase  Fmix  = 90;     !F CP 
 .phase list Xmix[]  = 270,270,180,180; !X CP 
 .phase  p4;             !Holder for TPPI 
Phase 
 .phase  list tppi[]  = 0,270,180,90;   !TPPI phase 














.update "time2d = ((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0"; 
 
.update "P31_drift = H1_drift*0.40480747"; 
.update "F19_drift = H1_drift*0.94094003"; 
.update "FX = -
1.0*blocks*(((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0)"; 
.update "fH_ = FX*H1_drift"; 
.update "fX_ = FX*P31_drift"; 
.update "fF_ = FX*F19_drift"; 
 
!------------------------------------------- 
! Execute once at start of run. 
!------------------------------------------- 
       
.program 
 
dpc = dp; 
CT  = (ct/stepstan); 
p1 = p1 + p0; 
a_tmp = aHdec; 
pd = pd - 10.1m; 
cycles = ceil((ad + rd + aqtm + 10us)/(2.0 * pw));  !Calculate TPPM 
cycles 
cycles = cycles - 1; 
 
txduty1 = (pw90F+(dw2*al2)+(3.0*ct)+ad+rd+aqtm)/extm; 
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if (txduty1 > 0.2) {error(TXDUTY_ERR);}    !Duty 
factor too large 
 
!--Additions for tan-cp 













P31_drift = H1_drift*0.40480747; 
F19_drift = H1_drift*0.94094003; 
FX = -1.0*blocks*(((al2*na*extm)+(na*(al2/2.0)*tau))/3600.0); 
  
! ------------------------------------------ 







     fX_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*P31_drift; 
     fH_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*H1_drift; 
     fF_ = (FX-((index2*na*extm)/3600.0))*F19_drift; 
  
        abph = abph.start; 
        F90=F90.start; 
 Xmix=Xmix.start; 
  
 p4 = @tppi++; 
        t1_evol_out = t1_evol + (dw2*index2) ; 
        if ((4.0 * pw1) < t1_evol_out) 
        {   
                cycles1 = floor(t1_evol_out/(2.0 * pw1)); 
                CYCLES1 = long(cycles1 - 1); 
                TREM1 = (t1_evol_out - (2.0 * pw1 * CYCLES1));} 
 if ((4.0 * pw1) < ct) 
        {   
                cycles2 = floor(ct/(2.0 * pw1)); 
                CYCLES2 = long(cycles2 - 1); 
                TREM2 = (ct - (2.0 * pw1 * CYCLES2));}     
 
        loop1D   
        { 
  call mainseq; 








 abph++;           
    




 out     time(3u) ch1: SC(scX); 
 out  time(3u) ch1: F(fX_); 
 out     time(1u) ch1: AP(aXcp,@Xmix);     
 out     pw90F    ch1: MX; 
 out     time(t1_evol_out);  
  
 do(stepstan){ 




 out rd  ch1: TB; 
 out ad  ch1: RE | TB; 
 Acq dw  ch1: RE | TB; 
  





 out     time(3u) ch2: SC(scH); 
 out time(3u) ch2: F(fH_); 
 out     time(1u) ch2: AP(aHdec,90.0);   
 out     pw90F    ch2: MX; 
  
 if ((4.0 * pw1) < t1_evol_out) 
 {  
  do(CYCLES1){ 
  out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp|p1; 
  out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp|p0; 
         } 




  out     time(t1_evol_out) ch2: TG | AP(aHdec,90.0); 
 } 
 
 if ((4.0 * pw1) < ct) 
 {  
  do(CYCLES2){ 
  out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp1|p1; 
  out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp1|p0; 
         } 






  out     ct ch2: TG | AP(aHdec1,90.0); 
 }  
   
 out pw          ch2: TG|a_tmp|p1; 
 out pw          ch2: TG|p0; 
 do(cycles) 
 { 
  out pw          ch2: TG|p1; 







 out     time(3u) ch3: SC(scY); 
 out time(1u) ch3: F(fF_); 
 out     time(1u) ch3: MX | AP(aF,@F90+p4);   
 out     pw90F    ch3: TG; 
 out time(t1_evol_out) ch3: AP(aFcp,Fmix); 
 F90++; 
  
 ss alistFX; 
 for(i=0,i<stepstan,i++){ 












#  InfinityPlus Compatible 
# 
#   This section sets the initial cmx global parameters 
# 
# The file format is as follows 
# 
# si_name;long name;value;units;min;max;decimal pnts;user 
level;data type 
# 
#   a - is a blank field. 




#   but a line can be only 80 characters. 
# 
# first line = ppfn and na 
# 
na;# acq's (x 4);1;-;1;100000000;0;1;long 
# 
# Channel Assignments 
# 
ch1;ppg ch1;1;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf1;ch1 spect freq;150.666;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
ch2;ppg ch2;2;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf2;ch2 spect freq;599.080;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
ch3;ppg ch3;3;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf3;ch3 spect freq;563.000;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
sf4;ch4 spect freq;20.0;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
# 





P31_drift;drift to correct;0;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
H1_drift;drift to correct;5.5;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
F19_drift;drift to correct;0;Hz;-50000;50000;3;1;float 
blocks; blocks acquired;0;-;0;1024;0;3;long 
# 
# Timing Variables 
# 









# TPPM Variables 
# 
pw;TPPM dcpl pulse t2;7;u;0.1;1000;2;1;float 
p1;TPPM phase exc;15.0;-;0;360;1;1;float 
pw1;TPPM dcpl pulse ct & t1;7;u;0.1;1000;2;1;float 
# 
# Pulse/Receiver Attributes 
# 
aF; F 90 ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
aXcp;X CP ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
aFcp;F CP ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
deltaFX;size of F tan ramp;0.08;-;0.0;0.4;4;3;float 
betaFX;shape of F tan ramp ;0.02;-;-2;2;4;3;float 







aHdec1;H dec dur CT;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
# 







temp;Set Temp. (C);0;-;-1000;250;2;1;float;acc_array 
time1d;1D time (min);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
speed;spin rate;-1;kHz;-1000;50;3;1;float;acc_array 
t1_evol;init. t1 evol.;1;u;.1;20000;2;1;float 
al2;dim2 acq length;1;-;0;1048576;0;1;long 




3.1.6 Third-­‐Spin-­‐Assisted	  Recoupling	  (TSAR/PAR)	  
3.1.6.1 PAR.s	  
name "PAR"; 
title "PAR Homonuclear Third Spin Assisted Recoupling: Tan CP H->C, 
t1, PAR mixing (CW on both H,C), TPPM during detection"; 
 
!  Phase Cycled Preparation Block 
 
!  COMPILED WITH OPTIMIZATION ON 
!  $Header: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/I+/ppg/cp3resR_pm.s,v 1.1 
2000/06/27 19:22:32 applab Exp $ 
!  InfinityPlus Compatible 
 
!  Ivan V. Sergeyev - 03/31/09 
 
 NMRchnls RF: ch1 ch2; NMRacq; 
 
! ------------------------------------------ 





 .time   extern t1_evol     = 1.0u; 
 .time  t1_evol_out = 1.0u; 
 .time  TREM1      = 1.0u; 
 
!----- Uncomment for t1 compensation (constant duty)   
 .time     t1_comp; 
 .ampl   extern  aHdec1 "decoupling during evolution" = 
0.1; 
 
!----- Parameters for tan shape HX 
 .long i,j,k;   
 .float extern betaHX; 
 .float extern deltaHX; 
 .float alpha,alpha2,amp; 
 .long list fixed alistHX[512]; 
 .long extern stepstan "shape steps" = 512; 
 .time autofix CT = .1m;         
 .ampl aXCP  = 1.0; 
 
!---- Parameters for PAR mixing  
 .time   extern autofix  tmix "PAR mixing time (=nTr)" = 2.0ms; 
 .ampl   extern aHcw  "H field irradiation during PAR mixing" = 
0.65; 
 .ampl   extern aXcw  "X field irradiation during PAR mixing" = 
0.65; 
 
!---- Parameters for TPPM 
 .long cycles "no. of TPPM cycles"   = 8;  !TPPM parameters 
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 .float cycles1 "no. of TPPM cycles during evo"  = 8;  
 .long  CYCLES1  = 1; 
 .phase  extern autofix p1 "evo"          = 15.0; 
 .phase  extern autofix p2 "t2"           = 15.0; 
 .phase  autofix p0          = 90.0; 
 .ampl   autofix a_tmp       = 0; 
 .ampl   autofix a_tmp1      = 0; 
 .time   extern pw1 "TPPM pw during t1" = 1u; 
 
!---- Phase lists 
 .phase  list  H90[]   = 0,180;   
 !H90 phase list 
 .phase        Hmix  = 90;     !H CP 
constant phase 
 .phase  list  Xmix[]  = 0,0,90,90,180,180,270,270; 
 !X CP phase list 
 .phase  p4;                                 
 !Holder for tppi phase 
 .phase  list tppi[]  = 0,270,180,90;    !TPPI 
phase 
 .long extern list abph[] = 0,2,1,3,2,0,3,1;   


















! Execute once at start of run. 
!------------------------------------------- 
       
.program 
 
dpc = dp; 
CT  = (ct/stepstan); 
p1 = p1 + p0; 
p2 = p2 + p0; 
a_tmp = aHdec; 
a_tmp1 = aHdec1; 
pd = pd - 10.1m; 
cycles = ceil((ad + rd + aqtm + 10us)/(2.0 * pw));  !Calculate TPPM 
cycles 




txduty1 = (pw90H+(2.0*ct)+(dw2*al2)+tmix+ad+rd+aqtm)/extm;   
if (txduty1 > 0.3) {error(TXDUTY_ERR);} 
 
!--Additions for tan-cp 







     alpha2=abs(betaHX)*tan(float(i-k)/float(stepstan-1)*alpha); 
     amp=aXcp+alpha2; 
 @alistHX++=RX|TG|A(amp); 











   { 
        abph = abph.start; 
        H90=H90.start; 
        Xmix=Xmix.start;  
 p4 = @tppi++; 
        t1_evol_out = t1_evol + (dw2*index2); 
        if ((4.0 * pw1) < t1_evol_out) 
        {   
                cycles1 = floor(t1_evol_out/(2.0 * pw1)); 
                CYCLES1 = long(cycles1 - 1); 
                TREM1 = (t1_evol_out - (2.0 * pw1 * CYCLES1)); 
 }   
 
        ! Uncomment for t1 compensation (constant duty) 
        t1_comp = (al2 - index2 - 1) * dw2 + 0.1u; 
 
        loop1D   
        { 
            call mainseq; 
        } 





     abph++;           
    
 aXCP = aXcp; 






    out     time(3u) ch1: SC(scX); 
    out     time(3u) ch1: F(0.0);  
    out     time(1u) ch1: AP(aXcp,@Xmix+p4);     
    out     pw90H    ch1: MX; 
 
    ss alistHX; 
    for(i=0,i<stepstan,i++) 
    { 
 out CT ch1:@alistHX++; 
    } 
 
 
    out     time(t1_evol_out); 
     
    out     tmix     ch1: TG|AP(aXcw,@Xmix);  
 
    Xmix++; 
 out  rd   ch1: TB; 
 out  ad   ch1: RE | TB; 
 Acq  dw   ch1: RE | TB; 
 
 !Uncomment for t1 compensation (constant duty)  
 out     time(t1_comp);   
 





    out     time(3u) ch2: SC(scH); 
    out     time(3u) ch2: F(0.0);  
    out     time(1u) ch2: MX | AP(aH,@H90);   
    out     pw90H    ch2: TG; 
    H90++;  
    
    do(stepstan) 
    { 
     out  CT          ch2: TG | AP(aHcp,Hmix); 
    } 
 
    if ((4.0 * pw1) < t1_evol_out) 
    {  
     do(CYCLES1) 
 { 
      out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp1|p1; 
      out time(pw1)    ch2: TG|a_tmp1|p0; 
     } 
     out time(TREM1)  ch2: TG; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     out     time(t1_evol_out) ch2: TG | AP(aHdec1,90.0); 




    out tmix        ch2: TG|AP(aHcw,Hmix);   
 
    out pw          ch2: TG|a_tmp|p2; 
    out pw          ch2: TG|p0; 
     
    do(cycles) 
    { 
     out pw          ch2: TG|p2; 
     out pw          ch2: TG|p0; 
    } 
 
    !Uncomment for t1 compensation (constant duty) 
    out time(t1_comp) ch2:TG; 
 
    waitS; 
ch--; 
 






#  $Revision: 1.0 $  $Date: 2009/03/31 21:25:19 $ 
#  $Source: /usr2/users/applab/CFR/I+/ppg/vacpX_pm.acq,v $ 
#  InfinityPlus Compatible 
# 
#   This section sets the initial cmx global parameters 
# 
# The file format is as follows 
# 
# si_name;long name;value;units;min;max;decimal pnts;user 
level;data type 
# 
#   a - is a blank field. 
#   tabs and spaces are allowed if you wish to seperate the fields a 
little 
#   but a line can be only 80 characters. 
# 
# first line = ppfn and na 
# 
na;# acq's (x8);1;-;1;100000000;0;1;long 
# 
# Channel Assignments 
# 
ch1;ppg ch1;1;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf1;ch1 spect freq;150.661;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
ch2;ppg ch2;2;-;1;4;0;1;long 
sf2;ch2 spect freq;599.130;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
sf3;ch3 spect freq;60.72;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
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sf4;ch4 spect freq;20.0;MHz;1.0;800.5;7;1;float 
# 
# All Other Variables 
# 
aH; H 90 ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
pw90H;H 90 pulse;4;u;.1;1000;2;1;float 
aHcp;H CP ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
aXcp;X rf ampl;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
betaHX;shape of Y tan ramp ;0.02;-;-2;2;4;3;float 
deltaHX;size of Y tan ramp;0.08;-;0.0;0.4;4;3;float 
ct;contact time;1;m;.0001;100;3;1;float 
t1_evol;init. t1 evol.;1;u;.1;20000;2;1;float 
aHdec1;H dec ampl t1;0.0;-;0.0;1.0;4;1;float 
tmix; PAR mixing time;2.0;m;.01;3000;4;1;float 
aHcw;aH CW decoupling during PAR;0.0;-;0.0;1;4;1;float 
aXcw;aX CW decoupling during PAR;0.0;-;0.0;1;4;1;float 
p1;TPPM phase exc t1;15.0;-;0;360;1;1;float 
p2;TPPM phase exc t2;15.0;-;0;360;1;1;float 
pw1;TPPM dcpl pulse t1;7;u;0.1;1000;2;1;float 
pw;TPPM dcpl pulse t2;7;u;0.1;1000;2;1;float 




dw2;indirect dim dw;50;u;.2;100000;3;1;float 









temp;Set Temp. (C);0;-;-1000;250;2;1;float;acc_array 
speed;spin rate;-1;kHz;-1000;50;3;1;float;acc_array 
al;acq length;1024;-;4;65536;0;1;long 
time1d;1D time (min);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
al2;dim2 acq length;1;-;0;1048576;0;1;long 
time2d;total 2D time (hrs);1;-;0.000005;999999999;3;0;float 
txduty1;trans duty;0.01;-;0.0;0.5;3;1;float 
# 






3.2 Bruker	  Pulse	  Programs	  (TopSpin®	  2.0-­‐3.1)	  
3.2.1 T2’-­‐filtered	  DARR	  1D	  (MASdarrT2fil1D.ivs)	  
;1D DARR after T2'-filter on 1H 
; 
;1H  : 90 __tw__ 180 __tw__ ==rampCP==    ____DARR____ ++++dec++++ 
;13C :                      ==flatCP== 90              90===Acq=== 
;del :   --------d4---------                            d3 
; 
;Do not use for MAS at low spinning speed 
; 
;Remove "pl12:f2" from line 46 if on AVANCE III 
 
;pl11  : X 90 power level 
;pl1 : X CP power level 
;pl2 : H 90 degree power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : Hdec power level 
;pl14 : H DARR power level 
;p14  : H DARR period @ pl14 
;p1 : X 90 @ pl11 
;p2 : H 180 @ pl2 
;p3 : H 90 @ pl2 
;p15 : CP contact 
;p30 : dec pulse width 
;p31 : dec pulse width 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~5us 
;d4 : tw ~1ms for T2' filter 
 




   
1 ze 
 
2 1u do:f2 
  if "(2*p1+p3+p15+d0+d3+(td*dw))>100ms" goto 8 
  d1 
 
  trigg 
  (p3 pl2 ph1):f2 
  (center (d4) (p2 ph3):f2) 
  (p15 pl1 ph5):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph0):f2 
  1u 
  (p1 pl11 ph2):f1  ;store 
  1u do:f2 
  (p14 pl14 ph0):f2 
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2 
  (p1 pl11 ph4):f1  ;read 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
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  1m do:f2 
  wr #0 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit 
 
ph0 = 0     ;H CP 
ph1 = 1     ;H 90 
ph3 = 0     ;H 180 
ph5 = 1 1 3 3   ;X CP 
ph2 = 0 2    ;X storage 
ph4 = 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3        ;X readout 
ph31 =0 2 2 0  2 0 0 2  1 3 3 1  3 1 1 3        ;receiver phase 
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3.2.2 T2’-­‐filtered	  DARR	  2D	  (MASdarrT2fil2D.ivs)	  
;2D DARR after T2'-filter on 1H 
; 
;1H  : 90 __tw__ 180 __tw__ ==rampCP== ++++dec++++ ____DARR____ 
++++dec++++ 
;13C :                      ==flatCP== ____t1___90              
90===Acq=== 
;del :   ---------d4--------          ----d0----                 d3     
; 
;Do not use for MAS at low spinning speed 
; 
;Remove "pl12:f2" from lines 44,50 if on AVANCE III 
 
;pl11  : X 90 power level 
;pl1 : X CP power level 
;pl2 : H 90 degree power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : decoupling power level 
;pl14 : H recoupling power level 
;p14  : H recoupling pulse 
;p1 : X 90 degree pulse 
;p2 : H 180 degree pulse 
;p3 : H 90 degree pulse 
;p15 : CP contact 
;p30 : dec pulse width 
;p31 : dec pulse width 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~5us 
;d4 : tw ~1ms for T2' filter 
 




   
1 ze 
 
2 1u do:f2 
  if "(2*p1+p3+p15+d0+d3+(td*dw))>100ms" goto 8 
  d1 
 
  trigg 
  (p3 pl2 ph1):f2 
  (center (d4) (p2 ph3):f2) 
  (p15 pl1 ph5):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph0):f2 
 
  1u 
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2 
  d0 
 
  (p1 pl11 ph2):f1  ;store 
  1u do:f2 
  (p14 pl14 ph0):f2 
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2 
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  (p1 pl11 ph4):f1  ;read 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
 
  100m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip5 
  lo to 2 times td1 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit 
 
ph0 = 0     ;H CP 
ph1 = 1     ;H 90 
ph3 = 0     ;H 180 
ph5 = 1 1 3 3   ;X CP 
ph2 = 0 2    ;X storage 
ph4 = 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3        ;X readout 
ph31 =0 2 2 0  2 0 0 2  1 3 3 1  3 1 1 3        ;receiver phase 	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3.2.3 REDOR	  Dephasing	  1D	  (MASdephase1D.ivs)	  
;MASdephase1D.ivs 9/16/11 
;1D proton (f1) spectrum with dephasing of X(f2)-attached protons 
via REDOR 
;includes optional f2 90 pulse before z-filter to create DQ 
coherences for optimal z-filtering 
; 
;1H:  90                      180                      90___z-
fil___90 ===Acq=== 
;13C:          180    180             180     180      90 
;Tr:    -------Tr------ ------Tr------- ------Tr-------  
;loop:  ___l0(redor)___                 ___l0(redor)___ 
 
;FOR AVANCE3, REMOVE pl12:f2 from LINE 71!!! 
 
;d1: recycle delay 
;p3: f1 90 pulse at pl1 
;p12: f2 180 pulse at pl2 
;p2: f1 180 refocusing pulse 
;p5: f2 90 DQ conversion pulse (optional) 
;p3: f1 90 z-filter pulses  
;p31: pulse length for CPD (if any) 
;pl1: f1 90s power level 
;pl2: f2 REDOR power level 
;pl5: f2 DQ pulse power level 
;pl11: f1 refocusing 180 power level 
;pl12: f2 power level for decoupling 
  
;cnst31: MAS spin rate in Hz 
;d31: rotor period 
;l0: number of REDOR rotor period (before AND after central f1 
refocusing rotor period) 
 
define delay del25 
"del25=(p12/2)" 
define delay del26 
"del26=(0.5s/cnst31)-p12" 





#include <trigg.incl>  
 
1 ze 
2 d1 do:f2 
  10u pl2:f2 pl1:f1 
  2u rpp9   ;reset XY8 
  2u rpp8   ;reset XY8 
  trigg 
 
  (p3 ph1):f1 
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  del25    ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack of 
initial 180 
3 del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f2  ;f2 defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f2  ;f2 defocusing pulse 
  lo to 3 times l0 ;repeat l0 times 
 
  del27  
  (p2 pl11 ph5):f1 ;f1 refocusing pulse 
  del27 
   
4 (p12 ph9^):f2  ;f2 defocusing pulse   
  del26 
  (p12 ph9^):f2  ;f2 defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  lo to 4 times l0 ;repeat l0 times 
  del25    ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack of 
tailing 180 
 
  0.3u 
  (p5 pl5 ph6):f2 (p3 pl1 ph3):f1 ;f2 DQ pulse (optional) and f1 
store 
  d8        ;z-filter 
  (p3 ph4):f1      ;f1 readout 
   
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2    ;for potential GARP 
  d3        ;acquisition delay 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  wr #0 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit   
 
ph1= 2 2 0 0        ;f1 90 
ph3= 0 2         ;f1 store 
ph4= 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3  ;f1 readout 
ph5= 0          ;no 
phase cycling of refocus pulse for now 
ph6= 0          ;DQ 
pulse 
ph8= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 f2 redor 
ph9= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 f2 redor 




3.2.4 REDOR	  Dephasing	  1D	  with	  CP	  (MASdephaseCP1D.ivs)	  
;MASdephaseCP1D.ivs 10/06/11 
;1D HETCOR with dephasing of X-attached protons via REDOR 
;includes z-filter without gradient 
; 
;1H:  90                      180                      -rampCP- 
90_____zf_____90 ===Acq=== 
;13C:          180    180             180     180      -flatCP- 
;Tr:    -------Tr------ ------Tr------- ------Tr-------  
;loop:  ___l0(redor)___                 ___l0(redor)___ 
 
;FOR AVANCE <3, ADD pl12:f2 to LINE 73!!! 
 
;d1: recycle delay 
;p2: H 180 refocusing pulse at pl2 
;p3: H 90 init. pulse at pl2 
;p4: X 90 z-filter pulses at pl1 
;p12: X 180 REDOR pulses at pl2 
;p31: pulse length for CPD (if any) 
;pl1: X default power level 
;pl2: H default power level 
;pl3: X CP power level 
;pl10: H CP power level (ramped) 
;pl12: H power level for decoupling 
  
;cnst31: MAS spin rate in Hz 
;d31: rotor period 
;l0: number of REDOR rotor periods (before AND after central H 
refocusing rotor period) 
 
define delay del25 
"del25=(p12/2)" 
define delay del26 
"del26=(0.5s/cnst31)-p12" 










2 d1 do:f2 
  10u pl2:f2 pl1:f1 
  2u rpp9    ;reset XY8 
  2u rpp8    ;reset XY8 
  trigg 
 
  (p3 ph1):f2 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 




  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  lo to 3 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
 
  del27  
  (p2 ph5):f2   ;H refocusing pulse 
  del27 
   
4 (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse   
  del26 
  (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  lo to 4 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of tailing 180 
 
  (p15 pl3 ph6):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2  ;H(ramp)->X(flat) 
CP 
  0.3u 
  (p3 pl1 ph3):f1 ;X store 
  d8     ;zf time 
  (p3 ph4):f1   ;X readout 
   
  1u cpd2:f2   ;H decoupling during acq (add pl12:f2 
for AVANCE <3) 
  d3     ;acquisition delay 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  wr #0 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit   
 
ph1= 1          ;H 90 
ph3= 0 2         ;X store 
ph4= 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3  ;X readout 
ph5= 0          ;no 
phase cycling of H refocus pulse for now 
ph6= 1 1 3 3        ;X CP 
ph8= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph9= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph10= 0          ;H CP 




3.2.5 REDOR	  Dephasing	  2D	  with	  CP	  (MASdephaseCP2D.ivs)	  
;MASdephaseCP2D.ivs 10/06/11 
;2D HETCOR with dephasing of X-attached protons via REDOR 
;1H:  90__t1__                180                      -rampCP- 
90_____zf_____90 ===Acq=== 
;13C:     180        180    180             180     180      -
flatCP- 
;Tr:          -------Tr------ ------Tr------- ------Tr-------  
;loop:        ___l0(redor)___                 ___l0(redor)___ 
 
;FOR AVANCE <3, ADD pl12:f2 to LINE 78!!! 
 
;d1: recycle delay 
;p1: X 180 refocusing pulse in t1 
 
;d1: recycle delay 
;p1: X 180 refocusing pulse in t1 at pl1 
;p2: H 180 refocusing pulse at pl2 
;p3: H 90 init. pulse at pl2 
;p4: X 90 z-filter pulses at pl1 
;p12: X 180 REDOR pulses at pl2 
;p31: pulse length for CPD (if any) 
;pl1: X default power level 
;pl2: H default power level 
;pl3: X CP power level 
;pl10: H CP power level (ramped) 
;pl12: H power level for decoupling 
  
;cnst31: MAS spin rate in Hz 
;d31: rotor period 
;l0: number of REDOR rotor periods (before AND after central H 
refocusing rotor period) 
 
define delay del25 
"del25=(p12/2)" 
define delay del26 
"del26=(0.5s/cnst31)-p12" 










2 d1 do:f2 
  10u pl2:f2 pl1:f1 
  2u rpp9    ;reset XY8 
  2u rpp8    ;reset XY8 




  (p3 ph1):f2 
  (center (d0) (p1 ph2):f1)  ;X refocus in center of t1 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of initial 180 
3 del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  lo to 3 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
 
  del27  
  (p2 ph5):f2   ;H refocusing pulse 
  del27 
   
4 (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse   
  del26 
  (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  lo to 4 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of tailing 180 
 
  (p15 pl3 ph6):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2  ;H(ramp)->X(flat) 
CP 
  0.3u 
  (p3 pl1 ph3):f1 ;X store 
  d8     ;zf time 
  (p3 ph4):f1   ;X readout 
   
  1u cpd2:f2   ;H decoupling during acq (add pl12:f2 
for AVANCE <3) 
  d3     ;acquisition delay 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip1    ;pulse BEFORE t1 incremented, no need 
to reverse ind. dim. 
  lo to 2 times td1 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit   
 
ph1= 1          ;H 90 
ph2= 0          ;X 
refocus during t1 
ph3= 0 2         ;X store 
ph4= 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3  ;X readout 
ph5= 0          ;no 
phase cycling of H refocus pulse for now 
ph6= 1 1 3 3        ;X CP 
ph8= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph9= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph10= 0          ;H CP 
ph31= 0 2 2 0  2 0 0 2  1 3 3 1  3 1 1 3 ;receiver 
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3.2.6 REDOR	  Dephasing	  1D	  with	  CP	  and	  Gradients	  (MASdephaseCPgrd1D.ivs)	  
;MASdephaseCPgrd1D.ivs 10/06/11 
;1D HETCOR with dephasing of X-attached protons via REDOR 
;includes z-filter with optional gradient dephasing 
; 
;1H:  90                     180                      -rampCP- 
90_____zf_____90 ===Acq=== 
;13C:          180    180             180     180      -flatCP- 
;Grd:            
           --SINE.100-- 
;Tr:    -------Tr------ ------Tr------- ------Tr-------  
;loop:  ___l0(redor)___                 ___l0(redor)___ 
;FOR AVANCE <3, ADD pl12:f2 to LINE 81!!! 
 
;d1: recycle delay 
;p2: H 180 refocusing pulse at pl2 
;p3: H 90 init. pulse at pl2 
;p4: X 90 z-filter pulses at pl1 
;p12: X 180 REDOR pulses at pl2 
;p31: pulse length for CPD (if any) 
;pl1: X default power level 
;pl2: H default power level 
;pl3: X CP power level 
;pl10: H CP power level (ramped) 
;pl12: H power level for decoupling 
  
;cnst31: MAS spin rate in Hz 
;d31: rotor period 
;l0: number of REDOR rotor period (before AND after central f1 
refocusing rotor period) 
 
;use gradient files:    
;gpnam1: SINE.100 
 
define delay del25 
"del25=(p12/2)" 
define delay del26 
"del26=(0.5s/cnst31)-p12" 











2 d1 do:f2 
  10u pl2:f2 pl1:f1 
  2u rpp9    ;reset XY8 
  2u rpp8    ;reset XY8 
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  trigg 
 
  (p3 ph1):f2 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of initial 180 
3 del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  lo to 3 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
 
  del27  
  (p2 ph5):f2   ;H refocusing pulse 
  del27 
   
4 (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse   
  del26 
  (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  lo to 4 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of tailing 180 
 
  (p15 pl3 ph6):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2  ;H(ramp)->X(flat) 
CP 
  0.3u 
  (p4 pl1 ph3):f1 ;X store 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp1   
  d16     ;z-filter delay for homospoil recovery 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  (p4 ph4):f1   ;X readout 
  1u cpd2:f2   ;H decoupling during acq (add pl12:f2 
for AVANCE <3) 
  d3     ;acquisition delay 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  wr #0 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit   
 
ph1= 1          ;H 90 
ph3= 0 2         ;X store 
ph4= 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3  ;X readout 
ph5= 0          ;no 
phase cycling of H refocus pulse for now 
ph6= 1 1 3 3        ;X CP 
ph8= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph9= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph10= 0          ;H CP 
ph31= 0 2 2 0  2 0 0 2  1 3 3 1  3 1 1 3 ;receiver
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3.2.7 REDOR	  Dephasing	  2D	  with	  CP	  and	  Gradients	  (MASdephaseCPgrd2D.ivs)	  
;MASdephaseCPgrd2D.ivs 10/06/11 
;2D HETCOR with dephasing of X-attached protons via REDOR 
;includes z-filter with optional gradient dephasing 
; 
;1H:  90__t1__                     180                      -rampCP- 
90_____zf_____90 ===Acq=== 
;13C:     180        180    180             180     180      -
flatCP- 
;Grd:                 
            --SINE.100-- 
;Tr:          -------Tr------ ------Tr------- ------Tr-------  
;loop:        ___l0(redor)___                 ___l0(redor)___ 
 
;FOR AVANCE <3, ADD pl12:f2 to LINE 83!!! 
 
;d1: recycle delay 
;p1: X 180 refocusing pulse in t1 at pl1 
;p2: H 180 refocusing pulse at pl2 
;p3: H 90 init. pulse at pl2 
;p4: X 90 z-filter pulses at pl1 
;p12: X 180 REDOR pulses at pl2 
;p31: pulse length for CPD (if any) 
;pl1: X default power level 
;pl2: H default power level 
;pl3: X CP power level 
;pl10: H CP power level (ramped) 
;pl12: H power level for decoupling 
  
;cnst31: MAS spin rate in Hz 
;d31: rotor period 
;l0: number of REDOR rotor period (before AND after central f1 
refocusing rotor period) 
 
;use gradient files:    
;gpnam1: SINE.100 
 
define delay del25 
"del25=(p12/2)" 
define delay del26 
"del26=(0.5s/cnst31)-p12" 











2 d1 do:f2 
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  10u pl2:f2 pl1:f1 
  2u rpp9    ;reset XY8 
  2u rpp8    ;reset XY8 
  trigg 
 
  (p3 ph1):f2 
  (center (d0) (p1 ph2):f1)  ;X refocus in center of t1 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of initial 180 
3 del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  (p12 ph8^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  lo to 3 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
 
  del27  
  (p2 ph5):f2   ;H refocusing pulse 
  del27 
   
4 (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse   
  del26 
  (p12 ph9^):f1   ;X defocusing pulse 
  del26 
  lo to 4 times l0  ;repeat l0 times 
  del25     ;1/2 pulse to compensate for lack 
of tailing 180 
 
  (p15 pl3 ph6):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2  ;H(ramp)->X(flat) 
CP 
  0.3u 
  (p4 pl1 ph3):f1 ;X store 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp1   
  d16     ;z-filter delay for homospoil recovery 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  (p4 ph4):f1   ;X readout 
   
  1u cpd2:f2   ;H decoupling during acq (add pl12:f2 
for AVANCE <3) 
  d3     ;acquisition delay 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip1    ;pulse BEFORE t1 incremented, no need 
to reverse ind. dim. 
  lo to 2 times td1 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit   
 
ph1= 1          ;H 90 
ph2= 0          ;X 
refocus during t1 
ph3= 0 2         ;X store 
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ph4= 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3  ;X readout 
ph5= 0          ;no 
phase cycling of H refocus pulse for now 
ph6= 1 1 3 3        ;X CP 
ph8= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph9= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0      ;XY8 X REDOR 
ph10= 0          ;H CP 




3.2.8 2D	  13C-­‐13C	  Chemical	  Exchange	  Experiment	  (MASexchange2D.ivs)	  
;MASexchange2D.ivs 
;2D exchange experiment -- Ernst et al. (1999) J. Mag. Res. 138, 66-
73. 
; 
;1H  : 90 ==rampCP== +++dec+++++            +++++++++++dec++++++++++ 
;13C :    ==flatCP== ___t1____ 90 ___tm___ 90 ___te___ 180 ===Acq=== 
; 
; scheme 1: tm and te (d8 and d6) multiples of rotor cycle, ph3 = 0 
0 1 1 
; scheme 2: (t1 + tm + X90) and te ((d0+d8+p1) and d6) multiples of 
rotor cycle, ph3 = 0 0 3 3 
; scheme 1: -1 (t1) -- -1 (t2) "anti-echo" coherence pathway 
; scheme 2: +1 (t1) -- -1 (t2) "echo" coherence pathway 
; 
;TPPI - set ND0=4 
; 
;pl1 : X CP power level 
;pl11 : X default power level 
;pl2 : H default power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : H decoupling power level 
;p1 : X90 @ pl11 
;p2 : X180 @ pl11 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;p15 : CP ct 
;p31 : TPPM pulse 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~1us 
;d8 : mixing time (dec off) 
;d6 : echo time (dec on) 
; 









2 d1 do:f2 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl1:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2       ;initial 90 deg pulse  
  (p15 pl1 ph3):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph2):f2 ; H -> X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 
  d0 
  (p1 pl11 ph4):f1 
  1u do:f2 
  d8 
  (p1 ph5):f1 
  1u cpd2:f2 
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  d6 
  (p2 ph6):f1 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1u do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip2 




ph1= 0 2 
ph2= 1  
ph3= 0 0 1 1 
;ph3= 0 0 3 3 
ph4= 1 
ph5= 0 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2  3 3 3 3 
ph6= 0 
ph31= 0 2 1 3  3 1 0 2  2 0 3 1  1 3 2 0  
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3.2.9 2D	  EXSY	  (MASexsy2D.ivs)	  
;MASexsy2D.ivs 
;2D homonuclear shift correlation using phase cycling 
 










3 10u pl1:f1 
  trigg 
  p1 ph1 
  d0 
  p1 ph2 
  d8 
  p1 ph3 
  d6 
  p2 ph4 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  d1 mc #0 to 2 F1PH(calph(ph1, +90), caldel(d0, +in0)) 
exit 
 
ph1=0 2  
ph2=0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ph3=0 0 2 2 1 1 3 3 
ph4=0 
ph31=0 2 2 0 1 3 3 1 2 0 0 2 3 1 1 3 
 
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default) 
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse 
;p2 : f1 channel -  180 degree high power pulse 
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                         [3 usec] 
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1 
;d3 : receiver delay 
;d8 : mixing time 
;d6 : echo time 
;inf1: 1/SW = 2 * DW 
;in0: 1/(1 * SW) = 2 * DW 
;nd0: 1 
;NS: 8 * n 
;td1: number of experiments 








3.2.10 2D	  EXSY	  with	  Diagonal	  Peak	  Suppression	  and	  Gradients	  
(MASexsyDSgrd2D.ivs)	  
;MASexsyDSgrd2D.ivs 
;2D homonuclear shift correlation with diagonal peak suppression and 
gradients 
;Baur, M. and Kessler, H. (1997) Mag. Res. Chem. 35, 877-882. 
 
;1H:      
90___t1___90__E__180__E__90___G___90_____Tm/2_____180_____Tm/2_____9
0___G___90---vd---90===Acq=== 
;Grd:  +1+             +2+     +3+   +4+      +5+        +6+   +7+        
+8+  +9+      +0+ 
 
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default) 
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse 
;p2 : f1 channel -  180 degree high power pulse 
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                         [3 usec] 
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1 
;d3 : receiver delay 
;d6 : echo time 
;d8 : mixing time 
;d9 : random delay (must be >800us at minimum) 
;d16: homospoil recovery time (400us) 
;inf1: 1/SW = 2 * DW 
;in0: 1/(1 * SW) = 2 * DW 
;nd0: 1 
;NS: 8 * n 
;td1: number of experiments 
;FnMODE: States-TPPI, TPPI, States or QSEQ 
 
;Gradients (gp1-10): 5%, 25%, 6%, 60%, 34%, 12%, 4%, 5%, -60%, 12% : 
each 400us with 400us d16 following 
;E = 1.4ms, D = 0.8ms, Tm = 200ms,  
;default: d9 (8ms) randomly incremented, set v9 for the percentage 
of increment (i.e. 25% for 6-10ms) 
;alternative: uncomment vd & ivd -- vd = 0 to 6000us in steps of 











"d10=d9"    ; d10 is just a holder for d9 
 
define delay halfTm 








3 10u pl1:f1 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp1   
  d16     ;z-filter delay for homospoil recovery 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  trigg 
  p1 ph1 
  d0 
  p1 ph1 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp2   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  echo 
  p2 ph0 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp3   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  echo 
  p1 ph0 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp4   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  p1 ph2 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp5   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  halfTm 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp6   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  p2 ph0 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp7   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  halfTm 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp8   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD   
  p1 ph3 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp9   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  p1 ph4 
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  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp10   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  "d9=random(d10,25)-p16-d16-14us"; randomize d9 by 25% (i.e. if 8ms, 
will actually range 6-10ms) 
  d9 
; vd 
  p1 ph5 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  d1 mc #0 to 2 F1PH(calph(ph1, +90), caldel(d0, +in0)) 





ph2=0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ph3=0 1 2 3 
ph4=1 2 3 0 3 0 1 2 
ph5=1 2 3 0 




3.2.11 2D	  EXSY	  with	  Z-­‐Filtering	  and	  Gradients	  (MASexsyZFgrd2D.ivs)	  
;MASexsyZFgrd2D.ivs 
;2D homonuclear shift correlation with gradient random-delay z-
filtering 
;Baur, M. and Kessler, H. (1997) Mag. Res. Chem. 35, 877-882. 
;Rance et al. (1985) J. Mag. Res. 62, 497-510. 
 
;1H:      90___t1___90--vd--___(Tm-vd)/2___180_____(Tm-
vd)/2_____90===Acq=== 
;Grd:  +1+            +2+               +3+   +4+             +5+ 
 
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default) 
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse 
;p2 : f1 channel -  180 degree high power pulse 
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                         [3 usec] 
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1 
;d3 : receiver delay 
;d8 : mixing time 
;d9 : random delay 
 
;d16: homospoil recovery time (400us) 
;inf1: 1/SW = 2 * DW 
;in0: 1/(1 * SW) = 2 * DW 
;nd0: 1 
;NS: 8 * n 
;td1: number of experiments 
;FnMODE: States-TPPI, TPPI, States or QSEQ 
 
;Gradients (gp1-5): 5%, 40%, 20%, 8%, 4% : each 400us with 400us d16 
following  
;Note: d9 is randomly incremented, set v9 to be percentage of 
increment, i.e. d9 = 8ms, v9 = 25%, d9 is 6-10ms 











"d10=d9"        ; d10 is just a 
holder for d9 
 
define delay halfTm 
define delay fhalfTm 




3 10u pl1:f1 
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  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp1   
  d16         ; z-filter delay 
for homospoil recovery 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  trigg 
  p1 ph1 
  d0 
  p1 ph2 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp2   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  "d9=random(d10,25)" 
  "d9=d9-p16-d16-14us"     ; subtract gradient + 
recovery from d9  
  "halfTm = ((d8-d9-p2)/2)"    ; compute halfTm from 
leftover time after d9 
  "fhalfTm = halfTm-(p16+d16+14us)"   ; subtract one gradient from 
first half of Tm 
  "shalfTm = halfTm-2*(p16+d16+14us)" ; subtract two gradients 
from second half of Tm 
  d9 
  fhalfTm 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp3   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  p2 ph0 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp4   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD 
  shalfTm 
  10u UNBLKGRAD 
  p16:gp5   
  d16 
  4u BLKGRAD   
  p1 ph3 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 





ph2=1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 
ph3=0 1 2 3 




3.2.12 Hahn-­‐Echo	  (MAShahnecho1D.ivs)	  
;MAShahnecho1D.ivs w/ exorcycle 
; 
;1H : 90 __tw__ 180 __tw__ ===Acq=== 
; 
;d1 : recycle delay 
;p2 : H180 @ pl2 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;pl1 : not used! 




  (p3 pl2 ph1):f1 
  (center (d4) (p2 ph0):f1) 
  go=2 ph31 
  wr #0 
exit 
 
ph0= 0 1 2 3 
ph1= 0 





3.2.13 1D	  HETCOR	  (MAShetcor1D.ivs)	  
;MAShetcor1D.ivs 
;1D HETCOR spectrum for optimization and buildup curves 
 







2 d1 do:f2 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl11:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2       ;initial 90 deg pulse  
  (p15 pl1 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2 ; H -> X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  wr #0 
   
8 1u do:f2 




ph1= 0 2 
ph2= 0 0 1 1  2 2 3 3  
ph10= 1 
ph31= 0 2 1 3  2 0 3 1  
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3.2.14 2D	  HETCOR	  (MAShetcor2D.ivs)	  
;MAShetcor2D.ivs 
;Basic 2D HETCOR with 180X pulse in t1 
; 
;1H  : 90 ---t1---- ==rampCP== +++dec+++ 
;13C :       180    ==flatCP== ===Acq=== 
; 
;TPPI - set ND0=4 
; 
;pl1 : X CP power level 
;pl11 : X default power level 
;pl2 : H default power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : H decoupling power level 
;p2 : X180 @ pl11 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;p15 : CP ct 
;p31 : TPPM pulse 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~5us 
; 









2 d1 do:f2 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl11:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2       ;initial 90 deg pulse  
  (center (d0) (p2 ph3):f1)  ; 180 degree in center of t1 
  (p15 pl1 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2 ; H -> X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1u do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip10 





ph1= 0 2 
ph2= 0 0 1 1  2 2 3 3  
ph3= 0 
ph10= 1 
ph31= 0 2 1 3  2 0 3 1  
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;pl1  : X 90/180 power level 
;pl2  : 1H 90 power level 
;pl1  : X CP power level 
;pl10 : H CP power level 
;pl14 : H recoupling power level 
 
;d0   : t1 evolution  
;d10  : t2 evolution 
;d1   : recycle delay 
;d3   : pre-scan delay 
 
;p15  : CP contact time 
;p14  : DARR mixing time 
;p3   : 1H 90 pulse 
;p1   : 13C 90 pulse 










   
2 d1 do:f2 
  10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl1:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2         ;initial 1H 90  
  (center (d0) (p4 pl1 ph3):f1) ;X180 in center of t1 
  (p15 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2  ;H -> X CP 
   
  1u cpd2:f2 
  d10    ;t2 evolution 
   
  (p1 pl1 ph7):f1   ;storage 
  1m do:f2 
  (p14 pl14 ph8):f2 
  1u cpd2:f2 
  (p4 pl1 ph4):f1   ;read 
   
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1m ip10 
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  lo to 2 times td1 
   
  1m rp10 
  1m rd0 
  1m id10 
  1m ip7 
  lo to 2 times td2 
 
8 1m do:f2 
  exit 
      
ph1=  0 2     ;1st 1H 90 
ph2=  0 0 2 2      ;X CP 
ph3=  0      ;180 in center of t1 
ph4=  3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3      
      0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0    
      1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  
      2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2    ;X read - cycled 180 out of 
phase w/ receiver to avoid direct excitation signal 
ph7=  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3     ;X store 
ph8=  0      ;DARR mixing 
ph10= 1      ;H CP 
ph31= 0 2 2 0  2 0 0 2 
      1 3 3 1  3 1 1 3 
      2 0 0 2  0 2 2 0 




3.2.16 2D	  HETCOR	  with	  1H	  Spin	  Diffusion	  (MAShetcor2DSD.ivs)	  
;MAShetcor2DSD.ivs 
;2D hetcor spectrum starting with evoution on 1H, 
;followed by a H-X cp. Detection on X 
 









2 d1 do:f2 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl11:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2       ;initial 90 deg pulse  
  (center (d0) (p2 ph5):f1)  ; 180 degree in center of t1 
 (p3 ph3):f2 
  d4 
  (p3 ph4):f2 
  (p15 pl1 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2 ; H -> X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1u do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip3 





ph1= 0 2 





ph31= 0 2 1 3  2 0 3 1  
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3.2.17 3D	  HETCOR	  with	  1H	  Spin	  Diffusion	  (MAShetcor3DSD.ivs)	  
;MAShetcor3DSD.ivs 
;3D hetcor spectrum with spin diffusion on 1H after t1 (d4) 
;1H:  90->t1->90->SD->90->CP->==DEC=->PDSD->===DEC== 
;13C: ------------------->CP->t2->90->tmix->180->acq 
 
;pl1  : X 90 power level 
;pl2  : 1H 90 power level 
;pl11 : X CP power level 
;pl10 : H CP power level 
;pl14 : H recoupling power level 
 
;d0   : t1 evolution  
;d10  : t2 evolution 
;d1   : recycle delay 
;d3   : pre-scan delay 
 
;p15  : CP contact time 
;p14  : DARR mixing time 
;p3   : 1H 90 pulse 
;p1   : 13C 90 pulse 





"in0=inf1/2" ;standard TPPI 2D 




2 d1 do:f2 
 10u pl2:f2 
 10u pl11:f1 
 
 trigg 
 (p3 ph1):f2         ;initial 90 deg pulse  
 d0    ;t1 evolution 
 (p3 ph3):f2    
 d4 
 (p3 ph5):f2   ;pre-CP 1H 90 
 1u 
 (p15 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2  ;H->X CP 
 0.3u  
 
 1u cpd2:f2 
 d10    ;t2 evolution 
   1u pl1:f1  
 
 (p1 ph7):f1           ;storage 
 1m do:f2   ;must be 1m, 1u crashes (slow gating) 
 (p14 pl14 ph8):f2       ;mixing time 
 1u cpd2:f2 
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 (p4 ph4):f1          ;read   
  
 d3 
 go=2 ph31 
 1m do:f2   ;must be 1m, 1u crashes (slow gating) 
 10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
 1m ip3    ;on inner loop, cycle pulse either 
before or after t1, but if after dim must be flipped 
 lo to 2 times td1 
  
 1m rp3 
 1m rd0 
 1m id10 
 1m ip7    ;on outer loop, cycle pulse either 
before or after t2, but if after dim must be flipped 
 lo to 2 times td2 
  
8  1m do:f2 
 exit 
      
ph1=  0 2     ;1st 1H 90 w/ spin temp inversion 
ph2=  0 0 2 2        ;X CP 
ph3=  0      ;180 in center of t1 
ph4=  0 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2  3 3 3 3 ;X read pulse - 
standard cyclops w/ receiver 
ph5=  2       ;pre-CP 1H 90 
ph7=  1 1 3 3     ;X store pulse - cycle to 
follow CP (ph2) but 90 degrees out of phase since coming out of spin 
lock (t2) 
ph8=  0      ;DARR mixing - zq so phase 
irrelevant 
ph10= 1      ;H CP 
ph31= 0 2 2 0  1 3 3 1  2 0 0 2  3 1 1 3 ;receiver phase - 
standard cyclops w/ ph4 - safe to acquire only 4 or 8 
 
;OLD PHASE CYCLING (ALSO WORKS BUT LONGER): 
;ph7=  1 1 1 1  3 3 3 3     ;X store 
;ph4=  3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2  
2 2 2 2  ;X read - cyclops 180 out of phase w/ receiver 
every 4 steps to avoid direct excitation signal 
;ph31= 0 2 2 0  2 0 0 2  1 3 3 1  3 1 1 3  2 0 0 2  0 2 2 0  3 1 1 3  




3.2.18 2D	  HETCOR	  with	  Homonuclear	  Decoupling	  (MAShetcorHHdec2D.ivs)	  
;MAShetcorHHdec2D.ivs 
;2D HETCOR with 180X pulse and DUMBO-1 homonuc. decoupling in t1 
; 
;1H  : 90 ++t1+DUMBO-1++ ==rampCP== +++dec+++ 
;13C :          180      ==flatCP== ===Acq=== 
; 
;TPPI - set ND0=4 
; 
;pl1 : X CP power level 
;pl11 : X default power level 
;pl2 : H default power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : H decoupling power level 
;pl21 : H DUMBO-1 homonuc. dec. power level  
;p2 : X180 @ pl11 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;p4 : -theta pulse after DUMBO-1 @ pl2 
;p15 : CP ct 
;p31 : TPPM pulse 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~5us 
;cpd1 : H DUMBO-1 homonuclear decoupling in t1 
; 









2 d1 do:f2 
 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl11:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2  ; initial 90 deg pulse 
  10u cpd1:f2 pl21:f2 
  (center (d0) (p2 ph3):f1)  ; 180 degree in center of t1 
  10u do:f2 
  (p4 ph4):f2 
  (p15 pl1 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2 ; H->X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1u do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip1   ; increment pulse BEFORE t1, no need to 
reverse w1. 
  lo to 2 times td1 
 
8 1u do:f2 
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  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit 
 
ph1= 0 2     ; H90 
ph2= 0 0 1 1  2 2 3 3  ; X CP 
ph3= 0      ; X180 centered in t1 
ph4= 0      ; -theta pulse after DUMBO-1 
ph10= 1      ; H CP 
ph31= 0 2 1 3  2 0 3 1  ; receiver 
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3.2.19 T2’-­‐filtered	  HETCOR	  1D	  (MAShetcorT2fil1D.ivs)	  
;MAShetcorT2fil1D.ivs 
; 
;1H  : 90 __tw__ 180 __tw__ ==rampCP== +++dec+++ 
;13C :                      ==flatCP== ---Acq--- 
; 
;TPPI - set ND0=4 
; 
;pl11 : X CP power level 
;pl1 : not used! 
;pl2 : H default power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : H decoupling power level 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;p4 : H180 @ pl2 
;p15 : CP ct 
;p31 : TPPM pulse 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~5us 
;d4 : tw ~1ms for T2' filter 
; 







2 d1 do:f2 
 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl11:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2       ;initial 90 deg pulse  
  (center (d4) (p4 ph4):f2) ;d4 = 2*Tw 
  (p15 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2 ; H -> X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1m do:f2 
  wr #0 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 
  exit 
 
ph0= 0 
ph1= 0 2 
ph2= 0 0 1 1  2 2 3 3  
ph4= 0 
ph10= 1 




3.2.20 T2’-­‐filtered	  HETCOR	  2D	  (MAShetcorT2fil2D.ivs)	  
;MAShetcorT2fil2D.ivs 
; 
;1H  : 90 __tw__ 180 __tw__ ---t1---- ==rampCP== +++dec+++ 
;13C :                         180    ==flatCP== ---Acq--- 
; 
;TPPI - set ND0=4 
; 
;pl1 : X default power level 
;pl11 : X CP power level 
;pl2 : H default power level 
;pl10 : H adiabatic sweep power level 
;pl12 : H decoupling power level 
;p2 : X180 @ pl11 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;p4 : H180 @ pl2 
;p15 : CP ct 
;p31 : TPPM pulse 
;d3 : acquisition delay ~5us 
;d4 : tw ~1ms for T2' filter 
; 









2 d1 do:f2 
 
3 10u pl2:f2 
  10u pl1:f1 
  trigg 
  (p3 ph1):f2       ;initial 90 deg pulse  
  (center (d4) (p4 ph4):f2) ; d4 = 2*Tw 
  (center (d0) (p2 ph3):f1)  ; 180 degree in center of t1 
  (p15 pl11 ph2):f1 (p15:spf0 pl10 ph10):f2 ; H -> X CP 
  1u cpd2:f2 pl12:f2 
  d3 
  go=2 ph31 
  1u do:f2 
  10m wr #0 if #0 id0 zd 
  1u ip10   ;incrementing pulse AFTER t1 so reverse 
indirect dim. 
  lo to 2 times td1 
 
8 1u do:f2 
  HaltAcqu, 1m 





ph1= 0 2 








3.2.21 Inversion	  Recovery	  1D	  (MASinvrec1D.ivs)	  
;MAShahnecho1D.ivs 
; 
;1H : 180 __tau__ 90 ===Acq=== 
; 
;d1 : recycle delay 
;d4 : tau 
;p2 : H180 @ pl2 
;p3 : H90 @ pl2 
;pl1 : not used! 
;pl2 : H power level 
 




2 d1   
  (p2 pl2 ph0):f1 
  del4 
  (p3 ph1):f1 
  go=2 ph31 
  wr #0 
8 exit 
 
ph0 = 1 1 2 2 
ph1 = 0 2 1 3 
ph31= 0 2 1 3 
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END	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
